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1.  Post Keynesian and ecological 
economics: alternative perspectives 
on sustainability and environmental 
economics
Richard P.F. Holt and Clive L. Spash

INTRODUCTION

For some time now the standard neoclassical economic model has been 
criticized from numerous directions. It has been criticized for assuming 
that people are solely rational and selfi sh, while in reality it seems that 
diverse inclinations seem to drive human behavior.1 Another problem is 
the assumption of perfectly competitive markets as well as the existence 
of pervasive future markets to deal with the long-run consequences of 
present decisions; yet such markets do not exist. From these assump-
tions, neoclassical analysis then demonstrates the existence of a stable and 
optimal equilibrium. It concludes that government policies cannot make 
us better off . In short, like Dr Pangloss in Voltaire’s Candide, we are sup-
posed to live in the best of all possible worlds – a result that seems to be 
contradicted by our daily experiences.

These problems are quite prevalent when neoclassical economics seeks to 
analyze the environment and issues surrounding sustainability. Ecological 
economists have pointed out these problems by stressing the interac-
tion between individual, social, ecological and economic life, as well as 
the long-term consequences of the complex choices we make today. For 
example, they have criticized the assumption of rational consumer choice 
since many environmental consequences of human decisions will remain 
unknown for many years. Furthermore, they have also questioned tradi-
tional methods of measuring and estimating values related to the quality 
of life, non-market goods, sustainability and social welfare.

Post Keynesians, too, have criticized the standard economic model. 
They have developed a notion of social rationality, in which habits and 
herd behavior can create bubbles and lead to serious economic problems. 
Using path-dependent models, rather than equilibrium models, they have 
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explained the persistence of high unemployment in developed countries. 
Also, Post Keynesians have emphasized that the future is uncertain, 
rather than known with some probability distribution, and they have 
stressed that government policy is needed to prevent and solve economic 
problems.

Despite many diff erences in subject matter and approach, ecological 
and Post Keynesian economists have a great deal in common. Both criti-
cize the mechanistic equilibrium models used in neoclassical economics. 
Both oppose the so-called ‘value-free’ methodology and analysis used by 
mainstream economics. Both reject the standard economic assumptions 
regarding how people behave; and both reject the neoclassical conclusion 
that free markets always lead to optimal outcomes.

The following chapters show how and where ecological economics 
and Post Keynesian economics share common ground concerning envi-
ronmental problems. They also shed light on how these two schools can 
learn from one another. This is important for Post Keynesians, who have 
for the most part ignored microeconomic policy issues such as education, 
crime and the environment. Ecological economics has neglected meth-
odological issues and might refl ect upon Post Keynesian work in this area 
(see Chapter 2 by Andrew Mearman). There are also common areas for 
debate as to how evolving and changing complex systems should be taken 
into account (see Chapter 11 by J. Barkley Rosser, Jr). The role of math-
ematical formalism then becomes an issue in both schools, along with the 
importance of institutions (Greenwood and Holt, 2008).

Some identifi able diff erences also exist between these two schools of 
thought. Post Keynesians focus on promoting economic growth, while 
ecological economists emphasize the negative environmental consequences 
of growth. Post Keynesians focus on intra-generational distribution while 
ecological economists stress intergenerational distribution. Finally, Post 
Keynesians, with the notable exception of John Kenneth Galbraith, have 
ignored the important question of what really determines the quality of 
life. (See Chapter 3 by Clive Spash and Heinz Schandl, and Chapter 6 by 
Arild Vatn for more on the similarities and diff erences between the Post 
Keynesians and ecological economics.)

We hope that this book will spark a dialog over such issues between 
Post Keynesians and ecological economists (and others) on environmental 
issues and sustainable development, besides providing a critique of the 
neoclassical approach to the environment. To better understand what 
follows the next sections of this chapter provide a brief overview of these 
two schools, highlighting how they diff er from mainstream economics and 
some common themes found in both. Finally, we give summaries of the 
diff erent chapters in the book.
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ECOLOGICAL ECONOMICS AND THE 
MAINSTREAM

In the late 1960s and early 1970s ecological economics seemed to be 
pushing the boundaries of economic analysis and heading away from the 
mainstream. By turning to materials balance theory, ecological econo-
mists brought in the laws of thermodynamics to economics as an alter-
native to the neoclassical model (Kneese et al., 1970). During this time 
Georgescu-Roegen (1971) wrote an infl uential book on the importance of 
entropy for the economy. The book questioned the feasibility of economic 
growth over the long run and suggested that economic development policy 
needed fundamental reform. His interpretation of classical entropy, along 
with lessons from materials balance theory, raised a range of concerns that 
ecological economists believed were important:

The size and growth of populations and the pressure that they put  ●

on social, economic and ecological systems needs to be understood.
The impact and rate of change that human and economic systems  ●

have on all living systems can be uncertain and possibly irreversible 
– time needs to be taken seriously.
The need to go beyond substitution eff ects of capital in neoclassical  ●

economics, and recognize the necessity and role of all types of accu-
mulated capital (that is, natural and social) on the well-being and 
sustainability of the economy, environment and society.
Endless economic growth is unsustainable both socially and  ●

environmentally.
The implicit value associated with growth that more is always better  ●

needs to be questioned.
Economics cannot and should not be separated from ethical judge- ●

ments, particularly in regard to the impact of those living today on 
future generations and the health of the planet.
Nature has an intrinsic value. ●

Ecological economists characterized the mainstream view of the 
economy as a scene out of the Wild West, populated by cowboys exploit-
ing resources, chucking their waste on the ground and riding away to 
infi nite horizons where fresh resources could always be found; this was 
contrasted with looking at our planet, Earth, as a closed system like a 
spaceship (Boulding, 1966; see Chapter 5 in this volume by Robert Scott). 
Economic growth was seen as positively misleading in terms of the conse-
quences for human society (Mishan, 1969) with the limits to growth highly 
profi led in a study by a team of scholars at the Massachusetts Institute 
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of Technology (Meadows et al., 1972). Herman Daly (1977) championed 
the concept of a steady-state economy as a means to avoid environmental 
disaster. From the late 1960s to early 1980s ecological economists were 
able to establish a strong theoretical and empirical grounding to their fi eld, 
which provided some cutting-edge work in economics. They also raised a 
series of interesting and important questions that were previously ignored 
by the majority of economists.

The response of the mainstream to this work was mixed. There was 
recognition of externalities and social costs associated with environmental 
degradation. Also the need to put value on environmental non-market 
goods to achieve adequate cost–benefi t analysis associated with natural 
resources and the environment was acknowledged. This led to some 
important work by both mainstream and ecological economists from 
the 1970s to 1980s that tried to determine and measure diff erent types 
of values associated with the environment. Valuation in cost–benefi t 
analysis developed new methods such as travel cost, hedonic pricing, and 
contingent valuation. The travel cost method was the earliest to be more 
fully developed (Clawson and Knetsch, 1966), while contingent valuation 
followed later opening a whole new research agenda (Cummings et al., 
1986). Primary data collection from face-to-face interviews gave results 
that questioned the economic model of human psychology and motiva-
tion (Spash, 2008). The theory behind values expanded from pure use to 
option, existence and bequest values (Krutilla, 1967; Krutilla and Fisher, 
1978). This led to discussions over the ethical basis of economics (Kneese 
and Schulze, 1985; Schulze and Brookshire, 1982; Schulze et al., 1981). 
Climate change and the treatment of future generations were also topics 
on the valuation agenda (d’Arge, 1979; d’Arge et al., 1982). All this excit-
ing work led to some important research breakthroughs in environmental 
economics.

Yet by the 1980s the entire thrust of this work towards a new and chal-
lenging research agenda seemed to have been narrowed by the mainstream. 
Environmental issues again were confi ned as a subdiscipline associated 
with resource and environmental economics. Topics had been tamed and 
controlled through equilibrium analysis, and reinforced by the teaching 
methods employed by graduate programs and what was considered accept-
able economic model-building by key journals. It seemed that the response 
of mainstream economics to the concerns of ecological economists is that 
neoclassical economics can do the job. Mainstream economists simply 
asserted that, from its optimization models and welfare theory, neoclassi-
cal economics is able to produce theoretical explanations of how environ-
mental problems can be evaluated. They argued that most environmental 
problems are anomalies correctable by taxes or tradable permit markets. 
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There is no need to go beyond a worldview of rational utility-maximizing 
agents and profi t-maximizing fi rms. Resources are considered generally 
substitutable and, where they might run out, price changes are expected to 
stimulate new backstop technologies and resources. Where resources are 
overexploited, this can be corrected by imposing private property rights. 
Discounting takes care of future generations. Environmental values can 
all fi t within a utilitarian framework, even including the existence of life 
and any value deemed intrinsic to an entity. Overall the environment 
and its problems can fi t within the existing neoclassical theory where self-
 regulating markets function perfectly as the all-embracing solution.

Frustration with this outlook and methodology was growing and by 
the late 1980s ecological economists fi nally established their own associa-
tion, the International Society for Ecological Economics (ISEE). A main 
diff erence between ecological economics and the mainstream is its inter-
disciplinary and pluralistic focus. Richard Norgaard (1989, p. 37) in the 
fi rst issue of the association’s journal Ecological Economics brought this 
point home:

Ecology consists of numerous approaches to understanding natural systems: 
energetics, population biology, food-web models, hierarchy theory to mention 
just a few. Within ecology, fi eld knowledge and the reporting of new observa-
tions are well respected. Economics, on the other hand, is dominated by one 
pattern of thinking and standard of ‘proof’, the market model and econo-
metrics. Within economics, fi eld knowledge and observations per se are little 
valued. Agreement on a correct method is frequently taken as an indication of 
the maturity of a science. The argument is developed in this paper that all the 
aspects of complex systems can only be understood through multiple method-
ologies. The agreement on method within economics, however, seems to refl ect 
stronger pressures within the discipline for conformity than for truth relative to 
ecology. Since ecological economics seeks to understand a larger system than 
either economics or ecology seeks to understand, a diversity of methodologies is 
appropriate and pressures to eliminate methodologies for the sake of conform-
ity should be avoided.

Most ecological economists look at ecological economics as an interdis-
ciplinary and pluralistic school where knowledge in the fi eld changes and 
progresses from the interaction and learning from diff erent subject areas. 
This goes beyond just economics learning from ecology, but encompasses 
the need to explore areas such as philosophy, social psychology, and 
political science. One must understand the integrated and dynamic rela-
tionships that exist between these diff erent areas. In addition, the role of 
the natural sciences in ecological economics changes in light of research in 
the social sciences as found in post normal science (Funtowicz and Ravetz, 
1993) and sociological science–policy analysis (Wynne, 1994). Such an 
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interdisciplinary approach requires understanding the key concepts and 
language of other disciplines and how they perceive and analyze the world. 
This provides additional and new ways, outside of economics, of gather-
ing and analyzing information about the world around us. The primary 
benefi t of this approach is recognizing that problems should be the focus 
of concern rather than techniques which restrain the type and form of con-
cepts used in analysis. The pluralism that comes from the interdisciplinary 
method means seeing problems from diff erent, equally valid perspectives. 
This does not mean all perspectives are accepted – all perspectives need to 
be explored through empirical and analytical rigor.

Even though there is an interdisciplinary commitment by ecological 
economists, there are diff erences within the school of what its range and 
focus should be. The divide seems to be mostly between one camp in the 
United States and the other in Europe (Spash, 1999). Some have argued 
that this represents the pluralism within the school.

DIFFERENCES AND DIVISIONS AMONG 
ECOLOGICAL ECONOMISTS

A core group of ecologists – including Bob Costanza (former ISEE 
President), Brian Walker, Paul Ehrlich, David Pimentel, and Carl Folke 
– seem to be closer to the mainstream and associate with economic theo-
rists such as Ken Arrow, Joseph Stiglitz, Karl-Groan Maler, and Partha 
Dasgupta. Charles Perrings, a physicist who became an ISEE president, 
showed even closer ties to mainstream economics by advocating the use 
of abstract mathematical modeling of neoclassical resource econom-
ics (Perrings, 1987; see also the collected works by Perrings, 1997). The 
ISEE’s journal, Ecological Economics, originally controlled by Costanza 
and dominated by Americans, had mainstream economists on its board 
and published articles well within the neoclassical realm. However, since 
the arrival of a new editor in 2008 this situation has begun to change.

In the United States the fi eld seems to have become identifi ed with two 
dominant ideas – monetary valuation of ecosystems services and a steady-
state economy – primarily associated with two people, Bob Costanza and 
Herman Daly respectively. Regardless of the importance of this work, 
some have argued that such close ties to the mainstream and the narrow-
ing of the subject areas in the fi eld undermines the breadth and depth of 
ecological economics. Some have argued that this limiting view of eco-
logical economics is driven by American institutional circumstances and 
a perceived necessity to use market rhetoric. In response, mostly from 
European ecological economists, some have shown a desire to go back to 
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what they consider to be the cutting-edge work of the 1970s by ecological 
economists such as Georgescu-Roegen. These works, they believe, provide 
a much broader fi eld of research for ecological economics. This has led a 
group of ecological economists to an area they call social ecological eco-
nomics, so as to identify the interdisciplinary and socio-economic breadth 
of ecological economics.

SOCIAL ECOLOGICAL ECONOMICS

Social ecological economics goes beyond standard economic theory and 
focuses on the interconnection of power with environmental and insti-
tutional arrangements. Economics, environment, and politics are inter-
twined, so that any study of economics is political economy. In ecological 
economics such a framework can be found in the work of former ISEE 
Presidents Joan Martinez-Alier (2002) and Richard Norgaard (1994). The 
method in this framework moves beyond a simple belief in mechanistic 
cause–eff ect relationships, something that was criticized by both Kapp 
(1978 [1950]) and Georgescu-Roegen (1979). Economic, political, and 
environmental systems are seen as dynamic evolving structures, which 
involve biological and not just physical interactions. This leads to an inter-
est in biological concepts and metaphors, in comparison to those from 
physics which has become the dominant comparator and methodological 
infl uence in economics.

Most prominent among the biological/ecological concepts are ideas 
of sustainability, resilience, and co-evolutionary development (Gowdy, 
1994; Norgaard, 1981, 1987, 1988). In an evolving system, concepts of 
equilibrium are abstractions for convenience to describe specifi c states on 
a path of change. This can be linked to ecosystems as cycles of energy and 
materials organization, accumulation, destruction, and release (Holling, 
1986). At the same time, not all attempts to merge economics and biology 
are accepted; particularly those of the Chicago School have been rejected 
(by another ISEE President, John Gowdy, 1987). Among the alternative 
approaches within ecology and biology, the non-reductionist approaches 
are to be favored over the atomistic and mechanistic alternatives found in 
the biology of Richard Dawkins.

Rejecting atomistic and mechanistic explanations as universal truths also 
leads to opening-up the Pandora’s Box of the individual. Rather than regard-
ing the human as some essentially irreducible atomic structure, which should 
remain unquestioned, the realm of motivation of individuals is revealed and 
explored. Psychology can then off er tremendous potential for insight into 
behavior, but only if economists are prepared to learn from, rather than 
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dominate, the subject. Hence Earl (2005) draws the distinction between eco-
nomic psychology, where economists dominate psychological concepts, and 
psychological economics, where they learn from those concepts. Economic 
psychology consists of economists (for example, Gary Becker from the 
Chicago School) taking topics from psychology and placing them in the 
context of constrained optimization or game theory, or psychologists adopt-
ing the conceptual framework of mainstream economics. Psychological 
economics, on the other hand, ‘seeks to use inputs from psychology to 
obtain an enhanced understanding of, and/or an improved ability to predict, 
behaviour in respect of areas that have normally been viewed as the preserve 
of economics’ (Earl, 2005, p. 911). This is the same methodological outlook 
as described here for ecological economics – that is, challenging economic 
approaches which have resisted learning from other disciplines.

Ecological economists believe that with psychological economics, as 
compared to economic psychology, understanding the nature and con-
sequence of human decision-making becomes richer and more complex. 
Lexicographic preferences no longer appear as a strange exception to 
the rule of gross substitution but a relatively normal approach to choice, 
which may be motivated by non-utilitarian ethics, strong uncertainty, or 
satisfi cing behaviour. The needs of individuals can be diff erentiated from 
positional affl  uence. Social norms provide a link between the individual 
and the societal levels and the role of institutions.

These various insights have direct relevance for how economic growth is 
perceived to operate as a means for improving the human condition. The 
ecological economics literature addressing consumption has connected 
critiques of consumer manipulation by corporations (Galbraith, 1979; 
Kapp, 1978 [1950]), and the psychological and social roles material con-
sumption plays in a modern market economy (Reisch and Røpke, 2004; 
Røpke, 1999). The psychological treadmill of material throughput also 
raises concerns over the scale of growth (Daly, 1991, 1992). This is fi rmly 
related to the literature arising from thermodynamics and energy use 
with its implications for the physical functioning of systems (Georgescu-
Roegen, 1971). Interest in this has been expressed through the develop-
ment of industrial ecology (Ayres and Ayres, 1996), and the concept of an 
‘industrial metabolism’ (Ayres and Simonis, 1994) or a socio-ecological 
regime (Schandl and Schulz, 2002; Sieferle, 2001). Creation of the modern 
energy-intensive economy is explained through historical analysis com-
bined with the characterization of specifi c institutional and governance 
structures, demographic and spatial patterns of land use, infrastructure 
networks, and technology. Economic industrial development can then be 
seen as dependent upon exploiting key non-renewable fuel sources while 
creating ever-expanding waste streams.
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Ecological economics challenges approaches to economics that aim to 
limit the use of ideas from ecology. Those ideas arose strongly in the 1960s 
and 1970s, but the momentum was lost until the early 1990s. Ecological 
economics itself has changed over the last twenty years from just linking 
ecology and economics to putting forward a range of ideas which are 
critical of modern economies. They have done this by an interdisciplinary 
endeavor which requires serious refl ection upon world views, concept, 
metaphors, and models. The fi eld is starting to synthesize ideas and also to 
reach out to other schools of economic thought – Post Keynesian econom-
ics being one of them.

POST KEYNESIAN ECONOMICS AND THE 
MAINSTREAM

As John King (2002) notes, Post Keynesian economics begins with The 
General Theory of Employment, Interest and Money by John Maynard 
Keynes (1936). The General Theory challenged the foundations of neoclas-
sical economics, explained how and why great depressions are possible, 
and set forth policy recommendations to deal with important economic 
problems. While this work is macroeconomic in nature, it contains a 
number of key principles that can be applied to microeconomic problems 
in general and to environmental problems specifi cally. Four principles 
form the basis of Post Keynesian economics and distinguish it from neo-
classical economics: uncertainty, historical time, social rationality, and the 
importance of income eff ects. Let’s look at each one of these.

Uncertainty

Uncertainty refers to the fact that the future cannot be known as a result 
of past experiences. As Keynes (1937, p. 213) noted:

The game of roulette is not subject, in this sense to uncertainty . . . the expec-
tation of life is only slightly uncertain. Even the weather is only moderately 
uncertain. The sense in which I am using the term is that in which the prospect 
of a European war is uncertain, or the price of copper and the rate of interest 
twenty years hence, or the obsolescence of a new innovation, or the position of 
private wealth owners in the social system in 1970. About these matters there 
is no scientifi c basis on which to form any calculable probability whatever. We 
simply do not know.

In an uncertain world ‘animal spirits’ or expectations drive the investment 
decision, and since such behavior can undergo radical transformation, 
sharp economic fl uctuations are possible.
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J. Barkley Rosser, Jr (2001) points out that Post Keynesians have two 
arguments for the prevalence of uncertainty. First, Brian Loasby (1976) 
and George Shackle (1955, 1972, 1974) note that the world itself is unpre-
dictable and constantly changing; we never know when things will change 
or how they will change. Moreover, past evidence provides no guidance 
when events happen infrequently or when we are dealing with situations 
that extend far into the future. Paul Davidson (1982–83, 1988, 1991, 1996) 
argues that uncertainty is a characteristic of a non-ergodic world, or the 
real world in which we live. Systems are ergodic if both their key param-
eters and structure remain stable over time. In this case, we can extrapo-
late from the past to the future. Non-ergodic systems experience structural 
change or parameter changes over time, which means that rational agents 
cannot fi gure out what the future is going to be like.

Second, some Post Keynesians (Arestis, 1996; Carabelli, 1988) see 
uncertainty arising because real-world outcomes depend on the behavior 
of many other people. The problem is that individual behavior depends on 
what we expect others to do, and we can never be certain about the behav-
ior of others. Perhaps the best description of this is Keynes’s (1936, p. 156) 
famous beauty contest – where we try to fi gure out not the most beauti-
ful contestant, but the one that others will think is the most beautiful, 
knowing that others are also making such calculations. For this reason, 
our behavior changes based on our expectations of what other people will 
do. Everyone else is in the same boat and proceeds in the same fashion.

The fi rst view of uncertainty appears in the contributions to this volume 
of John Gowdy et al. (Chapter 10) and Richard Norgaard (Chapter 4), 
which have ecosystem models with cycles of energy and materials organi-
zation, accumulation, destruction, and release. James Juniper (Chapter 
12) and Jerry Courvisanos (Chapter 14) bring out the consequences of the 
second view of uncertainty in connection with business decisions on envi-
ronmental innovation and investment policy for sustainable development. 
They show how group behavior can have a cumulative eff ect: it can lead 
to major breakthroughs in environmental investments, or it can result in 
long-term damage to the environment.

Historical Time

Because the world and individual choices are constantly changing, Post 
Keynesians hold that economies do not head toward some equilibrium 
(Robinson, 1974; Kaldor, 1985). Instead, economies evolve over time, and 
economists must focus on this process. To consider historical time means 
a commitment to understanding how economic processes function in the 
real world. History matters in the sense that the past infl uences subsequent 
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outcomes. This diff ers markedly from the neoclassical Arrow–Debreu–
Mackenzie model, based on logical time, where agents plan for all present 
and future economic activities, and all economic outcomes are determined 
simultaneously at a single instant (Holt and Setterfi eld, 1999). The system 
moves eff ortlessly with no track of the processes involved.

While logical time is essentially spatial and mechanical, historical time 
is social, environmental, and behavioral. Historical time is a unidirectional 
sequence of events, which puts the present in the context of what has gone 
on beforehand. This allows for the possibility that ‘history matters’, in that 
the past has an infl uence on subsequent outcomes (Holt, 2005).

As Georgescu-Roegen (1971) pointed out, unlike logical time, historical 
time is irrevocable; we move strictly from the present to the future. In his-
torical time, if we make a mistake we cannot go back in time and make a 
better decision. Decisions made now cannot be reversed, except at a great 
cost. The long period is thus a sequence of paths taken in the short period 
and does not exist independently of these paths. One famous example of 
the importance of historical time is the adoption of the QWERTY key-
board, which slowed down typing. When people typed on manual type-
writers, individual keys would sometimes hit each other and stick together 
when one typed too quickly. Under these circumstances a keyboard layout 
that slowed down typing made sense. Once everyone learned to type on 
such a keyboard, however, it made sense to continue using it, even when 
computers replaced typewriters and there was no longer any reason to 
slow down typists in order to keep keys from jamming (David, 1985).

Social Rationality

We noted above that neoclassical economics sees people as knowing all 
the options available to them, and the probabilistic outcomes of each 
choice, and then making decisions to maximize their utility. In contrast, 
Post Keynesians see individuals confronting uncertainty when they have 
to make decisions. When people are not sure what they want and what 
they want to do, it is sensible for them to look around when making deci-
sions and follow the lead of others. For this reason, Post Keynesians have 
focused on habits and social factors when explaining how people behave.

This work is important for understanding consumer behavior in a world 
where consumption and individual choices impact upon our environment 
and the well-being of the planet (see Chapter 9 by Lucia Reisch, Clive 
Spash and Sabine Bietz). For example, when deciding whether to buy a 
new car I can choose to buy a family car or a sport utility vehicle (SUV). I 
might prefer buying a sedan because it is more fuel-effi  cient than an SUV. 
However, sedans do not do well in crashes with SUVs. So if there are lots 
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of SUVs on the road, then that is what I will want and that is what I will 
buy. The problem here is that my preferences are strongly infl uenced by 
the decisions of others.

Going further, Post Keynesians have questioned whether the notion 
of individual rationality actually yields optimal outcomes in the real 
world, or whether there is a social rationality that makes everyone better 
off  (Pressman, 2004). The diff erence between individual rationality and 
social rationality is clearest in the prisoner’s dilemma, which shows 
how two individuals pursuing their own interests wind up in a less than 
optimal situation. In the prisoner’s dilemma, two accused men are cap-
tured and put into separate rooms. If neither confesses to their crime, 
they are forced to go through a lengthy and expensive trial but are likely 
to get acquitted and go free. If both confess, they each get moderate 
prison terms. If one confesses but the other does not, then the one who 
confesses gets off  without any penalties while the other prisoner faces a 
long jail term.

Prisoner’s dilemmas are common in everyday life. They are the heart of 
the free-rider problem. Like the prisoner who confesses, the free-rider does 
not pay to support community services that everyone regards as desirable, 
such as clean air and safe streets, fi guring that everyone else will contribute 
and that one less contribution to the common good will make no diff er-
ence overall. The aggregate outcome, if free-riding is prevalent, is that we 
lack things that everyone desires because people fail to pay for them on 
an individualistic basis. This opens the door for government policy: taxes 
to support public goods and environmental regulations to halt human-
induced climate change.

Income Eff ects

Following Abraham Maslow in psychology, Post Keynesians recognize 
that people seem to form a hierarchy of needs, with some needs more 
important than others (see Chapter 7 by Marc Lavoie). At the bottom 
is the need for survival – we need food, we need shelter, and we need 
clothing. Next come needs for comforts and social interaction. Finally, 
there are needs for self-actualization and improvement. As our income 
increases, and our survival is no longer in jeopardy, we concern ourselves 
with higher needs such as comforts and friends. This lexicographic order-
ing limits the ability of prices or substitution eff ects to change behavior 
and helps establish the primacy of income eff ects.

Neoclassical economists see substitution eff ects as of paramount impor-
tance, sometimes to the exclusion of any income eff ects. Economies are 
seen as supply-constrained, and therefore price changes and incentives 
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become important to assure that scarce resources get used effi  ciently. In 
contrast, and for reasons noted above, Post Keynesians see income eff ects 
as more important than substitution eff ects (Davidson, 2005, p. 459). This 
is why Post Keynesians focus on income and spending as necessary for 
full employment, and creating a virtuous cycle of economic and income 
growth. However, income eff ects have a larger import than just promoting 
growth. One consequence of the primacy of income eff ects is that we cannot 
rely on the price system to get things right or lead to optimal outcomes. In 
the real world, prices refl ect market power and current short-term perspec-
tives only. They are also aff ected by speculation. Because prices do not 
refl ect scarcity, we cannot count on prices to deal with current overutiliza-
tion of resources or to protect the planet from the enhanced greenhouse 
eff ect. To take just one example, since the people who will be most aff ected 
by human-induced climate change are not alive today, their preferences 
cannot be taken into account and they cannot spend their money to make 
sure that a viable planet exists in the future. For the same reason, we 
cannot rely on current interest rates to discount the future appropriately 
so that future generations avoid climate problems. Since we cannot rely 
on the market to get prices right, we must rely on government action to 
protect the environment. Peter Earl and Tim Wakeley (in Chapter 8) apply 
this analysis to the case of automobiles and explain that, when it comes to 
pollution and safety, the government must establish standards to keep our 
air clean and our cars safe. James Kahn and Alexandre Rivas (in Chapter 
13) make a similar argument with respect to sustainable development in 
rural Amazonia.

POST KEYNESIAN ECONOMICS AND THE 
ENVIRONMENT

Post Keynesians believe that neoclassical economics with its current 
methodological approach is limited in its ability to analyze the problem 
of sustainable development in particular and environmental issues in 
general. The traditional neoclassical approach to environmental issues 
and sustainable development works from three primary assumptions: 
1) reasonable market valuations can be made with non-market environ-
mental goods for cost–benefi t analysis; 2) environmental externalities 
and other forms of market failure associated with the environment can be 
internalized and corrected by incentive-based policies; 3) diff erent types of 
capital can be substituted for each other to achieve sustainable develop-
ment. Post Keynesian economics, with its focus on the role of institutions, 
radical uncertainty, historical time and its criticism of gross substitution, 
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questions the comprehensiveness of these three assumptions. This does 
not mean that mainstream economics cannot deal with many environmen-
tal issues, but its methodology limits its ability to deal with many of the 
complexities associated with environmental problems, which can lead to 
bad public policy.

For example, with the fi rst assumption mentioned neoclassical eco-
nomics usually gives value on non-market goods by contingent valua-
tion. But what if these surveys do not represent preferences and relative 
scarcities? The Post Keynesian method of pricing that looks at social 
practices might be more appropriate, which take into consideration 
price mark-ups, procedural rationality, and separability of needs. The 
second assumption is rejected because of radical uncertainty. This 
undermines the neoclassical policy of environmental modeling, forecast-
ing, and management, which are based on calculating and predicting 
levels of risk that are needed for incentive-based policies. The Post 
Keynesian view of radical uncertainty provides them with more options 
to deal with environmental policies in the real world as they develop 
models of complex nonlinear dynamics and can use applications of the 
precautionary principle to derive policies.

The fi nal assumption of substitutability of capital takes us to the 
Cambridge controversy discussed decades ago by Geoff  Harcourt and 
Joan Robinson (Harcourt, 1972).Within the neoclassical model, time is 
dealt with by discounting. This raises issues of pricing capital – the ability 
to come up with an effi  cient interest rate. Besides the pricing of capital, 
the Cambridge controversy also dealt with the issue of aggregation of 
capital (Winnett, 2003, pp. 122–6). The controversy provides insights into 
the environmental debate concerning a ‘weak’ or ‘strong’ defi nition of 
sustainability by raising two important questions: a) how do we measure 
capital and can it be aggregated, and b) what is the substitution potential 
and eff ects between diff erent kinds of capital. This leads to a discussion 
of our ability to aggregate all types of capital which is important in defi n-
ing sustainability. If you cannot adequately aggregate diff erent types of 
capital, the neoclassical model has diffi  culties with allocation and effi  cient 
use of resources based on asset valuations and substitution as advocated 
by the Hartwick–Solow rule, which predicts the optimum extraction and 
substitution rate needed to sustain all types of capital and resources for 
sustainability.

Let us now review the diff erent chapters in the book. Some will advocate 
that Post Keynesian economics is better suited to incorporate sustainabil-
ity and grasp the real dimensions of environmental problems facing our 
world today than neoclassical economics.
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INDIVIDUAL CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE VOLUME

The contributions that follow were written by both Post Keynesian and 
ecological economists. These chapters point out numerous links between 
these two schools and also provide penetrating insights into how more 
links can be established. Many of these ideas go beyond just showing 
a connection between ecological and Post Keynesian economics and 
provide insights for mainstream environmental economics. In the past, 
we believe, many of these ideas have been blocked from the mainstream 
for ideological or methodological reasons. But there are signs of change 
within the profession as cutting-edge economists are questioning the holy 
trinity of rationality, greed and equilibrium and moving into the innova-
tive work of purposeful behavior, enlightened self-interest and sustainabil-
ity (Colander et al., 2004a, 2004b, 2010). The following chapters capture 
some of that change.

Chapter 2, by Andrew Mearman, deals with recent developments in 
Post Keynesian methodology and their implications for ecological eco-
nomics. It focuses on realism and ontology, open systems, the implica-
tions of ontology for uncertainty, and arguments for pluralism of method. 
Mearman then discusses how these methodological views aff ect our 
understanding and study of ecological problems. This means that our 
concepts such as natural capital may need to be reconsidered, and tools 
that rely on long-term predictability or certainty must be questioned. 
The chapter implies that one must be sceptical about current methods 
employed in environmental economics, including long chains of deduction 
and mathematical modelling, as well as concepts such as equilibrium and 
optimization.

In Chapter 3 Clive Spash and Heinz Schandl discuss some areas of 
overlap and some areas of disagreement between Post Keynesian and 
ecological economics. Both schools recognize the importance of histori-
cal time and that the future is uncertain, and both schools recognize that 
institutions matter. In contrast to these areas of agreement, the chapter 
also raises questions about whether the Post Keynesian focus on economic 
growth misses the most important message of ecological economics: that 
economic growth has serious negative consequences for the environment 
and for society.

In Chapter 4 Richard Norgaard discusses some of the problems 
with contemporary environmental economics. This subfi eld within neo-
classical economics was designed to help fi ne-tune the economy in 
response to environmental challenges. However, Norgaard argues, the 
problems of human-induced climate change and ecosystem transforma-
tion make it clear that the economy needs to be set on a whole new track. 
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Unfortunately, standard economic analysis provides little guidance on 
how to do this. Economists have been strong defenders of the economic 
status quo, and their defense relies on complex, highly fragmented and 
contradictory myths. On a more positive note, Norgaard hopes that an 
assessment of the standard economic approach to the environment, along 
the lines of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change and Millennium 
Ecosystem Assessment, can help us understand how traditional economic 
analysis blinds us to environmental problems and supports the economic 
status quo.

In Chapter 5 Robert Scott discusses the contributions of Kenneth 
Boulding, an early fi gure behind the development of modern ecological 
economics. Boulding recognized that the environment is a dynamic system 
and that it encompasses the economy, rather than being a part of the 
economy. Boulding identifi ed the Earth as a closed, fi nite system that must 
be managed in order to sustain human life and the economy. He adopted a 
transdisciplinary approach to studying the economics of the environment 
that drew on many social and hard sciences. The chapter then goes on to 
argue that many of the key tenets of ecological economics established by 
Boulding are largely consistent with those of Post Keynesian econom-
ics – particularly the importance of uncertainty and historical time in 
decision-making, and redefi ning economic growth so that it takes into 
consideration environmental sustainability.

Chapter 6, by Arild Vatn, explores similarities and diff erences across 
three heterodox economics traditions: Post Keynesian, ecological and 
institutional economics. All three traditions developed in reaction to defi -
ciencies in mainstream economics and have much in common. They are all 
systems-oriented, they emphasize complexity and uncertainty, they base 
their models on bounded rationality, they emphasize incommensurable 
and lexicographic value structures, they see preferences as endogenous 
to the economic system, they emphasize that substitution possibilities 
are restricted, and they share an interest in studying the role of power in 
economic processes. Nevertheless, the three schools have some funda-
mental diff erences. The greatest confl ict, according to Vatn, seems to be 
in the Post Keynesian focus on economic growth as a way to solve urgent 
problems, while ecological economists explore the limits to growth, seeing 
growth as a potential cause of problems.

In Chapter 7, Marc Lavoie sets forth the Post Keynesian theory of 
consumer choice. This theory arises from a multitude of infl uences, includ-
ing socio-economics, psychology, marketing specialists, and individuals 
such as Herbert Simon and Georgescu-Roegen, who were aware of the 
complexity of our environment. It also arises from the disparate clues left 
by the founders of Post Keynesian economics. Despite its neglect among 
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Post Keynesians, Lavoie shows that there exists a Post Keynesian theory 
of consumer choice, based on the principles of procedural rationality; 
satiable needs; separability, growth and subordination of needs; non-
independence, and heredity.

Chapter 8, by Peter Earl and Tim Wakeley, looks at how to reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions from automobiles; however, its arguments can 
be applied to other areas as well. This chapter argues that government 
intervention in the form of standards is a more eff ective way to reduce 
the environmental consequences of consumption than changing relative 
prices. In the mainstream view, environmental policy focuses on over-
coming market failures and allowing the price mechanism to generate an 
effi  cient set of prices. One problem with this view is its presupposition of 
rational choice and its assumption that the initial distribution of property 
rights has been settled fairly. In addition, as Keynes (1936, Chapter 19) 
argued, freeing up relative prices was no guarantee that coordination 
problems would be solved.

In Chapter 9, Lucia Reisch, Clive Spash and Sabine Bietz point out 
the challenges to designing institutions that can move us towards a more 
sustainable economy. These authors explore how behavioral changes 
in everyday consumption patterns might be addressed. They do this by 
presenting a case study called Project Balance, which involves an attempt 
to improve interest in sustainable behavior in Germany using the mass 
media. The aim of this project was to raise the level of engagement with 
sustainable consumption issues among those who were poorly informed 
and disinterested. The study monitored and provided analysis from media, 
marketing, and consumer research perspectives. The authors report initial 
consumer research results and discuss some of the implications.

Chapter 10 by John Gowdy, Mario Giampietro, Jesus Ramos-Martin 
and Kozo Mayumi claims that economic theory is currently in a state 
of disarray because neoclassical welfare economics collapsed in the face 
of empirical evidence that Homo economicus off ered a poor description of 
actual human behavior and led to erroneous predictions and policy disas-
ters. In response, this chapter extends the Post Keynesian model of pro-
duction to include the biophysical nature of human activity. The energy 
and mineral bonanza of the twentieth century put the issue of biophysi-
cal limits on the back burner for neoclassical and heterodox economists 
alike. However, that is changing with issues of resource scarcity and 
environmental degradation. They describe a new approach to the study of 
economic production called ‘Multi-Scale Integrated Analysis of Societal 
Metabolism’. They then report an application of the method to the case of 
China making a transition to a sustainable modern economy.

In Chapter 11 J. Barkley Rosser, Jr considers the implications of 
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complex ecological economic dynamics from a Post Keynesian perspec-
tive. Rosser argues that catastrophic, chaotic, and other complex dynam-
ics reinforce the conceptual foundations of the Keynesian notion of 
uncertainty. He also shows that predator–prey models can be linked to 
Post Keynesian macrodynamic models. He then shows how these can be 
linked to ecological models, which include fi sheries, forestry, lake dynam-
ics, and global climatic–economic dynamics.

Chapter 12 by James Juniper draws on the work of Michael Porter, 
which addresses the potential for corporations to meet stringent envi-
ronmental regulations and at the same time improve their competitive 
advantage. The work of Porter needs to be linked with two other strands 
of research to make a case for the viability of stringent environmental reg-
ulations. First, the literature on smart or responsive regulation argues that 
regulation is needed to provide pressure to innovate and to promote inno-
vation that is environmentally friendly. Second, the Post Keynesian lit-
erature argues that government defi cit spending is necessary to guarantee 
that there will be demand for environmentally friendly consumer goods. 
Such defi cit spending would help achieve full employment and adequate 
demand by guaranteeing (largely) full-time jobs within the public sector.

In Chapter 13 James Kahn and Alexandre Rivas attempt to bridge 
the gap between ecological economics and Post Keynesian economics 
by looking at how ecological services, social capital and human capital 
can help achieve sustainable development in a developing country. The 
chapter argues that when the importance of environmental capital is rec-
ognized, one must look at the growth process in a fundamentally diff erent 
way, especially when considering the economic development of indigenous 
and traditional peoples. This chapter contributes to the Post Keynesian 
perspective by showing that the consideration of environmental capital, 
its potentially irreversible destruction and the non-substitutability of 
other types of capital for environmental capital, leads to important path-
dependency problems. The contributors’ model is illustrated with case 
studies from the Rio Negro region of Amazonas, Brazil.

Finally, Chapter 14 by Jerry Courvisanos introduces a dynamic satisfi c-
ing framework based on the work of Adolph Lowe and Michał Kalecki. 
The fi rst half of this chapter argues that optimization strategies fail to 
address two failures at the core of capitalism: the fundamental instability 
in economic activity and the inappropriate use of the technology embed-
ded in the capital structures. This undermines any eff ective investment 
policy towards sustainable development, but provides an opportunity 
for a major contribution from a non-optimal perspective. The second 
part of this chapter uses Post Keynesian principles to set forth some steps 
toward a sustainable development investment policy. It emphasizes that 
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optimality needs to be replaced by satisfi cing for future development that 
guides and supports broad economic–ecological institutional settings. 
Clear ecological goals set for the long-term future are a prerequisite in this 
framework.

NOTE

1. Work in this area of psychological and irrational behavior has mostly been carried out 
by economic research in behavioral economics. Recent examples would include Richard 
H. Thaler and Cass R. Sunstein, Nudge: Improving Decisions About Health, Wealth and 
Happiness (Yale University Press, 2008) and George A. Akerlof and Robert J. Shiller, 
Animal Spirits: How Human Psychology Drives the Economy, and Why It Matters for 
Global Capitalism (Princeton University Press, 2009).
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2.  Recent developments in Post 
Keynesian methodology and 
their relevance for understanding 
environmental issues
Andrew Mearman

INTRODUCTION

Until quite recently, Post Keynesian economics has had relatively little to 
say about the economics of the environment (Mearman, 2005a, 2005b). 
Much of this new work stems from a methodological critique of neoclas-
sical economics, borrowing heavily from the philosophy of science as well 
as economic methodology, and from increased awareness of and concern 
for the environment.

The methodological developments are located in three main literatures, 
all of which have a potential impact on how Post Keynesians understand 
environmental issues. First, the recent rediscovery of Keynes’s writings on 
philosophy and ethics have led to a fresh interpretation of his economics. 
Especially important is the Treatise on Probability (Keynes, 1921), which 
contains a critique of existing theories of probability and develops an 
alternative theory. This work has led to a better understanding of meth-
odology, of uncertainty, and of assorted theoretical issues, such as the role 
and existence of money in the economy.

Two literatures, both inspired by Keynes, are more controversial. These 
are not universally accepted by Post Keynesians, many of whom regard 
them as incorrect, or at best distracting from theoretical and empirical 
work.

Babylonianism,1 developed principally by Sheila Dow, holds that 
science does not search out great truth claims; rather, the aim of theory is 
explanation and understanding. The nature of reality, comprising organic, 
complex and open systems, dictates that complete explanations are impos-
sible. The Babylonian approach shares much with that of Keynes. Indeed, 
Keynes’s approach might be described as Babylonian; he even used the 
term to describe Newton’s actual approach to scientifi c enquiry (Keynes, 
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1972a, p. 364). However, it should be noted that many Post Keynesians 
view Babylonianism with suspicion, claiming it is insuffi  ciently rigorous, 
eclectic and incoherent (Davidson, 2003–04; Dow, 2005; Holt, 2007).

Even more controversial has been Critical Realism, a philosophy devel-
oped by Roy Bhaskar (1978, 1979). Bhaskar provided an argument for 
a reality existing independent of our present conception of it, which has 
depth, and is open. Observable events and experiences, the initial focus of 
science, are thus the products of causal mechanisms operating ‘beneath’ 
the observable surface reality. Both the social and natural sciences seek to 
identify these mechanisms. Critical Realism has been brought to econom-
ics by Tony Lawson (1997, 2003). It shares many concerns of Keynes and 
Babylonianism. Its main contribution to economics has been to urge that 
a greater prominence be given to ontology. Lawson (1997) uses Critical 
Realism to argue against mathematical and statistical techniques (except 
in highly unlikely circumstances). There are, of course, critiques of Critical 
Realism; one prominent criticism is that it is unable to inform empirical 
work (Downward, 2003).

This chapter examines these methodological developments and draws 
out their implications for a Post Keynesian economics of the environment. 
It is beyond the scope of this chapter to argue for a single Post Keynesian 
methodology for environmental economics or to contrast this with exist-
ing alternatives, such as (neoclassical) environmental economics or (non-
neoclassical) ecological economics.2 Rather, we consider several common 
themes that straddle the Post Keynesian methodological literatures: (1) 
a focus on realism and ontology; (2) a view that reality is organic and 
comprises complex ‘open systems’; (3) how recent methodological devel-
opments reinforce the Post Keynesian concept of uncertainty; and (4) the 
implications for choice of method, specifi cally arguments for pluralism 
and the mixing of methods. Each of these will be considered in turn and 
related to a Post Keynesian economics of the environment.

REALISM AND ONTOLOGY

There is considerable debate about the extent of realism (as opposed to 
subjectivism) in Keynes’s theory of probability (Keynes, 1972b; Bateman, 
1987); but both Babylonianism and Critical Realism adopt the precept of 
both common sense and scientifi c realism that there is a reality existing 
independent of our particular investigation of it. They agree that while it 
is reasonable to argue that our perceptions of reality, our actions upon it, 
and our understanding of it, are complex, there is a reality to be studied. 
It would seem strange to argue that tigers or ecosystems or pollution are 
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social constructions. Yes, our understanding of them is mediated by social 
activity; for example, our concern for, and actions towards, tigers refl ect 
the value put on them by society.3 But that is not the same as claiming that 
our theories about them actually create them. Nevertheless, it is worth 
restating this basic realist principle because of the infl uence of constructiv-
ist thought in economics, which sometimes argues that reality is purely 
a social construct with no material element. A Post Keynesian environ-
mental analysis must take this realism seriously, which means engaging in 
ontological analysis.

Recognizing the importance of ontology reinforces the Post Keynesian 
belief that theories should be realistic – they must refer to real things and 
have some basis in reality. In that sense, Post Keynesian economics shares 
one of the main strengths of ecological economics, which is that an under-
standing of the object of knowledge and of ecological concepts informs 
economic concepts. Existing economic concepts are rejected if they are 
unable to illuminate ecological factors. Post Keynesians claim that its 
realism is an advantage in environmental economics. Orthodox treatments 
accept that there is a reality, but are less concerned that their theories are 
realistic; they are happy to use convenient fi ctions, such as the notion of a 
rational economic person maximizing their utility. A similar concern for 
realism exists in ecological economics. For example, Gowdy (2007) argues 
that models of the consumer in environmental analysis should capture 
behavioural regularities supported by experimental results.

How might this aff ect a Post Keynesian economics of the environment? 
The capital controversy of the 1950s and 1960s (see Harcourt, 1972) 
provides a suggestion. The controversy focused on the possibility of an 
aggregate production function, and on the possibility of valuing aggre-
gate capital and the profi t rate independently. This debate showed that 
calculating capital stock depends on the profi t rate, which itself depends 
on the valuation of the capital stock. As a result, aggregate capital stock 
was considered infeasible along with aggregate production functions. 
While the capital controversy centred on several theoretical curiosa, an 
essential element of the debate was an ontological concern about whether 
capital was homogeneous and perfectly malleable in historically reversible 
ways. Neoclassical economists advocated such a conception, whereas Post 
Keynesians argued that capital is more infl exible and heterogeneous.

The capital controversy may have implications for the concept of natural 
capital. ‘Natural capital’ is a term developed mainly by ecological econo-
mists. It means: ‘the whole endowment of land and resources available to 
us, including . . . the ecological life-support systems that make economic 
activity . . . possible’ (Harris, 2002, p. 122).4 Natural capital may be useful 
for measuring whether natural resources and ecosystems are being eroded, 
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and therefore whether development is sustainable. Ecological economists 
also distinguish between critical and non-critical natural capital, to stress 
how crucial some resources are (Spash and Clayton, 1997, p. 148).

From the perspective of the capital controversies, however, we must 
question the notion of natural capital since it attempts to measure the 
aggregate stock of a vast number of heterogeneous objects. While man-
made capital is reproducible in an identical form, natural capital is not. 
Further, when some natural capital is critical, and other natural capital is 
not, how could they be compared and measured? The natures of natural 
capital and man-made capital might be so diff erent as to render them 
incommensurate. Likewise for diff erent types of natural capital.5 Further 
problems arise in trying to value such a stock. All this creates diffi  cul-
ties for environmental analysis. Such criticisms signifi cantly undermine 
further concepts, such as weak sustainability, which holds that man-made 
physical and natural capital can be easily substituted. Weak sustainability 
is undermined as a concept, because it holds that a decrease in natural 
capital should be compensated for by an increase in physical capital. 
However, if the two types of capital are essentially diff erent, it is diffi  cult to 
see how they could be compared and even further how we could substitute 
one for another.

ORGANICISM AND OPEN SYSTEMS

Realism also has implications for studying the environment: particularly 
in relation to organicism and open systems. As his work on probability 
evolved, Keynes adopted an organic ontology. Drawing on Winslow 
(1993), we can imagine Keynes’s ontology as involving internal (neces-
sary) relations. An internal relation is one in which an entity A is defi ned 
(partly) in terms of another entity B. Thus, we can talk of internal rela-
tions between polluter, pollutant and polluted, predator and prey, input 
and output, invader and invaded, and so on. Social examples of internal 
relations include landlord–tenant, master–slave and employer–employee. 
Babylonianism also explicitly adopts organicism. There may be parallels 
between this literature and ecological economics; for example, Norgaard 
(1984, p. 169) notes that neoclassical approaches assume the separability 
of factors of production.

The concept of organicism has now been superseded by the concept of 
open systems. While Post Keynesians freely use the term ‘open systems’, 
its meaning is far from clear and varies considerably among users. Indeed, 
there are a number of diff erent treatments of open systems, all with distinct 
advantages. Their nature is discussed further below. Open systems are 
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consistent with organicism, with Keynes’s position, with Babylonianism, 
with Critical Realism, and with other Post Keynesian perspectives such 
as Davidson’s work on nonergodicity, complexity theory and general 
systems theory.

Figure 2.1 displays a possible way to conceptualize open systems. 
This example is only illustrative; it is perhaps most useful as a vehicle 
for discussing some of the main characteristics of open systems and their 
implications.

The system has a boundary, which is permeable and shows how system 
throughput is normal and necessary for the system’s survival. The perme-
able boundary allows the impact of external causal factors to be felt inside 
the system. There is no assumption that external factors can be excluded, 
and so the objects inside the system are not isolated. In contrast, economics 

Events  

M1 M2

(Mechanisms)

M
operative/
M’ not
operative  

Time 

(M3)

Figure 2.1  An open-system ontology
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tends to treat outside factors as an inconvenience for their models. This is 
justifi ed as a necessary abstraction, but in fact they make assumptions that 
deny the nature of the system in question.

Systems are sets of entities and the relations between them. From org-
anicism, we know that some relations may be internal; and from complex 
adaptive systems, we know that some relations may be internal, while 
others are external. Because the system moves through time, entities within 
the system evolve over time, as do relations between them. Furthermore, 
over time the entities may act in diff erent ways, combine in diff erent ways 
and create new emergent phenomena. The history of the system therefore 
matters in understanding its current state. For this reason, the system is 
shown with a time arrow. Of course, the importance of history to economic 
analysis has been emphasized by Post Keynesian economists (for example, 
Robinson, 1980). Similarly, ecological economics has stressed history – for 
instance through the co-evolution of systems (Norgaard, 1984, 1988).

As stated above, one aspect of recent work in Post Keynesian methodol-
ogy has been to shift the focus of analysis onto ontological concepts, such 
as structure and mechanism. In the system being discussed, the entities 
found may be structured. These structured entities may be very diff er-
ent from each other in nature. For example, a human and a fi sh are both 
structured entities but are very diff erent. Causal mechanisms or processes 
(such as M1 and M2 in Figure 2.1) may be contained within these struc-
tures. They may act independently, or (and perhaps diff erently at diff er-
ent times) in combination, creating events. Other events also may trigger 
mechanisms to operate; this is why the vertical arrows shown in Figure 2.1 
are two-way arrows. Furthermore, the objects may be internally related 
(or organic), and this relationship itself may have a causal function (M3). 
For example, in trying to explain fi sh stocks, one mechanism may be the 
actions of the fi sherman and another mechanism the actions of other fi sh; 
these relationships aff ect the fi nal outcome.

However, these mechanisms may not always operate. Mechanisms 
inside the system may operate intermittently, thereby creating uncertainty 
about and within the system. Similarly, mechanisms outside the system 
may not always operate to aff ect the system. In the diagram, M/M’ repre-
sents the on-(M)-and-off  (M’) nature of mechanisms. Thus, there is a focus 
on potentialities and not just actualities. In addition, the ways in which 
causal mechanisms combine also change over time.

Another important concept is ontological depth. Causal mecha-
nisms lying beneath the level of events operate to change the system. 
Conceptualizing the nature of reality in this way has specifi c implications. 
First, the ecological dimension of the economy is clearly acknowledged. 
Given that the open system contains depth, it must automatically include 
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the ecological. It is therefore incorrect to envisage the economic and the 
ecological as separate spheres (see Figure 2.2a), as is common in environ-
mental economics. The concept of depth also enriches all the approaches 
seeking to embed the economic within the ecological (see Figure 2.2b). In 
formulations such as Figure 2.2b, reality could be fl at: the economy draws 
from the ecology which surrounds it. Depth requires us to think of the 
economic as embedded in and (at a higher level) emergent from the eco-
logical. That still allows one to envisage the economic reacting back on the 
ecological. For this reason we draw the two-way arrows in Figure 2.2c.

Moreover, beneath the mechanisms shown in the diagram, there 
are further levels. Economic events are determined by combinations 
of economic mechanisms, but also political, social and psychological 
mechanisms, which are in turn all aff ected by the biological, chemical 
and physical mechanisms. Therefore, any ecological feature or event is 
complexly determined by a range of causal mechanisms located at various 
layers of reality. Take the pollution of a river. One can construct a causal 
sequence as a story of how the pollution occurred and what its eff ects were. 
A physical process of production has created a toxic effl  uent. This is partly 
a product of the physical and chemical mechanisms (and hence engineer-
ing). The economic mechanisms are those causing (in the sense of a tem-
poral causal sequence) a particular productive technology to be chosen. 
Class relations may also aff ect the choice of technology. The physical and 
chemical output also aff ects the biological nature of the river and humans. 
The chemical in the river harms organic elements in the river, such as fi sh, 
and anything else that consumes the water or the fi sh. The pollution may 
cause ill health and the loss of enjoyment from activities related to the 
river, such as swimming or fi shing. The fact that the pollution is noticed 
is the result of social mechanisms that value rivers and create institutional 
structures for monitoring them. The impulse to act against pollution is, in 
turn, partly psychological and partly cultural (it may emanate from reli-
gious or other cultural norms).

This story is familiar to economists. What does the concept of ontologi-
cal depth add? Principally, it impels comprehending the pollution as not 
merely a causal sequence of events, in which an event occurs and leads 
directly to another event (like one billiard ball striking another), but in 
terms of layers of reality with diff erent causal mechanisms. Further, the 
higher layers in the overall structure, such as the economic, are dependent 
on lower levels such as physical structure; but they also have their own 
properties which are emergent from the lower.

This conceptual framework provides a broader and deeper apparatus 
for understanding reality than those approaches that focus on the eco-
nomic as a separate entity. It is impossible to ignore the bigger picture in 
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(a) Economy and ecology as separate, interacting spheres 

(b) Economy as lying within the ecological 

(c) Economic emergent from ecological
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Sources: (a) See, for example, Common (1988, p. 13, Fig 1.4); (b) adapted from Harris 
(2002, p. 8, Fig. 1.2).

Figure 2.2  The economic and the ecological: contrasting conceptions
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explaining an apparently economic eff ect. Such a wider view is crucial in 
dealing with highly complex ecological issues. That does not mean that an 
economist must understand every detail of every aspect at every layer of 
reality, but neither can all these layers be ignored. An economist informed 
by this view must pay more attention to the interaction between the 
economy and ecology.

Methodologically this has important implications. Most of the time, 
economists ignore the underlying physical to focus on the economic, and 
claim that this is a necessary abstraction. However, taking ecological 
considerations into account, this abstraction is clearly not justifi ed. Every 
production decision has irreducible ecological dimensions and implica-
tions. It could even be argued that classical economists recognized this 
(Christensen, 2005). As an aside, methodologically this could mean that 
an economic analysis of the environment is necessarily interdisciplinary; 
it must take information from other disciplines to inform its own judge-
ments. Further, the lessons from methodological developments such as 
those found in Kuhn (1962) and Babylonianism, as well as arguments for 
pluralism, suggest that strategies of economic imperialism are unlikely to 
be successful.

However, analysis in terms of depth and causal mechanisms means 
that it is important to focus on mechanisms, and their potential activity 
and eff ects (and their interaction with other mechanisms). This changes 
the policy focus. The key ontological questions are: (1) Which mecha-
nisms exist? (2) How are mechanisms triggered? and (3) Can structures be 
created with mechanisms that produce better outcomes?

That is not to say that the framework described here is without fl aws. 
The concept of depth does not let us determine the mechanisms that are 
most important. Clearly, when applied to the environment, this is crucial. 
Some mechanisms may be crucial to life, or death, and thus there is a 
hierarchy of mechanisms to consider. There is an analogy here with lexi-
cographic preferences, which imply that substitutability between goods is 
not complete (van den Bergh et al., 2000; Gelso and Peterson, 2005). 
Lexicographic preferences are a staple of Post Keynesian consumer theory 
(see Lavoie, 1992, passim).

The ontology outlined may have other implications for economics gen-
erally, and for an economics of the environment specifi cally. For example, 
the concept of equilibrium appears problematic. Equilibrium has been 
a concern of Post Keynesians since at least Kregel (1976) and Robinson 
(1974). Equilibrium encompasses multiple, very diff erent senses, including 
expectations being met, a balance of forces, an equality of two quantities 
and no tendency to change. While some meanings of the term (for example, 
‘stability’) are easier to support in an open system (if only because people 
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act to create stability), others are weak. It might be possible for individual 
expectations to be met, but only by luck because the current actions of 
agents make the construction of probability distributions very diffi  cult (see 
below). Similarly, given emergence, it is diffi  cult to conceive of equilibrium 
as the end of an economic process. Questioning the concept of equilibrium 
also raises questions about economics. In the context of the environment, 
many concepts are thrown into doubt. For example, all notions of optimi-
zation must be questioned. This has a considerable impact on environmen-
tal economics, and even on ecological economics (where optimum is a less 
popular concept, but still used).

UNCERTAINTY

The second implication of recent methodological work for the study of the 
environment concerns uncertainty. It is clear that environmental analysis 
and decision-making are dogged by uncertainty. All economists would 
accept that. However, Post Keynesians have long taken a particular view 
on uncertainty – that it is non-probabilistic. This point is well established 
in Paul Davidson’s work (1994), which stresses the non-ergodic nature of 
the world. Davidson claims that through crucial decisions (those that are 
irreversible or diffi  cult to reverse) future possibilities are changed, and thus 
probability distributions for future events are impossible to formulate. 
That has implications for economic modelling and for the economy. It 
explains the existence of money as something people seek to hold as a store 
of wealth during uncertain times (Keynes, 1936, Chapter 17); and it means 
that individual agents make decisions based not on rational calculation, 
but often on a whim. Davidson’s view is itself rooted in Keynes’s work on 
probability. Recent developments in Post Keynesian methodology have 
refocused attention on Keynes and provide ontological support for his 
views.

Keynes’s theory of probability is based on the formation of a logical 
relation between an a priori reasonable hypothesis and evidence related 
to that hypothesis. Consider a prediction about the rate of economic 
growth in the UK 20 years from now. This cannot be derived from a 
past frequency distribution because the conditions under which the past 
frequencies occurred no longer hold. Long-term prediction in particular 
is therefore diffi  cult. Hence, Keynes’s (1937, pp. 213–4) comment that: 
‘the prospect of a European war is uncertain, or the price of copper and 
the rate of interest twenty years hence . . . About these matters there is no 
scientifi c basis on which to form any calculable probability whatever. We 
simply do not know.’ Keynes’s probability is concerned ‘with what it is 
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rational to believe given the evidence’ (Lawson, 1985, p. 118), rather than 
with what is ‘out there’. Agents are held to form, on the basis of induc-
tion, a degree of rational belief in a hypothesis, which itself is formed by 
analogy. Although Keynes (1921) did not defi ne uncertainty, for him, and 
contra mainstream economics, uncertainty is not a probabilistic concept. 
Probability helps defi ne uncertainty, since there is a correspondence 
between certainty and knowledge of a probability relation, and therefore 
uncertainty can be defi ned as the absence of such knowledge.

Agents form probability estimates about outcomes but also a weight, 
similar to a degree of confi dence (not to be confused with the statistical 
concept of confi dence interval – see Franklin, 2001), that they have in 
those estimates. If a probability carries a low weight, that probability is 
likely to be unstable. Keynes (1936, p. 148) notes that:

The state of long-term expectation, upon which our decisions are based, does 
not solely depend, therefore, on the most probable forecast we can make. It also 
depends on the confi dence with which we make this forecast – on how highly we 
rate the likelihood of our best forecast turning out quite wrong.

Keynes’s theory of probability, and its subsequent interpretation and 
expansion, provide a theory of action – agents consider likelihood plus 
confi dence, or probability plus weight. When weight is low, Keynes 
argues, investors will be driven by factors such as convention, whims, 
‘animal spirits’, imagination (Carvalho, 1988, p. 76) and ethics (Runde, 
1990). As Dow (2004) argues, Keynes places an emphasis on judgement 
in decision-making in uncertain environments. She off ers monetary policy 
through committees of decision-makers, such as those in central banks, as 
an example.

The distinction between probabilistic risk and non-probabilistic uncer-
tainty has infl uenced ecological economists (Spash and Clayton, 1997; 
Spash, 2007). It supports the view that environmental futures cannot have 
probabilities attached to them based on past relative frequencies, given 
that in open systems ecological entities are evolving in non-random ways. 
For example, the notion of a feedback loop suggests that rising levels of 
carbon dioxide lead to irreversible changes in the ecosystem (such as the 
oceans producing their own net carbon dioxide). This changes the basis of 
life. Under such circumstances, simply extrapolating from past instances 
(even with some stochastic adjustment) is fl awed. Such arguments have 
parallels in complexity theory. In complex adaptive systems, agents adapt 
to new circumstances, often creating new rules and routines and mecha-
nisms that govern future behaviour, thereby creating emergent phenom-
ena. Thus, although the present and future are rooted in each other and 
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in the past, in the past it would have been diffi  cult to predict the future. In 
the language of non-ergodicity, past frequency distributions would have 
diff erent averages than current or future ones.

Furthermore, it could be argued that even with a logical theory of prob-
ability, there is no basis for constructing a probability for some ecological 
outcome. Or, to be more precise, one could not construct a probability dis-
tribution in which one has much confi dence because the available evidence 
is likely to be small relative to our ignorance about the problem. Events 
far in the future are diffi  cult to predict; attempting to make forecasts about 
the economy 20 years from now is fruitless (Keynes, 1937). For example, it 
would seem impossible to construct a probability distribution of the eff ects 
of peak world oil production (Campbell, 2003), which include economic 
reorganization and social dislocation. But what is the probability of any 
one of these outcomes, or even of counteracting events or mechanisms, 
such as the ability of individuals to sustain themselves without access to 
oil? Such variables appear beyond estimation; certainly past data provide 
little support for any estimate, however precise.6

In economics, uncertainty aff ects theory. The Arrow and Debreu (1954) 
model of general equilibrium requires the existence of a complete set of 
futures markets. These would simply not exist in the world pictured here. 
The problems are specifi cally acute for environmental problems. The 
conventional analysis of pollution suggests that there may be an optimal 
amount of pollution. A typical analysis of pollution calculates marginal 
private and social costs and benefi ts of units of pollution and produc-
tion. The contrast between social and private involves the recognition of 
externalities. Moreover, the calculation of costs and benefi ts requires, for 
accuracy, that future costs and benefi ts are taken into account. However, 
those future eff ects are unknown. They would need to be estimated proba-
bilistically, but the arguments above suggest that the relevant probability 
distributions may not even exist.

These problems plague all cost–benefi t analyses, the most popular tool 
employed by environmental economists. The pervasiveness of uncertainty 
leads to methodological objections to cost–benefi t analysis (Harris, 2002, 
pp. 111–14; Keat, 1997; Gowdy, 2007; Hansson, 2007; Spash, 2007) – 
agents are not equipped with the information to calculate future benefi ts 
and weigh them against future costs. Such an approach assumes methods 
of projecting the future, which uncertainty would suggest have dubious 
reliability. Further, cost–benefi t analysis usually rests on there being a 
discount factor so that future costs and benefi ts can be viewed in current 
terms. Such discount factors are subjective and psychological and refl ect 
one’s attitude to the future. However, they also refl ect a prediction of 
how our current actions might aff ect the future and therefore what rate of 
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discount would be safe and reasonable for us to assume; thus, our ability 
to predict becomes relevant. For policy analysis, from a realist perspective, 
one would prefer that discount factors had some objective anchor. It may 
be possible to employ random discount factors, simulations, sensitivity 
analysis and the like to the problem, but without much confi dence that this 
will improve the prediction and valuation of future outcomes. Of course, 
the same analysis applies to cost-eff ectiveness analysis, which avoids the 
problems of comparing costs and benefi ts, but still must engage in calcula-
tion of the future and its translation into present values.

UNCERTAINTY ABOUT METHODS

For Dow, no one method can be relied upon a priori. Babylonianism is 
organic in its practice. Investigations evolve, often in unpredictable ways, 
and perhaps halt, to start again from a diff erent point. Science is trial 
and error, not in the sense of moving incrementally to a perfect theory, 
but in trying out theories and taking elements from one and parts from 
another to tell a story. Thus, Babylonianism holds that there is unlikely 
to be a single set of axioms, or a single theory, which can explain a set of 
phenomena. Theories beginning from diff erent assumptions and diff erent 
paradigms, therefore, must be respected and explored (Feynman, 1965).

Babylonianism also advocates theories whose assumptions form and 
content bear some relation to reality. It holds that atomistic theories 
are less likely to be successful than organic theories. However, atomistic 
theories should not be thrown out because they might throw some light 
on reality, particularly if there are parts of it which are more atomistic. 
However, simple theories that are deduced from simple axioms are prob-
lematic.7 Refl ecting the concerns of Marshall and Keynes about long 
chains of deductions from axioms, Babylonianism regards such logical 
leaps to be somewhat fanciful (Dow, 2005, p. 387). This is partly because, 
due to uncertainty about the world, there is no set of axioms that we can 
be (reasonably) certain about, and also because deductions assume that no 
other interfering factors will change the conclusion.8

The analysis of an ecosystem is a case in which the identifi cation of a 
single set of driving axioms is problematic. As illustrated above, pollution 
is complex, and so we need several diff erent strands of reasoning and evi-
dence to understand its causes. On the issue of climate change, although 
models generally predict a dire future, there are a range of models and 
therefore diff erent predictions. Diff erent models contain diff erent assump-
tions and diff erent causal mechanisms. Fallible theories and the incom-
plete nature of modelling make it unlikely that any single theory could be 
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‘the’ model of climate change. Support for this view is given implicitly by 
studying the behaviour of major decision-makers, such as central banks, 
who may use one main structural model and support this by using a set of 
auxiliary models. The problems associated with modelling and forecast-
ing those economic systems in the fairly short term are likely to be much 
greater in models attempting to capture climate change and its eff ects (for 
an illustration, see Spash, 2007).

There are grounds for further pessimism. Keynes’s methodological 
objections to Tinbergen suggest that modern econometric techniques have 
severe limitations (but see Brady, 1988). For Keynes, the assumptions of 
the uniformity of nature and fi xed coeffi  cients undermine the usefulness 
of econometrics in an organic reality. Econometrics assumes an inde-
pendence of observations, and this in turn assumes an atomic rather than 
organic reality. This critique has been embraced by Davidson, by Critical 
Realism and by Dow. All argue against traditional methods of economic 
analysis, driven by econometrics, because they rely on closed systems.

Such arguments can appear rather sceptical and even nihilistic. What 
can we as agents do? Facing uncertainty about the world and about which 
methods to use, researchers and policy-makers require a basis for action. 
One possible route is to adopt the ‘precautionary principle’, a view com-
monly held in ecological economics. The precautionary principle holds 
that humanity should ‘strive for minimum interference with the operation 
of natural systems, especially where we cannot predict long-term eff ects’ 
(Harris, 2002, p. 131). Advocating the precautionary principle can be 
understood in the context of uncertainty, open systems and the limited 
prospects of developing knowledge in such environments. However, critics 
of the precautionary principle might argue that it is merely a way of avoid-
ing or suspending judgement and analysis. This is not strictly fair, because 
precaution, judgement and analysis are connected; indeed, precaution 
often follows the others.

A Post Keynesian approach would be to apply judgement directly and 
base action on that. One way that confi dence in a course of action may be 
increased (and the weight of argument increased) is to gather more evi-
dence. However, this cannot be a simple inductive exercise of generalizing 
from a number of cases, or counting similar instances. Rather, Keynes saw 
benefi t in negative analogy; that is, gathering evidence in unlike situations. 
If a fi nding occurred in a range of contexts, it was more likely to be true. 
According to Dow (2005, p. 387), Keynes employed an ordinary or human 
logic, in which we use ‘judgement to combine direct knowledge, indirect 
(theoretical) knowledge, conventional knowledge, and animal spirits or 
intuition’ to make decisions. None of this guarantees greater accuracy; 
neither does it claim faux precision.
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PLURALISM

Babylonianism and Critical Realism argue that methods should be tai-
lored to the reality they are studying; however, given the complexity of 
the environment, it is diffi  cult to be confi dent that the correct method has 
been chosen. For this and other reasons, there have been many recent 
calls for pluralism. Inevitably, there are many defi nitions of pluralism 
(Salanti and Screpanti, 1997). Pluralism can be defi ned as the advocacy of 
plurality. This can operate on various levels. One can envisage a plurality 
of realities, or a fragmented, complex reality in which there is a plurality 
of heterogeneous types of entity. Given that, and given the diffi  culties in 
establishing knowledge in those environments, one can advocate a plural-
ity of methodological approaches (including some that make prediction 
their standard for theoretical success and others that eschew this standard) 
and of methods. Signifi cantly, ecological economists have also argued for 
pluralism (Martinez-Alier et al., 1998).

Given the diffi  culty of choosing the correct method, some authors have 
argued that several methods be combined. Downward and Mearman 
(2007) argue for mixed-methods research. Mixed methods combine, in a 
single investigation, multiple data types, theoretical accounts, methods 
and methodologies. Downward and Mearman (2008) contend that eco-
nomic agents, such as the Bank of England, use mixed methods as a 
response to the uncertainty they face. Using mixed methods has implica-
tions for environmental economics. As with all economics, environmental 
economics has a quantitative and formal bias. Mixed methods see this bias 
as misplaced. Rather, consistent with Keynes’s concept of weight, diff er-
ent methods and data illuminate diff erent parts of reality and add to the 
weight of the argument.

There is a parallel here with multi-criteria analysis, which is sometimes 
referred to as ‘multi-criteria evaluation’ or ‘multi-attribute utility analysis’ 
(Stirling, 1997). Multi-criteria analysis attempts to gather together pieces 
of evidence from diff erent perspectives to aid decision-making in complex 
environments. As its name suggests, it tries to avoid the problems with 
attempting to make optimization decisions based on a single criterion. 
However, multi-criteria analysis has a quantitative bias, since it attempts to 
generate an algorithm that quantifi es all the evidence (Martinez-Alier et al., 
1998; Stirling, 1997; Stirling and Mayer, 2001). A mixed-methods approach 
would see this fi nal step as unnecessary. Rather, following Keynes, evidence 
would be presented in its raw quantitative and qualitative form, and deci-
sion-makers would then use their judgement in drawing conclusions.9 How 
this would be operationalized requires further investigation. However, it 
is unlikely that any kind of formulaic response would be suitable. Rather, 
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each investigation requires its own context-specifi c response. This is not 
eclecticism; some methods will be better than others in diff erent contexts, 
and some methods will be better per se (modelling versus reading tea 
leaves). But this approach recognizes that complex environments require 
complex investigation. This takes us back to Keynes’s human logic.

CONCLUSION

This chapter has discussed some recent developments in Post Keynesian 
methodology and their implications for an economic analysis of the 
environment. Sceptics and other critics might ask: ‘So what?’ Many of 
the arguments made here have been foreshadowed, often within Post 
Keynesian economics. That is true; however, the recent work has codi-
fi ed the earlier work. Further, a critic may say that the recommendations 
above are light and weak. Again, that is true; methodological arguments 
are necessarily vague. Yet vagueness may be a virtue in uncertain environ-
ments. To paraphrase Keynes, it is better to be vaguely right than precisely 
wrong. Furthermore, recent methodological work has highlighted the 
problem of prescriptive methodology. Thus, the developments in a Post 
Keynesian methodology should act only as suggestions for practice, not 
rules. Any useful developments in a Post Keynesian economics of the 
environment will emerge from theoretical and empirical work, albeit with 
the assistance of methodology. Much of the theoretical apparatus already 
exists; the new methodology will assist future work.

This chapter also has identifi ed some key features of a Post Keynesian 
economics of the environment, which is rooted in the methodology of the 
approach. A Post Keynesian environmental economics would embrace 
realism; ontological refl ection; an ontology of depth, layers and emergence; 
an ontology of uncertain openness, history and change; a scepticism about 
current methods, including long chains of deduction, mathematical model-
ling, econometrics and concepts such as equilibrium and optimization; and 
a recognition that ordinary logical thought might require weighing diff er-
ent types of evidence drawn from a variety of locations and methods.

Finally, there are many overlaps between the Post Keynesian approach 
to economics, especially its methodological positions and recommenda-
tions, and ecological economics. This commonality is much more than 
a shared opposition to neoclassical environmental economics. To be 
sure, that opposition is shared; but the dialogue beginning between Post 
Keynesian economics and ecological economics will likely lead to an 
array of positive developments (Holt, 2005). Furthermore, the ground is 
shared without making either approach redundant. Ecological economists 
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have already drawn on Post Keynesian infl uences, for instance on natural 
capital and on uncertainty; conversely, Post Keynesians can learn much 
from the practical and theoretical developments in ecological economics, 
for instance on multi-criteria analysis.

NOTES

1. Dow (2005) prefers the term ‘structured pluralism’ to Babylonianism. The former conveys 
the pluralism she advocates, but eschews eclecticism. Dow feels that Babylonianism has 
become associated with eclecticism (despite her many statements to the contrary). Since 
Babylonianism is better known, it shall be retained here.

2. This distinction is rather blunt but common (Harris, 2002). It is beyond the scope of the 
chapter to explore either environmental or ecological economics in detail, or the distinc-
tion between them. Generally, environmental economics tends to be neoclassical, while 
ecological economics does not.

3. Many realists argue for a moral realism; that is, a morality existing independent of us, in 
the same way that objects might (Mearman, 2009).

4. Spash and Clayton (1997) note that there are many defi nitions of natural capital and that 
none of the available defi nitions is particularly eff ective.

5. Martinez-Alier et al. (1998) argue that there is only weak comparability between objects 
considered in ecological analysis. This case applies also to natural and non-natural 
capital. Holland (1997) argues that the distinction between natural and man-made capi-
tals is complicated, even unsustainable. For example, cultivated nature is partly natural, 
partly man-made. Holland argues further that the distinction between weak and strong 
sustainability is fl awed.

6. It could be said that such scenarios are characterized by ignorance; that is, not knowing 
the possible outcomes of processes. Under uncertainty, the possible outcomes could be 
known, even if no probability could be attached to them. See Stirling (1997) and Faber 
et al. (1996, Chapter 11) for further discussion.

7. There are limits to this argument. Some eff ects may be easy to identify and predict (such 
as pouring excess chemicals into a river); however, Babylonianism urges caution about 
making strong causal claims.

8. It should be noted that the decision to reject axiomatic thought has been controversial 
among Post Keynesians. Davidson (2003–04) has argued that Post Keynesians must adopt 
an axiomatic framework to compete with mainstream approaches. However, Dow (2005) 
argues against this, and suggests that Davidson’s use of the word ‘axiom’ should not be 
taken in the same way as is it used in mainstream approaches. Specifi cally, Post Keynesian 
axioms should be empirically grounded and not lead to long chains of logic reasoning.

9. A similar procedure occurs under multi-criteria mapping (Stirling, 1997; Stirling and 
Mayer, 2001). Multi-criteria mapping is seen as eschewing any analytical fi x, such as 
those allegedly attempted by cost–benefi t analysis. This claim deserves further investiga-
tion, since multi-criteria mapping retains concepts such as utility maximization (across 
criteria) (Stirling, 1997, p. 200) and ‘linear additive weighting’ (Stirling and Mayer, 2001, 
p. 535), which retain a quantitative bias.
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3.  Challenges for Post Keynesian 
growth theory: utopia meets 
environmental and social reality
Clive L. Spash and Heinz Schandl

INTRODUCTION

The methodological approach of Post Keynesian economics (PKE) has 
been explained by Paul Davidson (1981) as involving ‘historical and 
humanistic models’ which, while abstract, aim for descriptive realism. 
More specifi cally he regards three propositions as constitutive of PKE. 
First, the economy is a process in historical time. This emphasizes the time 
taken for production and consumption, that knowledge is asymmetric and 
incomplete with the past revealed and the future hidden, and that failing 
to account for time in economic models makes them irrelevant. Second, 
uncertainty and surprises are unavoidable which makes expectations 
central to understanding economic decisions. Uncertainty refers to igno-
rance of the future and should not then be equated with risk assessment of 
uncertain but knowable futures. Diff erent people have diff erent histories 
and experiences and so expectations. This inherent variety adds hetero-
geneity and plural perspectives to economic agents. Third, economic and 
political institutions play an important role in determining economic out-
comes. Thus, PKE is concerned about the distribution of income as a basic 
struggle by individuals for control of their destinies and between various 
groups and social organizations.

Each of these three elements can also be found in ecological econom-
ics.1 First, the importance of the economy’s historical path is revealed 
by analysis of energy and materials use over the last few hundred years 
and the related concept of industrial metabolism (Ayres and Simonis, 
1994; Schandl and Krausmann, 2007; Schandl and Schulz, 2002). Second, 
concern has been expressed over the epistemology of ignorance and 
uncertainty (Faber et al., 1992). Spash (2002b) defi nes uncertainty as 
‘strong’ involving ignorance and indeterminacy as opposed to ‘weak’ 
and merely being a set of potential but known probabilistic futures. This 
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conceptualization can be traced back to Keynes (1988 [1921]) and Knight 
(1921); although in developing the concept of strong uncertainty Spash 
(2002b) makes more substantive use of Loasby (1976), Funtowicz and 
Ravetz (1990) and Wynne (1992). Third, the economy–environment nexus 
has been described as essentially one of political economy (Brennan, 2008; 
O’Neill, 1993; Spash, 1995). Institutional analysis (outside game theory) 
is recognized as absent from orthodox economic approaches and politics 
is ignored or hidden. Ecological economics recognizes politics and institu-
tions as key to our understanding of resource and environmental problems 
and the potential ways out of the current state in which we fi nd modern 
economies (Martinez-Alier, 2002; Söderbaum, 1999; Spash and Villena, 
1999; Vatn, 2005). However, the struggle within the political economy can 
be seen as going well beyond the PKE concern for income distribution 
among currently existing voices in the body politic. In ecological econom-
ics the exploitation and treatment of others spreads to the inclusion of 
many silent voices such as children, future generations and non-humans 
and how they might be represented (O’Neill, 2001). This brings together 
environmental ethics, political science and social psychology as necessary 
to inform a revision of how socio-economic systems can be understood.

Thus, while ecological economics is more interdisciplinary and has a 
broader perspective, there appear general areas for agreement across a 
range of concerns expressed as falling within PKE and ecological econom-
ics. Common ground clearly arises in criticizing orthodox approaches to 
economics. Both see policy problems requiring new approaches and better 
analytical tools. There is a mutual concern that human well-being is inad-
equately approached as a quasi-utilitarian concept based upon individual 
preferences. Both express the need for a more realistic model of human 
psychology and of the world in which we live. In PKE there have been 
some notable minority interests in psychological and behavioural theories 
relating to consumption and market structures (for example, Earl, 1990; 
Earl, 2005), and there is the related work of Galbraith (1969 [1958], 1978) 
which addresses itself to the political power and behaviour of the modern 
corporation. Orthodox economics is also believed by both Post Keynesians 
and ecological economists, but for diff erent reasons, to exclude considera-
tion of factors which create instability in social and economic systems.2 
Whether this is enough common ground for a collaborative eff ort towards 
a new economics remains to be seen.

Indeed, where a divide can be clearly discerned is in terms of the objects 
of attention. PKE appears, at least to the ‘outsider’, largely a macroeco-
nomic enterprise which has spread into methodology. PKE seems to have 
been primarily concerned with eff ective demand, unemployment, infl ation, 
interest rates and money as a means of economic management. Ecological 
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economics is concerned with environmental degradation, loss of species, 
damage to ecosystems’ structure and functioning, the basic limits on eco-
nomic activity imposed by physical laws, the role of money in perverting 
environmental values and the means by which human society can operate 
in harmony with nature. PKE has almost totally failed to pay attention to 
the environment until more recently (Holt, 2005; Mearman, 2005), and has 
neglected limits to growth.3 Ecological economics is particularly weak on 
macroeconomic issues, and indeed if anything has tended to use economic 
equilibrium theories and concepts of capital which are inconsistent with 
some of its basic premises about systems functioning derived from ecology 
(for example, Holling, 1986). A more heterodox macroeconomic approach 
sharing basic methodological concerns would therefore be a signifi cant 
step forward. However, the role and meaning of macroeconomic growth 
is a core area where disagreement seems most likely. Although emphasiz-
ing distributional concerns, PKE, like mainstream economics, assumes 
growth is good and more is better. Rather than questioning growth and 
capital accumulation the concern is for how to achieve more of the same.

Economic growth is then discussed, in what follows, as a topic upon 
which divergence between PKE and ecological economics exists and any 
collaboration will need to focus. In the next section we employ a histori-
cal analysis of the industrial revolution to show how dependent growth 
has been upon exhaustible energy sources and the exploitation of other 
countries. A picture is painted of an internationally divisive economic 
system, which creates material affl  uence for the minority, gross inequity 
in resource use, and fails to increase human well-being beyond some 
minimum level. The global environmental and social prognosis is seriously 
worrying and the social–ecological–economic regime is one which cannot 
be sustained for long.4 Exploring how Keynesian economics has character-
ized such issues reveals its inadequacies at refl ecting reality.

A problem then arises as to how economists should respond. One 
approach is to adjust the existing theories to include aspects of the envi-
ronment. Hence the concepts of natural capital, green accounting and 
adjusted gross domestic product (GDP) measures have arisen, hand in 
hand with monetary valuation of non-traded entities characterized as 
‘goods and services’. These are attempts to make the environment part 
of the capitalist system without any major disruption to the theoretical 
approach or the fundamentals of the system itself. Capital accumulation, 
innovation, technology and growth remain unquestioned in a framework 
expanded to market trading and monetary valuation of everything from 
human life to carbon atoms in the atmosphere. We argue that this is 
totally inadequate.

If PKE is to help then refl ection is required upon a diff erent type of 
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future and how it might be achieved. Envisioning potential futures is, 
of course, a utopian exercise, but one even rational people like Keynes 
knew was important. After providing a historical perspective on growth, 
we discuss Keynes’s own vision of the future. This adds an important 
perspective to his more traditional views on the role of economic growth. 
The material presented also indicates some need for those following in his 
footsteps to refl ect upon the type of society they themselves envision as 
desirable. We conclude with some remarks as to where all this might leave 
those economists amongst us striving for a fairer world in which econom-
ics as a discipline is more realistic about social problems (for example, 
inequity, poverty, domination of others), human psychology and environ-
mental interactions.

A HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE ON GROWTH

In this section we employ the concept of a socio-ecological regime as intro-
duced by Sieferle et al. (2006).5 This links a specifi c mode of production, 
distribution and consumption with the biophysical properties of a socio-
economic system and the related patterns of society–nature interactions. 
The approach allows transitions in economic development over time to be 
understood through material and energy components.

Most of human history has been spent in agrarian societies that were 
unable to grow beyond a certain limit. Over 10 000 years these systems 
shared a number of similarities with regard to their socio-ecological charac-
teristics. The resource base was a controlled solar energy system. Societies 
had to tap into fl ows of renewable energy mainly from biomass. As a con-
sequence, land use, human time and the amount of available energy were 
intrinsically dependent upon one another. Land-based resource utilization 
was associated with decentralized systems and infrastructure. Technologies 
for energy conversion were limited. This imposed low mobility and con-
fi ned the transport of bulk materials because of the high energy costs. Most 
importantly, growth and innovation were ultimately constrained by the 
amount of suitable land and labour available to meet a variety of energy 
needs (that is, nutrition, transport and process heat).

Any surplus was distributed unequally between a rich but small ruling 
class and the vast majority of relatively poor peasants. Although agrarian 
societies had to ensure a certain level of sustainability of their main activi-
ties, a number of environmental and social problems typically occurred. 
These ‘sustainability’ problems included soil erosion and declining soil 
fertility, land degradation and deforestation, energy scarcity, wildlife and 
habitat loss, and social inequality.
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Industrialization produced a transition in the agrarian socio-metabolic 
regime. This occurred for the fi rst time in the United Kingdom (UK) by a 
unique combination of institutional change, population growth, improve-
ments of land-use practices and an energy transition (Krausmann et al., 
2008; Schandl and Schulz, 2002). The energy transition involved the emer-
gence of a new technology cluster around coal, iron ore and the steam 
engine (Ayres, 1990; Gruebler, 1998). Sieferle (1982, 2001) describes the 
large stocks of fossilized biomass as a subterranean forest which provided 
the energy basis of physical growth during the Industrial Revolution. The 
shift to mining of coal, instead of harvesting woodlands, was the fi rst step 
in the process of decoupling energy supply from land use and the photo-
synthetic cycle (Krausmann et al., 2008). Simultaneously, the coal-based 
industrial regime created a surge in demand for human labour, and popu-
lation growth concentrated in new towns around the coalfi elds. Intensive 
coal use also produced severe and contentious environmental and health 
problems.

During the nineteenth century and until the middle of the twentieth 
century the urban-industrial centres, powered by fossil fuels and the use 
of non-renewable resources, co-existed with a rural matrix surprisingly 
untouched as an energy system by the new regime. Two centuries of 
British industrial development left the rural periphery essentially under 
the pre-industrial conditions of the agrarian regime. For some time the 
dual economy involved a modern urban-industrial sector trading in 
markets and a traditional agrarian sector based around socially struc-
tured exchange (Lutz, 1984). There was, for example, no labour market in 
rural areas due to various institutions binding labour to the parish from 
which subsistence support was paid (see Polanyi, 1944). This co-existence 
of regimes restrained British industrial development because population 
growth driven by the urban-industrial sector could not be supported by 
food production in the agrarian sector. Agriculture was confi ned to mod-
ernization within its traditional bounds. In 1846 the repeal of the Corn 
Laws was a major landmark in the UK, opening its markets to foreign 
producers by removing import tariff s, and by the early 1880s food imports 
surpassed domestic food production. This shift in food supply, from home 
production to imports, further decoupled the energy system from domes-
tic land use and contributed to economic growth and material prosperity 
(Pomeranz, 2000).

The use of territories and labour from outside the UK for supply-
ing food, and other raw materials, appears to have been novel at such a 
large scale. However, this was only a partial answer: the newly cultivated 
lands, most notably in the Midwest of America, were overly exploited and 
gradually became impoverished so that yields had steadily declined by the 
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end of the nineteenth century (Cunfer, 2005). It was only after another 
socio-ecological transition in the 1950s that the traditional agricultural 
constraint was eff ectively dealt with.

Coal was replaced as the main energy carrier and a new resource–tech-
nology cluster – oil, gas, electricity, the internal combustion engine and 
electric motors – allowed for unprecedented levels of material through-
put. This transition involved the industrialization of agriculture and so 
another step in delinking energy production and land use. The technolo-
gies (mechanization and agrochemicals) that became available boosted 
agricultural yields and labour productivity. The previous rules for agri-
cultural production – to produce at a positive return upon energy invested 
– profoundly changed and agriculture became a net consumer of energy 
due to the use of fossil fuels embedded in inputs (for example fertilizers) 
and for running machinery. The traditional limits to growth imposed by 
the agrarian regime no longer applied in developed industrial economies 
(Grigg, 1992).

A growth constellation emerged in the 1950s built around the welfare 
state, a compromise between capital and labour, introducing an era of mass 
production and consumption. The welfare system neutralized the relation-
ship between unemployment and salaries. This can be seen as having eased 
the way for the modern industrial sector to absorb the agricultural sector, 
with a majority of the informal agricultural workforce being integrated 
into the formal labour market. The modern industrial sector was supplied 
with both a labour force and consumers for its products. In the pre-Second 
World War era the direct consumptive role of households and private citi-
zens had been comparatively small. The period from 1950 to 1973 in the 
UK showed a rapid increase in per capita energy consumption. Relative 
energy prices declined markedly (Pfi ster, 2003; Smil, 2003) and household 
consumption became a major driver of overall energy use. Previously, 
most of the growth in energy consumption had been determined by the 
size of energy-intensive industries and the transportation network.

As Table 3.1 shows, departing from the agrarian regime and moving 
into an industrial regime caused a massive increase in the use of energy and 
natural resources (by a factor of 3–5 per capita and 10–30 per hectare). 
Simultaneously, in accord with the laws of thermodynamics, waste and 
emissions (for example, sulphur dioxide, nitrous oxide, carbon dioxide, 
particulates) increased. Demographic change was characterized by reduced 
reproduction rates, increased life expectancy, urbanization and agricul-
tural decline. Over 250 years of transition the UK population density rose 
from 34 to 247 people per km2, and energy supply from 63 to 190 GJ per 
capita. The industrial transition introduced new resources, technologies 
and institutional arrangements with respect to the exploitation of fi nite 
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stocks of fossil fuels and minerals, and saw a reduced relative share of 
biomass in overall material fl ows. Infrastructure was increasingly cen-
tralized and a range of energy conversion technologies allowed for high 
mobility and long-distance transport of bulk materials.

While the change from an agrarian to industrial regime has been 
achieved in most Western economies, such transitions are still ongoing 
in industrially developing countries and have been surprisingly recent in 
many others (Schandl et al., 2009). The transition has brought Western 
society unprecedented levels of economic growth and material consump-
tion across a range of socio-economic classes. However, this has been 
achieved at large environmental cost including pollution of water, air and 
land, alteration of atmospheric composition, irreversible resource deple-
tion and biodiversity and habitat loss. Such negatives are often referred 
to as temporary and/or necessary evils. Starting in the mid-1970s energy 
use in the UK was reduced, due to deindustrialization and effi  ciency 
gains stimulated by rising oil prices, seemingly off ering the hope of a less 
damaging post-industrial society. However, this decline cannot be taken 
at face value because it conceals the shift of industrial production to 
other countries and the resulting energy-intensive global transportation 
of goods. Just as land in other countries was used to supply food in the 
fi rst stage of transition, so today are energy, materials and environmental 
capacity. Indeed, the social and environmental costs of the material- and 
energy-intensive lifestyle of citizens in industrialized countries have long 
been supported by less industrially developed economies. However, those 
countries are now undergoing their own industrial transformation at a 
speed and scale never experienced before (Schandl et al., forthcoming). 
The nineteenth-century UK supply-side ‘solution’ of exploiting foreign 
lands through imperial enterprise fails as a general blueprint by which 

Table 3.1  Metabolic profi les of the agrarian and industrial  
socio-ecological regime

Historical 
agrarian 
regime

Industrial 
regime

Growth factor

Energy use per capita (GJ/cap) 40–70 150–400 3–5
Material use per capita (t/cap)] 3–6 15–25 3–5
Energy use per area (GJ/ha) <30 <600 10–30
Material use per area (t/ha) <2 <50 10–30
CO2 emissions per capita (t/cap) <2 8–20 4–10

Source: Krausmann et al. (2008).
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agricultural and resource bottlenecks can be bypassed. One person’s 
empire is another’s domination. As the industrial transition spreads this 
will create new global social and environmental problems and tensions 
over who gets to use the diminishing resource base.

THE REALITY OF GROWTH: KEYNES AND AFTER

Keynes summarized his economic theory in one sentence when he stated:

During the nineteenth century, the growth of population and of invention, the 
opening-up of new lands, the state of confi dence and the frequency of war over 
the average of (say) each decade seem to have been suffi  cient, taken in conjunc-
tion with the propensity to consume, to establish a schedule of the marginal 
effi  ciency of capital which allowed a reasonably satisfactory average level of 
employment to be compatible with a rate of interest high enough to be psycho-
logically acceptable to wealth-owners. (Keynes, 1978 [1936], p. 307)

This might be paraphrased as: economic growth requires suffi  cient aggre-
gate demand (whether by war or other means) so that consumption main-
tains employment and prices can be fi xed to allow rates of return which 
satisfy owners of capital. Confi dence and psychology are important to the 
extent that they support the economic system in maintaining consumption 
and investment.

This picture fails as a sketch of reality because there are no imperial 
powers striving by warfare to gain and maintain control of natural resources 
to supply the economy. Actually there are no environmental problems or 
resource constraints. Indeed Keynes (1978 [1936], p. 381) in discussing war 
cites just two causes: (1) dictators, and similar warmongers; and (2) eco-
nomic causes, specifi ed as population growth and the competitive struggle 
for markets in which to sell goods, that is, export-led growth. Thus:

if nations can learn to provide themselves with full employment by their domes-
tic policy (and, we must add, if they can also attain equilibrium in the trend of 
their population), there need be no important economic forces calculated to set 
the interest of one country against that of its neighbours. (Keynes, 1978 [1936], 
p. 382)

Perhaps in an age of British empire questioning resource abundance, or 
how supply was achieved, seemed unnecessary, and Keynes was after all 
well embedded in the establishment (for example, the civil service, Indian 
Offi  ce, Treasury, Cambridge University; see Pressman, 2006). While PKE 
has added concern about social confl ict, in terms of the negotiations 
between employers or corporations and employees or unions (Arestis, 
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1992, p. 89), there has been neglect of the industrial–military complex, 
as well as confl ict over resources between regions and states. Today, for 
example, the largest per capita consumer nations can be observed fi ghting 
to maintain control over the lands supplying diminishing supplies of oil. 
More than this, the basic picture of the economy is totally inadequate if 
the social and environmental impacts of ever-expanding energy and mate-
rials growth are ignored. An apologia for Keynes is his primary concern 
for unemployed resources so that achieving a fully employed economy 
seemed enough of a problem without worrying too much about dealing 
with resource scarcity, environmental degradation or the world once full 
or near full employment was achieved.6

There is less excuse for PKE, which has persisted in this partial and 
limited view of reality for half a century. For example, Arestis (1992, 
p. 102) presents a modifi ed fl ow diagram which summarizes the PKE 
economy. This repeats the failure of mainstream orthodox economic texts 
in having no resource base, nor any environment into which wastes must 
go or from which amenities might fl ow. A fully employed, low-infl ation, 
positive-growth economy is apparently an equally desirable human society 
regardless of whether it entails emitting toxic waste into the water supply 
and pollutants into the air, and depleting the resource base, or a pristine 
environment with minimal non-renewable resource use. Infi nite natural 
resources, unlimited carrying capacity and waste treatment available at no 
cost are the implicit ‘stylized facts’.

What makes this worse, though, than the same neglect by mainstream 
economists is PKE’s methodological claim to be based upon a realist posi-
tion (most commonly associated with Lawson, 1989, 1997). As Arestis 
(1992, pp. 94) states: ‘Theories, then, should represent economic reality 
as accurately as possible. Post-Keynesian theory is very much based on this 
premise and has as its primary objective an explanation of the real world as 
observed.’ In which case PKE scholars need to get out more and do some 
observing. Even some neoclassical resource economists (for example, 
Maler, 1974) have recognized the embedded character of the economy in 
an environmental system. Yet two decades later Arestis summarized the 
state of the art in PKE without any environmental interactions.

During the 1960s and 1970s critiques arose questioning macroeconomic 
growth in terms of environmental and social impacts (Hirsch, 1977; 
Meadows et al., 1972; Mishan, 1969). In the 1970s economists linked 
fundamental aspects of the physical laws of thermodynamics to economic 
growth models (Georgescu-Roegen, 1971; Kneese et al., 1970). This clari-
fi ed the relationship between resource consumption and waste (nothing 
can be created nor destroyed, so all that is consumed becomes waste) and 
the degradation of energy (fl owing from useful to useless forms under the 
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entropy law). In an economic discipline with no concept of the environ-
ment or capacity constraints, and where effi  ciency is the sole operational 
criterion, there is no concern for the scale of the economy or the impact 
of human activity on natural systems. Daly expressed this in terms of the 
need for a steady-state economy (Daly, 1977), and an equivalent of the 
Plimsoll line for economic activity to be drawn as an indicator of excessive 
material throughput (Daly, 1991).7

Yet the creation of environmental problems by market economies 
was explicitly recognized even decades earlier than the above literature 
(Polanyi, 1944), and in its modern institutional form (Kapp, 1950). In 
particular, Kapp (1950) wrote his environmental analysis of business 
enterprise (covering both private and planned economies) which explained 
in detail how costs were passed on to others in order to create an apparent 
‘surplus’. In contrast to the now commonly cited ‘externality theory’ he 
did not describe these costs as ‘external’ because they are an integral part 
of the economic system and all-pervasive, not one-off  anomalies due to 
negligence. Kapp (1976) also argued for regarding economic systems as 
open socially and physically, for explicit recognition of value premises and 
acknowledging basic needs, and against the ‘mechanics of self interest’. 
This might have been expected to strike a chord with at least those PKE 
theorists claiming an institutional approach. Unfortunately Hodgson 
seems to stand alone both in linking PKE to institutional economics 
(1988) and in showing awareness of Kapp and the economic history of 
thought which made the connection to the environment (Hodgson, 1997).

This failure is a shame because PKE would seem well placed to address 
the environment due to its acceptance of open systems, instability, strong 
uncertainty, social confl ict, needs, lexicographic preferences and the 
importance of corporate power in controlling resources. Yet PKE appears 
to have been resistant to paying serious attention to environmental prob-
lems, bringing it into an unwelcome parallel with mainstream macroeco-
nomics. Employment, infl ation and increasing demand seem to exclude 
any environmental considerations and criticism of growth theory.

Let us take, hopefully not unfairly, Arestis’s (1992) book on PKE as 
our prime example.8 There seems to be some tension between recognition 
of the writings critical of the modern affl  uent society, and the Keynesian 
promotion of full employment as the societal goal. Interestingly, the criti-
cal work on affl  uence by Galbraith (1969 [1958]), undoubtedly a member 
of the PKE community (Galbraith, 1978), gets little attention. Arestis 
(1992, pp. xiii–xiv) states that his aim is to clarify the limits of mainstream 
theory described by Galbraith, but then merely makes a few references to 
corporate power, citing none of Galbraith’s major works and instead just 
briefl y mentioning two articles.
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Growth goes unquestioned apparently because there is a ‘reserve army 
of unemployed’ and the theories of imperfect competition embedded in 
PKE predict excess capacity and hence no scarcity of resources, or at least 
capital (Arestis, 1992, p. 97). In essence:

The conception of economics in this system is no longer the study of how scarce 
resources are allocated to fi nite needs. It is, instead, the study of how actual 
economic systems are able to expand their outputs over time by producing and 
distributing the resulting social surplus. (p. 90)

Post-Keynesian analysis recognizes the possibility of ‘insuffi  cient demand’ 
rather than concentrating on scarcity of resources, so that ‘eff ective demand’ 
assumes a central position. (p. 97)

The long-run analysis is concerned with the determination of the warranted 
rate of growth, and therefore the conditions required for a steady rate of expan-
sion. (p. 105)

So, on this interpretation of PKE, the underlying tenets are set up to 
exclude environmental issues because there are no resource constraints 
and the goal is an ever-expanding material growth path for consumption 
and production.

This seems to fi t well with Bruntland-type ‘sustainable development’ 
which replaced the hard line of limits to growth. Sustainability as ‘devel-
opment’ has been used to encapsulate a range of amorphous concepts in 
order to allow economic growth with a friendly face. Rhetorical arguments 
over the need for development have justifi ed traditional industrialization 
and spreading the market model while avoiding the need to address key 
social and environmental issues seriously. This is not to deny value in the 
concept of sustainability and some of the related literature (see Sneddon 
et al., 2006), but progress in questioning the meaning of development (for 
example Norgaard, 1994), recognizing limits and transforming economics 
and government policy has been limited. The main concern has remained 
having the economic cake and eating it, or rather continually making bigger 
cakes while ignoring the limited availability of ingredients and the need to 
handle the inevitable waste products that result from producing and con-
suming ever more cake. Of course who gets to eat the cake is another issue.

The lie of economic growth is the fact that billions of people remain 
materially impoverished. As the United Nations Development Programme 
(2008, p. 25) notes:

There are still around 1 billion people living at the margins of survival on less 
than US$1 a day, with 2.6 billion – 40 percent of the world’s population – living 
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on less than US$2 a day . . . The 40 percent of the world’s population living on 
less than US$2 a day accounts for 5 percent of global income. The richest 20 
percent accounts for three-quarters of world income . . . Income inequality is 
also rising within countries. Income distribution infl uences the rate at which 
economic growth translates into poverty reduction. More than 80 percent of the 
world’s population lives in countries where income diff erentials are widening.

Thus, despite economic growth, there is gross inequity across and within 
countries; for example, 497 people rank as billionaires controlling per-
sonal fortunes amounting to 7 per cent of world GDP.9 The promise that 
economic growth will raise the standards of living and the well-being of all 
is not borne out by the facts. That gross inequity fails to spill over more 
often into civil strife is more surprising.

Potential unrest would seem to have been averted in Western econo-
mies by the welfare state, which Keynes must be credited with having 
helped establish. However, as Dryzek (1992, p. 32) notes, there is tension 
within the welfare state, and something of a Keynesian policy dilemma 
because it both supports and criticizes capitalism, for example controlling 
boom–bust cycles while criticizing and removing ‘market incentives’ in the 
form of unemployment and bankruptcy. Adding environmental concerns 
reveals further contradictions in policy goals:

To the extent that states cannot simply export or displace ecological problems, 
environmental conservation will be established more fi rmly as an additional 
imperative. And this establishment can only add to the contradictions of the 
Keynesian welfare state. There is a clear confl ict with accumulation – the delete-
rious environmental eff ects of economic growth are now well understood. And 
to claim that one needs the fruits of growth to pay for environmental cleanup 
is absurd, given that all of this growth would produce negative eff ects on the 
environment, whereas only a small part of it could be siphoned off  for cleanup. 
(Dryzek, 1992, p. 32)

There is theoretical support for Dryzek’s contention because ‘sustainable’ 
growth defi ned in economic terms provides no constraint on undermin-
ing ecosystems sustainability, and so can prove to be positively harmful 
(Common and Perrings, 1992). New forms of increasing economic pro-
duction and consumption, which avoid such problems, are the hope of 
sustainable development and the promise of technocentric optimists.

NATURE AS CAPITAL, TECHNOLOGY AS SAVIOUR

The standard counter to environmental problems is to claim that tech-
nology will provide solutions, inputs (including capital) are perfectly 
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substitutable and new forms of resources will arrive, like manna from 
heaven, to replace those exhausted. Our historical analysis shows why 
such positions arise, but also why they are fallacious. Technology–resource 
clusters have arisen which seemingly surpass previous constraints, but 
what remains are the fundamental relationships to physical laws, energy 
use and the environment. Economies cannot grow in the long run by 
exploiting fi nite material and energy supplies and degrading the function-
ing of ecosystems. A problem for PKE and ecological economics is then 
how to address the necessary reformulation of economics and policy.

One popular suggestion has been to treat various aspects of environ-
mental and social systems as ‘capital’ in order that they should have equal 
footing with the more traditional man-made stuff . Everything from moun-
tains to butterfl ies to the very carbon of which we are constituted is meant 
to be some form of ‘capital’ which is then to be given a price in order to 
be ‘valued’. The aim is to squeeze everything into a capitalist framework. 
Numerous problems arise including treatment of non-economic environ-
mental values, refusals to trade, respect for non-humans and protection 
of nature on non-consequentialist grounds (Spash and Clayton, 1997).10 
Raising something as obscure as the ‘Cambridge capital controversy’ 
hardly seems worthwhile as no one using ‘natural capital’ seems particu-
larly worried about measuring the immeasureable.

The aim is to impose an overarching concept of capital and to apply 
monistic welfare measures in the form of money and GDP. For example 
Ekins (1992), amongst others, has advocated the idea of capital incorpo-
rating a whole range of diff erent concepts (that is, environment, social 
institutions and organization, human knowledge, physical man-made 
items) in order to achieve the adjustment of standard economic growth 
theory. From the family to the furnace all seems to be eligible for cat-
egorization as capital. In short, a useful environmentalist’s metaphor has 
become a tool for ‘taking nature into account’. Next step nature is just 
another asset on the corporate balance sheet and ready to be traded off  
in the national income accounts, for example the increasing output of 
computer games, DVDs, mobile phones or whatever gizmo is in fashion, 
compensates for the loss of species, habitat and ecosystems functions.11 
This merely results in various non-equivalent concepts being subsumed 
under an inappropriate title as if standard theory might then be applied to 
resolve all our problems.

In considering how meaningless and yet powerful is the designation of 
nature as capital, think of the following examples. Copyrighting genes 
means companies are created, genetic code identifi ed and stock value accu-
mulated. Nothing has been invented or innovated, merely rights captured 
in a legal system supporting private ownership and rent-seeking. What 
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might be regarded as public information is now a corporate capital asset. 
Alternatively, consider controlling carbon in a cycle for which balances 
cannot be accurately (or perhaps even inaccurately) estimated. Create 
some arbitrary notion of carbon capital stock and pollution off sets, and 
then start trading. Pre-existing and previously planted forests suddenly 
have added commercial value. Firms which are shutting down old equip-
ment suddenly get certifi cates of carbon off set and make money selling 
non-existent future emissions (for more detail see Lohmann, 2006). No 
more carbon has been removed from the cycle than would have occurred 
otherwise, but ‘natural capital’ has been made tangible for the economic 
system and the fi nancial speculators have a new multi-billion-dollar 
market in which to play.12 Then there are species which just become items 
for optimal use and even optimal extinction (for example, as suggested by 
Swanson, 1994). After all they are just assets in the marketplace.

Here then lies the crux of the capitalist market system and its ‘solu-
tions’. Rent is captured and costs passed along to others. Value exists in 
trade enforced by private property rights. In this context the environment 
is at best valued as an asset for use in the production of something, any-
thing, that can be captured, priced and traded. Technology, tourism or 
trinkets – it makes no diff erence, as long as you can sell it. This also leads 
to the promotion of the synthetic over the natural because rents are easier 
to capture: for example fi sh farms, or genetically modifi ed crops. The 
market dominates all other forms of human exchange, management and 
interaction.

Ludwig et al. (1993) point out that large and immediate prospects of 
gain generate political and social power that facilitates unlimited exploita-
tion. The rich variety of cultures and indigenous management of resources 
is something which has been eradicated by empire-building, colonization 
and corporate globalization. Where traditions still exist they are either 
ignored or regarded as inferior to modern economic systems of ‘effi  cient’ 
resource use. Resources are then repeatedly overexploited often to the 
point of collapse or extinction. However, in discussing such overexploi-
tation, Ludwig et al. (1993) fail to identify the drivers as having become 
more predominant in recent human history. This seems especially the case 
during the European settler period in the Americas, where social rules and 
norms on resource use were either absent or easily broken (for example 
the beaver rush, cattle rush, land rush, gold rush, oil rush). Yet, as natural 
scientists, their recommendations do not claim that expert judgement will 
provide the solution either. Learning, or science, is unable to prevent the 
problem because complexity precludes standard experimental approaches 
(that is, reductionism, control and replicates), especially for large-scale 
systems. As systems worsen the situation is masked by natural variability. 
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Despite the history of collapses there remains no scientifi c consensus on 
the causes of failure. Ludwig et al. (1993) therefore recommend caution 
and more specifi cally attention to: human motivation; acting before sci-
entifi c consensus; recognizing scientists and their judgements are subject 
to political pressure; distrusting claims of sustainability (especially where 
problems of population growth and excessive resource use are ignored); 
and confronting uncertainty.

The inability of normal scientifi c method to address environmental 
problems is something which also has implications for how sustainable 
futures are perceived by economists, and the role technology plays. Much 
faith is placed at the door of innovative science embodying knowledge in 
man-made capital stock to provide ‘solutions’. Economists post-Jevons 
have tended to rely on the promise of technology as the get-out clause 
relieving them from the need to worry about such things. For Jevons 
(1965 [1865]) made much of what would happen when coal was exhausted, 
and the failure of his more dire predictions helped spur the confi dence of 
economists and politicians in backstop technologies and signals from the 
price system. Today human systems are riding on a precarious wave of 
ever-advancing technologies of which we have very little ability to predict 
how they may turn out.

If experiments on, say, a terminator gene using genetic modifi cation 
are conducted, partial ignorance means accidental release could be dev-
astating. Society has become committed to a new path. Decision stakes 
are high but concealed, and if the experiment is replicated by hundreds 
of laboratories, social commitment increases along with indeterminacy. 
The danger is meant to be controlled by preventative and precautionary 
measures embedded in social customs expressed via scientifi c process. Yet 
the clear-cut case of the laboratory experiment being a core area of low 
systems uncertainty and low stakes seems highly questionable. Indeed this 
is more likely to be the claim characterized by corporations wishing to 
avoid safety testing and regulation, who conduct research on and supply 
products and processes (for example, nuclear power, synthetic chemicals, 
genetically modifi ed crops, nanotechnology, microwave transmission) 
exhibiting features of strong uncertainty.

Narrowly motivated (for example profi t- or power-seeking) enter-
prises can be expected to prefer an approach which fails to show danger 
as opposed one which aims to reveal that danger. For example, a water 
quality bioassay can place a fi sh next to an outfall pipe. The fi sh survives, 
so the pipe is assumed clean. However, there is a major diff erence between 
selecting the hardiest species available and placing it upstream and select-
ing a highly vulnerable species and placing it downstream. Hence we hear 
from biotech companies that they have conducted hundreds of experiments 
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and found no evidence of harm; but were they typically minimizing the 
chances rather than actively looking for harm? As we enter the informa-
tion age with all-pervasive microwave technology – with its transmission 
of frequencies for mobile phones and community Wi-Fi systems at ranges 
and with population exposure levels never tested (Anslow, 2008) – we may 
wonder where the next environmental or health problem will arise. In 
addition, the social changes entailed by such technologies go unremarked, 
and are accepted as if inevitable, despite being fundamental to the way in 
which humans operate, communicate and interact.

Indeterminacy of knowledge is something Wynne (1992) explains as 
endemic in science and technology. He sees the accumulation of scien-
tifi c knowledge as involving the ‘exogenizing’ of signifi cant uncertainties 
which then become invisible; this built-in ignorance becomes part of the 
basic assumptions underlying theories and models. As society makes com-
mitments (that is, the social stakes rise) on the basis of that knowledge, 
problems arise. Scientifi c knowledge is particularly blind to the boundary 
conditions on the applicability of the existing framework of knowledge to 
new situations. As Wynne (1992, p. 115) elaborates: ‘This institutional-
ized exaggeration of the scope and power of scientifi c knowledge creates a 
vacuum in which should exist a vital social discourse about the conditions 
and boundaries of scientifi c knowledge in relation to moral and social 
knowledge.’ This call for social discourse is also something found in the 
concept of post-normal science which has been advanced within ecological 
economics by Funtowicz and Ravetz (1992, 1993).13

Funtowicz and Ravetz (1992, 1993) off er an insightful critique of 
normal science which provides guidance on alternative ways in which 
environmental problems might be better addressed. They combine both 
an analytical approach for assessing the quality of scientifi c information, 
and the idea of an extended peer community including people likely to 
be aff ected. The latter is important in light of limits to knowledge being 
clouded by professional training and the prevalence of value confl icts over 
environmental issues.

Normal science is eff ectively regarded as bound to a limited range of 
cases where decision stakes and strong uncertainty are low (for example, 
experimentation in the laboratory). This mission-driven approach is con-
trasted with post-normal science being issue-driven and applicable where 
stakes are high and uncertainty strong. Between these two extremes is the 
whole area of research consultancy. The strength of traditional science is 
regarded as having been due to abstraction from uncertainty in knowl-
edge and values. While successful in the past the approach is not seen 
as relevant to the present environmental crisis. Here facts are uncertain, 
values in dispute, stakes high and decisions urgent: ‘New methods must 
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be developed for making our ignorance usable. For this there must be a 
radical departure from the total reliance on techniques, to the exclusion 
of methodological, societal or ethical considerations that has hitherto 
characterized traditional “normal science”’ (Funtowicz and Ravetz, 1993, 
p. 743). The conclusion is strikingly similar to that of Wynne (1992). 
There is a recognized need for participatory approaches to environmental, 
science and technology issues. How practical new methods, following a 
post- normal science approach, can be applied to actual policy problems is 
starting to become clearer (see van der Sluijs et al., 2005).

Addressing our uncertain future requires opening up the decision space 
and engaging with the body politic. The conjunction of ideas from eco-
nomics, ecology and science technology assessment provide a challenging 
agenda. For economics to be relevant to modern environmental and social 
problems requires rethinking the role of technology and science, rethink-
ing the treatment of nature, avoiding oversimplistic categorizations (for 
example, nature as capital), and showing some regard for where socio-
economic systems have come from and are heading.

FUTURITY

Where socio-economic systems are taking us seems to have fallen off  the 
economist’s agenda, along with political economy. An interesting refl ec-
tion upon the future was made by Keynes (1930) himself. He described 
the world of a developed economy 100 years in the future. This would be a 
leisure society, because needs would have been met by general productivity 
increases:

The pace at which we can reach our destination of economic bliss will be gov-
erned by four things – our power to control population, our determination 
to avoid wars and civil dissensions, our willingness to entrust to science the 
direction of those matters which are properly the concerns of science, and the 
rate of accumulation as fi xed by the margin between our production and our 
consumption; of which the last will easily look after itself, given the fi rst three. 
(Keynes, 1930, p. 98)

The growth path was already set within the context of the modern 
economy and (despite the recession) Keynes was observant enough to 
recognize this and the ongoing social-metabolic transition through which 
he was living. For example, he predicted the imminent industrialization of 
agriculture (Keynes, 1930, p. 37). Only maintaining the stability and pace 
of change then seemed necessary for the ‘economic problem’ to be solved. 
This is a modernist vision of a stable society driven by faith in science and 
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technology to improve production techniques, and through compound 
interest to accumulate capital stock.

However, for Keynes, the ‘economic problem’ itself is not one of ever-
increasing material living standards or a stable growth expansion path 
into the never-ending future. The economic problem is to remove the 
struggle for meeting subsistence needs; something which has a defi nable, 
if debatable, endpoint:

Now it is true that the needs of human beings may seem to be insatiable. But 
they fall into two classes – those needs which are absolute in the sense that we 
feel them whatever the situation of our fellow human beings may be, and those 
which are relative in the sense that we feel them only if their satisfaction lifts us 
above, makes us feel superior to, our fellows. Needs of the second class, those 
which satisfy the desire for superiority, may indeed be insatiable; for the higher 
the general level, the higher still are they. But this is not so true of the absolute 
needs – a point may soon be reached, much sooner perhaps than all of us are 
aware of, when these needs are satisfi ed in the sense that we prefer to devote our 
further energies to non-economic purposes. (Keynes, 1930, p. 96)

Keynes is describing a very diff erent role for economic growth than is 
current today, that is, a means to an end rather than a goal in itself.

Unfortunately, attempting the impossible task of satisfying the rela-
tive needs he describes has become the dominant modus operandi of 
industrialized economies. The issue is one described by Hirsch’s (1977) 
theory of social limits to growth, that is, the failure of increased mate-
rial living standards to satisfy human desires or increase welfare based 
upon positional goods. A similar line of reasoning also informs hedonic 
critiques of income growth (Easterlin, 1974, 1995, 2003), where the non-
economic drives well-being (for example, friendship, marriage, health, 
meaningful employment). Productivity increases have failed to transform 
into Keynes’s vision of reduced work hours or a society devoted to ‘non-
economic purposes’.

Worse still, the medicine to get to the blissful situation is to maintain 
capital accumulation, which requires behaviour that Keynes describes as 
basically unethical and undesirable: greed, usury and the desire for ever 
more money. Keynes wanted such behaviour fi nally to be removed. That 
is, on solving the economic problem:

We shall be able to rid ourselves of many of the pseudo-moral principles which 
have hag-ridden us for two hundred years, by which we have exalted some of 
the most distasteful of human qualities into the position of the highest virtues. 
We shall be able to aff ord to dare to assess the money-motive at its true value. 
The love of money as a possession – as distinguished from the love of money 
as a means to the enjoyments and realities of life – will be recognised for what 
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it is, a somewhat disgusting morbidity, one of those semi-criminal, semi-path-
ological propensities which one hands over with a shudder to the specialists of 
mental disease.
 . . . But beware! The time for all this is not yet. For at least another hundred 
years we must pretend to ourselves and to everyone that fair is foul and foul is 
fair; for foul is useful and fair is not. Avarice and usury and precaution must be 
our gods for a little longer still. For only they can lead us out of the tunnel of 
economic necessity into daylight. (Keynes, 1930, p. 97)

He is recommending the blind pursuit of future wealth, ignoring our 
actions’ ‘own quality or their immediate eff ects on our own environment’ 
(Keynes, 1930, p. 97). The prescription also requires that we value the 
useful over the good. This unpleasant society was one through which 
Keynes believed we should transition in two generations.

Once the economic system reached high enough material standards to 
meet absolute needs, Keynes foresaw the problems of a leisure society 
arising. He recognized the need for behavioural transition in an affl  uent 
society from work to leisure. This he described as ‘a fearful problem for 
the ordinary person’, made worse ‘if he no longer has roots in the soil or 
in custom or in the beloved conventions of a traditional society’. Keynes 
feared that affl  uence, in removing the drive for work as a meaning to life, 
would leave no apparent idea of how ‘the art of life itself’ should be con-
ducted (Keynes, 1930, p. 97), and he noted the depressing and disastrous 
examples of the wealthy.

Just 20 years after Keynes (1930) penned his words Kapp (1950) pub-
lished The Social Costs of Private Enterprise, pointing out many of the 
pitfalls facing modern economic systems and the society they create. 
Economic growth to accumulate capital as a means of getting to Keynes’s 
utopia seems simultaneously to destroy the possibility of ever getting 
there. This has as much to do with the social and psychological character 
of industrial consumer society as with the environmental havoc it brings. 
The problem Keynes had underestimated was the extent to which the 
system of growing material affl  uence would become addictive and uncon-
trollable, instil the negative values he recognised and yet fail to meet the 
goals he set out.

Keynes never foresaw the problem of reversing patterns of human 
behaviour created by generations of consumerism, or how powerful 
institutions would be created to perpetuate a system which he assumed 
to be transitory. The ability to produce with increased effi  ciency leads 
to increases in the scale of production, not meeting the same needs with 
fewer inputs; a problem recognized by Jevons (1965 [1865]) and which has 
recently been given some new attention (this has been termed the Jevons 
paradox; see Polimeni et al., 2008). Greater production and lower prices 
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mean greater quantities are sold. Those for whom the economic problem 
was actually long ago solved continue to consume ever-growing quantities 
of energy and materials. The consumer society encourages large loans and 
mortgages pushed by fi nancial institutions. People work more hours to 
service the loans to consume more at the behest of modern corporations. 
Modern material fantasy worlds, fl aunting of status, self-obsession with 
looks, aging and fashion – these are the common pursuits of the affl  uent. 
The rise of corporate power using brand-driven advertising is expressed 
through low product durability, fast food, supermarkets, superstores and 
super-convenient consumption. Support your nation’s economy with 
larger cars with more gadgets, and ever more ‘stuff ’ from ever-changing 
product lines. The twenty-fi rst-century motto might be: ‘Keep the cus-
tomer dissatisfi ed’.

This leaves a rather diff erent ‘fearful transition’ to be faced now, but one 
which still involves addressing the economic problem at the global scale. 
Modern society has created no less work, has failed to address inequality, 
has not been increasing self-reported happiness and has left the majority of 
humanity in poverty. Rather than leading us ‘out of the tunnel’, we seem 
to have lost our way in the darkness due to the pretence that foul is fair 
and fair is foul.

Interestingly Keynes’s musings on the leisure society strike a chord with 
the utopian vision of Morris (1993 [1890]). They share identifi cation of the 
problems of diminishing available work, and the meaning of a worthwhile 
life without competition and the need to struggle for survival. The diff er-
ence is that Morris saw his utopia as requiring a social revolution, sharing 
of wealth, removal of money and profi t motive and a transition requiring 
human social, institutional and behavioural change. Keynes wanted to 
solve material needs using capitalism, and worry about dismantling the 
system later – a worthy desire when many starve and suff er poverty, but as 
80 years of intervening growth have shown, growth alone achieves gains 
for the few, not the many. Martinez-Alier (2002) notes that the poor sell 
cheaply so they are the most susceptible to exploitation in the market capi-
talist system, too often losing control and watching the destruction of the 
very environmental systems upon which they have sustained themselves 
for generations.

The means to achieve something of what Keynes envisioned may have 
been within our grasp if population had been controlled, science contained 
and growth changed qualitatively in form and moderated in scale. Perhaps 
some smoother transition might have been planned to a less materially 
and energy-intensive system of production which more equitably met 
basic needs. Yet, since the anti-trust movement of the early 1900s, there 
has been little sign of mainstream economic or political will to challenge 
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signifi cantly or seriously the institutions addicted to growth which prevent 
redistribution and degrade the environment. That these institutions create 
economic, social and environmental instability will become ever more 
apparent, and a societal reaction can therefore eventually be expected, 
but for many (especially those suff ering environmental degradation and 
poverty) this appears already long overdue.

How we aim for utopia seems to end up being more important than 
actually getting there. For example, Keynes underestimated the poten-
tial for war to stimulate aggregate demand, boost ‘business’ and achieve 
full employment. Writing relatively shortly after the Second World War, 
Hansen (1953, p. 229) notes: ‘For most advanced democratic countries, 
full employment has become a settled policy more quickly than Keynes 
had believed possible or indeed than would have been possible except for 
the war and its aftermath.’ Avoiding the ongoing waste and misery of wars 
and weaponry is, as they say in Australia, a ‘no-brainer’. Yet wars provide 
jobs and throughput of materials which are conveniently and quickly 
destroyed, allowing more throughput and so a ‘virtuous’ cycle of growth 
and employment. Technology is stimulated by the drive for ever more effi  -
cient means of destruction. Clearly not all paths are equally desirable even 
if they achieve a goal quickly or ‘effi  ciently’.

That there are many paths to the same goal means making choices and 
that involves judgement, not blind faith in markets or growth. There are 
also many criteria upon which to make such choices. To advocate an 
economic system that you acknowledge as unethical and psychologically 
pathological, with no plan for control, remedy or escape seems at least 
irresponsible. The fact is that economic and social systems entail and instil 
in people certain values, and those should be desirable values which are 
regarded as positive attributes for current and future generations. The 
values of the consumerist society are at best highly suspect and at worst 
self-destructive.

The writings of Galbraith refl ect many of the concerns raised with respect 
to the direction of growth and quality of modern society (see reviews by 
Dunn and Pressman, 2005, 2006). His description of private affl  uence 
explains the favouritism shown towards private goods and their supply, 
leading to public squalor and environmental degradation (Galbraith, 1969 
[1958]). Excessive supply of private goods and mass consumerism is linked 
to corporate power as wielded through advertising and marketing. His 
response, to achieve the ‘good society’, is to limit the power of corpora-
tions which operate outside the realm of market competition and are run 
by a planning process controlled by professional managers (the techno-
structure). Contrary to economic theory the wealth of the managerial class 
is derived from their economic power rather than their hard work (that is, 
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marginal productivity). There is some irony in the rhetoric of the largest 
corporations with their advocacy of free market systems when they them-
selves are centrally planned. These organizations defi ne public interest in 
their own light and are integrally linked to the military, causing excessive 
spending on weapons and related systems. They have the power to control 
prices and the resources to mould public opinion. Consumerism is then an 
artefact of their power, used through advertising to equate happiness with 
purchasing private goods.

Galbraith advocated sources of countervailing power such as unions 
and government regulation, for example limiting the claims of the mili-
tary industrial complex. Small producers in the real ‘market sector’ are 
disadvantaged and therefore need policies to correct the balance of power; 
their workers being liable to poverty need support, for example minimum 
wages. Placing the burden of response on a strong state means also 
improving democratic processes as government is otherwise captured by 
the technostructure. Individual workers and citizens have little power in 
the face of conspicuous consumption reinforced by advertising, leading to 
low savings and high indebtedness. Explanations for the neglect of public 
goods and psychic accommodation to mass poverty combine to make 
Galbraithian analyses highly relevant to modern environmental prob-
lems. Despite being a PKE supporter of maintaining eff ective demand, 
Galbraith did at least question what might compose national output 
(1969 [1958], pp. 128–9). Thus, while not environmentally focused (unlike 
Kapp), the works of Galbraith might help to provide a bridge between 
PKE and ecological economics.

CONCLUSION

The Keynesian statement, ‘in the long run we are all dead’, is often taken 
out of context to imply no need for long-term planning so that short-term 
growth and ‘full employment’ can be pursued and future generations left 
to look after themselves. Keynes’s (1971, p. 65) original point was a criti-
cism of the belief in idealized long-run self-equilibrating solutions in the 
context of infl ationary problems. Similarly, the idea of unemployment 
as temporary cyclical or sectoral phenomena can be seen as having been 
confounded along with Say’s Law by the unemployment of the 1920s 
and 30s.14 Just waiting for systems to correct themselves in the long run 
to some imagined equilibrium was an inadequate response. Such ideal-
ized free market responses are commonly given in retort to concerns over 
resource depletion. Keynes’s response that action is required now can 
equally be applied to the arguments of environmental sceptics that natural 
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systems will prove self-equilibrating in the long run: for example ozone 
holes will disappear, systems will adjust to human-induced climate change. 
Rejecting the blind faith in benign equilibrating systems leads to calls for 
government intervention as the only obvious countermeasure. Yet, how 
the institutions of government will control and change economic systems, 
and avoid substantive harm to natural ones in the process, is far from 
clear. Merely managing the situation fails to address the overall path upon 
which socio-economic systems have been set.

The dominant acceptance of a growing materialistic consumer society 
is what must be questioned and is brought into question by its failure to 
address and ability to exacerbate major social and environmental prob-
lems. Neoliberal governments, of the type typical in Western society in 
recent times, then seem the least likely to respond appropriately given their 
proximity to the technostructure. Their institutional responses promote 
rather than address corporate power, and diminish rather than increase 
a sense of community values and respect for others. Others (human and 
non-human) are for the consumer just competitors in a struggle for ‘goods 
and services’, and for the fi rm assets to be exploited. There appears no 
room in the modern economic system for beings with feelings, direction, 
ability to fl ourish or moral standing.

Recognizing the importance of issues of globalization and global 
environmental change requires a broadening of the economic research 
perspective. It requires acknowledging that, in a biophysical sense, all eco-
nomic activities are embedded in ecosystems and therefore have to respect 
environmental and resource use constraints. Limits to growth play no role 
in PKE. The approach remains very much in line with orthodox macro-
economics in the failure to take the laws of thermodynamics seriously or 
to include their implications in long-term growth policy.

That ‘traditional’ economic growth is unsustainable can be illustrated 
by paying attention to the historical pattern of growth in the UK over the 
last 250 years. The change in energy utilization came about in two stages. 
First, between 1830 and 1890, the implementation of the coal, iron, steel 
and steam engine resource–technology cluster enabled the UK economy 
to operate at almost twice the level of energy availability of other econo-
mies. Second, around the 1950s oil, electricity and the internal combustion 
engine took over as the main drivers underpinning growth. Economic 
growth has been essentially concerned with the exploitation of fi nite non-
renewable material and energy resources.

The UK example has been followed by many other countries, resulting 
in remarkably similar resource use patterns, social structures and trajec-
tories at the end of the twentieth century. During the industrial transition, 
a structurally coupled socio-ecological regime is established that closely 
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links economic growth to natural resource use. Despite contemporary 
notions of post-industrial, service or information societies there has been 
no dematerialization in terms of natural resource use. In the historic tran-
sition, industrial materials (fossil fuels, ores and mass minerals) added 
to biomass materials without replacing them. The increased relative 
importance of the service sector in many industrial economies has actually 
increased natural resource fl ows.

Certain aspects of industrial transition have been a topic for PKE, and 
other economists, namely employment, salaries, and mass consumption 
and production. The focus has been on the means by which economic 
prosperity could be enhanced and mass unemployment and its undesirable 
social and economic consequences avoided. The biophysical aspects of 
transition have long been neglected. Assuming unlimited substitutability 
and benign technological change produces a fantasy world to justify the 
industrial socio-ecological regime continuing in its current mode. The 
literature on the socio-ecological regime helps recognition of the fact that 
the modern industrial economy is transitory in character and a relatively 
recent occurrence in human history, rather than a stable long-term struc-
ture in equilibrium.

Addressing the current environmental crisis requires a new economic 
revolution allowing major services – such as transport and mobility, con-
struction and housing, nutrition, water and energy use – to be organized in 
very diff erent ways from today’s socio-technical individualistic solutions. 
Such a transition would need to happen while a large part of the world is in 
the midst of trying to achieve the old industrial transition. It would require 
deliberately redirecting investment and institutional change. Lacking 
organizations and institutions operating at the appropriate temporal and 
geographic scales means that globally humanity is ill equipped to guide a 
sustainability transition. That governments are susceptible to capture by 
the technostructure makes their response equally dubious.

Proposed ‘solutions’ to environmental problems have included minor 
adjustments to GDP measures, adding some extra environmental ‘goods 
and services’ into market pricing and widening the already troubled 
concept of capital. These approaches fail to address the fundamental 
concerns raised; nor do they address key drivers of the economic system 
or their implications for society, human psychology or the environment. 
The rush to innovate and replace creates discontent while spreading the 
depth and scale of interventions into natural systems with unknown 
and unknowable consequences. An inherent characteristic of the scien-
tifi cally and technologically driven throughput society is the propensity 
to increase strong uncertainty in terms of social indeterminacy and 
partial ignorance. To avoid an environmental collapse points us toward 
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breaking the growth–technology–consumption complex in an intelligent 
way to improve society. Open social discourse has then been identifi ed as 
an important part of any process whereby the role of technology and new 
information might be reconsidered. This can be seen as one part of the nec-
essary challenging and questioning of the modern industrial state through 
increasing democracy.

A focus on growth and employment seems to miss the point of eco-
nomic activity. Throughput is not an end in itself; the having and consum-
ing of more ‘stuff ’ does not alone increase ‘happiness’. Employment can be 
demeaning, exploitative and self-destructive or it can be fulfi lling, reward-
ing and give great meaning to a person’s life. If economics aims to increase 
well-being in society then it must go beyond such bland aggregates as 
employment and growth. Keynes achieved great things as an economist, 
but the socio-economic system he advocated as a temporary measure to 
reach economic bliss seems to have spread and made seem virtuous the 
‘semi-criminal, semi-pathological propensities’ of which he warned. A 
new political economy must question the reason for consumption and 
production activity and the qualitative aspects of the system, not just focus 
on potential quantitative end goals. A new revolution in macroeconomic 
thought also then seems necessary.

NOTES

 1. When referring to ecological economics we maintain the meaning in European terms 
of a new fi eld outside the orthodox economic tradition and which is more than merely 
economics and ecology combined (see Spash, 1999).

 2. PKE sees orthodox belief in long-run stability in an unfettered market system as leading 
to policies which are irresponsible, for example as in the 1930s with respect to unem-
ployment. Ecological economics sees orthodox economics as having created the myth 
of never-ending and ever-increasing production and consumption which is destroying 
the ecosystems which support economic and social systems.

 3. A search of the Journal of Post Keynesian Economics on the ISI database reveals 1312 
articles of which there is just one on an environmental topic, and that relates to oli-
gopoly in the oil industry but does attempt connections to environmental policy and 
sustainable development (Roncaglia, 2003).

 4. A new approach to economics off ers the hope of a planned transition, but lock-in to 
political and economic structures seems to make crisis management more likely as the 
need for change is denied by various vested interests protecting their power base.

 5. A socio-ecological regime is characterized by specifi c institutional and governance 
structures, by demographical patterns, spatial patterns of land use, infrastructure net-
works and technology. This approach regards key regulators as positive and negative 
feedbacks moulding and constraining the regime. A socio-ecological regime is always 
associated with a specifi c pattern of material and energy use (metabolic profi le) and of 
human activity (time allocation profi le). While regimes allow for incremental change, 
a transition process may be introduced resulting in a qualitatively diff erent regime if a 
critical set of variables or characteristics transcends regime boundaries.
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 6. Note that Keynes did raise population stabilization as an issue. However, this has also 
failed to make a Keynesian or PKE agenda.

 7. Space precludes entering into a discussion of steady-state economics. Suffi  ce to say 
that the concept of a steady-state seems to fall well within the constructs of equilib-
rium theory and stability rejected by PKE, ecosystem ecologists and many ecological 
economists. Daly’s point on scale and his environmental concerns stand independent of 
his recommended solution which does at least address the need to control exponential 
material and energy growth.

 8. As Davidson (1981) makes clear there are divergent PKE schools, but none of the dif-
ferences he notes would seem to bear on the points made here with respect to reasons 
for the neglect of environmental issues.

 9. This statistic is taken from the following website which cites sources for many similar 
and disturbing facts on global poverty and inequity: see http://www.globalissues.org/
TradeRelated/Facts.asp, accessed 28 July 2008.

10. Raising something as obscure as the ‘Cambridge capital controversy’ hardly seems 
worthwhile as no one using ‘natural capital’ seems particularly worried about measur-
ing the immeasurable.

11. The concept of incommensurability is a highly relevant consideration (see Aldred, 2006; 
O’Neill, 1993; 1997) as well as the diff erence between creating harm and good (Spash, 
2002a).

12. On the basis of Keynes’s concerns over the role of speculators in standard stock 
markets, his opinion on this new innovation with respect to the potential for increasing 
international economic instability would have been most interesting.

13. Interestingly Ravetz (1995) has also published in the Journal of Post Keynesian 
Economics.

14. Say’s Law is the belief that supply creates its own demand, which was put forward by 
Ricardo in 1803 on the basis of his reading of French economist J.B. Say (Stewart, 1979, 
p. 26).
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4.  The environmental case for a 
collective assessment of economism
Richard B. Norgaard

INTRODUCTION

Environmental economics emerged over the latter half of the twentieth 
century to fi ne-tune the economy, perhaps defensible in its early years, but 
it is now obvious that we need a major economic adjustment. Since 1900, 
the human population has increased four times, from some 1.6 billion to 
about 6.7 billion. During the same period, the global market economy 
has increased by about a factor of 25, from less than US$2 trillion to 
about US$50 trillion per year. Science and technology have made this 
possible, fossil hydrocarbons and ecosystem degradation feed the ‘affl  u-
enza’, while corporate advertising and public infrastructure promote ever 
more consumption and waste. The realization that our children will suff er 
from climate change, biodiversity loss and reduced ecosystem services 
is slowly convincing many that we need to change dramatically how we 
interact with each other and nature. Taking on such a major adjustment 
will require that we deconstruct the economic myths, the ‘economism’, 
that has kept the economy on course in spite of the mounting social and 
environmental evidence.

In spite of the vast diff erences between rich and poor, academics and 
farm workers, and the political and economic perspectives people hold, 
people function together in a global economy in amazing synchrony. 
Roughly half of the people in the world are absolutely dependent on the 
actions of others through a complex economic system. Some among the 
other half of the global population who are not so enmeshed in the world’s 
economy are actively protesting against its inequities at meetings of the 
World Trade Organization. A few are violently opposing postmodern 
culture as a whole, drawing attention to their wrath by fl ying airliners 
into the World Trade Center. At the beginning of the third millennium, 
the economy is central to daily human life and people’s concerns for the 
future. 

Let me, for the moment, distinguish between an economy that is ‘out 
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there’ and the complex of myths that people, both individually and in 
order to act together, have developed to aid them in living within the 
economy. This distinction is roughly parallel to nature as a reality of 
its own and the complex of myths that traditional peoples hold about 
nature and their relation to nature. In traditional societies, myths provide 
explanations for natural phenomena, facilitate individual and collective 
decisions, and give meaning and coher ence to life. Modern people, and 
what can now only be understood as postmodern, also require comparable 
be liefs about the world around them, a world that is largely economic. I 
refer to this complex of myths as economism. Of course, the economy that 
is ‘out there’ and economism have coevolved. While traditional people’s 
beliefs aff ected how they interacted with and thereby were a selective force 
upon natural evolution, their populations were relatively small compared 
to the natural world that evolved for millennia before them. Not so the 
economy. The economy and economism are not separate at all in time 
frames of a decade.

BACKGROUND

Historically, people characterized environmental problems as individual 
bad things that needed to be changed. Sewage needed to be carried further 
away or treated, smoke stacks needed to be taller or combustion technolo-
gies changed, and lead needed to be used more carefully if at all. In this 
framing, environmental problems are resolved by regulating releases or 
mandating the replacement of technologies. Questions of technological 
possibilities were central, and scientists and engineers reigned over the 
environmental policy process through the 1960s.

By the 1960s, the practice of cost–benefi t analysis had improved and 
economic arguments began to dampen engineers’ dreams of manifest 
destiny in the development of water, transport, and other systems. 
Economists began to portray pollution and other environmental ques-
tions in economic terms. Economists at Resources for the Future played a 
central role in laying the foundation for this transition of thinking about 
the benefi ts and costs of environmental protection (Clawson and Knetsch, 
1966; Kneese and Bower, 1968). Within this context, without question-
ing the economic system or system of myths within which values were 
expressed, economists began to estimate environmental values within a 
broad argument that there are optimal levels of environmental quality. 
Engineers were still needed to fi nd least-cost approaches to pollution 
control, but economists positioned themselves, in a process that was of 
course ultimately political, as holding the formula for optimally balancing 
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the interests of polluters and pollutees. Four decades later, this economic 
mindset dominates public and political discussions, though not political 
outcomes, from the pro vision of local ecosystem services to the solutions 
for global climate change. Yet, while some environmental confl icts are 
partially being resolved through markets, new environmental problems 
continue to emerge. While trying to fi ne-tune the environ mental dial 
through market-based approaches, global drivers of environmental change 
have dramatically worsened. To change tracks, we have to acknowledge 
that the whole institutional structure and system of beliefs through which 
we now perceive, understand, dis cuss, weigh and react to environmental 
problems is wholly inadequate.

Like fi sh trying to grasp the nature of water, getting a clear picture of 
the economy and its role in the current human trajectory is going to be 
diffi  cult. Half of the world’s population is deeply immersed in the eco-
nomic system, playing specialized roles, connecting to each other through 
markets. Specialization in both scientifi c understanding and experiential 
understanding makes it more and more diffi  cult for a single individual 
to begin to see and understand the system as a whole. Furthermore, the 
economy is increasingly becoming people’s lens on reality. Things are 
important in accordance with how people relate to them through the 
economy. The ‘diamond and water paradox’ has been forgotten, and 
the current level and share of things in our household budgets and gross 
national product has become a measure of importance. Changing prices 
signal abundance or scarcity, telling people not only what to consume or 
conserve but in which areas to seek education, invest capital and trans-
form the land. And now in science as well (certainly among conservation 
biologists), market valuation techniques are becoming an essential way of 
not only expressing value to the public but also for aggregating environ-
mental impacts in scientifi c analyses. The economy has become our 
window on the world through which we understand nature. Supporting 
this perspective, fi lling in the missing details, people have developed what 
I will refer to as economism, a set of beliefs constituting a secular religion 
guiding the remnants of our modern hopes for human progress: material, 
moral and scientifi c.

From the perspective of the economic priests who extol proper, formal 
ways of think ing about the economic system and some of the most impor-
tant decisions people make, privately and publicly, the economy and the 
values people ex press through it are simply ‘given’. Of course, people can 
see that the economy is rapidly evolving over time, in part in response to 
the preaching of economists. With the signals of envi ronmental degrada-
tion becoming overwhelming, it makes little sense simply to keep trying to 
adjust incentives within the existing economic system. It is time to ques tion 
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openly and collectively the system within which people are privately and 
publicly making decisions. But doing so leaves people with serious prob-
lems of ‘footing’; that is, on what do we stand?

Seeing the whole economic system, including how it has aff ected the 
path people’s values have taken, is by no means easy. As the spottiness of 
my own argumentation in this current eff ort shows, my own ‘glimpses’ do 
not combine into a clear view. As a society, we will need to take a critical 
look into the system, putting our respective insights together, and then 
building something new. It will take time and cooperation, but a central 
message of this chapter is that those who are morally concerned about 
the environmental transformations under way and the future of humanity 
may be able to enrich and strengthen their voices by collectively calling for 
an assessment of economism and working together to understand it.

ECONOMISM

‘Economism’ refers to the mix of popular, political and policy mythol-
ogy as well as practical beliefs that help us understand and rationalize 
the economy and how we live within it. People share some of these beliefs 
globally; other beliefs people adapt to fi t particular national and regional 
situations; while yet others serve specifi c groups, including economists. 
Economism is to the formal models of the discipline of econo mics as envi-
ronmental beliefs are to ecology and environmental science more gener-
ally. Just as selected parts, sometimes old remnants, of environmental 
science help inform and justify environmental beliefs, both those advocat-
ing conservation and those espousing development, bits of the logic and 
fi ndings from the discipline of econo mics help inform economism, whether 
politically left or right. Our more conserving-oriented environmental 
beliefs infl uence funding for environmental science, and how environmen-
tal scientists choose between frame works, the ways in which they interpret 
their results and how they speak to the public. Similarly, technologically 
optimistic environ mental beliefs infl uence a more technologically optimis-
tic community of biologists and natural scientists, how they are funded 
and how they communicate to the public. While distinctions between 
environmentalism and environmental science, and be tween technological 
optimism and technology-driven science are commonly recognized, the 
term ‘economism’ and its relationship to economic theory and the body of 
knowledge of economists are only beginning to be discussed. Others have 
used the term ‘economism’, but it is a new concept to most people, even 
in academe. The academic discipline of economics is so tightly bound by 
and infused with economism that distinctions are more diffi  cult than those 
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between environmen tal beliefs and science. One important distinction is 
that few environmental scientists use their science to justify, to rationalize 
the rightness of, the current state of the environment. Economists regularly 
take the distri bu tion of income as a given and thereby reach conclusions 
that defend the status quo. In this sense, al most all economics is advocacy 
science. Thus economism is not only the better word to describe the role of 
economics in our lives, but also an important entry point to understanding 
the disci pline and profession of economics.

For purposes of elaboration, economism can be divided into multiple 
interactive realms of beliefs. First, there is academic economism: the 
beliefs guiding the careful choice of equations, data, methods and words 
that appear in academic articles, and the beliefs guiding the disciplinary 
dynamics that lead to a few articles and the economists who write them 
being important while most are not. Second, there is the acculturation 
of students, from the lessons about markets in secondary school on to 
the training of those who graduate with doctoral degrees in economics. 
Acculturation also includes the beliefs embedded in the general interest 
material about the economy appearing in the popular press and in books. 
Third, there are the beliefs infl uencing how econo mists work profession-
ally, interacting with those who need their services, in governmental policy 
and implementation processes, as well as in the corporate sector. Fourth, 
there is the popular po litical economic discourse on ends and means. And, 
fi fth, there is people’s everyday solid, albeit particular, empirical evidence 
grounded in their participation in the economy and the broader, fuzzy 
beliefs that help fi t what highly specialized capitalists, landowners and 
laborers know into a larger sense of reality. Living with in a highly frag-
mented, market-linked, nearly global economy rather than, for example, 
in a nearly self-suffi  cient community of near subsis tence farms, demands 
and facilitates diff erent explanations and rationales among diff erent 
actors. We should expect economism, like the economy, to be highly dif-
ferentiated even while the multitude of myths work together.

We can see separate realms. What is taught as basic economics bears 
little rela tionship to the diversity of the explorations of the small propor-
tion of innovative economists, many at the best universities, who are 
questioning economic conventions and exploring new paths (Colander et 
al., 2004). The ethereal mathematical abstractions of academic economics 
bear little relation to the commonsense understanding of laborers working 
in a glob alized economy. And yet there are strong feedbacks between these 
diff erent realms as well as selective processes aff ecting their evolution over 
time. The theory of exchange of products, in correctly used by capitalists, 
politicians and academic economists to justify freeing one factor of pro-
duction – capital – so that it is globally mobile, has transformed everyday 
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economic life. The variety and price of goods, as well as wages and employ-
ment opportunities in developing econo mies, as well as profi ts, wages and 
employment security in developed econ o mies, are all trans formed by late 
twentieth century developments in economism. In this sense, the diff erent 
realms of economism cannot be disentangled.

The importance of economism and the ways it has become integral to 
modern, and now postmodern, life is also critical. Our global economy is a 
product of economic reasoning, albeit using highly se lected and sometimes 
incorrect parts of economic reasoning. A great many individual decisions, 
some with deep moral implications, are now determined by income and 
prices. We perceive and understand ‘reality’ from our particular positions 
in the economy and through the economy to the positions of others and 
a world of resources and ecosystem services. Our hopes for the future are 
frequently reduced to merely economic portrayals of material progress. 
Economism is our secular religion within which we engage in political dis-
course about values and through which we describe our relations to each 
other and our overall position in the world. In short, today economism 
functions as have religions throughout history.

Let me ela borate this further with a particular example around which 
my broader argument will build. Since 1990, with the rise in concern over 
environmental sustain ability, natural scientists, especially conservation 
biologists, have become increasingly engaged in de bates over the course 
of development and the implementation of new development strategies. 
Within these debates, while defending biodiversity and ecosystem integrity, 
they found monetary valuation strategically very attractive. Describing 
the value of nature in monetary terms did not necessarily fi t their personal 
values and relations to nature. However, for younger biologists who have 
been acculturated in economism since their youth, monetary valuation, 
with its emphasis on summing individual values, seems to present fewer 
confl icts than it does for older biologists with a stronger sense of moral 
discourse in politics before economism dominated, and also a stronger 
sense of a public good. But young and old feel they are driven to address 
biodiversity loss and ecosystem integrity through what they think is, and 
portray as, economics. Identifying the contradictions of this particular 
new interest in economic valuation provides a way of identifying why we 
cannot use purportedly objective economic techniques to get us out of a 
predicament that economism has been central to getting us into.

Conservation biologists share the objective of conserving biologi-
cal diversity, and this objec tive defi nes their academic and professional 
careers. While they personally value biodiversity ‘for its own sake’ or 
because they hold life sacred in some way or another, they also have come 
to believe that the majority of people will never appreciate the richness of 
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life as they do. Nature fi lms have vastly increased the public’s awareness, 
but conservation biologists have con cluded that to get through media 
barriers and engage in the rough and tumble of real politics, money talks 
louder than our attraction to the cute and fuzzy or our public sense of the 
complex, delicate dynamics of nature. Thus just as engineers in America 
at mid-twentieth century in the era of large water projects were drawn to 
learn economics and contribute to the practice of cost–benefi t analysis, so 
biologists are drawn into learning some economics and contributing to 
its application today in the discourse on the value of ecosystem services, 
as well as the possibility of saving eco systems through payments for their 
services.

Economics textbooks present the human predicament as largely a 
problem of imperfect mar kets. We misuse the environment because there 
are not markets for pollution or ecosystem services. As a consequence, 
the prices generated in imperfect markets lead people to make choices 
about interacting with the environment that are not in the public interest. 
Market prices need to be corrected by including all of nature’s services. 
Cost–benefi t analyses used in public decisions also need to include values 
that are not currently refl ected in markets. So, to a large extent, the 
problem is portrayed as one of getting the prices right so that the right 
decisions are made. And getting the prices right is portrayed as a technical 
diffi  culty to be overcome by doing economics well. Hence conservation 
biologists are busily learning economic theory.

In fact, however, conservation biologists are simply learning econo-
mism. Economic theory is much more complicated and raises far more 
interesting questions than it answers, and what real theory says about 
values provides the strongest levers for conservation biologists.

In 1838, the French mathematician Augustin Cournot determined that 
markets could equilibrate at multiple effi  cient combinations of prices and 
quantities depending on how rights to fac tors of production are initially 
assigned between people (Cournot, 1963 [1897]). English mathematical 
economists rediscovered the same phenomena several decades later. The 
fi eld of welfare economics fl ourished between the 1930s and 1960s. In this 
subdiscipline, economists derived the conditions necessary for deriving 
public values from existing prices. It was also instrumental to reaching a 
professional consensus around rationalizations for presuming that those 
conditions were reasonable approximations of reality for the purposes of 
doing cost–benefi t analysis (Eckstein, 1958). The assumptions and ration-
ales made some sense for considering the costs and benefi ts of individual 
public investments in an era when global environmental constraints were 
not yet of concern, and the belief that progress would lead to a more equal-
itarian society was strong. And then the assumptions became established 
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as practical working doctrine (Harberger, 1971). The assumptions and 
rationales make no sense at all for thinking about global-scale phenomena 
driven by climate change, biodiversity loss or ecosystem transformation. 
They make no sense in an era when progress through the ‘control of 
nature’ has so clearly failed and income inequality is increasing.

The sustainability debate is fundamentally about ethics, about whether 
our descendants have a right to an environment more or less like the one 
we have, or at least the right to an environment that is changing at a man-
ageable speed. And when rights are reassigned, market prices, even interest 
rates change (Howarth and Norgaard, 1992). The key point is that value 
systems beyond economics must be tapped to ponder whether we want to 
give future generations more rights. Conservation biology can help inform 
this moral decision, and conservation biologists have taken a personal 
stand on the issue. When conservation biologists resort to economism, 
they vastly simplify the scientifi c information they can convey about eco-
systems and undercut their own values. During the rise of popular concern 
over sustainability, even the economics profes sion accepted the point that 
sustainability is a matter of rights and ethics beyond econo mics. But as 
public concern with sustainability peaked and became just one of many 
concerns, this accep tance by economists was followed by a concerted, 
deceptive eff ort to show that the conventional way economics models the 
future and its related assumptions about valuing the future were quite 
adequate after all (Portney and Weyant, 1999). The veil of economism was 
once again pulled in front of economics.

The fact that effi  cient market prices depend on the distribution of rights 
to capital, land and education and other factors aff ecting income has been 
known within economics for nearly two centuries. Thus, on the one hand, 
econ omists quickly point out when challenged that they themselves have 
thoroughly identifi ed this relationship, usually expressed in a tone implying 
that others have no right to even point this out. Yet, on the other hand, in 
practice the economics profession works very eff ectively with economism, 
ignoring the fact that past moral choices with respect to the distribution of 
rights aff ect the nature of value expressed in markets today.

I am not arguing that we can have a rational society guided simply 
by objective evidence and pure reason. Even if we had a community of 
extremely bright scientists working with models that were coherent across 
the sciences, unlimited computing power and incredible amounts of data, 
we would still need myths by which the vast majority of people could 
live. Rather, I am arguing that environmental science provides suffi  cient 
clear evidence that economism as a system of myths by which to operate 
is destroying the environment, threatening present and future popula-
tions, and likely ending human culture as we have known it. Further, in 
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my experience from within economics, economists are the fi rst to defend 
economism over reason and evidence.

ECONOMISM AND THE POSTMODERN  
SOCIO-ECOLOGICAL PREDICAMENT

I have already introduced the term ‘postmodern’ and use it with some trepi-
dation, but it provides an important lens on economism. Only the very rich 
have a mastery over their private lives that fi ts the modern dream. To be 
sure, those in the middle class and above have incredible material access, 
but it provides them with but temporary command or pleasure (Brekke and 
Howarth, 2000). Rather, most people are on a material treadmill, running 
faster while staying in place or even slipping behind. Similar to the term 
‘post modern’, I introduce the term ‘command’ deliberately. Command 
over nature was a central idea in the rise of modern natural philosophy and 
its unfold ing as science and technology (Merchant, 1980), while command 
over one’s life was a defi ning point in the rise of individualism and mate-
rialism in modern moral philosophy (Nor gaard, 1994). Markets bring us 
new options, but the specialization required to earn more to stay engaged 
in the expanding economy robs us of more general skills and the options 
associated with exercising them. Economists emphasize the joys of choice, 
and choice is central to econ o mism. Our choices, however, do not lead to 
control over what we get in the medium to long run. When what we choose 
makes little diff erence, the econo mic emphasis on choice loses meaning 
and life itself loses meaning. Thus one strand of my argument is that the 
transition from modern to post modern is closely related to the transition 
from the sense that modern sci ence and economics would soon bring us 
control over our lives, to the sense that command will forever remain 
beyond our grasp. And fruitless grasping for meaning through eff  orts to 
get command of one’s life is a symptom of postmodernism.

The rise of utopian hopes, and fall in the delusion of control, is recent. 
The hopes for science and progress ignited in the nineteenth century seemed 
to be coming true in the twentieth through very rapid change. Improved 
tech nologies, complemented by advances in science, allowed humanity to 
re duce its immediate dependence on energy from the sun and coevolve a 
whole new economy around technologies fueled by fossil hydrocarbons 
(Norgaard, 1994). Tremendous scientifi c ad vances, economic growth and 
increased access to material goods seemed to validate a gain in command. 
In spite of the First World War, the Great Depression, the Second World 
War, and the emergence of nuclear weapons and the Cold War, hubris was 
high at mid-century as we prepared to develop the world as a whole.
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Rapidly changing times, however, are inherently risky. To a large extent, 
what we think of as command over nature through modern technologies, 
our new approach to environmental management, has been a process of 
pushing problems to a new environmen tal medium, to a greater distance, 
or to a future time so that for a while the problems go unseen. With fast 
rates of change, however, the period of not being seen has shortened into 
periods of individual memory. In a world of instant communication and 
globalization, pollution pushed aside is soon discovered again. There is 
also a greater likelihood in rapidly changing times that lags in ecological 
adjustments and the crossing of unforeseen thres holds, combined with 
lags in detection and policy response, will leave us in devastating situa-
tions. Many of the scientists collectively trying to understand climate 
change, where environ mental system lags are critical, to say nothing of 
social system lags, see humanity as being in a very dan gerous situ a tion 
(Baer and Mastrandrea, 2006; Spratt and Sutton, 2008). Conservation 
biologists see many of the world’s ecological systems as being on the verge 
of collapse due to rapid in creases in population and material consump-
tion, while the modest policy corrective actions now being contemplated 
are completely inadequate to stem the destruc tion (Millennium Ecosystem 
Assessment, 2005). The inland Sacramento–San Joaquin Delta between 
California’s capitol city, Sacramento, and the San Francisco metropoli-
tan region is one of the most scientifi cally studied areas of the world, yet 
ecologists admit that today they can say little more about the dy namics of 
its various fi sheries than they could in 1980. The dynamics are simply too 
complex and changing; and this is before they factor in more rapid rates of 
sea level rise and new invasives inherent in future climate and associated 
ecosystem changes (Healey et al., 2008).

The myth that we can learn how to master nature to consume ever more 
has given way to the myth of sustainable development, that we can learn 
how to live with nature and all consume at least a signifi cant amount. But 
scientists work ing ‘where the rubber hits the road’ with respect to ecosys-
tems management and restoration are worried because they comprehend, 
command and control so little. The delusions of command through science 
and technology parallel those in the personal lives we lead.

There are moral parallels to the way we have technologically displaced 
environmental problems that then come back to haunt us in new forms. 
Adam Smith’s great discovery that individ ual greed serves the public good 
through markets helped to reduce mercantilism, to reduce and dis perse 
economic power sanctioned by the state, for a while. But it also allowed us 
to rationalize individually whatever we do within the economy. The geo-
graphical expansion of markets meant that the eff ects of our activities were 
becoming further and further distant. The substitution of market relations 
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for activities that occurred within the home and between friends reduced 
diverse rela tionships and moral obligations, the basis of com munity, to 
mutual greed. Then economic devel opment became equated with human 
progress, a concept previously derived from moral progress (Bury, 1932). 
Eventually market logic, though now more economism than logic, also 
became the model for the public sector itself and is now the basis of politi-
cal discourse among the masses (Brown, 1994; Frank, 2000). Managing 
problems through economic morality pushes the prob lems out of sight 
and into the future. Conveniently, economic assumptions provide moral 
blinkers as well.

One consequence of subjecting problems to economism is that we have 
not been able to carry on the broader moral discussion needed to guide 
the economy to address the inequities inherent in economic develop ment, 
climate change and eco system destruction. The inequities are now com-
pounding the environmental diffi  culties. The rich with incredible global 
material access cannot see, or refuse to acknowledge, the implications of 
their richness while the poor, merely to survive, are driven to destroy the 
few environmental services they can access locally. More importantly, 
corporations exercise power, setting the rules of the market for the short-
run interests of executives and stockholders, while the citizenry romps in 
imagined free market idyll (Reich, 2007).

At the same time, however, some scientists and engineers are arguing we 
will soon reap untold benefi ts from bioengineering and nano techno logy, 
commanding the natural and man-made environment to support ecstatic 
lives of health and wealth. Social theorists and ethicists counter-argue 
that we are neither organized nor morally prepared to discuss and address 
the ethical issues inherent in bioengineering (reviewed in Norgaard, 2004; 
Sandel, 2007). Imagine the disparities and moral challenges that will arise 
as bioengineering is applied beyond disease cor rection to human improve-
ment itself. If we continue to pursue free market ethics, the rich will have 
fi rst access to producing super-children, leaving the masses inevitably to 
become ‘substandard’. Clearly, some serious thinking about moral choices 
in a modern economy is desperately needed.

While those exalting in the transformative powers of new technologies 
(Kurzweil, 2005) and those pondering the dynamics of the socio-eco logical 
system (Millennium Ecosystem Assessment, 2005) see the future remark-
ably diff erently, most people do not think much about the future at all. Of 
course, they think about how they might improve their own well-being and 
that of their family within the economic system in which they are embed-
ded. The engagement of the masses in the economy, their inability to dis-
engage and see what is happening to us as a whole and how we might best 
guide systemic change, is a major part of the problem too. Of course this 
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is not new. Throughout history, only a few have ever taken on the burden 
of looking ahead for the whole. But the ideal of democratic societies where 
each participates in determining the direction for all remains laudable and 
lauded. Indeed some, including me, argue that discursive democracy still 
provides some hope (Dryzek, 1990, 2000; Norgaard, 2007). Yet within the 
gap between reality and ideal, powerful interests have done their best to 
manipulate both the values and the understanding of individuals.

In retrospect, we can now see that worrying about the future and 
rethinking our moral order were never on the horizon of the modern 
expedition. Quite the contrary, we were on the path to utopia; the future 
need only be hastened toward. As the drudgery of life lessoned, theolo-
gians imagined people facing fewer material temptations and having more 
time to be religious, while secular modernists saw people increasingly 
involved in the artistic life where moral issues are parsed and sophistica-
tion grows. Rather than worrying about the future, we lost our ability to 
even seriously think about the future or question whether we were fulfi ll-
ing our obligations to our progeny. On the path of progress, knowledge 
and values improve, things increase or become more advanced, perhaps 
the order of accumulation is uncertain, and morality can slip backward, 
but the path is to completeness, fulfi llment. How can there be a diff erent 
science or moral order?

A signifi cant change in how we interact with each other and nature will 
be technically very diffi  cult. We fully occupy the globe, and this means 
that any mistakes in the transition will come at the cost of further eco-
system transformation with fewer and fewer opportunities for recovery. 
Experimentation is diffi  cult because our socio-economic and ecological 
systems are tightly coupled. People’s livelihoods are highly interdependent 
in what has become a truly global economy. To complicate the diffi  culties 
further, we live in rapidly changing times, socially and ecologi cally. For 
these reasons, strong, informed environmental and economic governance 
are abso lutely necessary in order to shift toward sustainability while not 
crashing either our ecological or our socio-economic systems.

Yet strong informed governance is more elusive than ever. Our know-
ledge remains highly fragmented in relation to scientifi c disciplines and 
bureaucratic boundaries while it is becoming ever more specialized in 
relation to economic roles and interests. This makes com munication, 
shared understanding and collective governance increasingly diffi  cult. 
A corporate-controlled media trivial izes social and ecological analysis 
into ‘infotainment’ while supporting further consumption. Free market 
ideology promotes individual over collective choice and has been used to 
shrink both the role of government and our expectations for its quality. To 
compound problems further, material inequality is increasing within and 
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between nations, further narrowing future options while challeng ing the 
possibilities of eff ective governance arising in order to reach them.

In the absence of strong, coherent political governance, market prices 
provide the dominant feedback signals. Markets, however, are not the 
self-governing dream espoused by many economists. They are incomplete, 
insensitive to social and ecological complexities, and give little heed to the 
future. A naive reliance on markets without adequate laws, regulations 
and mores to guide market actors surely accounts for much of the gravity 
of the human condition.

As faith in secular material progress fades, as belief in the command-
ing possibilities of science, technology and rational governance shrivels, 
religions are once again providing individu als with a sense of destiny and 
their position in a whole system. Religious beliefs, however, are harden-
ing and diverging around original sacred texts rather than becoming more 
tolerant and converging around common moral concerns with the future 
of humanity. Indeed, a few splinter religious groups within every religi ous 
tradition are beginning to challenge the corporatized rem nants of modern 
social order, some violently. 

The resilience of progressive religion, rise of evangelicalisms and resur-
gence of fundamentalism provide the biggest surprises for many observers 
of modernity. Religion can be defi ned as a system of narratives, symbols 
and rituals that situate individuals in a larger whole, providing a basis 
for understanding reality holistically while also supporting ethical norms 
(Bellah, 2001). Many of the diff erences between religious systems are with 
respect to how they explain the na ture of life, while there is relatively more 
homogeneity in the moral orders they espouse. This led many, secularists 
and religious, to argue in the nineteenth century that, as science developed 
a unifi ed view of nature and where people fi tted in the scheme of things, 
people would shed religious expla nations of natural phenomena and their 
position with respect to nature. The increase in in formed rationality and 
systemic understanding would progressively reduce the scope of religion 
to simply a moral sphere. And this would provide the conditions for reli-
gions to converge around their common moral teachings.

This secularist explanation of the future of religion, of how it would 
adapt to progress, was widely accepted. Every major religious tradition 
has progressive branches that accept science, actively reinterpret historic 
texts to fi t modern times, and promote ecumenical and interfaith eff orts 
to work together around common moral concerns. They also accept the 
separations between church, state and science, and hence rarely engage 
in moral politics or raise questions about sci ence in public discourse. But 
while progressive religious traditions are clearly present, they have stead-
ily lost followers over the past half-century. Fundamentalist believers of 
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diverse religious traditions never went away, but their leaders and fol-
lowers have long stayed out of active social discourse and politics, until 
recently. Within this gap between a shrinking progressive tradition and 
fundamentalism, a new movement steadily gained ground, starting largely 
in North America during the 1930s. Evangelicals read the bible literally, 
though selectively, and hold modern beliefs that allow them to accept 
modern technology and economic institutions, while engag ing intensely 
in social commentary about individual morality. Then, unlike either 
progressives or funda mentalists, many evangelicals began actively to 
engage in politics and personally enter the halls of power during the 1980s 
(Lindsay, 2007). Some also openly questioned the monopoly that science 
holds on true descriptions of natural phenomena in general and evolution-
ary accounts of ‘the descent of man’ in particular. In retrospect, we can 
see that science has not developed the coher ent story that most people 
apparently need to feel comfortably situated in a larger order. So now we 
see educated people, even some scientists, reading religious texts literally 
and choosing re ligious explanations about life over scientifi c ones. In the 
process, religious diff erences have also become accentuated (Smith, 1998; 
Almond et al., 2003).

There is a strong interplay between the fragmentation, devaluing and 
fall of science in the public sphere and the fragmen tation and revaluing 
of religion, especially the rise of strict readings of religious texts, in the 
public sphere. Modern science has long been connected to a narra tive of 
progress through the comprehension, command and control of nature. 
In practice, with out having made a concerted eff ort to build toward 
shared public goals, modern science has proved remarkably incomplete, 
myopic, frequently disastrous in practice and in various ways unfulfi lling. 
Environmental movements, while informed by science and until recently 
strictly working in the realm of the secular, have been instrumental in 
debunking the progressive narrative with respect to the comprehension of 
and command over nature. The environmental move ment, having its own 
sense of the wholeness of nature, has been a very eff ective critic of frag-
mented sciences and science-driven agencies. The environmental move-
ment and environmental scientists, however, have not been able to build 
a coherent system of science and management to replace the fragmented 
approach of the progressive era that they have successfully critiqued (Nor-
gaard, 1994, 2008; Norgaard and Baer, 2005a).

The creation story of science and explanations of our place in the uni-
verse are apparently too rich and humbling for many people. Largely in 
response to the ecological cri sis, selected scientifi c explanations of our 
place in the world, without the narrative of human progress through com-
plete comprehension, command and control of nature, are now being syn-
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thesized with religious tra ditions in a way that may provide meaning for 
the many some day (Berry, 2006; Swimme, 1996; Tucker, 2003).

Few expected modernity to unfold into dramatically divergent views 
and yet collective impo tence through unity in economism. It is diffi    cult 
to imagine a combination of social trajectories more unfavorable for seri-
ously addressing our environmental challenges, whether taking a techno-
logical option perspective or a moral order perspective. Economism plays 
a critical role in holding us together, rushing between work and shopping 
mall with amazing synchrony, yet re maining passive politically.

Nevertheless, within this dismal overall picture, key groups of scientists 
have learned how to bring their diverse expertise together to assess the 
gravity of the human predicament from an environmental and technologi-
cal perspective. We need to learn from this process to undertake an assess-
ment of economism in postmodernity.

COLLECTIVE ASSESSMENTS, DECONSTRUCTING 
ECONOMISM, AND BUILDING SUSTAINABILITY

Scientists with both the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 
(IPCC) (2007) and the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (MA) (2005) are 
clearly spelling out the technological implications of the complex environ-
mental challenges we face, and the weaknesses of existing organizational 
structures for addressing them. Similar collective learning eff orts are under 
way, focusing on diff erent is sues and working at diff erent geographical 
and political scales. Yet governments, corporations and individuals have 
responded only modestly at best to these scientists’ collective portrayal of 
the human predicament. Indeed, to a large extent their fi ndings are treated 
simply as the perspec tive of yet another special interest. We are begin-
ning to see some, but still inadequate, movement with respect to climate 
change, while the richness of the shared understandings of scientists with 
respect to our dependence on natural systems more generally are not being 
broadly accepted.

The ways in which we perceive and understand reality, however, are 
not easily separated from the economism that dominates the moral order 
guiding how we care. And so the apparent disinterest in the collective 
scientifi c portrayals of the seriousness of the human condition leads to the 
question of whether we simply do not care about the future of humanity 
and nature, or we do not have adequate moral systems to both inform 
and express our care. Of course both are certainly true to some extent, as 
well as mutually reinforcing. Just as importantly, the feedbacks between 
care and knowing go both ways. This suggests that a collective assessment 
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of economism could prove complementary with scientifi c environmental 
assessments in the transition to a sustainable future for humanity and 
nature.

One of the interesting aspects of the IPCC and MA is the diff ering 
extents to which they have forced participating economists to confront 
how they are embedded in economism. From the beginning, the IPCC 
process has been surrounded by a ‘theoretical’ debate over the nature of 
costs, and especially interest rates (DeCanio, 2003). The IPCC process, 
however, has not been open to dissenting economists or social scientists 
in general. The physical scientists who initiated the IPCC process seemed 
to be more comfortable with the certainty provided by the range of con-
ventional economic thinking, narrowed within economism, than with the 
open contestation of the social sciences as a whole (Spash, 2002). Not 
having been invited into the IPCC process, a broader social science com-
munity set out to work on its own (Rayner and Malone, 1998). Yet in an 
atmosphere of open liberal debate, alternative economic arguments have 
been reviewed in the IPCC process. The arguments that Clive Spash put 
forward with respect to a sustainability approach or that Howarth and I 
put forward with respect to the rights of future generations and the use of 
overlapping generation models were reviewed in the second IPCC assess-
ment and then ignored (Pearce et al., 1996). Thus the dominant assump-
tions made in the culture of economism have held sway, keeping the role of 
economics in IPCC assessments and economic outcomes tightly bounded. 
The report is sued by Sir Nicholas Stern (2007) created as much contro-
versy (Nordhaus, 2007; Spash, 2007) as it did because it broke through 
some of the conventions of economism and reached a diff erent economic 
conclusion.

The Millennium Ecosystem Assessment proved to be a much more open 
forum that readily confronted economism. Participants from developing 
countries repeatedly pointed out that the values of environmental services 
were heavily weighted by who had the income to pay for them. Hence, the 
importance of diff erent ecosystem services refl ected the tastes and con-
cerns of the rich more than the poor. The dollars of rich ecotourists spent 
on international airfares are weighted the same as the dollars of the poor 
spent on bus fares to get to work. Thus MA participants readily saw how 
markets to save trees to sequester carbon, for example, are being estab-
lished in poor nations where the poor are ‘willing’ to stop using forests 
because the rich have the econo mic power to buy up the rights of the 
poor to stop them from using other ecosystem services of the forest. As a 
consequence, carbon sequestration is cheaper than it would be in a world 
with less income disparity. The rich can continue to drive their sport utility 
vehicles (SUVs) because the poor are willing to forego using their forests 
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for little. Once this was made clear within the MA process, it was very diffi  -
cult to use prices generated in markets as neutral values. In short, the open 
participatory process of the MA began to deconstruct economism.

Another major contradiction of economic valuation appeared in the 
Millennium Ecosystem Assessment. Several scientists noticed that for 
there to be any rationality to relying on stated preferences or behavior 
to derive the values of environmental services, one would have to assume 
that lay people were suffi  ciently informed of the very complexities the MA 
scientists were strug gling to understand. This assumption contradicted 
the objective of the MA to provide much-need ed knowledge to the public 
and policy-makers. In short, as with the problem of measuring resource 
scarcity by looking at prices over time (Norgaard, 1990), the problems 
of using mone tary values to weight phenomena are tightly embedded 
in the very socio-economic system driving the problems of ecosystem 
degradation that the MA sought to understand in order to design better 
socio-economic policies. This contradiction highlights how diffi  cult it is to 
understand nature without looking through the economy with the aid of 
economism.

Both modern science and the modern moral order are highly fragmented. 
‘Mix and match’ characterizes our approach, both as individuals and as 
nations, to discussing technical options and their moral implications. 
Addressing technical options boils down to a battle over multiple frame-
works and metaphors from the natural sciences, while in discussing moral 
implications we battle between diverse sacred and utilitarian perspectives 
and narratives. Let me be very clear that I have no hopes that either the 
natural sciences or moral philosophy will soon be integrated through some 
meta model that shows us how the fragments of each come together into 
a seam less whole. Quite the contrary: economism provides some of the 
glue needed to hold the fragments together, to the extent that they are held 
together. Deconstructing economism will ex pose more fragmentation.

The scientifi c community is reasonably successfully addressing the 
fragmentation of science by bring ing thousands of scientists from diverse 
disciplines together to assess complex issues like climate change and 
ecosystem degradation. The sciences are not integrated in this process. 
Rather, the implications of the diverse fragments are explored, and rea-
sonable judgments about the whole are reached among the steady, long-
term participants in the process. Lesser, shorter-term participants also 
make breakthroughs, bridging particular barriers that open their minds to 
new research questions and interpretations that bridge disciplines (Wilson 
and Howarth, 2002; Norgaard and Baer, 2005b). While diverse sectors 
of the economy follow the separate technological options provided by 
diff erent fragments of science, the multi-scientist assessments try to look 
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at the whole picture and identify superior technological directions from a 
more united scientifi c per spective. From both the climate and the ecosys-
tem assessments, we hear calls for substantial changes, new technological 
paths.

Yet these calls from the scientifi c community go unheeded to a large 
extent because they clash with the comfortable rationalizations of econo-
mism, and because our deeper moral concerns are not tapped in political 
debates with powerful interests cloaked in economism. To change the 
track of the economy substantially to assure a sustainable, desirable 
future, we need to work with our moral fragmentation in a similar way as 
scientists have dealt with the fragmentation of science. We need to con-
struct socially a new context for serious moral discussion to move towards 
suffi  cient shared moral judgment to make big changes. We need to step 
back consciously from the economism that satisfi es our current moral 
needs within the economy that is off -track, and discuss what is really 
important, and what not.

Integrated environmental assessments provide some interesting lessons 
for thinking about an assessment of economism and our system of morals. 
Here I identify four. First, bring the full range of voices to the table. 
Though environmental scientists generally and ecologists in particular 
tend to be concerned about the future, they always bring technological 
optimists into the environmental assessment process. Similarly, any eff ort 
to understand economism needs to include those who think everything 
is going fi ne, and those who do not, from economists, secular moral 
philosophers, theologians and sociologists, among others. By in cluding 
scholars who think we are moving in favorable directions into the assess-
ment process, we can seriously engage our diff erences as well as arrive at 
a fuller understanding of how economism works. Serious libertarians, 
neoclassical economists, avowed socialists and Marxists must be included 
along with economic sociologists, economic anthropologists, historians, 
psychologists and political theorists, as well as theologians and scholars 
from a broad range of religious per spectives. The whole point is to span 
diff erences that are refl ected in the community at large and then provide 
an environment in which the incompleteness of separate myths helps move 
the participants toward a new understanding of how economic beliefs and 
structures aff ect moral perceptions, analysis and decisions.

Second, participants should expect and look forward to learning with 
each other. This is diffi  cult in scientifi c assessments. Many scientists feel 
that any incongruities in understanding between the disciplines are due 
to defi ciencies in the thinking of others. No doubt this will be more of a 
problem in an assessment of economism, especially one focusing on the 
moral out comes of economism. And so participants need to be selected for 
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a predilection for learning, and weeded out if they prove too dogmatic. It 
is absolutely essential that people be prepared both to teach others what 
they take to be central and to learn from others as well. Each participant 
has to have a clear sense that together they can reach a deeper understand-
ing of how economism misguides modernity.

Third, participants should not come to the assessment process hoping 
to discover some under ly ing consistent interpretation of economism that 
will lead to a new construction and some sort of moral unity. The process 
of assessment will highlight troubling diff erences between participants, 
some that participants had not considered before, and many of these will 
remain after the process is over. A narrow agenda might need to be agreed 
upon that is aimed at particular issues relevant to envi ronmental and cul-
tural sustainability. To the extent that agreement is found, it is reached 
through shared human judgment, rather than the discovery of a model 
and meta-ethics that unites all in their interpretation of economism. Most 
importantly, agreement on the moral implications of a discussion about 
climate change, for example, can sometimes be reached even while particu-
lar rationales, or ordering of the rationales, may diff er. Fragmentation will 
continue to exist, but hopefully inappropriate fragments will be weeded 
out as well.

Fourth, in fact we can expect the assessment process to intensify a sense 
of both unity and disunity in our understanding and interpretation of 
economism. Ecologists in the MA came to realize that there are greater 
diff erences between what they had become accustomed to thinking about 
as similar ecosystems, greater than they typically present in textbooks and 
lectures. It proved considerably more diffi  cult to make general arguments 
about ecosystems in the company of ecologists from supposedly similar 
ecosystems. How economism works in conjunction with authoritarian and 
democratic societies, let alone for example Catholicism and Islam, which 
also have multiple traditions and tremendous variation across regions and 
between groups within regions, will make it very diffi  cult to generalize 
about how economism works and aff ects moral arguments. Yet even as 
greater diff erences come to the fore, shared understanding can be reached 
with respect to the importance of economism, the moral condition and 
new directions needed.

CONCLUSION

From within economism, the economic system and beliefs we hold, we 
cannot conceive of how we could possibly reduce greenhouse emissions 
by 80 percent from 1990 levels by 2050. Conventional economic analyses 
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suggest that it pays to cook the planet; that investing in whatever tech-
nological change arises will benefi t people more than providing future 
generations with a stable climate. Some hope that, by getting started on 
reducing those greenhouse gases that can be easily reduced, reductions 
will become easier and easier over time. While getting started will certainly 
help, my own sense is that we will have to move beyond economism to a 
more suitable belief system to keep from cooking humanity and nature as 
we have known them.
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5.  The Post Keynesian/ecological 
economics of Kenneth Boulding1

Robert H. Scott, III

Anyone who believes exponential growth can go on forever in a fi nite world is 
either a madman or an economist. (Boulding, 1966, p. 3)

INTRODUCTION

On 8 March 1966 at the sixth Resources for the Future Forum on 
Environmental Quality in a Growing Economy, Kenneth Boulding (1966) 
presented his now famous paper ‘The economics of the coming spaceship 
earth’. This paper, arguably, marks the beginning of modern ecological 
economics. In it, Boulding castigates neoclassical economists for ignoring 
the environment in their models. As Ehrun Kula (1998, p. 4) accurately 
states, Boulding’s paper ‘must be one of the most thought-provoking 
pieces written on the environment this century’. Robert Heilbroner (1975, 
p. 77) called it a ‘classic’. Its importance is mostly due to the fact that 
until this time mainstream economists were largely silent about how the 
economy impacts upon the environment (as well as how the environment 
impacts upon the economy). Boulding’s article made it clear that the envi-
ronment is important, and also made it clear that economists could no 
longer ignore it in their analyses.

In the 1970s, due to growing national interest in environmental issues 
(resulting in the fi rst Earth Day and creation of the Environmental 
Protection Agency in the USA) mainstream neoclassical economists 
developed two subfi elds to study the environment: (1) environmental 
economics; and (2) natural resource economics. Today most mainstream 
economists use the term ‘environmental economics’ to encompass both 
subfi elds.

Environmental economics studies the eff ects (or inclusions) of eco-
nomic activity on the environment: water pollution, air pollution and 
toxic waste leakage. All these eff ects are harmful, but some to a larger 
degree than others. Natural resource economics studies the economic 
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eff ects of resources (or elements) taken out of the environment for eco-
nomic uses, such as through mining, logging and commercial fi shing. 
Both subfi elds weigh the costs of environmental degradation against 
the economic benefi ts of greater economic growth and resource use. But 
because it is unlikely that someone can accurately assess future environ-
mental costs in the present (environmental eff ects are often immeasur-
able until many years, or decades, later), environmental economists often 
discount the true economic impact of environmental degradation, which 
makes the economic benefi ts seem larger than they actually are (Spash, 
1999).

Both environmental economics and natural resource economics adhere 
to several mainstream principles. First, they believe technology will 
develop quickly enough to solve any environmental problems that may 
arise. Second, they support the idea that the free market will solve all 
environmental problems (a green invisible hand); therefore, they promote 
small government with limited (or no) regulations. Third, they think 
economic growth equates to economic development and is thus always 
desirable.

Mainstream economists view the environment as a mere extension of 
the economy. Their models generally ignore the long-term environmental 
impact of economic activities (for example, water pollution) and instead 
include the environment as an afterthought to growth constraints. Their 
anthropocentric perspective separates humans from the ecological system; 
therefore the economy, as a social construction, is also removed from the 
environment.

Boulding (1966, 1978) criticizes this anthropocentrism and argues that 
any discussion of the economy must presuppose environmental impor-
tance (and environmental dominance). This belief has important impli-
cations for how economists should view economic growth. Mainstream 
economists encourage economic growth at almost any cost. They see 
growth as the primary solution to social and economic problems (poverty, 
inequality and crime). But Boulding believed economic growth is unlikely 
to solve many of the problems (economic, social and environmental) 
caused by a capitalist system. Instead, he argued for a more fair and 
equitable social construction revolving around enhancing people’s living 
standards.

Mainstream economists also confl ate economic growth and economic 
development. Their growth models (for example, the Solow growth model) 
classify the environment as an open system of endless bounty, and thus 
disregard its value when making economic decisions. These models are 
constrained by population growth and technological improvement in the 
long run, but they ignore the environmental resources needed to sustain 
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this growth, and waste-producing outputs due to growth. For Boulding 
(1966, 1978), economic growth is a quantitative measure of increased 
production while economic development is a qualitative measure of living 
standards – much in the way that John Kenneth Galbraith (1996, 1998) 
and Amartya Sen (1984, 1985) view growth. Thus, an increase in economic 
growth does not imply (nor necessarily lead to) better living standards – in 
fact, rapid uncontrolled economic growth will likely lead to large income 
and wealth inequalities and environmental problems (such as we are now 
seeing in China). The costs of such growth far outweigh the benefi ts, 
which makes this type of growth unsustainable (Daly, 1999). Ecological 
economics was born from these principal disagreements with mainstream 
economics, and the potential negative long-term eff ects of decisions made 
using mainstream ideology.

Post Keynesians have written little on environmental issues. However, 
a few Post Keynesians have been drawn into discussions concerning the 
environment. Richard Holt (2005) argues that Post Keynesians need to 
start studying the environment, but he never applies Post Keynesian 
theory to specifi c environmental problems. Andrew Mearman (2007) 
argues that Post Keynesians share many theoretical (and ideologi-
cal) views with green economics (an off shoot of ecological econom-
ics), but his work falls short of making suggestions as to how the two 
views can be meshed to create new policies. His research, therefore, is 
largely limited to explaining why Post Keynesians should start study-
ing the environment. But Boulding’s ecological research has what Post 
Keynesians’ work so far lacks, which is the conviction that economists 
must look at the environment diff erently today and pay careful attention 
to how the economy infl uences the environment. Specifi cally, Boulding 
acknowledges the earth as a closed system (and thus limited); he, there-
fore, promotes environmental sustainability for the long-run good of 
both the environment and the economy. For example, he believes we 
must address problems associated with our growing population, and 
that energy consumption is the root of many of our environmental prob-
lems. Boulding also provides suggestions for addressing these problems 
(and others).

This chapter presents a summary of Boulding’s contributions to the 
development of modern ecological economics. The next section identi-
fi es the similarities between Post Keynesian economics and the ecologi-
cal economics as developed by Boulding. Then, several Post Keynesian 
ecological economic public policy solutions are discussed that encourage 
environmental sustainability and protection while minimizing harmful 
consequences of economic growth. The principal fi ndings of this chapter 
are summarized in the concluding section.
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BOULDING’S ECOLOGICAL ECONOMICS

Boulding was one of the founders of the International Society for 
Ecological Economics (ISEE) formed in 1988. The ISEE was created ‘to 
advance understanding of the relationships among ecological, social, and 
economic systems for the mutual well-being of nature and people’ (www.
ecoeco.org). It publishes the journal Ecological Economics. The ISEE also 
confers biennially the Kenneth Boulding Memorial Award. The work of 
the award recipient is supposed to represent the objectives of the ISEE in 
the spirit of Boulding’s transdisciplinary scholarship.

Boulding fi rst started writing about ecological economic issues in 
1958 when he started conceptualizing society as an ecological system. 
He observed that fi rms were interconnected with one another. There 
was more cooperation than competition among them in the system. So, 
instead of viewing each fi rm as separate, he started seeing them as part of 
a larger whole, where each was dependent on all others for survival. He 
then broadened this view to explain how our economy is likewise intercon-
nected with the environment, and that the two must cooperate to achieve 
a level of sustainability that allows for long-run economic growth without 
ruining the environment.

However, it was his ‘spaceship’ article that cemented his commitment to 
bringing the environment into economic analysis. In this article, Boulding 
castigates the mainstream for their failure to consider the environment’s 
importance in studying the economy. Boulding goes on to present many 
reasons why the environment should be important to economists. He 
believes that economics represents, in large part, an attempt to under-
stand the interdependence between the economy and the environment. 
Moreover, Boulding views the environment as encompassing the economy. 
The economy, therefore, is not the entire system, but rather a subsystem 
that is beholden to the larger ecosystem. This perspective is contrary to the 
neoclassical belief that the economy is the principal system within which 
all others fi t.

Boulding’s ‘spaceship’ article was a clarion call for all economists to 
begin considering the limitations of planet earth, and to start incorporat-
ing the eff ects that economic decisions have on the environment. He argued 
that earth had fi nally reached an exhaustive point where there were no new 
lands to inhabit. No longer could people think of their world as illimitable 
(open). Boulding states that earth is a closed system, which he compares 
to a spaceship. In Boulding’s spaceship regular attention must be paid 
to population growth, energy use, and the use and disposal of all other 
resources. If spacemen pay no mind to how best to use their inputs and 
account for outputs, then the environment becomes unstable, potentially 
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leading to their extinction (or crisis at minimum). To mainstream econo-
mists, however, the environment is considered an open system of unlim-
ited resources. This anachronistic view is a holdover from times when 
economic models were oversimplifi ed to account for our inability to model 
accurately a macrodynamic system (Boulding, 1978).

According to Boulding (1966, p. 4): ‘Economists . . . have failed to come 
to grips with the ultimate consequences of the transition from the open 
to the closed earth.’ An open system is one where ‘the outputs of all parts 
of the system are linked to the inputs of other parts’ (1966, p. 4). In a 
closed system, no inputs come from outside and no outputs go outside the 
system (outside does not exist). Boulding claims that mainstream econo-
mists’ open system perspective can be analogized to that of a ‘cowboy 
economy’. This analogy generates images of frontier plains (abundant 
unexplored free territories) and ‘is associated with reckless, exploitative, 
romantic, and violent behavior, which is characteristic of open societies’ 
(Boulding, 1966). For Boulding this romantic view of undiscovered plains 
is naive today because there are no more undiscovered plains on earth. 
As such, Boulding’s closed system economy that he calls a ‘spaceship’ is 
the earth.

In the cowboy economy, growth via consumption and production is 
desirable. The more an economy consumes, the more is produced, the 
higher is its Gross Domestic Product (GDP), and the better off  every-
one becomes (Boulding, 1966, 1978). No consideration is given to pol-
lution or the degradation of resources (or other long-run eff ects) in the 
cowboy economy. Conversely, in the spaceship economy, it is desirable 
to minimize throughputs. The success of this economy is not measured by 
maximizing consumption and production; rather, success is measured by 
increasing ‘the nature, extent, quality, and complexity of the total stock of 
capital, including in this the state of the human bodies and minds included 
in the system’ (Boulding, 1966). The spaceship economy is consequently 
better off  with lower levels of production and consumption. And technol-
ogy is valuable when it lessens harmful outputs by using fewer (or the same 
amount of) inputs without destabilizing the system – socially, economi-
cally or environmentally.

All living things are open systems because they take inputs to live (air, 
food, water) and give off  outputs in the form of carbon dioxide and waste. 
Open and closed systems rely on three classes of inputs and outputs: 
matter, energy and information. Boulding states that the economy is open 
with regard to all three classes. And all three are dependent on each other; 
or, more generally, ‘everything depends on everything else’ (Boulding, 
1978, p. 224). However, not all are accounted for by economists; therefore, 
Boulding (1966, p. 5) states:
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Thus we see the econosphere as a material process involving the discovery 
and mining of fossil fuels, ores, etc., and at the other end a process by which 
the effl  uents of the system are passed out into noneconomic reservoirs – for 
instance, the atmosphere and the oceans – which are not appropriated and do 
not enter into the exchange system.

Energy is either renewable (sunlight, heat, water) or non-renewable (fossil 
fuels), and both types are used ‘to move matter from the noneconomic 
set into the economic set or even out of it again’ (Boulding, 1966, p. 5). 
Advanced economies use signifi cant amounts of non-renewable resources 
to increase the amount of energy throughput far above the amount of 
renewable energy stock available. This results in an increase in economic 
production (and throughput). But this boost is temporary because energy 
in this system adheres to the Second Law of Thermodynamics: in a closed 
system, energy disperses over time, and work (production) is only possible 
at the point of entropy where less concentrated energy is useful. Entropy 
represents a steady state where pure energy has dissipated enough to 
become useable. In order to have a sustainable energy stock, it is neces-
sary to learn how to use renewable energies eff ectively. This is necessary 
because eventually non-renewable energies (fossil fuels) will be extin-
guished. Using more renewable resources now will also reduce (perhaps 
eliminate entirely) the end amount of damage caused by pollution from 
outputs produced by using fossil fuels and nuclear fi ssion (Boulding, 1978, 
pp. 293–5; Georgescu-Roegen, 1971).

According to Boulding (1966), of the three classes of inputs and outputs, 
information (knowledge) is the most important to humans. He argues that 
matter is only signifi cant when it becomes a part of human knowledge. The 
production of knowledge is necessary for human development, and the 
more knowledge a society possesses the greater is its economic progress. 
Knowledge, therefore, evolves in the ecosystem where it lets people organ-
ize energy and materials for eff ective use (Boulding, 1978, p. 225). But, 
Boulding argues, there may be an eventual limit to this evolution, which 
implies that technology will, contrary to neoclassical beliefs, fail to solve 
important social, environmental and other problems (Boulding, 1966, 
1978). At what point technology will fail to provide solutions is impossible 
to predict, but the world is currently creating environmental problems at 
rates faster than existing science can solve (Daly, 1999).

For example, Boulding believed the eff ects of population growth 
deserved signifi cant attention because it is growing at an unsustainable 
rate (he does argue that we do not know a priori what should be the 
steady-state population level – but we have to pay much more attention 
to population growth and start measuring its impact on living standards) 
(Boulding, 1964; 1971b, pp. 137–42; 1978, pp. 298–9). He provides three 
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theorems to explain the result of population growth. First is ‘The Dismal 
Theorem’, which states if human misery is the only measure of popula-
tion growth then the world will expand until it is so miserable that it will 
eventually reduce its population. Second is ‘The Utterly Dismal Theorem’, 
which asserts that any technical advancement will only relieve misery for 
a short while. Ultimately it only serves to increase the number of people 
– and period of – suff ering until maximum misery is achieved and popula-
tion is reduced to a non-miserable level. Last is ‘The Moderately Cheerful 
Form of the Dismal Theorem’, that encourages fi nding a way other than 
misery to check population growth. It is necessary to measure earth’s 
capacity for population sustainability so that maximum misery is avoided. 
Boulding was possibly the fi rst person to consider tradable reproductive 
rights as a practical method for controlling population (a concept today 
being applied to the trading of pollution emission credits in the private 
sector) (Boulding, 1964, 1950, 1978; McFarling, 2002). Herman Daly 
(1996, p. 119) elaborates Boulding’s point by stating: ‘The eventual neces-
sity of a steady-state population has been evident to many for a long time. 
What holds for the population of human bodies must also hold for the 
populations of cars, buildings, livestock, and each and every other form 
of physical wealth that humans accumulate.’ Daly, like Boulding, argues 
that an increasing population harms the lower classes because it raises the 
unskilled labor supply, thus keeping wages low (or pushing them lower). 
They both see population as having a principal infl uence on people’s 
well-being. However, little research has been done in this area, even as the 
population expands to new record highs worldwide.

POST KEYNESIAN LINKS WITH BOULDING’S 
ECOLOGICAL ECONOMICS

Boulding worked under Joseph Schumpeter (who was also Hyman 
Minsky’s professor and mentor) at Harvard, and Frank Knight at Chicago. 
His fi rst journal article was accepted by John Maynard Keynes for publi-
cation in the Economic Journal in 1931; so, early in Boulding’s intellectual 
development were infl uences furthering his detachment from mainstream 
economics toward a (what we may now label) Post Keynesian (pluralistic, 
transdisciplinary) view of the world. While Boulding’s work has received 
positive reviews from Post Keynesians (for example McFarling, 2002; 
Wray 1994, 1997), his ecological economics research has thus far gone 
unnoticed by them. This section begins to rectify this oversight.

Boulding and Post Keynesians vehemently dispute the core principles 
of mainstream economics. Four principal theoretical concepts that Post 
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Keynesians and Boulding share include: (1) the role of uncertainty in 
decision-making; (2) acknowledging that the economy exists in historical 
time (rather than logical time); (3) recognizing the environmental (social 
and psychological) impact of economic growth – specifi cally that growth 
does not necessarily lead to higher living standards; and (4) open systems 
analysis.

First, they believe that uncertainty plays a critical role in decision-
 making. Boulding adopted his defi nition of uncertainty from Knight, as 
did the Post Keynesians (Davidson, 1982, 1991). According to Knight 
(1921), it is important to diff erentiate between risk that is mathemati-
cally calculable and uncertainty which is incalculable. Keynes (1973, pp. 
113–14) makes his view of uncertainty clear when he wrote:

By ‘uncertain’ knowledge, let me explain, I do not mean merely to distinguish 
what is known for certain from what is only probable. The game of roulette is 
not subject, in this case, to uncertainty. Even the weather is only moderately 
uncertain. The sense in which I am using the term is that in which the prospect 
of a European war is uncertain, or the price of copper and the rate of interest 
twenty years hence . . . About these matters there is no scientifi c basis on which 
to form any calculable probability whatever. We simply do not know.

Boulding (1971c, p. 160) echoes Knight and Keynes when he states that 
‘under imperfect markets . . . there is a double uncertainty – we are not 
only uncertain as to the future, but we are uncertain even as to the present 
parameter of the market functions’. For Post Keynesians and Boulding, 
because the future is unknowable we must carefully weigh our decisions, 
but we will never know a priori the probability of any decision’s result(s). 
This is especially disconcerting with issues relating to the environment – we 
have only one, for in spaceship earth there is nowhere else to go. Because 
humans rely on a stable natural environment to survive, it is essential to 
take measures to ensure environmental protection (if for no other reason 
than out of our own self-interest).

Mainstream economists are largely interested in prediction and estab-
lishing economic laws based on risk (or chance propositions) (Spash, 
1999). However, for Boulding, uncertainty surrounds all decisions that 
infl uence the environment (and therefore the economy too). Most main-
stream modeling techniques (that is, cost–benefi t analysis) collapse under 
uncertainty, which is especially the case when making economic decisions 
that directly (or indirectly) infl uence the environment because it is indis-
pensable and not substitutable.

According to Post Keynesians, the real world is a dynamic, largely unpre-
dictable system that is non-ergodic (Boulding, 1978, p. 225; Davidson, 
1982, 1991, 1994). Post Keynesians use the term ‘non-ergodic’ to explain 
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our inability to use past experiences to predict future outcomes accu-
rately – it is thus impossible to calculate risk probabilistically – including 
problems related to the environment. This means that cost–benefi t analy-
sis, which is popular among mainstream environmental economists for 
decision-making, is irrelevant to Post Keynesians because it is impossible 
to price the future value of something today with any degree of certainty. 
Decisions based on cost–benefi t results are made with limited (or no) 
knowledge of future (end) results. Decisions that aff ect the environment 
(directly or indirectly) may, therefore, have long-term unintended con-
sequences; so, careful planning and oversight are necessary to maintain 
environmental sustainability.

Second, Post Keynesians (and ecological economists) are interested in 
studying the real world in historical time (Lavoie, 2005). In historical time, 
decisions made today are not easily reversed in the future (if they can be 
reversed at all). For Boulding this is important because economic deci-
sions not only aff ect the economy, but also the larger environment that 
supports it.

Mainstream economists analyze the economy in logical time. This allows 
them to perform static mathematical modeling (for example, general equi-
librium analysis) that assumes away many environmental problems that 
could arise. This approach is rejected by Post Keynesians and Boulding 
because: (1) there is no reason to assume that one optimum equilibrium 
exists or that we will know what the optimum equilibrium is – even if we 
by chance reach it; (2) decisions made in logical time can be reversed easily 
without consequences (which is not the case in the real world); and (3) 
inputs and outputs in mainstream models produce no waste (externalities 
with unknown future costs) – eff ects such as pollution are unaccounted 
for. Boulding (1966) asserts that this open earth (cowboy economy) per-
spective is no longer the case. Because of population increases and tech-
nological advances people are spread throughout the world, resulting in 
no untouched regions to discover or exploit (or escape to). We must now 
fi nd ways to use inputs effi  ciently (for example, renewable energy) so as to 
minimize harmful outputs and forget about modeling the economy and 
the environment in logical (cowboy) time.

Post Keynesians have long stressed that because the real world exists 
in historical time, economic analysis, if it is to be of any real value, must 
analyze how economies change over time. Historical time is irrevocable 
– moving constantly from an unchangeable past to an unknown future. 
Therefore, no equilibrium can exist in a system moving through historical 
time, which makes clean, static mainstream models irrelevant. Decisions 
made in historical time are more lasting (perhaps permanent). In studying 
the environment, Boulding (1966) adopts such a historical perspective; 
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specifi cally, he observed that: ‘even if we concede that posterity is relevant 
to our present problems, we still face the question of time-discounting and 
the closely related question of uncertainty-discounting’ (pp. 12–13). He 
further argues that this is ‘perhaps the reason why conservationist policies 
almost have to be sold under some other excuse which seems more urgent, 
and why, indeed, necessities which are visualized as urgent, such as defense, 
always seem to hold priority over those which involve the future’ (p. 13). 
According to Boulding, therefore, environmental problems are largely the 
result of people’s inability to comprehend problems in historical time.

Third, Boulding has a well-developed view of growth. For him the 
objective of economic policy should not be to maximize consumption or 
production, but rather to minimize it (Boulding, 1966). Boulding’s focus 
on thermodynamics emphasizes his viewpoint that economic growth must 
be scrutinized, given constraints on what we know about the environmen-
tal impact of production resulting from the necessary inputs (resources, 
labor, and so on) and resulting outputs (waste and products). Besides, 
rapid growth, even if it were sustainable, does not directly result in better 
living standards.

Post Keynesians also believe it is wrong to promote economic growth 
at any cost because it will not lead to a better environment or a better 
economy. For example, Galbraith (1996, p. 83) notes that: ‘environmental 
problems emerge from the impact of . . . production and consumption 
on the contemporary health, comfort, and well-being of the larger com-
munity’. He also argues that growth fueled by a free market system is in 
direct confl ict with the goal of environmental protection. Furthermore, a 
‘sacrifi ce of freedom of decision and profi t in order to protect the larger 
community or its unborn children is held to be an abridgment of the very 
freedom that produced economic success’ (Galbraith, 1996, p. 85).

Fourth, because they use open systems analysis, Post Keynesians are 
able to accept the fact that the economy is complex, and that we cannot 
understand all the variables associated with its many operations. According 
to Boulding (1966, p. 4): ‘all human societies [are] open systems’. He 
believes, therefore, that the environment is complex too, which due to the 
interconnections between the economy and the environment, results in an 
even more complex system. Therefore, static models such as cost–benefi t 
analysis are too limited, and cannot adequately measure the present (or 
future) infl uence of economic activity on the environment. Barkley Rosser 
(2001) correctly states that various complex dynamics are present in 
ecologic–economic systems. Chaotic and catastrophic dynamic patterns 
are shown to be possible, along with other complex dynamics arising from 
non-linearity. Therefore, public policies in a complex system must set 
reasonable thresholds to avoid catastrophic system failure. These policies 
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must also be fl exible so that they can adjust to new information and insti-
tutional changes. Environmental stability is too important to risk making 
long-term policy mistakes – thus it is better to err by setting system thresh-
olds too strictly rather than too loosely.

POLICY PRESCRIPTIONS

The three principal beliefs of Boulding and Post Keynesians discussed above 
lead to alternative environmental economic policy solutions that contrast 
sharply with those proposed by the mainstream. Most economic policy 
research in the United States that deals with the environment is conducted 
by conservative think-tanks: the Heritage Foundation, the Competitive 
Enterprise Institute and the Independent Institute. These think-tanks have 
become powerful policy-generating agencies (Beder, 2001).

To the displeasure of ecological economists they endorse neoliberal 
(libertarian) agendas that promote free markets and deregulation. Many 
of these organizations deny that an ecological threat exists. They believe 
technology will solve all environmental problems and that present envi-
ronmental dilemmas are simply a necessary outcome of much-needed 
economic growth (for example, Bailey, 1995, 1999; Higgs and Close, 2005; 
Lomborg, 2001). In contrast, Boulding and Post Keynesians recognize the 
importance of social investment and government regulations in protecting 
the environment, which they believe is constantly under threat from free 
market forces. Stephen Dunn and Steven Pressman (2005, p. 162), writing 
about Galbraith, note that he believed ‘that increasingly outmoded eco-
nomic ideas misinform social policy in a way that supports the corporate 
power structure, to the detriment of wider society’, and these ideas could 
‘make it easier for large fi rms to resist government regulation and shield 
fi rms pursuing practices that may be environmentally unsound’.

Boulding and Post Keynesians both recognize the importance of 
social (or government) investment. Social investment should be used to 
promote a better environment. For example, green buildings use recycled 
waste water, solar energy and green roofs to diminish operating costs 
and enhance work environments (more ambient light and cleaner air). 
Investment in green buildings is unlikely to occur in a major way until it 
is more strongly encouraged by government funding (for example, sig-
nifi cant tax breaks for green practices). Adopting environmentally friendly 
production techniques is expensive. It is usually cheaper for businesses to 
use the institutionally standardized environmentally unfriendly inputs; 
but this maximizes harmful waste outputs, which become externalities for 
society. According to Keynes (1964 [1976], p. 317): ‘Government is not 
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to do things which individuals are doing already, and to do them a little 
better or a little worse; but to do those things which at present are not done 
at all’ (quoted by Pressman, 1987, p. 17).

Post Keynesians see regulations as the central policy tool for solving 
problems in a capitalist system – and keeping new ones from occur-
ring. Environmental regulation in the USA is largely upheld by the 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). The EPA is an organization 
designed for the benefi t of everyone. In contrast, the free market model 
supported by the mainstream economists sector has thus far failed to 
ensure environmental protection. The free market is incapable of making 
the necessary ‘regime switches’ necessary to minimize environmental 
problems (Rosser, 2001). Only governments have the overarching author-
ity, and capability, to ‘adjust the system toward sustainable, eco-friendly, 
growth’ (Rosser, 2001, p. 57).

Between 2004 and 2008 President George W. Bush’s budgets reduced 
the EPA’s research budget by more than 25 percent. And the EPA’s 
overall budget has decreased at an annual rate of 3–6 percent. Bush’s 2008 
budget further cut the EPA’s budget by more than 6 percent (roughly 
$500 million): a $35 million reduction in air quality management, a $31.3 
million reduction in scientifi c investigation and research, and a more than 
$20 million reduction in research into and prevention of climate change. 
Bush’s 2006 EPA budget reduced the EPA’s library system funding by 
almost half (a $2 million cut), resulting in the closing of more than half of 
the EPA’s 27 libraries located across the country (EPA, 2006). This loss 
greatly reduces researchers’ ability to investigate environmental issues. At 
a time when environmental research and regulations should be at a record 
high (and given government priority), the EPA is facing severe fi nancial 
constraints (Environmental and Energy Study Institute, 2007). Galbraith 
(1996) writes about the confl ict between the free market and environmen-
tal protection that there ‘is no escape from the role of government; it is for 
the larger community interest and its future protection that government 
and governmental regulation exist’. This sentiment is strongly shared by 
Boulding and Post Keynesians.

Post Keynesians’ job creation strategies can benefi t the environment. 
For example, Mathew Forstater (2003) proposes establishing an environ-
mentally friendly Public Service Employment program to raise eff ective 
demand. However, instead of employing people to do production jobs 
that create more pollution (or hiring someone to dig a hole and another to 
fi ll it in) they will create jobs that endorse environmentally friendly goals. 
For example, collecting refuse, promoting recycling programs, beautifying 
areas (painting, rebuilding, landscaping), educating people about environ-
mentally friendly practices, and so forth. These are jobs the private sector 
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is unlikely to create because they have little profi t potential, but they will 
likely result in positive social eff ects. This program could eventually result 
in attracting new businesses to once dilapidated areas by making them safe 
and clean.

For Boulding and Post Keynesians, unchecked economic growth cannot 
solve our economic problems. Rampant economic growth often creates 
more problems than it solves. Rethinking this issue includes addressing 
the environmental consequences of unregulated population growth – an 
issue of contentious debate. Boulding (and ecological economists gen-
erally) believe population must be managed (Daly, 1996). Conversely, 
mainstream economists argue in favor of the ‘demographic transition 
hypothesis’, which states that population will diminish as an economy 
grows (develops) (Daly, 1999, pp. 20–21, 46; Lomborg, 2001). This sup-
ports mainstream economists’ belief that economic growth is the solution 
to almost everything. Ecological economists argue, however, that even if 
economic growth does show signs of slowing population growth, it does 
not work fast enough. Boulding believed tradable reproductive rights 
would lend fl exibility to this sensitive subject. In his plan, people who 
want more children than the mandated limit can either buy (or be given) 
additional rights for more children. Herman Daly (1999, p. 113) sug-
gests that more active family planning education and assistance will give 
people the power to control reproduction rates better. There are, however, 
religious and cultural issues that obfuscate Boulding’s plan. Both Daly’s 
and Boulding’s plans could garner Post Keynesian support; but this issue 
requires further research before a clear solution can emerge.

CONCLUSION

Kenneth Boulding developed the foundation of modern ecological eco-
nomics. His ‘spaceship’ article emphasizes the dependent relationship that 
exists between the economy and the environment. He believes mainstream 
economists incorrectly view the world as an open (cowboy) system, which 
subsequently ignores harmful outputs resulting from economic activities. 
Boulding, like Post Keynesians, is critical of mainstream economists’ 
anthropocentric methodology, and argues that ecological economists 
must study the real world.

A future Post Keynesian ecological economics should embrace 
Boulding’s transdisciplinary approach and start developing public policy 
strategies that account for the complexities and uncertainties inherent 
in the economy. Boulding and Post Keynesians think that a capitalist 
system is more likely to cause environmental problems than solve them. 
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It is necessary, therefore, to promote social investment in environmentally 
sustainable programs and reinforce institutions designed to protect the 
environment (for example, the EPA).

NOTE

1. An earlier version of this chapter was presented at the United States Society for 
Ecological Economics conference in New York, 25 June 2007. Financial support was 
provided by the Monmouth University Business Council.
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6.  Combining Post Keynesian, 
ecological and institutional 
economics perspectives
Arild Vatn

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this chapter is to conduct a comparison of the three het-
erodox economic schools of Post Keynesian, ecological and institutional 
economics, and on this basis highlight a set of research areas where there 
seems to be some common ground. The broader aim is to support a 
process of developing a strong and coherent alternative to the dominant 
neoclassical perceptive of the behavior of human agents and the function-
ing of economic systems.

The focus of this book is to develop ideas at the intersection between Post 
Keynesian and ecological economics. In this chapter I also add some insights 
from institutional theory. This has a double motivation. First of all, includ-
ing institutional perspectives will enrich the synthesis as it fi lls some impor-
tant gaps in the cross-section between the other two positions. Secondly, 
ecological economics is a diverse heterogeneous school. Including the insti-
tutionalist perspective in the chapter provides a clarifi cation of which ‘kind’ 
ecological economics this author considers the most promising.

Certainly, I am not the fi rst to look for links across these schools. We see 
several eff orts to compare or combine perspectives from Post Keynesian 
and institutional economics, for example, Keller (1983), Tymoigne (2003) 
and Ferrari-Filho and Cormago Conceicao (2004). Similarly, there 
is a substantial amount of literature produced by people who look at 
the interconnection between institutional and ecological economics, for 
example, Söderbaum (1994, 2000), Bromley (1998), Costanza et al. (2001), 
Lehtonen (2004), Paavola and Adger (2005) and Vatn (2005a, 2005b). 
Finally, there is a recent trend concerning papers that explore the inter-
face between Post Keynesian and ecological economics, for example, Holt 
(2005), Mearman (2005a, 2005b) and Berr (2008) in addition to chapters 
in this book.
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It should be emphasized that it is not only with regard to ecological 
economics that there is diversity of opinion of its heterogeneous nature. 
Institutional economics is split into two main positions: the ‘classic’ and 
the ‘new’ (Vatn, 2005a). The latter shares a lot of common ground with 
neoclassical economics and will not be covered here. In the case of Post 
Keynesianism, I observe also some variation, but will leave out references 
to the Sraffi  an position. Given these diff erent views, special care will be 
taken in singling out not only common themes, but also disagreements.

The chapter is divided into two parts. First, I will off er a brief discus-
sion of the core ideas of the three schools and identify where there is 
common ground and where there are important disagreements. Second, I 
will recognize two specifi c areas where I fi nd it especially fruitful for the 
three to join forces. This concerns the theory of behavior and the inter-
action between the economic system and its environment. Within these 
areas there is both great potential and urgency for these three schools to 
produce advances.

CORE IDEAS OF THE THREE POSITIONS

When presenting core ideas of each position, I will work chronologi-
cally. Hence, I will start with the institutional school, continue with Post 
Keynesian economics and close with ecological economics. All three tradi-
tions were established very much as a reaction to neoclassical economics, 
and its lack of capacity to off er answers to pressing issues like economic 
and environmental crises. This fact is in itself an interesting basis for inte-
gration. It is especially fascinating to see how diff erent problems addressed 
by the three have resulted in similar theories. The greater the similarities 
are, the larger the possibility to develop a general model that is robust.

Institutional Economics

Thorstein Veblen is considered the ‘father’ of institutional economics. His 
paper ‘Why is economics not an evolutionary science?’ (Veblen, 1898) is 
often acknowledged as marking the starting point of institutional econom-
ics. Veblen challenged the foundations of the evolving neoclassical para-
digm as he crafted out his own position. This includes his understanding 
of the economy as an evolutionary system, where he emphasized that: ‘The 
economic life history of the individual is a cumulative process of adapta-
tion of means to ends that cumulatively change as the process goes on, 
both the agent and his environment being at any point the outcome of the 
past process’ (Veblen, 1898, p. 391). He criticized the idea or assumption 
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of the autonomous individual that is fundamental to the neoclassical para-
digm, and saw institutions not only as formed by, but also forming indi-
viduals. Veblen was critical of what would later be called methodological 
individualism, but we observe that he was also critical of pure structural 
explanations.

Veblen saw preferences as endogenous to the social and economic 
system (Veblen, 1909). Hence, a critique of utilitarianism and neoclassical 
marginalism was laid out (Veblen, 1898, 1909). He moreover emphasized 
that consumption – at least among the rich – was a way to gain position 
in social hierarchies. More generally he accentuated the role of habits as 
a kind of social convention characterizing diff erent classes (for example, 
Veblen 1970 [1899], 1969 [1923]). He also challenged vigorously the neo-
classical understanding of private property, linking the concept to the 
issue of status and power rather than to scarcity and one’s labor (Veblen, 
1958 [1904]). Moreover, he criticized the neoclassical concept of capital – a 
critique based on understanding capital in physical terms, emphasizing 
the subsequent aggregation problems. Veblen emphasized that the shift 
from a ‘money economy’ to a ‘credit economy’, increased the role of a 
secondary market for credit. This created a new form of uncertainty linked 
to the expectations of investors – the speculators. Moreover, as markets 
expanded tremendously in the later decennial of the nineteenth century, 
mainly through changes in transportation opportunities, another kind of 
uncertainty appeared: that of uncertain demand. In Veblen’s eyes the legal 
transformation and subsequent rise of the corporation in the 1890s in the 
United States was a response to these uncertainties. First the corporate 
trust appeared as a way to consolidate business in the face of uncertainties. 
Its development was, however, hampered by the Sherman Anti-Trust Act 
of 1890. The next ‘solution’ was found in changes in the legal basis of the 
corporation, including among other elements the right for a corporation 
to own stocks in other corporations.

The various themes raised by Veblen have been developed further by 
later scholars of the institutionalist tradition. Also new topics have been 
added. John R. Commons was less critical of the fundamental institutions of 
capitalism, seeing institutions as supporting various interests and  handling 
confl icts. He was less interested in how institutions formed individuals, 
looking more at how institutions could create some harmony between con-
fl icting interests in a world of resource scarcity (Commons, 1990 [1934]). 
Commons was a contemporary of Keynes,1 working in a period where a 
lot of eff ort was put into increasing labor rights and to facilitating state 
intervention into an essentially corporatist-driven economy. These proc-
esses can moreover be seen as a reaction to the fact that corporations, in 
protecting their interests, forced various kinds of uncertainty upon the 
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working class. Commons himself took an active part in the development 
of labor protection. It should fi nally be observed that even Commons was 
critical of the idea of the autonomous individual. He saw the economy as 
a relation between persons, not between persons and things. He therefore 
emphasized the importance of transaction. He was critical of the hedonist 
perspective of neoclassicism with its focus on concepts like marginal utility 
and time preferences, emphasizing instead the role of social constructs like 
rights, duties and ownership (Commons, 1931).

After the Second World War institutional economics lost much of its 
infl uence in US economics departments. We can, however, observe a 
revival from the 1980s through the work of, for example, Schmid (1987, 
2004), Hodgson (1988, 1996, 2004), Bromley (1989, 2006), Tool (1995), 
Samuels et al. (1997) and Vatn (2005a).2 These authors have emphasized 
very strongly the interdependencies between the actions of humans. In 
relation to that, the neoclassical model of autonomous individuals inter-
acting only through trade has again been heavily challenged. Instead the 
idea of plural rationality (for example, Hodgson, 1988; Sjöstrand, 1995) 
and the parallel distinction between private and social preferences (for 
example, Swaney, 1987) have become core themes. This literature hence 
emphasizes that human behavior can be inspired by diff erent kinds of 
motivations and that diff erent institutional contexts, like the market or the 
community, appeal to diff erent logics – those of private gain versus adher-
ence to social norms, respectively.

Institutionalists have also taken up the concept of bounded rationality 
as developed by Herbert Simon (for example, Simon, 1957). The emphasis 
here has been on information costs and the fact that such costs make the 
idea of maximizing indefi nable (Knudsen, 1993). Simply, if gathering and 
processing information is costly, agents are caught in infi nite regresses con-
cerning allocating time between further information gathering, processing 
and decision-making. Boundedness is next seen to introduce a kind of 
uncertainty that is diff erent from standard risk as agents cannot know 
which perceptions drive the decisions of other agents. Analyzing these 
issues has again brought up the old Veblenian theme of habits or social 
conventions as capable of ‘fi xing’ expectations.

The issue of information costs is taken further by including the 
concept of transaction costs (for example, Schmid, 1987; Bromley, 1989; 
Vatn, 2005a). These costs are defi ned as the costs of information gath-
ering, contracting and controlling. They are the costs of running the 
economic system. Transaction costs are seen as system- or institution-
specifi c and hence impair the validity of the welfare economic theorems of 
neoclassicism.

Finally, the concept of power plays a core role in institutional theory. 
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Power is seen foremost as structural, as embedded in the institutions of 
a society. As institutions form people and operate as rationality con-
texts, they also protect interests and secure their access to various benefi t 
streams (Bromley 1989). Capitalist institutions are seen as on the one hand 
securing formal equality, but on the other producing de facto inequality.

Post Keynesian Economics

Describing Post Keynesian economics demands fi rst a visit to Keynes. He is 
certainly most famous for The General Theory of Employment, Interest and 
Money (Keynes, 1936) – a volume which was a response to pressing issues 
of his time, especially unemployment, which he found orthodox theory 
unable to handle. His book had a large infl uence upon contemporary as 
well as later policies and intellectual developments. Where Veblen was a 
stark commentary, Keynes was, like Commons, engaged in policy reform.

The 1936 book also grew, however, out of a long-lasting engagement by 
Keynes with a set of fundamental theoretical issues. In his A Treatise on 
Probability (Keynes, 1921) he rejected that uncertainty could generally be 
reduced to risk, a position which was incompatible with the neoclassical 
stand and its emphasis on maximization and equilibrium. Instead there 
was an emphasis on cognitive limitations. There is a common theme to 
that of the institutionalists because Keynes also emphasized conventions 
as means for economic agents to reduce uncertainty by ‘fi xing’ behavior. 
Hence, under normal conditions uncertainty, by the convention-making it 
stimulates, produces predictable regularities. In situations of crisis, when 
for some reason following convention does not help, uncertainty becomes 
a destabilizing force.

His concept of uncertainty was that of Knightian or radical uncertainty, 
that is, the impossibility of knowing all potential future states or future 
outcomes of an action.3 While he saw the world as fundamentally uncer-
tain, he also emphasized that institutions could themselves be the source 
of uncertainty. In his A Treatise on Money (1930), Keynes developed his 
view of money as non-neutral, that is, as more than a medium of exchange. 
The introduction of money changed the basis for choice and made the 
economy fundamentally diff erent from the barter type. Moreover Keynes 
showed how growth of the institutional arrangements of money not only 
simplifi ed transactions, but also changed the logic of the system. Money 
went from being an exchange medium to being essential for production. 
Keynes emphasized the uncertainties this created. He studied not only 
business where money is necessary for production and to make a profi t, 
but also its use in the face of the uncertainties concerning future streams 
of remuneration.
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In The General Theory the non-neutrality of both choice and money was 
then considered. Uncertainty was the basis for both, and the combination 
that made modern economies vulnerable to crises. Holding money was 
a way for agents to handle the uncertainties they faced. Economic crises 
(for example, unemployment) were, according to Keynes, caused by this 
strategy towards uncertainty reduction (for example, creating too low 
an aggregate demand). Hence, it was scarcity of demand, not scarcity of 
resources, that created problems in market economies. Such crises could 
be countered by macroeconomic policies, for example, by increasing 
public demand through investment and other public policies.

As Lavoie (1992) has emphasized, the project of Keynes was to establish 
a practical theory of procedural or bounded rationality, taking the variety 
of human limitations into account. Since bounded-rational individuals 
have to rely on collective experience, Keynes has been termed an organi-
cist. Like Veblen he rejected the view that individuals were autonomous 
or isolated entities. They were rather to be seen as standing in relation to 
other parts of a system in which they operated. Certainly, he thought that 
people could reason and make deliberate choices. They did so, however, 
dependent on the structures in which they lived and were a part.

Though Keynes is considered to be the founder of Post Keynesianism, 
the school encompasses a rather heterogeneous group of scholars engaged 
in recovering and extending the ideas of Keynes (King, 2002). A typical way 
of grouping Post Keynesians is found in Hamouda and Harcourt (1988) 
and King (2002), distinguishing between the ‘fundamentalist Keynesians’, 
the ‘Sraffi  ans/neo-Ricardians’ and fi nally ‘the Kaleckians’.

Post Keynesians treat many of the same topics that Keynes introduced 
and developed. This concerns topics like uncertainty, historical and irre-
versible time (non-ergodity), path-dependency and the issue of bounded 
rationality. Methodologically we observe elements of organicism, (criti-
cal) realism and open-system analysis, where the latter two capture rather 
recent trends. Moreover, Post Keynesians expanded their analysis into 
topics going well beyond those of Keynes, for example, economic growth, 
distribution and the eff ect of economic structures like monopolies.

Looking more specifi cally into the sub-positions emphasized above, 
we observe substantial diff erences across the above-mentioned topics 
and perspectives. Davidson, for example, follows the core Keynesian 
themes with his work on labor demand, on distribution and on money, for 
example, Davidson (1972). He defends the Keynesian and Post Keynesian 
position and distinguishes it from the neoclassical synthesis of Keynesian 
thinking.4

The ‘Kaleckians’ on the other hand focused more on the power struc-
tures of the economy and the political resistance against Keynesian ideas. 
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Again we observe an analysis seeing power foremost as a structural phe-
nomenon, especially embedded in the monopolistic structures of existing 
market economies. Kalecki emphasized that full employment was a tech-
nical possibility through government intervention, but recognized that it 
was politically controversial as it would weaken the relative position of the 
capitalists, for example, Kalecki (1943).

While the dominant area of concern is with macroeconomics, there is 
also some work on microeconomics and choice theory. For example, the 
work of Lavoie on consumer theory (see, Lavoie, 1992; see also Lavoie’s 
chapter in this book). He develops what he sees as a Post Keynesian model 
of choice including uncertainty and hence bounded or procedural ration-
ality that accentuates the role of radical, or what he terms fundamental 
uncertainty. Similar to Knudsen (1993), he stresses the infi nite regresses 
involved in trying to maximize under uncertainty, and how various 
socially constructed rules or conventions help individuals handle these 
diffi  culties.

Looking at the specifi cities of his model, we fi nd that Lavoie emphasizes 
both the restricted substitutability between goods (‘the principle of irre-
ducibility’) and the hierarchies of needs (‘the principle of subordination’) 
leading to a model with lexicographic preferences. In this way Lavoie 
emphasizes that people have needs that are fundamental and irreducible 
aspects of being a human in the sense of biological, psychological and 
social needs. Choices therefore have to be made on the basis of non-
compensatory ‘fi ltering’ procedures. In this lies also a distinction between 
needs and wants, where wants (for example, beer) are substitutable only 
within lexicographically ordered needs (for example, drink). Specifi cally, 
he sees ‘the concept of the opportunity cost [to] apply only to wants 
within a given category of needs’ (Lavoie, 1992, p. 67). Emphasizing non-
compensability between goods, the principle of irreducibility implies that 
prices have meaning only within groups of goods. Lavoie introduces the 
notion of incommensurability between goods or value dimensions, that is, 
the lack of a common term of denomination.

There are aspects of his model which are parallel to that of the institu-
tionalists. First of all Lavoie accentuates that needs are socially dependent 
(‘the principle of non-independence’). Next, and linked to this, he empha-
sizes the role of habits and rules of thumb when we choose between wants. 
Specifi cally, the concept of ‘non-compensatory fi ltering procedures’ is 
introduced as a way to describe how consumers go about reducing the 
amount of options down to a manageable number of alternatives.

Post Keynesians have for a long time been engaged in studies about 
how to foster economic growth. Recently, we observe a growing inter-
est also for ecological sustainability, for example, Holt (2005), Mearman 
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(2005a, 2005b) and Berr (2008). This literature does look at the question 
of why Post Keynesians have shown so little interest in the growing envi-
ronmental concerns. Mearman (2005a, p. 131) gives the reasons amongst 
contemporary Post Keynesians as being that they: ‘have adopted a strate-
gic focus on criticizing orthodox monetary and pricing theory; they have 
used static tools ill-equipped for analyzing the environment; and they 
have focused more on growth and full employment’. Holt (2005, p. 174), 
on the other hand, emphasizes that: ‘Post Keynesian economics – with its 
focus on macro and policy outcomes, the role of institutions, uncertainty, 
historical time, and its criticism of gross substitution and ergodicity – has 
elements within its methodology that make it better suited to incorporate 
sustainability into its analysis than neoclassical economics.’ This takes 
us directly to ecological economics, whose history is based on a similar 
understanding of the need to establish alternatives to orthodox environ-
mental economics.

Ecological Economics

Compared to institutional economics, and to some extent Post Keynesian 
economics, ecological economics is very young. Certainly, we fi nd impor-
tant inputs leading to the creation of ecological economics at least to the 
1950s with the establishment of systems ecology (for example, Odum, 
1953). In the 1960s we observe an increased interest in environmental 
issues following from the rapid economic growth after the Second World 
War. Kenneth Boulding’s article on ‘spaceship earth’ (Boulding, 1966) 
and the Meadows et al. (1972) volume Limits to Growth showed an 
increased worry over resource limitations. The same issue was raised at a 
more fundamental level by Georgescu-Roegen (1971) in his work on the 
implications of the law of entropy for the economic process. He saw a need 
for shifting the basis for economics in a direction that included biophysical 
reality. Similarly, Herman Daly emphasized the need for linking econom-
ics to its biophysical basis (Daly, 1968) and to fi nd ways of establishing a 
steady-state economy (Daly, 1977). Finally, the development of general 
systems theory (for example, Prigogine, 1980) describing self-organizing 
dissipative systems should be mentioned as important for the emergence 
of ecological economics.

Ecological economics started very much as a society. According to 
Røpke (2004, 2005) this happened when ecologists looked to economists 
who were dissatisfi ed with neoclassical environmental economics. This led 
to the establishment of the journal Ecological Economics in 1987 and the 
International Society for Ecological Economics the year after.

Thus, ecological economics grew out of an engagement of several 
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people5 to develop an interdisciplinary form of cooperation better tackling 
the challenges raised by environmental degradations and the quest for sus-
tainable development. A diff erence from the other two traditions visited 
in this chapter is that ecological economics did not grow out of a group 
of ‘followers of a founding father’. The center of attraction was less a set 
of already defi ned ideas to be developed, but a process of establishing new 
ideas that still needed to be discovered.

The kinds of economists attracted to ecological economics represented 
a wide variety. Some can be defi ned as socio-economists, others are better 
characterized as institutional economists, and some are Marxists. Actually 
quite a substantial group of neoclassical environmental economists were 
also attracted to ecological economics.6 This, of course, created some con-
fl icts in eff orts to defi ne ecological economics and the goals of its society 
as it tried to establish a new forum to get beyond the perspectives of the 
mainstream.7

Ecological economics is concerned with the interrelations between the 
economic system and the ecological or biophysical processes on which it is 
based. It was explicitly acknowledged that mainstream economics did not 
capture the important physical dimension of economic systems. They were 
analyzed as systems of perpetuated internal circulation. From the begin-
ning, ecological economists were strongly engaged in analyses of matter 
fl ows, for example, Kneese et al. (1970) and Daly (1977). In particular 
Daly put explicit emphasis on the interactions with the biospheric proc-
esses and on the scale of the economy relative to its ecological base. These 
initial contributions have been developed further in diff erent directions. 
One concerns the construction of indicators measuring physical impacts 
of human consumption, for example, the MIPS8 concept (Hinterberger et 
al., 1997), and the concept of ecological footprint (Rees and Wackernagel, 
1994). Another concern was with ‘social metabolism’ as developed by 
Marina Fisher-Kowalski and colleagues, for example, Fisher-Kowalski 
and Weisz (1999). The latter links matter fl ows to the organization and 
dynamics of socio-economic systems.

The next development was the focus on complementarity rather than 
substitution as the dominant aspect of biophysical systems. The issue of 
restricted substitution possibilities again has a history that predates the 
formation of the society. The issue was highlighted in the early 1970s when 
Limits to Growth (Meadows et al., 1972) was attacked by mainstream econ-
omists like Dasgupta and Heal (1974) and Solow (1974) who claimed that 
there were no fundamental scarcity problems. Scarcity was only relative as 
there was always the opportunity of substitution. It is interesting that their 
argument was not based on empirical observation or on any evaluation of 
the law of entropy. It followed directly from assuming technologies where 
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substitution elasticities between natural and human-made capital were 
defi ned as $ 1 (for example, Cobb–Douglas technology).9 As in the case 
of the institutionalists and the Post Keynesians, there is a questioning of 
the unrealistic assumptions of neoclassical economics.

Also, ecological economists emphasized irreversibility, hence real or 
historic time and path-dependency. Like the Post Keynesians, the world is 
seen as non-ergodic, although this specifi c term is rarely used by ecological 
economists. Its evolutionary perspective goes beyond that of ecology as 
social systems are also seen to be open, self-organizing and hence evolu-
tionary systems. Another core concept in ecological economics thinking is 
the concept of resilience as introduced by Holling (1973, 2001), emphasiz-
ing that ecological systems are adaptive and that a main feature is their 
ability to handle external shocks and hence their capacity to resist attrac-
tor shifts. The concept of resilience has been taken up in the study of social 
systems seeking to understand the capacity of socio-ecological systems to 
withstand external pressures and reorganize in the face of more funda-
mental challenges (for example, Folke, 2006). Finally, this has brought 
ecological economists to adapt concepts from complexity theory, empha-
sizing the multi-scale attributes of socio-ecological systems (for example, 
Giampietro, 2004) and the issue of ignorance, irreducible ignorance or 
Knightian radical uncertainty that is fundamental to these systems (for 
example, Funtowicz and Ravetz, 1993, 1994; Faber et al., 1996). Again 
the emphasis is on the insuffi  ciency of capturing risk in what is going on, 
as there will be novelty involved concerning future states. Certainly, the 
question of developing policies for sustainability relates strongly to how 
the uncertainties involved are perceived. There is strong support among 
ecological economists for the precautionary principle and for instituting 
participatory processes in assessing consequences of various policies. In 
a situation with radical uncertainty, expert and citizen evaluations should 
be combined.

Not only is there an emphasis among ecological economists that market 
prices do not off er the right signals for securing sustainable use of envi-
ronmental resources. Certainly, as the mainstream acknowledges, such 
prices are lacking for many of these resources or services. The distinct 
point developed by ecological economists is that environmental values 
might often be incommensurable internally and with other types of goods, 
for example, O’Neill (1993), Vatn and Bromley (1994) and Martinez-Alier 
et al. (1998). Hence, as with Post Keynesian consumer theory, there is a 
clear focus on lexicographic preferences, for example, Spash (1998, 2000). 
Ecological economists add one specifi c dimension to the understanding of 
the observation of such preferences. They emphasize the ethical dimen-
sions involved in environmental choices, for example, O’Neill (1993), 
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Holland (1997) and Vatn (2000). One aspect in this is the emphasis on 
the intrinsic value of other species. Another is the focus on environmental 
goods as systems goods where actions are interdependent, that is, where 
the actions of one infl uence the opportunities for others.

Added to this, we observe interest in how institutions like rights, and 
power relations, infl uence: (1) access to resources (for example, Martinez-
Alier, 1987); and (2) price estimates for environmental values based on 
contingent valuation (for example, Knetsch, 1994; Spash and Villena, 1998; 
Vatn, 2004; Spash, 2006). The way valuation is undertaken – the choice of 
value-articulating institutions – is seen as infl uencing which values will be 
emphasized and in which form they may be expressed (Jacobs, 1997). In 
relation to this, there is also a strong emphasis in ecological economics on 
the endogeneity of preferences.

While ecological economics started out by crafting its own type of ‘mac-
roeconomics’, we also see a focus on the micro level with its interest in 
behavioral economics. This interest is still developing. There is a fi eld we 
may call ‘the ecological economics of consumption’ (Reisch and Røpke, 
2004). It takes the macro focus down to the level of consumer choice. 
Here we see links to both Veblen and Post Keynesians. There is also 
some work in ecological economics focusing on motivation and behav-
ior, for example, Söderbaum (1994, 2000), van den Bergh et al. (2000), 
Siebenhüner (2000), Vatn (2005a, 2008) and Stagl (2007). Several of these 
eff orts have a basis in institutional theory accentuating capacity restric-
tions and multi-rationality.

What is Common and Diff erent?

The above discussion shows some striking similarities across the three 
schools. Certainly, there are internal diff erences. Nevertheless, most strik-
ing is what the three traditions share. Similarities start on the ontological 
level. All three traditions are systems-oriented, emphasizing relational 
aspects, hence understanding the motion of systems as dependent on the 
relations between the parts. Implicit in this is a critical attitude towards 
methodological individualism. All fi t quite well within an ‘organicist’ as 
opposed to ‘atomist’ ontology. Moreover, we see a strong focus on open-
systems theory and evolutionary, self-organizing dynamics. All three 
schools emphasize irreversibility and are engaged in developing models 
operating in real time.

More concretely, complexity and uncertainty is a core issue among the 
three. It enters in diff erent ways though. Post Keynesians emphasize the 
uncertainty in human interaction and how the market introduces specifi c 
types of uncertainty where it becomes diffi  cult for individual agents to 
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anchor their expectations about future developments on past experiences. 
Ecological economists focus mostly on the uncertainty of ecological 
systems and the interplay between ecological and economic systems. It is, 
however, the same kind of uncertainty that is emphasized. It is foremost 
Knightian uncertainty whether it is termed radical uncertainty, fundamen-
tal uncertainty or irreducible ignorance. Both the Post Keynesians and the 
institutionalists emphasize behavioral conventions as ways that individu-
als and societies cope with such issues.

This takes us next to the model of the individual and the understand-
ing of behavior and choice. Agents are seen as infl uenced by social or 
institutional systems. While we see this strongly with institutionalists, all 
three positions look at preferences as endogenous. Agents are, moreover, 
seen as being boundedly rational. This is the consequence of the complex-
ity and uncertainty with restricted cognitive capacity that comes from 
bounded rationality. Moreover, there are elements in all schools of plural 
preferences – the emphasis on blocked trade-off s or incommensurabilities, 
and lexicographic preferences. The role of habits and conventions, and 
norms, is a pronounced feature especially of the institutional and Post 
Keynesian, but examples are also found among ecological economists. In 
all cases consumption patterns are very much understood as socially and 
institutionally conditioned. There is even a basis for a wider claim: that 
preferences and values are taken to be profoundly infl uenced by institu-
tions. This is a basic tenet of institutionalism. It comes forward in Post 
Keynesianism through the insistence on the non-neutrality of money and 
in the emphasis on conventions and rules as social phenomena. Finally, 
ecological economists take the same position when insisting that, for 
example, valuation methods are institutional structures emphasizing dif-
ferent logics and value systems.

Complementarity and non-substitutability is a common thread across the 
three. It links directly to the observation of lexicographic preferences, and 
the Post Keynesian and Veblenian emphasis on the non-aggregability of 
diff erent types of capital. Also there is the ecological economist emphasis on 
substitutability thresholds in the case of natural versus human-made capital. 
Here ecological economics adds to the story with its focus on resilience.

Finally, interests and power relations are important for all three 
schools. This thread surfaces diff erently, however, as power in institu-
tional economics is a general feature of understanding both the establish-
ment of institutions and their eff ects. Power is necessary both to make 
change and to coordinate action. In the Post Keynesian context power is 
seen as an eff ect of market structures. In the case of ecological economics, 
the main focus is on how power relations infl uence access to resources and 
the  distribution of risk.
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Given all these similarities, one must acknowledge that there is also 
at least one important area of diff erence. First of all, Post Keynesian 
economics has been concerned primarily with economic growth and the 
problem of unemployment due to scarcity of demand. Resource scarcity 
does not feature as important in Post Keynesian texts. Rather, it has been 
important to emphasize scarcity as socially constructed. This parallels 
areas of institutional economics where the focus has been on how the capi-
talist economy actually hampers technological change and hence growth. 
This topic appears very diff erently from within the ecological economics 
literature, where the main emphasis is on scale and non-substitutability 
between natural and human-made capital. More precisely, while this 
tradition emphasizes that many scarcities are socially constructed, for 
example, Martinez-Alier (1987) and Aguilera-Klink et al. (2000), the exist-
ence of real physical scarcity in the sense of weakened ecosystem resilience 
and impeded capacities to substitute between environmental resources 
is also strongly underlined. These scarcities are to a large extent due to 
the complementarities of living systems. The latter type dynamics is also 
observed in the Post Keynesian literature with its emphasis on comple-
mentarities between the needs of one specifi c living system, namely the 
human (cf. Lavoie above). So, while there are confl icts, these have more to 
do with focus – with diff erent system delineations – than with fundamental 
disagreement on the way systems work.

DEVELOPING COMMON GROUND

This chapter is based on the idea that a more systematic development of 
common ground for Post Keynesian, ecological and institutional eco-
nomics will off er great opportunities for all three schools. They not only 
share much the same base, but also have complementary insights which 
should be utilized. The aim of this section is to demonstrate this poten-
tial by looking at two of the core areas that have materialized from the 
above analysis: that of behavioral theory, and the theory of the economy– 
environment interface and dynamics.

Behavior

A vision for the three traditions would be to join forces in developing a 
common model for understanding human behavior that could form a 
more complete and consistent alternative to the neoclassical school. This is 
certainly a big endeavor, but the above discussion shows that there is basis 
for a common engagement. Trying to delineate some directions for such 
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an eff ort, I would like to emphasize three interlinked focal points: those of 
uncertainty, incommensurability and endogenous preferences.

As we have seen, studying uncertainty is a feature of all three tradi-
tions. The focus and understanding seem to vary, though, as some authors 
appear to associate uncertainty with our capacity to handle mentally all 
the complexities we face, while others also emphasize that the world itself 
is characterized by radical uncertainty, that is, situations with genuine 
novelty. Moreover the Keynesian and Post Keynesian tradition focuses 
fi rst of all on uncertainty within social systems. This is the dominant view 
also of institutional economics. Ecological economists, on the other hand, 
look at uncertainties pertaining fi rst of all to the working of ecological 
systems and the interactions with socio-ecological systems.

Analyses of uncertainty have led to models of bounded rationality and 
satisfi cing behavior which, as we have seen, are taken up by representa-
tives of all three traditions. There is a need to develop and understand 
this aspect of behavior further. First, the concept of bounded rationality 
is referred to, but often in a rather shallow way. The information problem 
that the individual faces is understood. What is lacking is an understand-
ing of how people act in the face of information uncertainties. There are 
references to procedures, rules of thumb, habits and conventions. We 
have, however, not yet established how these institutions function. We 
have little insight into how they develop and change, despite referring to 
collective learning. Similarly, how they may solve the problem of fi xing 
expectations and how they themselves might create new uncertainties and 
rigidities that may obstruct necessary change are still open questions.

Second, as emphasized by Dequech (2001), the present model of 
bounded rationality seems relevant only for situations where it is the 
restricted cognitive capacity which establishes the uncertainty. Principally, 
an optimal solution could then be foreseeable ex ante if this capacity was 
expanded, at least to some extent, through collective learning. If outcomes 
are truly novel or unimaginable, the present theory of bounded rationality 
does not off er a viable understanding. In the face of environmental degra-
dation and change, it is important to increase our understanding of how 
people act in situations characterized by truly radical uncertainty and, 
next, what may foster our ability to change our rules in the face of new and 
challenging conditions.

A specifi c aspect of the above relates to the uncertainties established by 
interdependencies between human actions. This is an issue where the three 
traditions should be especially well equipped to advance and develop. All 
environmental problems are problems of interdependencies, as the environ-
ment is common to us. Being problems of interdependence, they are prob-
lems of coordination. One problem, of course, is persuading individuals to 
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forego the gains of free-riding. Solving this problem demands, however, 
that agents are willing to trust that others will also cooperate. We have 
learned that communication (for example, the establishment of norms 
of appropriate conduct) may have the capacity to facilitate this (Ostrom, 
2005). Still, there is no model that coherently explains what is observed 
and why coordination works well under certain conditions and not under 
others, often with similar circumstances.

Expanding the neoclassical model of individual rationality to include 
individual utility gains from acting ‘nicely’ is a direction that some have 
looked at, for example, Andreoni (1990), Frey (1997) and Ostrom and 
Walker (2003). I fi nd these attempts interesting, but lacking. There is 
hence not only room, but also great need for advancements taking clas-
sical institutionalist and Post Keynesian perspectives further in this area. 
What I fi nd especially important is the emphasis on the dynamics between 
institutions and individual action, which not only opens up for develop-
ing models where the interaction between the two is the focal point (Vatn, 
2008), but it also off ers the opportunity to study how uncertainties are 
constructed, transformed and made manageable through the establish-
ment of institutions. This area of research can provide some new insights 
in developing models of cooperation that are needed in dealing with envi-
ronmental coordination problems.

Another important area is the issue of incommensurability that is essen-
tial to all three traditions. It surfaces at diff erent levels and in diff erent 
forms and contexts. We have observed that consumption analyses (for 
example, Lavoie, 1992) reveal the existence of lexicographic preferences. 
The same choice concerns pertain to environmental issues (for example, 
Spash, 2000). Finally, we observe focus on complementarities as opposed 
to substitution possibilities in both consumption and production analyses 
across the three traditions. Two quite diff erent issues seem to be involved. 
One relates to the biophysical level and the other to the ethical sphere.

The biophysical dimension concerns the fact that processes of consump-
tion as well as production are characterized by technical and/or biological 
interdependencies. Hence, consumption is infl uenced by biological needs 
from a body constituted of a complex set of interacting processes. Being 
so, complementarity is the core characteristic. Similarly, substitution 
possibilities in humanly constructed production systems also include the 
functioning of the biosphere in various ways and cannot be well described 
by a model anchored in the idea of substitution only.

Concerning the ethical dimension, the issues are of another kind. These 
appear in situations where choices are interdependent, as previously 
emphasized. Such interlinkages are typical attributes of choices in the 
realm of the environment. The interconnections of the environment imply 
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that we, by our very existence, will have to infl uence the opportunities for 
others. This may result in the development of norms about appropriate 
behavior which are not easily traded off  against individual interests. They 
simply refer to what is the right thing to do in such confl icting situations. 
The problem structure does not lend itself to maximization and trade-off s 
(Vatn, 2000, 2005a).

Looking further into this, we observe many studies documenting that 
incommensurabilities exist between ethical and other issues. What is 
lacking is an understanding about how people choose when faced with 
such incommensurable values. There is a lot of work, not least in the fi eld 
of multi-criteria analysis, looking at decision making with incommen-
surable values. Typically, such procedures transform values into forms 
that can be compared10 or construct hierarchical decision procedures that 
facilitate making priorities between non-comparable values. While this 
kind of analysis is dominantly found within ecological economics, Post 
Keynesian and institutional thinking could help in clarifying the dynamics 
of such choice processes. What is lacking is an understanding of: (1) how 
well these procedures describe actual decision-making processes; and (2) 
what kind of reasoning people use to make sense of choices where values 
are incommensurable. Douglas (1986) argues that many diffi  cult deci-
sions do not lend themselves to individual ratiocination. They are, rather, 
offl  oaded to institutions. I think her point is valid. We lack, however, an 
understanding of how these institutions are constructed and changed. As 
Holland (2002) has emphasized, if people follow the logic of utility maxi-
mization, there is really no choice. The individual is commanded by what 
the maximization calculus reveals. Hence, real choice is about choosing 
between options that do not lend themselves to calculation or are at least 
not decided upon only by that calculation itself. So real choice is actually 
about incommensurabilities, and yet we know very little about how we go 
about choosing between such values.

The third aspect of a better model of human behavior and agency con-
cerns that of endogenous preferences. This topic has gained a lot of atten-
tion lately, an interest that goes into the ranks of orthodoxy itself. All the 
way back to Veblen, endogeneity has been a central claim by diff erent het-
erodox positions. It unites large fractions of the three schools included in 
this chapter. This area is, however, also an underexposed fi eld of research. 
This concerns not least how preferences are infl uenced by economic and 
social processes. Certainly, there are elements of insights off ered by the 
three schools themselves and the wider literature, for example, sociology, 
anthropology and psychology. Nevertheless, what we seem to be faced 
with is more like a series of weakly related observations than a systematic 
build-up of insights ready to be synthesized.
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Studying endogeneity really implies studying the role of institutions. 
Their major role may actually be to form what could be called rationality 
contexts. The idea is that they support individuals not least in choosing 
whether individual or social rationality is expected. Looking to the role of 
institutions, making a systematic distinction between individual variation 
and institutional variation, may have the capacity to help build a more 
comprehensive and coherent theory for understanding endogenous pref-
erences. Institutions may play a role along both dimensions. First, they 
infl uence individuals through diff erent and continuously ongoing encul-
turation processes. Second, they also seem to have the capacity to help 
people sort out whether what is at stake in a concrete situation is accepted 
to be an individual as opposed to a social issue, and whether we can trust 
others to be willing cooperators in specifi c settings. Better insights into 
these issues will be of the utmost importance, not least for the formulation 
of policies in areas like consumer choice and environmental policy.

The Environment and the Economic System

While the Post Keynesian tradition emphasizes the instability and intra-
generational distribution issues of modern capitalism, ecological econo-
mists are more focused on the eff ect of our economic system on the 
environment and on intergenerational distribution. Certainly, both these 
areas are very important sets of issues. Moreover, inter- and intra-
 generational distribution issues are clearly linked. Instability in the eco-
nomic system may result in policies that are detrimental in the form of 
both unemployment and environmental degradation.

Nevertheless, as emphasized before, the dominant Post Keynesian 
solution of expanding demand is problematic when seen from an eco-
logical economist perspective. This is acknowledged by Post Keynesians 
themselves as some have started to look into the issue of environmental 
degradation, for example, Mearman (2005a). On the other hand, Post 
Keynesians have a long-standing tradition in looking into the dynamics of 
economic systems or structures. This is also the case for institutionalists.

Joining forces here should focus on the relationships between economic 
structures and environmental destruction and preservation, respectively. 
The aim should be to develop ideas concerning institutions that could 
secure sustainability along its various dimensions, that is, the environ-
mental, economic and social. From the ecological economics perspective, 
the issue is about the scale of the economy relative to its environmental 
underpinning. Seen from that angle, our institutions are found lacking. 
The present economic system demands growth to be economically and 
socially sustainable. Growth levels around 2 percent and beyond are used 
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as the indication of a healthy economy. Low levels threaten the amount 
of investment and result in problems with accelerating unemployment. 
This is a well-known scenario from the Post Keynesian perspective clearly 
emphasized by the present fi nancial crisis.

The problem is that we now realize that the very scale of economic activ-
ity makes it hard to use growth as a way to secure sustainability. Rather, 
it threatens severely to change the biophysical underpinning of the system 
in ways that endanger its economic and social functioning. Climate change 
and massive biodiversity losses are examples of this trend.

The neoclassical solution to these problems is the use of instruments to 
internalize the so-called externalities that environmental problems rep-
resent in this model. The problem is understood as a lack of markets to 
produce the necessary prices. Environmentally oriented institutionalists 
and ecological economists think diff erently about these issues. They see 
the problems rather as systems-dependent (Kapp, 1971). They cannot be 
handled well without more fundamental changes in the economic system 
itself. Some ecological economists have proposed to develop a compre-
hensive arrangement controlling the input of natural resources into the 
economy (Daly, 1997). Others have emphasized the need for altering (also) 
the more fundamental motivation structures of the economy (Princen, 
1997; Vatn, 2008). Interestingly, some Post Keynesians have recently 
started to engage in this issue, too. One proposal concerns using macro-
economic measures like public investment control to facilitate necessary 
innovation (Courvisanos, 2005).

These are diffi  cult issues because they are politically very sensitive. They 
demand a lot of innovative and creative thinking. As I see it, we seem to 
need substantial changes in the way the economic system is organized 
in order to make a sustainable future possible along all three dimen-
sions – environmental, economic and social. Three issues seem of special 
importance.

First, making the economy less dependent on growth – actually securing 
the space there is for growth for those in greatest need – demands changes 
in the motivation system of the economy. This may imply less room for 
the profi t motive and more emphasis on cooperative structures. Whether 
this can be solved by macroeconomic planning, by changing the rules of 
corporate business, by instituting social rationality as a basic element of 
business motivation, are all open questions. Maybe a better path involves 
a combination of approaches? A good start would be to begin challenging 
each other’s ideas about this. As I see it, we are faced with very large and 
demanding structural changes and need to join forces in developing pro-
posals that can be tested out in what can hopefully be a gradual change of 
the economy towards a structure that matches the coming challenges.
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Second, these challenges will only partly be possible to determine ex 
ante. The kinds of uncertainties we now face are pervasive and will domi-
nantly be of the radical type. While a successful transformation will reduce 
the pressures on the environment and hence the chances for substantial 
shifts in its dynamics, we will still have to face unexpected challenges. So, 
we do not only need to change motivation systems; we also need to think 
about how to make our systems more resilient in the face of challenges 
that will by necessity follow from the changes that are already under way. 
Here I see special potential for cooperation between the three traditions. 
Ecological economists are strongly engaged in understanding what char-
acterizes resilient systems, but mainly at the local level and concerning 
primarily small-scale changes. Institutional and Post Keynesians possess 
insights related to scaling these problems up, better to see and understand 
the demands at national and international levels.

Third, there is a need to look more systematically at what determines 
consumer behavior and how the social construction of needs operates. 
Present economic structures seem to demand a willing consumer to avoid 
economic crises. People seem to have easily adapted to becoming restless 
consumers. At the same time, we do not seem to get happier by means of 
the tremendous increases in consumption (for example, Layard, 2005). 
Certainly, we may simply be back to Veblen. Beyond a certain level, 
consumption is about positioning oneself in social hierarchies. Economic 
growth may itself increase the relative income positions of some people, 
which actually increases dissatisfaction among others. Keynes emphasized 
that the ‘economic problem’ would soon be solved in that we would turn 
to more important issues than just securing our economic sustenance. It 
does not seem likely, however, that we will ever be satisfi ed as an eff ect 
of some physical, biological or psychological limit. We rather need to 
construct these limits by somehow breaking the logic of consumerism 
and fi nding ways to establish identity and meaning outside of that realm. 
Personally, I think this is impossible without at the same time changing the 
basic institutions of the economy. These issues are fundamentally linked 
and establish a very important, but also demanding, common ground for 
Post Keynesians, ecological and institutional economists to develop.

NOTES

 1. They also communicated. According to King (2002, p. 226) Keynes wrote to Commons 
that: ‘there seems to me to be no other economist with whose general way of thinking I 
feel myself in such general accord’.

 2. It should be mentioned that, from the 1960s, the so-called New Institutionalist posi-
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tion evolved. It was very much based on the neoclassical core, but included positive 
transaction costs into the analysis (for example, Coase, 1960; North, 1990). 

 3. There are diff erent ways of distinguishing between the various categories of ‘uncer-
tainty’. Most typically risk is seen as known outcomes with known probabilities. 
Uncertainty then is characterized by lack of a probability distribution. Radical uncer-
tainty is, fi nally, seen as situations where not all potential outcomes are even known.

 4. Such an attempt is taken on by the so-called New Keynesian economists. 
 5. Core people in the process of establishing the journal and the society were ecologists 

like AnnMari Jansson and Robert Costanza, and economists like Herman Daly and 
Joan Martinez-Alier. Costanza was the fi rst president of the society and the fi rst editor 
of the journal.

 6. Prominent examples of ‘neoclassical ecological economists’ are Partha Dasgupta, 
Karl-Göran Mäler and David Pearce. One might wonder about the motivation for 
their engagement. Based on Røpke (2004) I see at least two potential reasons. One 
was that when the fi rst initiatives were taken by ecologists like AnnMari Jansson, 
they turned to top economists in the fi eld, not being aware of the discussions within 
economics itself and not thinking about ‘which kind of’ economics could be the better 
basis for cooperation. They saw a need for interdisciplinary research and just looked 
for ‘excellence’. The other reason was more related to the interest of environmental 
economists in engaging with forming the new society in the way they would like to 
see it. Certainly, it is hard to envision how the society for ecological economics could 
then be diff erentiated from that of environmental economics that was established in 
the 1970s.

 7. For an instructive discussion of the distinctions between ecological economics and neo-
classically inspired environmental economics, see Spash (1999).

 8. MIPS 5 material input per unit of service.
 9. This implies that the economy can be run on minimal inputs of energy and materials.
10. This looks very much like the way in which neoclassical economists reduce 

uncertainty to risk. It is a shift that is fundamentally at error with the underlying 
concept. 
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7.  Post Keynesian consumer choice 
theory and ecological economics
Marc Lavoie

INTRODUCTION

Post Keynesian consumer theory arises from a multitude of infl uences, 
including those of socio-economists, psychologists, marketing special-
ists, and individuals such as Herbert Simon (1962, 1976) and Georgescu-
Roegen, who are or were fully aware of the complexity of our environment, 
as well as the disparate clues that were left by the founders of Post Keynesian 
theory, clues that turn out to be surprisingly consistent with each other.

Despite its apparent neglect, there exists a Post Keynesian theory of 
consumer choice, based on the indications left by the best-known and most 
productive Post Keynesian authors, such as Joan Robinson (1956, p. 251), 
Luigi Pasinetti (1981, p. 73), Edward Nell (1992, p. 396), Philip Arestis 
(1992, p. 124) and Bertram Schefold (1997, p. 327). These indications on 
consumer choice show a great degree of coherence, and in my opinion they 
fi t tightly with the rest of Post Keynesian theory. The most detailed exami-
nation of a possible Post Keynesian consumer theory can be found in two 
books by Peter Earl (1983, 1986), and the motivations supplied above are 
quite apparent there. Other specifi c contributions to Post Keynesian con-
sumer choice can be found in the works of Arrous (1978), Eichner (1987, 
Chapter 9), Drakopoulos (1990, 1992, 1994) and Lavoie (1992, Chapter 
2), where a substantial amount of overlap with Earl’s initial attempt at 
defi ning a specifi c Post Keynesian consumer choice vision is obvious. A 
neat, earlier exposition of a post-Keynesian consumer choice theory can 
be found in the recently translated work of Roy (2005).

I have shown that the common ground of Post Keynesian consumer 
theory can be represented by a set of six principles which have been pre-
sented in detail in Lavoie (1994, 2004, 2005), and to which I now add a 
seventh one. Most of the names of these heterodox principles of consumer 
behavior arise from the terms used by Georgescu-Roegen (1954, pp. 514–5). 
Separability is taken from Lancaster (1991), while non-independence is 
taken from Galbraith (1958). The principles are only listed here:
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1. The principle of procedural rationality.
2. The principle of satiable needs.
3. The principle of separability of needs.
4. The principle of subordination of needs.
5. The principle of the growth of needs.
6. The principle of non-independence.
7. The principle of heredity.

A key consequence of these seven principles, in particular the principle 
of subordination, is that the utility index cannot be represented by a scalar 
any more, but rather by a vector, and that the notions of gross substitu-
tion and trade-off s, which are so important for neoclassical economics, are 
brought down to a minor phenomenon that only operates within narrow 
boundaries. This consumer theory does not rely on the Archimedes prin-
ciple that ‘everything has a price’. In particular, it is presumed that the 
principle of subordination, or hierarchy, is particularly relevant when 
dealing with moral issues, for instance, questions of integrity and religion 
or ecological issues.

Past work in ecological economics has shown indeed that a substantial 
proportion of individuals refuse to make trade-off s with material goods 
when biodiversity, wildlife or forests are concerned. This has implications 
for contingency value analyses, based on willingness to pay or willingness 
to accept compensation, that attempt to take into account the non-market 
value of ecology or forestry preservation. The claim made here is that 
post-Keynesian consumer choice theory is highly relevant to ecological 
economics, going beyond the critiques that can be addressed to Homo eco-
nomicus from the standpoint of experimental economics (Gintis, 2000).

I was recently struck by an account of the relationship between North 
American Indians (Autochtones) and French and English settlers in the 
seventeenth century. Indians were initially trading pots, knives, guns, tex-
tiles, shirts and various useful products with French settlers, in exchange 
for beaver and other animal pelts. When the Indians met the English set-
tlers, who were much better stocked from their homeland, they were off ered 
twice the amount of goods for each pelt. At this higher price, neoclassical 
theory would then tell us that Indians would have increased their supply of 
pelts, working longer hours (as a result of the higher cost of leisure). But it 
turns out that the exact opposite occurred. Indians instead cut their supply 
of pelts by half, fi guring that they now could obtain the necessities of life 
by reducing their hunting time by 50 percent (Havard and Vidal, 2003, 
p. 229). There was no substitution eff ect, only an income eff ect, as Post 
Keynesians would emphasize. This is certainly an enlightening story in a 
world concerned with excessive and wasteful consumer spending.
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SOME COMMON THEMES

A quick survey of the literature on environmental economics demonstrates 
that the more radical environmental economists – ecological economists – 
have used all seven principles mentioned above in their eff ort to present 
a consumer choice theory that would be an alternative to the standard 
neoclassical model. The claim made here is that Post Keynesian consumer 
choice theory is highly relevant to ecological economics, and that indeed 
ecological economists have already provided models of consumer behav-
iour which rely, unknowingly except for Kant (2003), on a Post Keynesian 
theory of behaviour.

It should fi rst be pointed out, as explained by Holt (2005), that many 
of the themes evoked by Post Keynesian economists are ranked highly 
by ecological economists. First and foremost, there is the precautionary 
principle associated with fundamental uncertainty. When information is 
lacking, business people act prudently. They usually postpone taking deci-
sions that might increase the probability of bankruptcy of their institution. 
The same principle should be applied to environmental issues. In doubt, 
no decision that increases the probability of an environmental catastrophe 
should be taken. This concern with true uncertainty has been underlined 
by Vatn and Bromley (1995, p. 18), van den Bergh et al. (2000, p. 57) and 
Ravetz (1994–95). It also involves another Keynesian concept, that of the 
‘weight of an argument’, which Georgescu-Roegen (1966, p. 266) called 
the ‘credibility’ of a statement: the degree of confi dence in assessed prob-
abilities does and should aff ect decision-making.

Second, there is the heredity principle, or a variant of what I have called 
the principle of non-independence. Preferences are endogenous and con-
text-specifi c, as Kant (2003) would like them to be described by consumer 
theory. ‘Utility depends on past experience, the duration and intensity of 
past experience, and the length of time that has passed since the relevant 
experience took place’ (Gowdy, 1993, p. 235). Habit formation can be 
seen as a particular case of path-dependency (Zamagni, 1999, p. 117). In 
this framework, the theory of choice refl ects the complexities of human 
nature rather than the mathematical requirements of tractability. As 
Crivelli (1993, p. 119) points out, ‘the longest standing invocation of hys-
teresis seems to be in the context of the theory of choice’, and Georgescu-
Roegen’s heredity principle is a case example of hysteresis. The path taken 
by consumers will have permanent eff ects on future choices. This, linked 
to the other feature of the principle of non-independence, that is, the fact 
that advertising and fads have an impact on the choices made by indi-
vidual consumers, reinforces the arbitrary nature of consumer choices and 
the possibility of intransitive preferences and multiple equilibria. Indeed, 
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Gowdy (1993, p. 235) claims that the heredity principle is tied to the large 
discrepancies that have been observed between willingness to pay and 
willingness to accept in contingent valuation studies. Gowdy argues that 
agents will be less likely to give up some environmental landscape that 
they have had the opportunity to experience.

A third theme which is common to both ecological economists and Post 
Keynesian economists is that of multidimensional choice. This point was 
made very early on by Bird (1982, p. 592), who argued that in contrast 
to neoclassical economics, ‘the choice between alternative environmental 
policies must necessarily therefore be made in more than one dimension’. 
This theme is a recurrent one among the proponents of sustainable forest 
management. Bengston (1994, pp. 523–5) for one claims that: ‘the multi-
dimensional or pluralist perspective maintains that held values cannot be 
reduced to a single dimension and that all objects cannot be assigned value 
on a single scale – values are inherently multidimensional’. This is certainly 
an important feature of socio-economics (Etzioni, 1988), and it has been 
endorsed by several ecological economists such as Vatn and Bromley 
(1995, p. 9), who have called it the ‘incongruity’ problem.

Martinez-Alier et al. (1998) make an interesting distinction. They repre-
sent the idea of multidimensions under the name of ‘weak comparability’. 
When there exists a common unit of measurement across plural values, 
usually a monetary one, one can speak of strong comparability. When 
such a common rod does not exist, one speaks of weak comparability. 
The latter implies incommensurability. Martinez-Alier et al. (1998) claim 
that no value is superior to another. We are in a zone where no preference 
can be ascertained beforehand. Multi-criteria evaluation techniques must 
be brought in to disentangle confl ict and multidimensional elements of 
choice. The value that will actually appear to be dominant will depend on 
the characteristics of each individual case, where each possible alternative 
will be assessed on the basis of a multiplicity of criteria (Bengston, 1994, p. 
525). No algorithm or axiomatization of choice is possible under these con-
ditions. All that matters is that the decision process itself be well defi ned. 
In fact, as argued by Gowdy and Mayumi (2001), choices over multi-
dimensions are conducive to states where the agent is unable to choose. 
The so-called indiff erent states of neoclassical analysis, when it comes to 
multidimensional issues, are better interpreted as alternatives that agents 
‘cannot order without a great deal of hesitation or without some inconsist-
ency’ (Gowdy and Mayumi, 2001, p. 233; cf. Georgescu-Roegen, 1954, 
p. 522). Such choices generally will not be transitive. We may also wish 
to argue that a single individual may have several confl icting ‘souls’, and 
hence may reach diff erent judgements, depending on the point of view, or 
dimension, which is being favoured (Steedman and Krause, 1986).
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It seems to me that the weak comparability criterion advocated by 
Martinez-Alier et al. (1998) and Gowdy and Mayumi (2001) is very similar 
to the post-Keynesian principle of the separability of needs. This principle 
severely restricts the substitution eff ects that could arise between elements 
that belong to diff erent groups of needs, but it does not totally eliminate 
them. One could presume that multi-criteria decision techniques that rely 
on weak comparability would still entertain substitution eff ects. If mon-
etary compensations are high enough, they will win the day. Consumers 
will be swayed by a high enough monetary trade-off , even if they hesitate 
to do so. But several ecological economists have denied any role for sub-
stitution eff ects, at least in some circumstances for some categories of 
households. This is what Vatn and Bromley (1995) call ‘choices without 
prices without apologies’.

Substitution eff ects are totally wiped out when lexicographic choices 
or choices of a lexicographic nature are entertained. This is tied to the 
post-Keynesian principle of the subordination of needs, or the irreduc-
ibility principle of Georgescu-Roegen. Lexicographic choices in the fi eld 
of environment have been explicitly put forward by Edwards (1986), 
Stevens et al. (1991), Lockwood (1996), Spash and Hanley (1995), Spash 
(1998), van den Bergh et al. (2000), Gowdy and Mayumi (2001) and Kant 
(2003). The fi rst fi ve of these authors present a graphical representation of 
lexicographic choice, pointing out that it dismisses the neoclassical axiom 
of indiff erence, also called the Archimedes axiom or the axiom of gross 
substitution, which is so essential to price-based neoclassical environmen-
tal policies. These authors do not claim that all agents exhibit behaviour 
based on choices of a lexicographic nature. Rather they argue that a sub-
stantial proportion of the population – sometimes called ethicists or altru-
ists – exhibit such a behaviour on matters tied to environment, and that 
neoclassical representations of these consumers are misleading, and lead 
to inadequate interpretation of surveys on the opinions of people about 
their environment. This applies in particular to the contingent valuation 
surveys.

The diff erence between standard neoclassical consumer analysis and 
the heterodox approach based on the separability and the subordination 
of needs, within the context of environmental issues, can be shown most 
clearly with the help of two diagrams, inspired by Spash (1998). Figure 
7.1 illustrates standard neoclassical analysis, and possibly the principle 
of separability of needs with its associated region of hesitation. Income 
devoted to private goods is on the vertical axis, while the some environ-
mental good (the size of a rain forest or of an old-growth forest, the area 
of wetlands, or ozone levels) is represented on the horizontal axis, as in the 
example provided by Lockwood (1996, p. 88). Consumers are assumed to 
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be choosing between keeping up a certain provision level of environmental 
good on the one hand, and the income amount which they can devote to 
private good consumption on the other hand. The former is called E and 
the latter is Y. Suppose that the starting situation is one where the size of 
the forest is E0, while income level is Y0, which corresponds to point A. The 
plane can thus be divided into four quadrants, divided by the vertical and 
horizontal lines passing through the starting endowment. The north-east 
quadrant, including the two horizontal and vertical lines defi ning it, is an 
area that represents combinations of private consumption and forest size 
which are preferred, compared to bundle A. Symmetrically, the south-west 
quadrant, with its two line frontiers, represents an area of less preferred 
combinations, relative to A. On the other hand, the two remaining zones, 
the north-west and south-east quadrants, are areas of indiff erence. These 
are areas where some trade-off  is assumed to be possible. It is possible to 
have more private consumption in exchange for a smaller forest, or some 
larger forest in exchange for a lesser amount of private consumption. The 
consumer is willing to make the trade-off , at some price, because if the 
terms of the trade-off  are high enough, the trade-off  will keep constant 
the satisfaction (the utility) of the consumer.

In each of the two areas of indiff erence, there will be a multiplicity of 
combinations that will keep constant the utility of the consumer. This 
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locus of points, along with combination A, will defi ne the neoclassical 
indiff erence curve. What the neoclassical axiom of indiff erence says, now 
called the axiom of continuity, is that if there exists a combination B which 
is preferred to the starting bundle A, while there is another combination C 
which is less preferred to C, as shown in Figure 7.1, then there must exist 
a combination D on the segment linking B to C which is indiff erent to the 
initial bundle A. This segment is shown by the dashed line in Figure 7.1. 
Another such dashed line illustrates the axiom of continuity in the other 
area of indiff erence, in the south-east quadrant, with bundles B’, C’ and 
D’. The neoclassical indiff erence curve would then go through the three 
points A, D and D’.

A fi rst criticism of this indiff erence curve construction is that of Gowdy 
and Mayumi (2001, pp. 232–4), as already outlined above. They assert 
that the two areas of indiff erence, when environmental issues are at stake, 
are instead areas of hesitation, which are likely to carry inconsistent and 
hence intransitive choices. These are caused by the high level of fundamen-
tal uncertainty associated with environmental issues. Inconsistency is the 
symptom of the lack of information about the future, and it also refl ects 
the inability and the reluctance of consumers to compare bundles that 
include weakly comparable components.

The second critique of this neoclassical indiff erence curve construction 
is that based on the principle of subordination, and its associated choices 
of a lexicographic nature. This is illustrated with Figure 7.2, inspired by 
Spash (1998, p. 53). Once more, the individual consumer is assumed to 
start from bundle A. Let us suppose that the achieved bundle constitutes 
the thresholds levels that must be minimally obtained for the individual 
to retain the present level of satisfaction. Any combination that provides 
an income inferior to Y0 would bring about a lower level of satisfaction, 
whatever the size of the environment good. Symmetrically, any combina-
tion that would reduce the environmental provisions below E0, whatever 
the amount of private consumption, would also lead to a lower level of 
satisfaction. On the other hand, provided the threshold level of income Y0 
is attained, we presume that the primary determinant of the satisfaction of 
the consumer is the size of environmental goods E. For instance, bundles 
B and B’ in Figure 7.2 would always be preferred to bundle A or A’. Only 
with bundles providing equal environmental goods would the income 
level Y become a (secondary) determinant of the combination choice. For 
instance B would be preferred to B’. The plane is thus divided into two 
zones (plus point A). The north-east quadrant, with its horizontal and 
vertical frontiers, is the area of more preferred combinations relative to 
A. The other three quadrants are all areas of less preferred combinations 
relative to the initial bundle A.
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Such an alternative consumer behaviour does not fulfi l the conditions 
of the axiom of continuity. As was done in Figure 7.1, we may draw in 
Figure 7.2 a dashed segment line connecting bundle B, which is preferred 
to A, and bundle C, which is less preferred than bundle A. However there 
does not exist any point D on this segment which corresponds to a bundle 
providing an amount of satisfaction which is equal to that of combination 
A. No combination of forest size and income level is indiff erent to that of 
combination A. The axiom of continuity, or of indiff erence, does not hold 
any more, because of the lexicographic nature of choices. This implies that 
the Archimedes axiom, according to which everything has a price, does 
not hold anymore either.

IMPLICATIONS FOR THE CONTINGENT 
VALUATION METHOD

As is well known, within the standard neoclassical choice theory frame-
work, the willingness to pay (WTP) and the willingness to accept (WTA) 
(or willingness to sell, WTS) are well-defi ned measures of the Hicksian 
consumer surplus, which should be equal to each other (small income 
eff ects aside). Still, numerous studies have shown that WTA assessments 
largely exceed those of WTP. The discrepancy is easily a factor of 3–10 
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(Knetsch, 1990, p. 228), and even a factor of 3–50 when environment 
issues are considered (Gowdy, 1993, p. 236). Lockwood (1996, p. 91) 
points out that these discrepancies are particularly large when there exist 
few substitutes for the good being valued, which is in line with the distinc-
tion that we have made about the separability of needs.

Various explanations have been off ered for this phenomenon. The fi rst 
obvious one is the non-independence principle, more precisely the heredity 
principle, according to which we hold on more dearly to something which 
we already have than to something which we never had (Knetsch, 1990; 
Gowdy, 1993). The second explanation has to do with lexicographic order-
ing. Consumers might be willing to give up a limited amount of money to 
improve their environment; but they would demand an unlimited amount 
of compensation to accept a reduction of the same environment. In fact, 
they might be unwilling to trade for any reduction in the quality of their 
environment.

This brings to the fore the large number of zero or infi nite bids, as well 
as refusals to bid, that are encountered in contingent valuation studies. 
Zero bids or refusals to bid are often interpreted as signalling no inter-
est in improving or preserving the quality of environment. On the other 
hand, bids that appear absurdly high are waved off , on the basis that they 
cannot fi t the neoclassical theory of the consumer surplus. These anoma-
lous responses, however, are anomalous only within the strict neoclassical 
framework. As was fi rst pointed out by Edwards (1986, p. 149), the will-
ingness to sell will be undefi ned for agents that hold preferences of a lexi-
cographic nature whenever their income exceeds their minimum standard 
of living. In that case: ‘an altruist committed to the welfare of wildlife and 
future generations is expected to protest against contingent markets when 
asked for minimum WTS by either refusing to bid, bidding zero dollars, or 
bidding an extremely high amount’.

Some researchers have investigated these possibilities. Lockwood (1996, 
p. 99) concludes that his pilot study shows ‘that some individuals do have 
complex preference maps which include regions of lexicographic prefer-
ence for the protection of native forests from logging’. Stevens et al. (1991, 
p. 398) claim that most respondents gave answers that were inconsistent 
with either the neoclassical trade-off  approach or the lexicographic theory: 
‘However, 80 percent of the remainder gave responses that were consist-
ent with lexicographic preference orderings.’ Spash and Hanley (1995) 
have investigated the motives behind zero bids. They found that nearly 
none of the zero bids were given for reasons of zero value. Rather, some 
participants to the study said that they could not aff ord to pay anything, 
while most zero-bidders claimed that ecosystem rights ought to be pro-
tected at all costs, and hence should be protected by law. This is consistent 
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with Kahneman and Knetsch (1992, p. 69), who claim that participants to 
contingent evaluation are bound to respond with indignation to questions 
about accepting more pollution over existing pristine landscapes, this 
indignation being expressed by ‘the rejection of the transaction as illegiti-
mate, or by absurdly high bids’.

Once again we can give a graphical illustration of these diffi  culties for 
neoclassical choice theory. As a basis for comparison, let us start with 
the illustration of the standard neoclassical case, with indiff erence curves. 
Let us assume once again that consumers are concerned with the income 
level that they can devote to private consumption as well as the size of old 
growth forest. Figure 7.3 is inspired by the graph provided by Edwards’s 
(1986) pioneer article. Assume the existence of two well-behaved indiff er-
ence curves, with the consumer being initially located at combination A 
on the U0 utility indiff erence curve. Suppose the size of the environmental 
good is projected to be reduced from E0 to Ed. As is well known, willingness 
to accept (WTA) is measured by the distance (Yd – Y0). The consumer will 
be indiff erent to combinations A and D. As a trade-off  for the reduction 
(E0 – Ed ) in the size of the environmental good, the consumer is willing to 
accept a monetary compensation of (Yd – Y0). Alternatively, if consumers 
need to pay to preserve the quality of their environment, the consumer 
may either forsake environmental goods, in which case the person moves 
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horizontally from combination A to combination B (onto the lower 
indiff erence curve U-); or the consumer may be willing to pay (WTP) an 
amount (Y0 – Yc) to retain the quality of environment at E0, in which case 
consumers move down vertically from point A to point C (on the same 
lower indiff erence curve U-). With well-behaved indiff erence curves, WTP 
and WTA would be approximately equal, save for the decreasing marginal 
rate of substitution, as they are drawn in Figure 7.3.

Let us now examine the case of choices of a lexicographic nature. Let 
us take the simplest case, beyond pure lexicographic choice. Assume the 
primary element of choice, until income level Y* is achieved, is the level of 
income. This means that, for any income level below Y*, the combination 
with the highest level of income will be preferred, regardless of the size 
of the environmental good. The secondary element of choice, the size or 
quality of the environmental good E, plays a role only with combinations 
that feature equal levels of income. By contrast, once the threshold level of 
income Y* is achieved (Stevens et al., 1991, p. 398), the primary element of 
choice becomes the size of the environmental good, while private income 
reverts to a secondary element of choice, which plays a role only when 
combinations that feature equal forest sizes are being compared. This is 
tied with the principle of satiation. This algebraic example was proposed 
by Lockwood (1996, p. 89), and it corresponds to the graphical example 
provided by Edwards (1986, p. 148). Figure 7.4 illustrates this case.

In Figure 7.4, which illustrates the above preference framework of a 
lexicographic nature, there is not a single indiff erence curve. No two com-
binations carry equal satisfaction. Each point on this two-dimensional 
plane is ordered. The continuous lines with the arrows represent quasi-
indiff erence lines, sometimes called behavioural curves (Lutz and Lux, 
1979, p. 318). Below the level of income Y*, these quasi-indiff erence lines 
are horizontal, implying that the consumer prefers higher private con-
sumption to lower private consumption, regardless of how much of the 
environmental good is being provided (D is preferred to F). The higher the 
horizontal quasi-indiff erence curve, the happier the consumer is. However, 
for a given level of income, say Yf, the person prefers more to less environ-
mental goods (F is preferred to G). This is what the arrows are meant to 
represent, and this is how these quasi-indiff erence curves are diff erentiated 
from the standard fl at or vertical indiff erence curves that would represent 
addictive behaviour.

When the threshold level of income Y* has been attained, the size of the 
environmental goods becomes the primary ordering criterion. The quasi-
indiff erence curves become vertical. The further to the right the quasi-
indiff erence curve, the better off  the consumer is (bundle C is preferred to 
B). But for a given amount of environmental goods, say E0, the higher the 
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income level the higher the satisfaction of the consumer (bundle A is pre-
ferred to C), which is what the arrows on each vertical quasi-indiff erence 
curve once again are meant to indicate.

What are the implications of such a preference set for contingency 
evaluation studies? Assume the consumer starts with combination A, with 
an income exceeding the minimum threshold. Suppose this consumer is 
being asked about a possible reduction in the size of the environmental 
good from E0 to Ed. The likely willingness to pay (WTP) of this person 
will be (Ya – Y*), that is, the entire discretionary income of the consumer, 
beyond the threshold income level. The consumer would wind up at com-
bination C. Note however that the consumer is not indiff erent between 
combination C and combination B, as was presumed in the neoclassical 
analysis of Figure 7.3. In Figure 7.4, the consumer still prefers combina-
tion C to combination B. The measured WTP thus underestimates the true 
value of environmental goods in the consumer mind. Note in addition that 
whatever the proposed reduction in the size of the environmental good, 
the income that can be given up remains the same, unless the reduction is 
so small that it does not trigger any negative feeling on the part of the con-
sumer. On the other hand, if the consumer were to start with combination 
F, below the threshold level of income, WTP would be zero, or near zero, 
since more income is always preferred to less in this region.
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What about the willingness to accept compensation (WTA)? Starting 
from the above-threshold combination A, the WTA is undefi ned, or it 
is infi nite, since no amount of money will compensate for any loss in 
the quality of environment (Edwards, 1986, p. 148; Spash and Hanley, 
1995, p. 193). Even an infi nite amount of additional income would not 
procure enough compensation for the loss in the size of the environ-
mental good to keep constant the consumer’s level of satisfaction. Any 
reduction in the environmental good causes a reduction in the satisfac-
tion of the consumer, since the environment is the primary criterion of 
choice.

Choices of a lexicographic nature thus demonstrate that contingent 
valuation studies that solicit WTP and WTA estimates can arrive at widely 
diff erent estimates. The use of one method, when the other should be more 
appropriate, is not a matter of indiff erence. In addition, the WTP estimate 
does not correctly refl ect the willingness to trade of the consumer. As 
Lockwood (1996, p. 92) points out:

this sacrifi ce may not be regarded by the respondent as a transaction based on 
a free exchange, but as the payment of a ransom for recovery of a valued item. 
Ransom demands cannot be considered as Hicksian measures of economic 
welfare, because the person can never be indiff erent between the value of the 
ransom paid and the value of the ransomed entity. The magnitude of the 
ransom is independent of the value of the entity, so the same payment may be 
off ered for diff erent quantity changes even though each increment in provision 
is valued.

Given all this, it is not surprising that several people surveyed in contin-
gency valuation studies ‘either refuse to participate in the survey, off er 
a protest response, try to play the game by infl ating their response in 
an attempt to introduce their non-compensatory value into the process, 
or off er a WTP which is not a Hicksian measure of welfare change’ 
(Lockwood, 1996, p. 91).

It would be possible to draw a wide variety of choices of a lexico-
graphic nature. Lockwood (1996, pp. 90–92) presents an algebraic 
example where consumers revert to choices based on indiff erence curves 
when thresholds for income level and environment are achieved. This 
could be represented graphically, with the help of the apparatus devel-
oped in Figures 7.3 and 7.4. We could also assume, reciprocally, that 
compensating choices are made until thresholds are reached, at which 
point, consumers move on to non-compensatory choices. The principle 
of heredity could also easily be introduced, by assuming that consumers 
take as their new environment threshold the most recently experienced 
levels of environment quality.
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CONCLUSION

The work of Georgescu-Roegen very much inspired Post-Keynesian ren-
ditions of consumer theory. Georgescu-Roegen himself was very much 
concerned with environmental issues, and was one of the earlier econom-
ics writers on the topic. Georgescu-Roegen criticized neoclassical choice 
theory and consumer theory because he felt it lacked realism. He did not 
want a theory to be based on axioms that provided ‘a more convenient 
approach or lead to a simpler scheme’; rather he provided an alternative 
choice theory because he believed it off ered ‘a more adequate interpreta-
tion of the structure of our wants’ (Georgescu-Roegen, 1954, p. 519). This 
was certainly the case of his heredity principle, or the non-independence 
principle. Improved realism of consumer theory is also the justifi cation for 
the rejection of the postulate of indiff erence, and its replacement by the 
principle of irreducibility, which we associated with a combination of the 
principles of the separability and the subordination of needs (Georgescu-
Roegen, 1968, p. 263). Indeed, all seven principles of consumer choice sug-
gested here are designed to provide more realism in consumer theory. To 
develop a more realistic foundation for consumer choice also seems to be 
the goal of ecological economics (Gowdy and Mayumi, 2001, p. 234; van 
den Bergh et al., 2000, p. 44) and sustainable forest management (Kant, 
2003, p. 40).

All theories require some degree of abstraction by necessity. Still, there 
is a need for realism, especially in the realm of environmental economics. 
I have shown that the principles of consumer behaviour which have been 
put forward by post-Keynesian economists have already been endorsed 
or put to use by some specialists of ecological economics. These principles 
help to explain some conundrums in empirical work, notably in the con-
tingency valuation studies, and they help to question the relevance or the 
adequacy of these studies. They also off er a way forward to make future 
choices on diffi  cult public issues. Environmental policy must be based on 
proper consumer foundations that will provide an appropriate agenda for 
environmental regulation.
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8.  Price-based versus standards-
based approaches to reducing car 
addiction and other environmentally 
destructive activities
Peter E. Earl and Tim Wakeley

INTRODUCTION

Concerns about the impact of production and consumption on the envi-
ronment have led to two diff erent kinds of mitigating policies in recent 
years. One approach focuses on using taxes and markets for tradable 
pollution permits or credit off sets to bring relative prices more into line 
with social opportunity costs. The other is more redolent of the kinds of 
quantity rationing approach to resource allocation used in wartime plan-
ning. It involves imposing standards for maximum acceptable emissions 
(for example, grams of carbon dioxide – CO2 – per kilometre travelled by 
a motor vehicle, or a sales-weighted average standard across a car manu-
facturer’s entire product range) or for rates of resource usage (for example, 
litres of water per head per day in a household). This latter ‘standards-
based approach’ goes against the grain of mainstream economic thinking: 
it seems to involve the arbitrary application of rules by bureaucrats and it 
limits opportunities for those who wish to pollute more to do deals with 
those who are willing to pollute less. However, from the standpoint of het-
erodox approaches to economics, it may be argued that standards-based 
policies are much more likely than price-based policies to be eff ective 
means towards meeting environmental challenges. This chapter attempts 
to mount precisely such an argument by using inputs mostly from Post 
Keynesian macroeconomics and economic psychology.

The rest of the chapter is structured as follows. In the next section, we 
critically examine the textbook justifi cation for the prima facie appeal of 
market-based approaches and we also examine problems with market-
based approaches from the macroeconomic standpoint, drawing parallels 
between conditions in carbon trading markets and the kinds of concerns 
that Post Keynesian monetary economists have about the workings of 
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fi nancial systems and foreign exchange markets. Next, we examine how 
structural adjustments to changing relative prices are inhibited by the pres-
ence of long-lived assets. The two subsequent sections show, respectively, 
how inputs from psychology can be used to understand how people avoid 
facing up to the environmental consequences of their choices, and how 
their addictions to environmentally harmful forms of consumption might 
be quelled. The penultimate section raises some issues concerning the 
interaction between compulsory standards and the economics of product 
development, while the fi nal section off ers some concluding refl ections. 
Throughout the chapter we use the problem of reducing motor vehicle 
emissions as a focus for our analysis.

PARALLELS WITH MACROECONOMIC 
COORDINATION PROBLEMS

A key theme in Keynes’s contribution to macroeconomics is the idea that 
adjustments to shocks in the economic environment could be deviation-
amplifying. This view contrasts sharply with the mainstream economist’s 
presumption that the eff ects of disturbances tend to dissipate, rather as 
happens when one hurls a brick into a pond: ripples spread out the eff ects 
of the shock and calm returns. Whereas in the mainstream view the policy 
focus is on making it easier for the price mechanism to generate an appro-
priate set of prices, Keynes (1936, Chapter 19) contended that freeing up 
relative prices was not guaranteed to solve macroeconomic coordination 
problems and might even exacerbate them. Because of this, more active 
government intervention could often be needed. These contrasting views 
about the economic environment seem also to have lessons for us about 
the economics of the environment.

Mainstream environmental economics essentially presumes that if we 
have environmental problems, these are due to market failures that result 
in decision-makers not facing appropriate sets of relative prices. If relative 
prices were adjusted to ensure that they properly refl ected environmental 
costs, then optimal resource use would occur. Such a perspective is evident 
in the case of policies for limiting the emission of CO2. Increasing volumes 
of CO2 are ending up in the atmosphere and giving rise to an enhanced 
greenhouse eff ect because consumption of fossil fuels historically has 
not included any price for disposal of their gaseous by-products. If an 
appropriate limit is set for the volume of CO2 emissions and energy users 
have either to purchase permits to emit CO2 or demonstrate that they are 
taking steps, such as planting an appropriate number of trees, to sequester 
the CO2 that they emit, then emissions will be bought under control. The 
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rising cost of using energy will provide incentives to economize on energy 
consumption and the possibility of selling carbon credits will encourage 
resource owners to invest in schemes for carbon sequestration.

This kind of thinking appears to be fi ne in principle, and simple textbook 
models seemingly demonstrate its utility, but typically these models gloss 
over a number of problems which need to be addressed in their real-world 
application. The appeal of the carbon trading approach rests upon its use of 
market mechanisms and their theoretically demonstrated ability to produce 
Pareto-effi  cient outcomes. If we note that ‘a market is a specifi c institutional 
arrangement consisting of rules and conventions that make possible a 
large number of voluntary transfers of property rights on a regular basis’ 
(Ménard, 1995, p. 170) and that markets are themselves ‘goods’ in the sense 
that they have to be ‘created by economic activity’ (Loasby 1999, p. 118), 
we can see that a problem with the textbook view is that the results presup-
pose that fundamental decisions have already been taken by some authority 
prior to the market coming into operation.1 This means that the outcome 
from the apparently apolitical working of market forces is in fact depend-
ent upon a set of rules which have to be decided upon in advance of the 
market doing its work. Typically this rule-creating process is unavoidably 
political in nature since it involves making value-based decisions including 
the need to decide who the relevant stakeholders are, and as a result it may 
ignore aff ected parties if they do not have adequate representation for some 
reason or another – for example, non-human species (Costanza, 2004).

Having identifi ed the relevant stakeholders (usually human society and 
fi rms) a set of property rights over the right to pollute is created by issuing 
permits to pollute up to a specifi ed level of emissions (for example, tonnes 
of CO2). Quite apart from the practical scientifi c problems of identifying 
a sustainable quantity of pollution, another problem is encountered here 
because some mechanism for distributing the newly created property 
rights among stakeholders must be established. How this is achieved 
matters because, as is well known, effi  ciency and fairness are not neces-
sarily commensurate; it is perfectly possible to arrive at a Pareto-effi  cient 
allocation of resources which is perceived to be unfair by some coalitions, 
since the outcome of a market trading exercise depends strongly on the 
distribution of initial endowments of tradable goods (in this case, permits 
to pollute) between the respective parties. The issue of how to distribute 
permits in a fair and equitable manner has no easy solution and necessarily 
takes market-makers (Casson, 1997) into the diffi  cult terrain of ethics and 
social choice theory as they grope for criteria by which to judge distribu-
tive justice (see Rawls, 1971; Nozick, 1974). It also renders the process 
open to political lobbying and the infl uence of powerful players as they try 
to protect their vested interests.
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The success of the market solution also requires that everyone must 
participate and that an eff ective monitoring system must be established 
to ensure that there is no evasion of obligations to match emissions with 
permits or sequestration investments. Players might not like the chang-
ing pattern of relative prices but they would have to adapt to them or 
fall foul of the law.2 Yet more problems become apparent when we start 
considering how the allowable overall level of CO2 emissions is decided 
upon. Anything other than a policy of zero net global emissions per period 
is potentially problematic in ways that have striking parallels with the 
problems of coordinating saving, investment and borrowing recognized 
by Post Keynesian macroeconomists, and which similarly may be poorly 
handled by decentralized market processes.

From a free-market standpoint, it would not be essential to require 
zero net emissions in each time period, as the market for carbon permits 
and credits would permit optimal intertemporal allocations. The global 
economy could run a carbon defi cit today in return for running a carbon 
surplus in the future. Polluters who did not buy current carbon permits 
would have to purchase claims on future carbon credits being issued by 
those who were planning to invest in carbon sequestration in future. The 
market for carbon permits would appear to work just like the foreign 
exchange market, with current permit prices being shaped by expected 
future permit prices and the rate of interest. Here, however, Post Keynesian 
concerns with the operation of speculative markets need to be raised.

One obvious concern is whether promises to invest in sequestration will 
be honoured. Firms engaging in net emissions today and off setting this by 
purchasing carbon credits to be delivered at some point in the future may 
fi nd that their money vanishes into the pockets of opportunistic agents 
who had no intention to plant forests. There will be incentives for carbon 
emitters to buy diversifi ed portfolios of carbon credits to reduce the risks 
of being hit by such defaults.

Secondly, there is the risk that speculative trading of carbon credits will 
cause their prices to depart from levels that refl ect underlying supply and 
demand fundamentals. Speculators who were not carbon emitters might 
purchase futures in carbon credits because they believed that they could 
sell them later for a profi t. Such activities would aff ect signals to invest in 
sequestration projects. For the carbon market to work effi  ciently, players 
must have accurate knowledge of the underlying science of climate change 
and of the economics of carbon sequestration, in just the same way that, 
for the growth of foreign debt not to become a problem, currency traders 
need to have knowledge of the underlying fundamentals and processes 
of structural change taking place in economies that are running current 
account defi cits. If a carbon debt is run up by current generations, it may 
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have complex path-dependent environmental impacts with complex impli-
cations for how much of a carbon surplus needs to be generated in future 
periods. Similar problems could arise from using intertemporal permits 
trading to ensure sustainable fi shing of particular species due to the 
complex biodynamics of fi sh populations. If defi cits today cannot simply 
be repaid by investments in matching volumes of credits in the future, then 
state intervention would be needed, rather in the manner of central banks 
and monetary policy. In other words, if the authorities judge that pollu-
tion defi cits being incurred today would need to be off set by more than 
100 per cent in the future, then they would need to engage in open-market 
operations to bid up the price of future permits, thereby encouraging 
investment in sequestration and deterring today’s decision-makers from 
polluting right now.

For the foreseeable future, we have neither within-period nor intertem-
poral zero emissions policies. Nor are there enforceable global limits to 
net annual emissions rates, with polluters able to bid for slices of a corre-
sponding supply of emission permits on global permits markets. Instead, 
the policy regime is one of having tightening targets for overall levels of 
pollution (in some countries) combined with a mix of micro-level regula-
tion of pollution levels for particular products such as cars, some taxes on 
carbon emissions and some trade in carbon credits through which liabili-
ties for carbon taxes may be reduced. True, there are incentives for market 
players to study climate science and assess whether the overall levels of 
pollution being allowed today are too lax, for if they are, it would be likely 
that much tighter controls would be applied in future with corresponding 
impacts on asset values. The trouble is, the horizons involved may be much 
longer than investors are used to addressing, the uncertainties may be too 
great to assess and turning the clock back may be simply impossible: this is 
an exemplar case of what Post Keynesians such as Davidson (1994) would 
call ‘fundamental uncertainty’ and ‘non-ergodicity’. Worse still, if con-
sumers are willing and able to pay additional costs associated with carbon 
taxes there is nothing to hold overall emissions in check if this willingness 
to pay is underestimated by governments (or governments focus on short-
term electoral considerations) and tax rates are set too low.

Spash (2002) explores in some detail the implications of fundamental or 
‘strong uncertainty’ for environmental economics. Mainstream approaches 
to uncertainty typically focus on ‘weak uncertainty’ by characterizing pos-
sible future states of the world as a set of known probabilities. In doing 
so, they provide spurious precision to environmental calculations. Spash 
(2002, p. 122) argues that we inevitably have a lack of knowledge about 
the future behaviour of irreducibly complex systems like the climate: 
partial ignorance arises because we have to close our models artifi cially in 
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order to understand them, while indeterminacy is generated by the unpre-
dictable behaviour of other actors in the system. Environmental economic 
issues are thus fi rmly in the realm of strong uncertainty, with the normal 
objective science based on logical positivism revealed to be too narrow a 
platform from which to formulate policy prescriptions. This is the kind of 
situation that Shackle labels as ‘un-knowledge’. As he observed: ‘When 
there is knowledge we can, and must, apply reason and calculation. When 
there is un-knowledge, we have freedom for imagination and conjecture’ 
(Shackle, 1972, p. 18). The implication here is that: ‘Scientifi c progress 
requires a willingness to accept some ideas which cannot be established 
conclusively because they lie beyond evidence or logic’ (Spash, 2002, p. 
147). With this in mind, we now turn to a consideration of factors limiting 
the eff ectiveness of relative price changes as means of inducing changes in 
patterns of consumption.

PROBLEMS CAUSED BY DURABLE ASSETS AND 
LIFESTYLE COMMITMENTS

Within mainstream economics, change is something that is seen as hap-
pening readily, so long as relative prices give appropriate signals. This 
perspective appears to work if one thinks about how we substitute when 
buying fruit and vegetables. If there is a natural disaster that wipes out the 
supply of bananas, then prices rise sharply and we switch to alternative 
fruits. However, things are far less straightforward if consumption systems 
involve durable assets, the implications of whose widespread presence has 
long been a key theme in Post Keynesian thinking.

Now clearly, even in some cases where consumer durables are involved, 
we sometimes do see very rapid rejection of an outmoded way of doing 
things because there has been a change in relative prices. A recent example 
is the abandonment of fi lm-based photography in favour of digital pho-
tography, but this involved much more than a simple change in average 
total cost per printed photograph: the digital revolution changed how 
images were stored and shared, along with radically changing consum-
ers’ photographic habits, in ways that depended fortuitously on home 
computing and the emergence of the Internet; technologies that did not 
exist when the fi rst digital image processing chips were invented (see Earl 
and Wakeley, 2007). Though the information technology revolution is not 
without implications for the effi  ciency of public transport or the need to 
travel to work, it is unwise to rely on things working out in a parallel way 
in the case of changes in the relative costs of using durable assets with dif-
ferent environmental consequences.
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Consider as an example the likely responses to a steep rise in the price of 
petrol. This may indeed encourage some people to work more from home, 
though diff erences between face-to-face and virtual interactions and prob-
lems in monitoring workers remotely will limit the extent of this. It is likely 
also to aff ect adversely the sales of vehicles that have poor fuel consumption 
(other things being equal). However, in most cases it will not rapidly force 
the existing stock of such vehicles off  the roads. Rather, what will happen 
is that their second-hand values will fall sharply until their expected overall 
ownership costs (fuel, maintenance and depreciation) are seen as similar 
in non-pecuniary terms. The fuel-ineffi  cient vehicles may then continue to 
be used for a decade or more despite the price increase of fuel having cost 
their initial owners dearly in terms of unexpected depreciation.

For a hike in petrol prices to cause the immediate scrapping of gas-
guzzling vehicles on a large scale, either of two things needs to happen:

the price increase for fuel must be so great that the running costs  ●

of such vehicles exceed the running and capital costs of their less 
thirsty counterparts (in other words, even if a gas-guzzling car is a 
free good, it is not worth running one); or
the price increase for fuel must be indicative of an environmental  ●

problem that is seen as so serious that it becomes socially or morally 
unacceptable to run such vehicles, something that cannot be off set 
by their cheapness (even if they are being given away) or appeal in 
other terms, such as power and refi nement.

The second point may sound as though it involves a breach in the axiom of 
gross substitution due to consumers employing a hierarchy of characteris-
tic targets in the manner often suggested in Post Keynesian microeconom-
ics (for example, Earl, 1986a; Lavoie, 1992, 2004). This would certainly be 
in line with the pioneering thinking of Bird (1982, p. 592), who signposted 
the potential signifi cance of hierarchical satisfi cing models of choice for 
a Post Keynesian environmental economics a quarter of a century ago. 
However, depending on what is available to tempt the consumer in terms 
of price and non-price performance in non-environmental dimensions, 
it may also be possible to understand an overwhelming environmental 
concern in terms of a traditional trade-off -based choice model, such as 
that proposed by Lancaster (1966). (It is worth noting here that Etzioni’s, 
1988 attempt to highlight the signifi cance of moral aspects of decision-
making is essentially cast in terms of the standard perspective, rather than 
seeing the moral philosophies that people use to organize their lives as 
entailing personal standards that imply particular ‘no-go’ areas in terms 
of choices they will regard as possible.)
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Though set out in respect of motor vehicles, precisely the same argu-
ment can be made in terms of aircraft, environmentally ineffi  cient domes-
tic appliances and industrial equipment, or energy-ineffi  cient real estate 
into which resources have already been sunk (see Salter, 1960). It should 
also be noted that the capital losses that rising operating costs impose on 
owners of such assets also reduce the latter’s ability to fi nance switching to 
more environmentally friendly technologies.

The presence of lifestyles based on complementarities between products 
and activities further enhances the signifi cance of durable physical assets 
as barriers to phasing out environmentally costly forms of consumption. 
Consider, for example, the situation of consumers who have chosen to 
build their lives around living on large plots of land, a long drive from 
where they work, so that their children can enjoy horses, fresh air, and so 
on. If fuel costs rise sharply there is an incentive to give up this lifestyle 
and move closer to the city centre. There is also an incentive to redevelop 
properties closer to the city centre into higher-density forms. However, the 
change in incentives is unlikely to result in acreage properties being aban-
doned and the land turned back to farming. Rather, we should expect to 
see an adjustment in relative real estate prices between acreage and urban 
properties. Those on acreages will tend to suff er capital losses if they try 
to sell up, which will limit their ability to switch to an urban lifestyle. 
Normally one might expect that the fl oor to the fall in prices of such prop-
erties would be provided by their value for farming purposes, but it is pos-
sible for prices of some rural properties to fall below this if a family trying 
to sell up from within an area of acreage properties would be off ering, in 
eff ect, an enclave of little use to a farmer.

It is not just changes in relative capital values of complementary assets 
that will take much of the leverage out of increases in prices of environ-
mentally related products such as energy. We should also recognize the 
cognitive costs that consumers will have to incur if they abandon their 
hopes and dreams and set about constructing new lifestyles for themselves. 
A lifestyle is not just a bundle of assets and activities; it also consists of sets 
of assumptions, theories and ‘do’ and ‘don’t’ heuristics for how to live, in 
much the same way that an approach to science is more than a laboratory, 
testing equipment and database (Earl, 1986a, 1986b). Making a radical 
switch of lifestyle, like making a radical switch in a scientifi c research pro-
gramme or paradigm, can be a major source of anxiety: new ways of think-
ing need to be worked out and tested, and in the interim there may be great 
voids of unfamiliarity with which to contend. If the implications of change 
are drastic in these cognitive terms, then change is something to be avoided 
even if it is fi nancially expensive to do so. Many people would fi nd it devas-
tating if they were suddenly told they were, say, medically no longer fi t to 
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drive, for this news would destroy many of their expectations about every-
day life if they have built their lives around the freedom and fl exibility that 
comes from being able to get around by car. They would suff er feelings of 
loss similar to, though probably not on quite the same scale, as they would 
suff er if they lost a loved one unexpectedly. From this perspective it is not 
surprising that environmentalists urging that we change our lifestyle and 
reduce our dependence on fossil fuels go unheeded.

CONFLICTING GOALS AND THE REDUCTION OF 
COGNITIVE DISSONANCE

If consumers are becoming increasingly affl  uent, they may be perfectly 
willing to pay more to consume more polluting products even if, ideally, 
they would prefer to be restrained in the costs they impose on the environ-
ment. Although, in principle, they might use their greater hourly earning 
power to permit them to engage in job-sharing or work part-time, in prac-
tice most consumers increase their consumption instead. We can under-
stand this quite readily in terms of Maslow’s (1954) contention that people 
have a hierarchy of needs, a view applied most extensively in economics 
by Lutz and Lux (1979, 1988) and Lux and Lutz (1986). Maslow argues 
that people tend to give a higher ranking to being able to achieve social 
esteem than they do to self-actualization, so if their budgets do not permit 
meeting both goals, then being true to their ideals is the one that will tend 
to give way. From a Maslowian perspective, it is wrong-headed to focus 
on making it more expensive to purchase consumer products that involve 
more pollution: the trick is to make it socially meritorious to be seen to be 
consuming products that are more environmentally friendly. If so, then 
consumers can simultaneously enjoy social standing and be true to their 
ideals. This, clearly, is a surprising twist on the concept of conspicuous 
consumption where, for once, its pursuit is not wasteful as Veblen (1899) 
originally contended. Indeed it may give rise to a new ‘class’ of consumer, 
the environmental class, whom others may aspire to emulate. To the 
extent that economic behaviour is socially embedded (Granovetter, 1985, 
2005) this emulation may proceed at an increasing pace as more people 
join the social network.

The sales success of Toyota’s growing range of hybrid petrol–electric 
vehicles may be readily understood from this standpoint. A Toyota Prius 
in real-world traffi  c conditions is not particularly more economical than 
turbo diesel versions of similarly priced rival products such as a VW Golf 
or Vauxhall/Opel Astra, but it makes a much more conspicuous statement 
of environmentally friendly intent than does a decision to opt for a diesel 
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version of one of its rivals. This is because the Prius has a distinctive body 
design that is not shared with a ‘regular’ model. However, despite this 
well-aimed piece of marketing, it is clear that many consumers remain 
willing to spend even more and consume much less environmentally 
friendly vehicles as they do so, despite growing environmental conscious-
ness. (So far, more upmarket Toyota hybrids, sold under the Lexus brand, 
have shared their bodies with standard petrol versions.) A theoretical 
analysis of how they do this without feeling emotionally torn adds further 
to the case for regulating environmental standards rather than just making 
it more expensive to be environmentally profl igate.

Within mainstream economics, the question of how people resolve con-
fl icts between their ideal behaviour and what they actually do is essentially 
a matter of how they make trade-off s within their budget constraints. 
From this standpoint, they can resolve these confl icts either by having 
more money, so that they can get better environmental performances 
without sacrifi cing anything else (which opens the door to the argument 
that economic growth is good for the environment), or by changing their 
weightings between diff erent product characteristics. In reality, however, 
consumers may not be facing up to the fact that they could be making a 
better contribution to maintaining the quality of the environment. If there 
is a clash between their actions and their ideal behaviour, cognitive disso-
nance theory (Festinger, 1957; Earl and Wicklund, 1999) predicts that they 
will adjust their cognitions so as to remove it from their minds.

In some cases we may expect this to involve the consumer in a fallacy 
of composition between micro and macro issues. Clearly, some aspects of 
rising living standards may involve consuming bigger outputs of product 
characteristics and yet consuming fewer physical resources, because 
the products are increasingly made from knowledge, not from physical 
resources. Living standards rise in part because products can be made more 
cheaply via technological progress that results in fewer parts and mini-
aturization. At the level of the individual we may therefore appear in some 
parts of our lives to be reducing our consumption of physical resources 
even though we are getting a bigger fl ow of services for our money. The 
trouble is, more and more people are enjoying affl  uent lifestyles, so savings 
per product may be off set by a rise in the volume of products being made. 
It may also be the case that falling costs have more to do with environ-
mental costs being incurred out of sight and hence out of mind, as with 
spectacularly cheap modern products pouring out of China.

In other cases, the affl  uent consumer faces a problem of justifying 
what at fi rst sight appears to be more profl igate behaviour. For example, 
suppose a consumer receives a major promotion and celebrates by buying 
a new car that serves very nicely as a symbol of their success but does 
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nothing to reduce their overall greenhouse gas emissions, even though 
they profess to be interested in doing the right thing for the environment. 
Cognitive dissonance theory leads us to expect that the consumer will 
rationalize the choice as good for the environment – for example: ‘Though 
it is a larger and more powerful car than what I used to drive, the BMW’s 
engine has all the latest technology and its emissions are no worse’, or: 
‘Actually I did think of buying the V8-powered model, since I can now 
aff ord it, but the six-cylinder one had quite enough power and is much 
more environmentally friendly’; rather than: ‘You wouldn’t know to look 
at it, but the diesel version I bought cost quite a bit more than a petrol one, 
but its overall emissions are way less.’ Alternatively, they may conjure up 
reasons why the choice is going to have less of an environmental impact 
than might at fi rst sight appear – for example: ‘It’s nice to have the BMW, 
though I doubt I’ll be driving so much now, as I also splashed out on this 
brilliant bike and am going to get into shape by cycling to work some 
days.’

Scope for telling oneself that there is no real downside to a decision may 
even be exploited to justify choices in which rising affl  uence is associated 
with more environmentally profl igate consumption – for example: ‘Well, 
yes, I know that the LandCruiser’s fuel consumption is far worse than 
what I used to drive, but this will be more than off set by us taking holidays 
exploring the Outback, rather than fl ying off  to Europe as we used to do; 
a round-the-world fl ight uses as much fuel per passenger as the average 
motorist here uses in an entire year, you know.’

Whether or not the actions fl agged as off sets to environmentally costly 
actions actually materialize may depend considerably on the extent of 
social inquisition that people face. Our thinking here is related to the ‘eco-
nomics of self-control’ in which people are sometimes observed to off er 
hostages to ensure that they will have an incentive to carry out an action 
in the face of self-perceived weakness of will. One such hostage is the 
making of a public commitment, as when an academic submits an abstract 
of a conference paper as a means of ensuring their motivation to write the 
paper (see Elster, 1979). If the idea of the paper is kept private, failure to 
write it is not a source of embarrassment, unlike the case with a formally 
proposed conference paper.

If justifi cations of environmentally questionable choices are not off ered 
publicly, then the extent of follow-up action may be rather limited and, if 
consumers recall their private justifi cations and notice they have not acted 
upon them, we should expect from cognitive dissonance theory that their 
minds will fi nd another way of framing their actions to remove the incon-
sistency. This way of wriggling out of their original justifi cation will be 
harder to use if the original argument was publicly voiced, and those with 
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whom they interact keep reminding them of it as part of a process of social 
competition in which a person’s credibility depends on whether history 
shows they mean what they say and stick to it. From the standpoint of the 
economics of self-control literature, a novel approach to environmental 
policy would be for consumers to be encouraged to log public pledges on 
a website about how they plan to become environmentally better citizens 
over a particular time horizon. The time horizon, it must be noted, would 
have to be well specifi ed to preclude wriggling by those who failed to live 
up to their pledges. The pledge idea could be taken beyond a declaration of 
intent, for example, to making a fi nancial commitment to donate a partic-
ular sum to an environmentally worthy cause in the event that they cannot 
prove they have done what they promised. This might be a rather eff ective 
way to foster environmental good citizenship as a means of conspicuous 
consumption (and possibly an environmentally more eff ective means of 
conspicuous consumption than, say, buying a Toyota Prius).

DEALING WITH THE ADDICTED CONSUMER

In the absence of policies that promote environmental self-control, the 
likelihood of people in eff ect turning a blind eye to the environmental 
consequences of their actions is increased by several factors that go against 
mainstream economic thinking. First, there is Ainslie’s (1993) fi nding that 
tendencies towards addictive behaviour tend to go hand in hand with ten-
dencies to discount the future hyperbolically rather than exponentially in 
that context. Making addictive products very expensive has a long history 
of being a very unsuccessful policy for curtailing addiction in the face of 
such tendencies. To escape from dysfunctional patterns of behaviour, 
addicts need to learn how to ascribe a higher relative weight to future 
situations.

If we see the modern consumer’s attachment to energy-ineffi  cient motor 
vehicles (along with energy-thirsty housing and international air travel 
and environmentally destructive holidays, and so on) as a kind of addic-
tion, there may be lessons for environmental economists from the thinking 
that rehabilitation psychologists such as Ainslie employ to treat drug and 
alcohol addictions. The strategy used essentially involves trying to increase 
the focus of the addicts on foregoing the addictive behaviour right now 
since each act of abstinence serves as a precedent for them not indulging in 
the addictive consumption in the future: if they can abstain now they can 
more readily predict that they will abstain in the future, with the predic-
tion tending to be self-confi rming. One way to increase the chances of this 
strategy working is to short-circuit the hyperbolic discounter’s tendency to 
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try to single out particular occasions from events in general as occasions in 
which it is acceptable to have a lapse: if they are allowed occasional lapses, 
then they will look for, and fi nd, occasions that can be classed as diff erent 
and legitimate. A myriad of ‘exceptions’ will destroy their ability to think 
of themselves as being unlikely to succumb to the addictive behaviour in 
future.

Treatment of motoring addiction clearly runs into the problem that the 
diversity of occasions in which people use their cars opens up much scope 
for pointing out exceptions in which their car’s use seems justifi able. For 
example, an academic might wish to use his car less and yet hold back from 
doing so via a series of arguments such as: ‘I’m lecturing in the evening on 
Tuesdays and Wednesdays and the late buses are infrequent and unreli-
able/it isn’t safe enough to cycle in the dark, whilst on Thursdays I have 
to pick up my son from his mother’s place on the way home and take him 
to soccer training, and on Friday I do the shopping at the supermarket on 
the way home, so Monday is the only day when I can do as I’d like but that 
means I’m not really getting enough times on the bike to be fi t enough for 
the journey not to be exhausting.’ We can readily expect that if getting the 
bus on Mondays involves being awake and up earlier on that day alone, 
it is rather unlikely to happen in such a case. The probability of consum-
ers getting into more environmentally appropriate habits might, however, 
be increased if they could be persuaded to rethink existing habits: doing 
the weekly shopping on Thursdays whilst the boy is doing soccer training 
diff uses the objection to leaving the car at home on Fridays, while taking 
an evening meal at work after late classes on Tuesday and Wednesday 
may reduce the urgency of getting home on these evenings and limit the 
extent to which existing bus schedules are a problem. Unfortunately, as 
with policies to stop drug and alcohol addiction, individual therapy is very 
expensive. It may be that obstructive policies, such as those which restrict 
parking or road access on particular days of the week, depending on reg-
istration plate numbers, are more realistic ways of getting people to shake 
their addiction to travelling by car.

It may be easier to shake addiction to gas-guzzling vehicles than to get 
consumers to forego the automobile altogether. Tilting the balance from 
thirsty cars today versus draconian restrictions on motoring in the future, 
to more economical vehicles both now and in the future may in large part 
simply be a matter of demonstrating to consumers that life with economi-
cal vehicles is not as terrible as it seems in prospect. The suggestions we 
off er here are somewhat inspired by the work of Katzev and Johnson 
(1983) in which ‘foot in the door’ psychology was used successfully as a 
non-price strategy for reducing electricity consumption. The idea behind 
their research project was to begin with a very simple request and then use 
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its outcome as a basis for making bigger demands. Subjects were initially 
just asked to keep diaries of their energy consumption. From doing this 
they discovered the energy costs of various aspects of their lifestyles. They 
were then asked to see whether they could cut back their consumption by 
a percentage, given they now knew more about their energy use patterns. 
The response was typically willing and successful in meeting targets, and 
the targets were then successively ramped up as subjects discovered what 
they could do without and found it easy to handle in practice. The lesson 
is that major environmental costs might be avoidable if policies begin with 
the assumption that consumers suff er from bounded rationality that to 
some extent can be reduced via regulations that promote self-education 
(see Earl, 2007). Furthermore, rather than having immutable preferences, 
consumers choose via aspiration levels that are moveable: if they can get 
used to running central heating and hot water systems at lower tempera-
tures, then they are likely also to be able to get used to smaller cars.

In the case of motoring, the problem is how to make this demonstration 
and get consumers to come around to thinking of themselves as poten-
tial owners of economical vehicles, modern examples of which probably 
have much more space, refi nement and performance than they imagine. 
One way of doing this is to try to ensure that people who rent vehicles try 
out more economical ones than they normally drive, rather than treating 
themselves to something more profl igate. Having experienced state-of-the-
art small cars, consumers would then be more likely to downsize on their 
next purchase of a new car. The obvious non-price strategy is to impose 
emissions standards for rental company fl eets that are tighter than those 
applied to the weighted averages of vehicles sold by individual manufac-
turers. This may, however, even be a case in which punitive taxes on gas-
guzzling cars might also be quite eff ective. Emissions-based taxes would 
force rental car companies to engage in price discrimination by off ering 
similarly fuel-frugal vehicles that diff ered in levels of quality. The literature 
on framing eff ects (see Kahneman et al., 1981) leads to the prediction that 
consumers would be much more likely to look at substitution possibilities 
with care in the case of a vacation rental vehicle in which the cost per week 
is clearly spelt out for diff erent types of cars, compared with what happens 
when they actually buy their cars and the weekly cost is much more fuzzy. 
(This is so not merely because of the increasing tendency to fi nance vehi-
cles on overdraft mortgages with no particular repayment schedules, but 
also because, unlike the case with clear alternative total quotation fi gures 
from a rental car fi rm, there is easy scope for cognitive dissonance reduc-
tion to twist calculations, as with, ‘I’d probably end up keeping a larger 
car longer, as the bigger engine wouldn’t wear out so quickly, which will 
reduce average cost per week over the time I own it.’)
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If the probability of a consumer experiencing more frugal vehicles 
through renting was not high enough to produce the desired impact, an 
additional strategy could involve requiring purchasers of new (or newer) 
vehicles to test at least one vehicle with emissions of no more than a par-
ticular level. If a legal requirement were not seen as politically feasible, 
an obvious alternative would be to provide a fi nancial incentive to try 
such vehicles. Again, framing eff ects might be expected to result in this 
policy having a bigger impact than one that had a similar fi scal cost but 
was achieved by reducing taxes on the favoured class of vehicles. Part of 
a framing and aspiration-shaping strategy in this context might be the use 
of star-rating systems for fuel economy, in much the same way as washing 
machines and dishwashers are often required to be displayed with promi-
nent stickers rating them in terms of energy and water use effi  ciency: label-
ling a vehicle as, say, worth only two stars on a fi ve-star scale may seem to 
carry quite diff erent connotations from having a windscreen sticker that 
states its fuel consumption and rate of carbon emission.

STANDARDS AND THE ECONOMICS OF PRODUCT 
DEVELOPMENT

To the extent that consumers continue to take a short-term view of their 
situations and ascribe higher weighting (or priority) to product features 
pertaining to status and non-environmental safety, regulating product 
standards is a vital part of environmental policy. Politicians deal with a 
‘lack of telescopic faculty’ in the context of saving up for retirement by 
introducing compulsory superannuation schemes, for otherwise there may 
be serious budgetary problems with state pensions in an ageing popula-
tion. In the case of motoring, they are increasingly dealing with poor 
product safety or the fallibility of users by a plethora of regulations, such 
as compulsory fi tment of airbags, anti-lock braking systems (and, possibly 
soon, electronic stability controls) in cars, and requirements regarding 
pedestrian impact safety. (Some of these regulations, it needs to be added, 
have negative environmental consequences: fuel economy of vehicles 
would have improved far more in the last decade or so if changes to vehicle 
safety requirements had not led to increasing weight.) They do not leave 
it to the market and presume far-sighted, well-informed consumers with 
good self-control will necessarily buy products from manufacturers who 
chose to incorporate such features voluntarily.

When faced with legislated standards, manufacturers inevitably com-
plain, for these add to their costs and limit their freedom to compete as 
they wish. But the practicalities of dealing with such impositions are not 
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particularly diff erent from dealing with situations in which customers 
impose standards by using similar checklists of requirements when they 
shop, as per the Post Keynesian view of consumer choice, rather than 
being prepared to consider the merits of any combination of product 
attributes. We have elsewhere set out the economics needed to solve the 
resource allocation problem presented by product development decisions 
(Earl and Wakeley, 2006, 2007), so here we will merely raise some addi-
tional points of relevance in this context.

Firstly, by concentrating an entire industry on making improvements in 
particular product characteristics, a standards-based policy may acceler-
ate the pace of technological change through learning curve eff ects within 
fi rms and external economies of scale between them as the pool of capabil-
ities and demand for particular kinds of inputs grows. If the standards are 
challenging, the competitive pressure to crack them fi rst and/or in the most 
economical manner is conducive to experimentation and Schumpeterian 
competition (Schumpeter, 1934).

Secondly, giving a clear timetable of increasingly tight environmental 
standards enables fi rms to make better-informed choices about which 
product development path to follow. Given that the performance levels 
off ered by diff erent generations of technology may overlap over some of 
their ranges, but all are prone to suff er from diminishing returns, it can 
sometimes be rational to stick to a current technology genre, at a higher 
cost per performance increment than seems likely from the next- generation 
technology, in order to jump to a third-generation technology capable 
of meeting standards that the second generation will be hard pressed to 
meet. (A car maker, for example, might fi nd it better to improve economy 
in the immediate future by introducing automatic engine cut-out/fi re-up 
technology and pull-away assistance from an enlarged starter motor, as 
some European manufacturers are doing, rather than going the whole 
hog of copying Toyota’s hybrid system, but then jump straight to fuel-
cell power.) If they make the coordination of complementary investments 
easier to achieve, standards-based policies may also help investment plan-
ning, in ways that price-based policies cannot: it may be relatively easy to 
design cars to use alternative sources of energy, but far harder to ensure 
there is an infrastructure to feed that energy source to them.

Finally, we note that imposing environmentally based standards can 
have pay-off s in helping to raise other standards, so the sequencing of 
standards is an important issue in public policy, just as it is in allocat-
ing research and development budgets when a fi rm is trying to match its 
off erings to changing customer templates. An example here is the con-
nection between vehicle safety and vehicle emissions. Tighter emissions 
standards encourage car makers to experiment with lighter materials and 
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to be cleverer in combining safe construction with lighter designs. Such 
standards may also cut the number of obese sport utility vehicles (SUVs) 
and thereby make motorists more willing to downsize to smaller, more 
economical vehicles because the perceived risk of being hit by heavyweight 
vehicles is reduced. But likewise, the imposition of tougher active safety 
standards (in contrast to the passive safety standards that have promoted 
the recent bloating of many ranges of cars) could have benefi cial eff ects 
on fuel economy if SUVs were unable to meet them due to their rollover-
producing higher centres of gravity.

CONCLUSION

In the presence of strong uncertainties about technology and environ-
mental science, and without the moral dimension coming in to break the 
principle of gross substitution, the price mechanism will be a poor means 
of getting rapid changes in the way that economic activities impinge on 
the environment. What is needed is the imposition of standards, either by 
the state (emission standards, water-effi  ciency standards, and so on) or 
by consumers and fi rms incorporating increasingly tough environmental 
requirements into their decision-making processes. If politicians are to get 
away with forcing higher environmental standards on society, then they 
may need to combine them with grants to ease the cost of replacing assets 
whose trade-in values are being wiped out.

This kind of situation is not merely one in which, as Keynes (1937, p. 
214) put it: ‘there is no scientifi c basis on which to form any calculable 
probability whatever. We simply do not know.’ It is also a situation in 
which in the long run, humanity will be dead or, at the very least, life might 
be very unpleasant if market forces take an overly optimistic view of how 
economic activities are going to aff ect the biosphere. Policies that may 
potentially involve catastrophic irreversible consequences should not be 
designed using probabilistic decision methods. Rather, as Shackle-inspired 
Post Keynesians would recognize (see Young, 2001), the focus needs to be 
on working out the bounds of possibility under diff erent policy scenarios. 
This is much easier to do if the policy focus is on how far it is necessary 
to go in setting standards to which economic actors will be required to 
adhere, rather than on adaptations that they might make to relative prices 
that the market might throw up or which might be induced by the State.

Quite apart from the greater scope they off er for meeting environmen-
tal objectives, standards-based policies also win in terms of equity. For 
example, if one tries to solve a shortage of water by charging whatever it 
takes to ensure that reservoirs do not run dry, it is perfectly possible to 
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have a situation in which the most wealthy consumers continue to fi ll their 
pools and irrigate gardens that they have chosen to stock with plants that 
are native to wetter areas, whilst poorer consumers fi nd that what little 
discretionary income they used to have is now diverted into meeting basic 
needs for drinking and personal hygiene. Standards that make environ-
mentally harmful conspicuous consumption harder and result in people 
from all walks of life having to mingle with each other are likely to bring 
reinforcing improvements in environmental conditions and social capital. 
Public transport is likely to continue to off er unreliable and often sordid 
services, and walking along the streets may continue to be seen as unsafe, 
so long as the rich can get about by cocooning themselves inside their 
prestigious gas-guzzlers.

NOTES

1. The identity of this authority depends upon the level at which the policy is being imple-
mented. If it is a domestic policy the job falls to the nation’s government; if it is an 
international policy the job falls to a coalition of all member nations’ governments. If 
reaching consensus in the domestic case is diffi  cult, then in the latter case it is more so, as 
demonstrated by the problems associated with the ratifi cation of the Kyoto Protocol.

2. In an international agreement setting, the extent to which governments have an incen-
tive to police their own nation’s performance relative to targets is an issue here (see 
McKibbin and Wilcoxen, 2007).
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9.  The socio-psychology of achieving 
sustainable consumption: an 
example using mass communication
Lucia Reisch, Clive L. Spash and Sabine Bietz

INTRODUCTION

Changing consumption patterns to be more environmentally friendly or 
sustainable is becoming a major issue but has been a recognized problem 
for some time. Various threads of thought came together in the second 
half of the twentieth century, and these formed the basis for the modern 
critique by ecological economists of standard economic growth as a means 
for increasing human welfare. The idea that more consumer goods increase 
absolute levels of well-being was attacked theoretically by Hirsch’s (1977) 
social limits to growth and empirically by Easterlin (1974). The physical 
constraints on material throughput were made evident by the work of 
Georgescu-Roegen (1971) and Kneese et al. (1970) on incorporating the 
laws of thermodynamics into economic models. This led Daly (1977) to 
recommend a steady-state economy which respects the need for limits to 
the scale of human activity. However, achieving such a state would mean 
addressing the role of corporations in promoting consumerism as evident 
in the works of Kapp (1950, 1978) and Galbraith (1958, 1967).1 The idea of 
the consumer being sovereign in the marketplace and so determining what 
is produced is then debunked (Mishan, 1969). Thus, sustainability policy 
emphasizes the need to develop practical approaches by which consump-
tion behaviour can be changed (Reisch, 2004).

The complete picture as sketched above is far from having been adopted 
in political or policy circles despite the concept of ‘sustainable consump-
tion’ moving to the international policy agenda (for example, OECD, 
1997). Rather than controlling consumption, recycling materials and 
increasing production effi  ciency have tended to be the dominant means 
supposed to decouple environmental degradation from economic growth. 
The point that even very effi  cient economies can be massive per capita and 
absolute consumers of resources seems to have been missed. Growth of 
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income and material throughput by means of industrialization and mass 
consumerism remains the basic economic aim of Western democracy. 
This obsession with growth is regarded as a success story in terms of the 
‘development’ of modern economies; this is in spite of persistent inequi-
table distribution within and between nations, and the expanding scale 
of environmental problems. The North–South divide in terms of resource 
consumption is meant to be addressed by more consumption for all, 
despite the massive resource imports needed to maintain current Northern 
consumption patterns. The growing economies of China and India are 
following the same route to ‘success’. Thus, control of the most politically 
dominant and globally pervasive environmental problem of recent years, 
the enhanced greenhouse eff ect, has been framed as a ‘pro-growth strat-
egy’ rather than a major barrier to continued orthodox economic growth 
(Spash, 2007a). The question of consumption ‘for what’ is not one that 
mainstream economists or politicians wish to ask, let alone answer.

This leaves the policy agenda on sustainable consumption in danger 
of becoming a merely rhetorical refl ection of concern. On the one hand 
there is an increasing recognition of the need to control consumption and 
even a sense of urgency, while on the other the characteristics, scale and 
scope of the problem of unsustainable consumption are substantively left 
unexplored. Røpke (2006) identifi es fi ve research questions for ecological 
economists: (1) How can consumption be conceptualized? (2) What are the 
environmental impacts of consumption? (3) What are the driving forces 
behind growing consumption? (4) How does consumption relate to the 
quality of life? and (5) How can consumption patterns be changed? This 
last question is perhaps the most challenging because it raises questions 
as to the role of individual choice in the modern structure of political and 
economic systems. Addressing that question is the aim of this chapter.

The emphasis of writers like Kapp and Galbraith upon the institu-
tions of the market as controlling behaviour have more recently been 
supplemented by theories on the psychology of consumption behaviour. 
Socio-psychological explanations of consumption focus upon humans 
as embedded in specifi c social relationships. This adds a behavioural 
explanation of consumption to the socio-economic aspects related to the 
institutional set-up of the economy, and the historical socio-technological 
formation of lifestyles (Røpke, 1999). There is then a concern as to the 
role that consumption activities play in defi ning human self-identity. 
From the catchphrase ‘you are what you eat,’ to brand images and open 
display of brand labels, to ‘keeping up with the Joneses’, modern consum-
erism emphasizes the construction of a self-image and a social role. This 
means that individuals are not just manipulated by corporations but have 
become complicit in their own manipulation.
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Some green non-governmental organizations have then attempted to 
break this loop with explicit recognition of the psychology of consump-
tion. Perhaps the best example in this regard is the publication Adbusters 
which employs market advertising approaches in satirical ways to promote 
anti-consumerism and raise individual awareness. Governments face the 
same problem if they are to remove and control activities creating pol-
lution, destroying ecosystems and causing biodiversity loss. However, 
attempts at reaching the disinterested mass of the population with a sus-
tainable consumption message seem relatively rare or restricted to crisis 
(for example, energy or water shortages). There is thus a lack of research 
as to the potential means and their eff ectiveness.

In this chapter we explore how behavioural change in everyday con-
sumption patterns might be addressed. The theoretical basis is described in 
the next section in terms of the psychological aspects of consumerism. This 
emphasizes the importance of positive and emotive messages channelled 
through media relevant to a target social group. Next, a case-study is pre-
sented where such an approach was implemented. Specifi cally we report 
on the attempt by Project Balance2 to improve interest in sustainable 
behaviour in Germany amongst the disinterested and poorly educated (see 
also, Reisch, 2006; Reisch and Bietz, 2007). This employed a mass commu-
nication strategy using broadcast TV reports on a popular science show. 
This was combined with linked multiple media to allow follow-up by inter-
ested viewers. The project involved collaboration between media, science, 
corporations, sustainability actors and consumer watchdogs. The aim 
was to raise the level of engagement with sustainable consumption issues. 
This was monitored and analysis was conducted from media, marketing 
and consumer research perspectives. Initial consumer research results are 
reported. We conclude by discussing some of the implications.

UNDERSTANDING SOCIO-PSYCHOLOGICAL 
ASPECTS OF CONSUMPTION

Since the late 1980s, consumer research has investigated individual and 
institutional limits preventing sustainable consumption behaviour (‘barri-
ers’), and factors enabling the achievement of more sustainable lifestyles 
(‘drivers’). Until the 1990s, this research was conducted under the labels 
of ‘environmental’ and ‘pro-social’ behaviour (Reisch and Røpke, 2004). 
Following this route, empirical work on attitudes by social psychologists 
led to the development of various attitudinal scales by which specifi c behav-
iour might be explained on the basis of pro-environmental attitudes.

An early and still popular pro-environmental scale is the New Ecological 
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Paradigm (NEP) designed by Dunlap and Van Liere (1978) using 12 
statements, with which respondents agree or disagree on a Likert-type 
(four-point) scale, to capture key aspects of environmentalism. This has 
been applied to monitor changing environmental awareness and in the 
prediction of economic behaviour for example, using the NEP to measure 
pro-environmental attitudes to help explain willingness to pay for envi-
ronmental improvements (Kotchen and Reiling, 2000). The NEP and pro-
environmental attitudes have been linked to value orientations (biospheric, 
social altruistic and egoistic) by Stern (2000). This value-belief-norm 
model of human behaviour generalizes Schwartz’s (1977) norm activation 
theory by postulating that adverse consequences to valued objects activate 
personal norms, such as a sense of obligation to take pro-environmental 
actions. Thus, for example, people who value other species highly will 
be concerned about environmental conditions that threaten such species 
(biospheric value orientation) while those who care about other people 
will be concerned for their health and well-being as a result of changing 
environmental quality (social altruism). The aim of such work is to explain 
the motives and beliefs underlying specifi c actions.

In terms of consumption behaviour the engagement of individuals in 
the framing of the environment as an aspect of the marketplace becomes 
important. If the environment, or aspects of it, can be regarded as just 
a commodity then economists can limit their policies to market-based 
instruments, that is, valuing change in monetary terms, spreading markets 
to new areas (for example tradable carbon permits) and using monetary 
incentives to achieve desired behaviours. Evidence on the problems asso-
ciated with this outlook has then arisen from employing motivational 
measures in hypothetical markets. For example, pro-environmental atti-
tudes have been hypothesized to be determinants of willingness-to-pay 
(WTP) leading to protest bidding by environmentalists because they are 
more likely to hold deontological or rights-based beliefs which reject 
economic consequentialist and utilitarian positions (Spash, 1997). Such 
trade-off  rejection is consistent with holding lexicographic preferences 
(Spash, 2000), and confronts the consumerist approach to valuing the 
environment with a belief system which rejects notions of commensu-
rability (Aldred, 2006). This creates problems for economists trying to 
extend commoditization to the environment, because individuals may 
not just refuse to engage but may also give monetary values unrelated to 
trade prices (Spash, 2006). Psychological motivations then become key to 
understanding behaviour and designing policy instruments. Thus, simple 
economic approaches using taxes or subsidies as incentives to change 
behaviour can have unexpected consequences and crowd out moral and 
norm-based motives to action (Frey and Jegen, 2001).
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Clearly then, in developing eff ective intervention strategies, knowledge 
about underlying psychological variables is indispensable. Research has 
addressed the role of stable dispositions as well as specifi c environmental 
cognitions and emotions (Kals and Maes, 2002). The explanatory power 
of generalized personality traits and broad beliefs (for example general 
perceptions of control, altruism and social responsibility) on various sus-
tainable behaviours has proven to be low and inconsistent (for example 
Bamberg, 2003). However, specifi c environmental cognitions – morals, 
ecological awareness, control beliefs and justice appraisals – exert strong 
stabilizing eff ects on sustainable behaviour (Montada and Kals, 2000). 
Following Shaver’s (1985) model of responsibility, the attribution of eco-
logical responsibility to oneself, as well as to external agents (for example 
politicians, corporations), is based upon a general awareness of ecological 
risks (for example pollution of soil, air and water; consequences of the 
greenhouse eff ect; the risks of damage to the ozone layer; decrease of 
biodiversity) and belief in one’s ability to reduce those risks eff ectively. 
Moral reasoning and normative messages over what constitutes a right 
or wrong action is a proven motivational basis for overcoming various 
factors (for example, interest shifts, social traps, lock-ins and high-cost 
perceptions) (Cialdini, 2003; Cialdini et al., 2006). This provides at least 
two entry points for intervention programmes. First, they can aim at cre-
ating risk awareness via providing information and knowledge. Second, 
they can provide solutions in order to increase an individual’s perceived 
behavioural control (for example, showing concrete, low-cost, alternative 
behaviours).

While useful, this approach neglects the impact of various categories of 
emotions. This omission can be explained by the prevalence of rational 
choice-based action theories such the Theory of Reasoned Action (Ajzen 
and Fishbein, 1980), the Theory of Planned Behaviour (Ajzen, 1991), and 
the Theory of Trying (Bagozzi and Warshaw, 1990). A core element in 
these models is the proposition that individuals are motivated to act on 
the basis of beliefs about consequences, cost and benefi ts, and importance. 
The basic theoretical characterization, with respect to individual psychol-
ogy, is of humans as restricted, resourceful, expecting, evaluating and 
maximizing (Coleman and Fararo, 1992). The model has been informed 
and infl uenced by mainstream economic theory.3 Emotions seem incom-
patible with such a characterization of humans and so are absent. Only 
since the 2000s have a signifi cant number of studies in consumer research 
appeared in the literature that involve emotions (for an overview see Laros 
and Steenkamp, 2005).

The emotional foundations of sustainable (environmental) behaviour 
can be observed in negative and positive ways. Examples of negative 
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emotions are expressing indignation about other peoples’ lack of pollu-
tion control, anger about too much pro-environmental decision-making, 
and guilt about one’s own unsustainable consumer decisions. Positive 
emotions may be expressed as affi  nity or simply love of nature. Whereas 
certain emotions can be traced back to moral cognitions, feelings of love 
toward nature appear to be based upon experiences made with signifi cant 
others (McShane, 2007; Montada and Kals, 2000). In contrast, ecological 
fear and experienced ecological burdens appear less important. As Kals 
and Maes (2002, p. 113) state:

With regard to the socio-ecological dilemma, the signifi cance of a moral base 
makes sense, as there is only little direct personal benefi t derived from sustain-
able behaviour. This moral dimension is refl ected not only cognitively, but also 
experienced emotionally . . . Sustainability should not only be appraised cogni-
tively but also as an internalized norm, which is interconnected with personal 
experiences and even feelings of love.

Indeed, the emotional dimension of sustainable behaviours can be taken 
into account in intervention programmes where the experience of positive 
emotions plays a key role.

The characteristics of environmental problems are particularly chal-
lenging in terms of designing interventions to change behaviour, that 
is: visible costs and invisible benefi ts and consequences; benefi ts to geo-
graphically and temporally remote third parties; intangibles that are dif-
fi cult to portray; the need for long-term engagement due to large amounts 
of complex information; the need to change basic values; and the need to 
get outside opinion leaders on board. Following the work of Andreasen 
(1995), approaches to induce behavioural change in consumers can be 
regarded as forming fi ve strategies:

1. Education: bearing the risk of ‘boomerang eff ects’, that is, behav-
ioural responses exactly opposite to those desired (for example, 
Ringold, 2002). Anger, defi ance, denial and other negative responses 
might occur since consumers often do not want to be ‘lectured’ on 
their behaviour (for example, Wolburg, 2006).

2. Persuasion: as used in social advertising. The focus is on arguments 
and motivational ‘cues’ to change behaviour. This ‘selling approach’ 
can be perceived as too pushy.

3. Behaviour modifi cation: as found in behavioural theory which stresses 
learning by reward and punishment. The approach can be very costly, 
which restricts its application to individuals or small groups. The 
underlying psychological model is also narrow and the connotations 
of enforced behaviour may be politically contentious.
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4. Social infl uence: using campaigns directed at infl uencing community 
norms and collective behaviour. While promising, the approach requires 
situations in which social issues are well understood and norms accepted. 
Eff ectiveness will be determined by the pressures to conform. The behav-
iour to be infl uenced needs to be socially important (for example, health) 
and visible (for example, smoking). Appeals to group norms may be less 
eff ective the more individualism is emphasized in society.

5. Social marketing: combining features from the above four approaches 
in a comprehensive and integrated manner. It uses the ‘Four P’s’ 
(product, place, price, promotion) of marketing as tools, and relies 
on market research with careful segment targets (for example, Kotler 
et al., 2002; Smith, 2006). Andreasen (1995, 2001) provides empirical 
evidence supporting the potential of social marketing to infl uence 
consumers, particularly in the context of human health.

The use of a social marketing concept based on positive emotions and 
entertaining features – ‘ecotainment’ (Lichtl, 1999) – is hypothesized to 
be more eff ective than both the hitherto predominant fact-oriented style 
of consumer information, as well as negatively framed fear and threat 
approaches. Positive emotional appeals enable a target audience to move 
from non-interest and ignorance to contemplation of behavioural change 
(Monahan, 1995). In contrast, appeals to fear prove counterproductive – 
provoking defence mechanisms and inattention (Hale and Dillard, 1995). 
Prior research has shown that a fact-oriented style at best reaches the 
‘usual suspects’ (that is, the more educated, information-prone and inter-
ested consumers) but not the poorly educated.

DESIGNING AND CONDUCTING AN EMPIRICAL 
APPLICATION IN GERMANY

Project Balance was set up as both a trendsetting initiative to stimulate sus-
tainability communication amongst the public, and an academic research 
project to assess factors of success and failure. In its dual approach, the 
project design resembled what was termed ‘action research’ in the 1970s 
(Isaac and Michael, 1987). The project was designed with partners from 
academia, the media and media research that is, both practitioners and 
theorists.4 The research was conceptualized as an iterative and ongoing 
process, rather than a one-way activity with a neatly defi ned beginning 
and end. This then resembles more an upward spiral of exploration: plan-
ning, structuring, pre-testing, implementing, monitoring and replanning. 
Figure 9.1 sketches the design of the project.
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THE TREND-SETTING INITIATIVE

Permanent information overload is a problem in modern economies. For 
example, Kroeber-Riel and Weinberg (2003) estimate that less than 5 per 
cent of actively sent corporate communication directed to consumers is 
received. TV viewer research shows that ‘zapping’ or channel changing, 
and other advert avoidance strategies, are widely employed (for example, 
Gunter et al., 1995; Siddarth and Chattopadhyay, 1998). Overall, consum-
ers show less interest in classic corporate one-sided ‘push-communication’. 
Hence the rise of the alternative ‘pull-media’, such as the Internet, where 
recipients select customized content and have a dialogue option to 
exchange views and voice their opinions (Web 2.0 communication).

Project Balance aimed for public engagement and discourse on sustain-
able consumption and production using a range of push- and pull-media. 
Various TV reports were employed as teasers aiming to redirect viewers to 
become users, readers and fi nally ‘doers’. The basic hypothesis was that 
the use of emotionalized and entertaining messages directed at the disen-
gaged ‘broad masses’ could successfully promote attention, interest, posi-
tive attitudes and knowledge-seeking, and change behavioural intentions 
regarding sustainable consumption. The approach involved two steps: 
fi rst, gaining viewers’ attention, interest and sympathy via social market-
ing tools triggering (mostly) positive emotions; and second, transmitting 
convincing cognitive messages informing and confi rming prior attitudes 
towards behavioural change.

In consumer behaviour research, high-involvement behaviours such as 
the ones discussed in this chapter are conceptualized as being developed 
through defi nable stages. Several models of behavioural change have 
been proposed (Maibach and Cotton, 1995). Project Balance selected the 
Transtheoretical Model of Behaviour Change (Prochaska and DiClemente, 
1984), which has undergone considerable fi eld testing mainly in the public 
health domain (for example, Mohr et al., 2001). The model describes fi ve 
stages:

Stage 1: Pre-contemplation, in which consumers do not think of the  ●

behaviour as being appropriate for them. This can be due to pure 
ignorance, presumed irrelevance or, more diffi  cult to change, prin-
ciples and norms.
Stage 2: Contemplation, in which consumers think about and evalu- ●

ate recommended behaviours, and also look for more information.
Stage 3: Preparation, in which consumers have decided to act and  ●

prepare; for example, search for brands and stores.
Stage 4: Action, in which consumers initiate a new behaviour. ●
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Stage 5: Confi rmation, in which consumers are committed to the  ●

behaviour and have no desire or intention to return to the earlier 
behaviour.

Ideally, intervention strategies target consumers as classifi ed by the fi ve 
groups. Communication tasks appropriate to each are thus to create 
awareness and interest, change values, motivate behavioural change, create 
action and maintain change, respectively (Andreasen, 1995). The aim is to 
move consumers to their respective next stage, rather than attempt to 
bring everyone to ‘confi rmation’. General media may achieve early-stage 
transformation while the latter stages are more likely be reached with tai-
lored messages and media such as print, Internet and podcasts.

While the fi ve stages provide a conceptual framework, in practice Stages 
2 and 3 are closely intertwined and separating individuals is diffi  cult. 
Moreover, consumers may be in diff erent stages with respect to diff erent 
consumption domains, for example food and travel. Bearing these limita-
tions in mind, a questionnaire was administered to aid classifi cation by 
stage. This included questions regarding subjects’ knowledge about the 
concept of sustainability, their viewing preferences and interests (that 
is, interest in TV programmes on environmental and social issues), their 
general view on the environmental debate and their individual responsi-
bility, as well as their attitudes and behaviour towards ‘green’ and ‘fair’ 
consumption.5 The results were then compared with available data from 
representative survey results on ‘green’ and ‘average’ German consumers.6 
This allowed a crude classifi cation according to the fi ve stages, but proved 
suffi  cient to evaluate the impact of project communication stimuli.

Project Balance focused on the initial stages, namely the generation of 
interest, attention and attitude formation amongst people who have no or 
low interest in sustainability issues. In order to achieve maximum target 
group exposure, the sustainability messages had to be placed in media 
channels that the target audience would normally choose. Channels were 
carefully selected regarding core viewer characteristics, reach, frequency, 
impact and cost. During the project, cross-media spin-off s – a website, a 
print magazine and a podcast show – were developed and target group 
exposure was increased.7

Short TV ‘Balance Reports’ were co-developed by the project team 
and TV editorial staff . These were aired between September 2004 and 
October 2006 on the TV show Welt der Wunder (World of Wonders). 
On each show, one of six reports was a Balance Report, introduced by 
the show’s host. Welt der Wunder was the fi rst and, at the time, one of 
the most popular science programmes of its kind aired on commercial 
television in Germany. Its motto was ‘Science made easy – fascinating 
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stories delivered with a dash of levity’.8 During the project, the show was 
running weekly on a commercial TV channel at prime time on Saturday 
evenings and being rerun on Sunday afternoons and Monday late nights. 
Additionally, the show appeared three times per week on a news channel 
(N-TV). In addition, from 2006, the Balance Reports were aired once per 
week on the call-in TV show Welt der Wonder – Schau dich schlau! (World 
of Wonders–Watch yourself Smart!), a half-hour version of the full-hour 
evening show.

Altogether, 34 Balance Reports were aired and each reached about 2 to 
3 million viewers per week. The Balance Reports fell into two categories. 
First, there were those which presented companies committed to sustain-
able production or services; here, specifi c branded sustainable products 
or services were showcased (for example organic baby food, a new type 
of childcare, alternative living in a tree house, biofuel, renewable resource 
loans, alternative paving and alternative oil fi lter for cars). Second were 
a variety of reports on sustainability that were not company-specifi c but 
showcased sustainable products or product use in general, such as fair 
trade coff ee, hybrid cars, organic meat, fuel-saving driving, sustainable 
timber, detergent or the sustainable cultivation of apples.

The reasons for such a design and the cooperation with Welt der Wunder 
can be summarized as follows:

1. Free access was provided to detailed audience research data – col-
lected by the prestigious German Gesellschaft für Konsumforschung 
(GfK) in Nuremberg – on the basis of non-profi t cooperation with the 
producer of Welt der Wunder. Usually such data are too expensive 
for academic researchers to access. This enabled tracking viewers’ 
switch-on switch-off  behaviour for every second of the programme 
and advertisements.

2. Market research showed that Welt der Wunder and RTL II’s core 
audience matched the target desired, being both less educated and less 
interested in environmental and social issues than the average German 
TV viewer. During the project this was verifi ed based on GfK’s viewer 
profi les.

3. Welt der Wunder was to date the most popular science programme 
on German TV with about 4 million viewers per show. The show was 
aired weekly during prime time and repeated several times during the 
week on diff erent channels.

4. The show host was also the producer and had, in the past decade, 
become a well-known celebrity and himself a ‘brand’ in Germany. His 
high credibility encouraged audiences to pay particular attention to 
messages delivered and presented by him. The host was motivated by 
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personal beliefs about the necessity of a more sustainable lifestyle and 
so added to the information presented in the TV reports.

5. Last but not least, the editorial staff , scriptwriters and the producer 
were open-minded and interested enough to embrace the project 
group’s continuous ‘sustainability coaching’ eff orts. In practice, this 
is highly relevant since the freedom of the press forbids external intru-
sion in the production of a programme. The content and design of 
TV reports are the full responsibility of the broadcasters. After recent 
heated public debate and legal confl icts at national and European 
level on surreptitious TV advertising, product placement, and issue 
placement journalists and programme makers have become very sen-
sitive to undue infl uence in their work.

Research into the eff ectiveness of health communication has shown 
that the more eff ective campaigns use multiple media and repetition 
of a single message either in the form of retransmission of the original 
message or in slight variations on the basic theme. Also, the use of the 
news media as a means of increasing visibility has been shown to be 
successful (Backer et al., 1992). Hence, it was expected that a ‘hook-
up’ cross-media strategy transmitting multiple repeated messages on 
multiple channels, tailored to the diff erent subtarget groups, would 
be eff ective in creating attention and knowledge. The aim was also to 
redirect TV viewers to the more informative website, the magazine, or – 
especially for the young age group – to podcast shows on sustainability 
issues.

THE RESEARCH PROJECT

The accompanying research was split into three modules: media research, 
consumer research and marketing research. There was close interaction 
between these research groups, in particular between media and con-
sumer components. Figure 9.1 sketches the project modules and their core 
research methods.

Various data were collected from public participants prior to the start 
of Balance Report TV broadcasting. First, there was a public sample (N 
5 440) of focus group participants; and second, there was a convenience 
sample of Internet users (N 5 881). The focus groups were preselected to 
represent the typical Welt der Wunder viewer, that is, younger, less edu-
cated and less interested in environmental issues than the average German 
TV viewer. This sample was screened to select only those who had not 
previously watched the Balance Reports. The Internet users came from the 
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Welt der Wunder website, could participate in an online game, and were 
then exposed to Balance Reports. The stage separation questionnaire, 
mentioned above, was administered to the focus group sample prior to any 
Balance Report exposure.

Focus groups were carried out between February and November 2006. 
The target group members were specifi cally selected according to their 
similarity to the project’s target group profi le from groups such as stu-
dents of vocational schools, secondary school teenagers, driving schools, 
but also hospital administrators, non-professional sports teams and, as 
a control group, university graduates. For the focus group discussion, a 
standardized questionnaire was designed to measure emotional appeal, 
attractiveness, acceptability and relevance of the Balance Reports, and 
to collect socio-demographic data. Recall of the reports’ information was 
also tested.

Consumer research carried out reception analysis and content analy-
sis. Reception analysis used both direct (for example questionnaires) 
and proxy measures (for example switch-on switch-off  data). Data were 
retrieved mainly from focus group discussions, expert group discussions, 
individual interviews, case-studies with companies (on their sustainable 
marketing strategies) and market response analysis. Content analysis 
addressed the perceived contents of the messages in the TV reports. This 
was investigated in focus groups as well as via computer-assisted qualita-
tive data analysis (CAQDA), performed with ATLAS.ti. Moreover, in 
web-based questionnaires, viewers were profi led via available GfK data 
and standardized instruments measuring their propensity to environmen-
tal and socially conscious consumption. The criteria of analysis were: 
comprehensibility of the message, attractiveness (measured by polarity 
profi les and direct questions), emotional appeal (before and after design), 
acceptability and relevance (with the proxy measure of remembrance of 
content and emotions).

Special attention was given to the measurement of emotions. While 
lately there has been a signifi cant increase in research into aff ective proc-
esses in consumer behaviour (Richins, 1997), information about the 
nature of emotions and their measurement is still scarce. In the consumer 
research module of Project Balance, the measurement of emotions was 
performed with the German version (Krohne et al., 1996) of the PANAS 
questionnaire (Watson and Clark, 1988). Furthermore, split-second data 
from both media research (switch-on switch-off ) and the computer-
assisted qualitative data analysis via ATLAS.ti of the reports proved 
extremely useful. This allowed viewers’ reactions to be related to tiny bits 
of narration or format so that patterns and correlations in the data could 
be discerned (Schwender et al., 2007, 2008).
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Results

The results reported in this chapter focus on the early stages of behav-
ioural change. This is in line with the main challenge of Project Balance 
which was to stimulate interest and attitude change in consumers with 
limited interest in and/or knowledge of sustainable lifestyles.9 Moreover, 
the results are initial and are hence presented on a less detailed level than 
will be found in later publications.

CREATING AWARENESS AND INTEREST

Following the rough classifi cation approach described above, about 
half of the focus group study subjects were classifi ed as being in the 
stage of pre-contemplation. For example, in 7 out of 11 focus groups, 
not one participant could roughly defi ne the term ‘sustainability’. This 
is below average for Germany. Also, interest in organic and fair trade 
goods as well as in respective media programming was below average. 
Addressing this group requires showing and explaining the relevance 
of new behavioural possibilities, for instance, to try an alternative ‘fair 
trade’ coff ee. The aim was to communicate that there is an alternative to 
conventional products and that the latter bear problems of sustainabil-
ity (knowledge), as well as that the proposed behaviour is not antitheti-
cal to the values of the majority of society, or may even be fashionable. 
The behaviour is then to be associated with potential for improved well-
being by presenting benefi ts in a frame that creates positive emotions 
and attitudes.

Online viewer surveys conducted on the project website straight after a 
Balance Report was aired, as well as focus group results, showed that the 
Balance Reports were overwhelmingly regarded as interesting, informative 
and attractive. Thus, the disinterested target group was engaged despite 
the Balance Reports dealing with issues more challenging than the other 
standard items in the show. Evidence from switch-off  analysis revealed 
that the fear (aired by TV offi  cials in the early phases of Project Balance) 
of an immediate switch-off  reaction when such ‘diffi  cult’ topics were pre-
sented, proved to be unfounded. On a more technical note, the clips were 
rated by viewers (via polarity profi les) as ‘authentic, modern and clear’. 
Most importantly for this project, the majority of the clips were able to 
create the positive emotions which were intended. The qualitative analysis 
(CAQDA, focus groups) showed that, in a nutshell, the emotional value of 
the reports was much more decisive than the content.
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CHANGING PERSPECTIVES AND MOTIVATING 
ACTION

As explained above, Stages 2 and 3 are so closely interlinked that, in prac-
tice, it was neither possible nor sensible to distinguish the two. More than 
a third of the focus group study subjects could be classifi ed as currently 
fi tting into these stages, where proposed behaviours are considered and 
evaluated and action is taken to seek more information on alternatives.

In Stage 2, explaining the benefi ts and reducing the perceived costs 
of behavioural alternatives are important. For example, one TV report 
showed the thrifty use of compact detergent, and focused on the individual 
benefi ts (cost, environment, health) of ‘washing correctly’. At the same 
time, it conducted explicit ‘demarketing’ by emphasizing the individual 
and environmental cost of the common alternative (fi ller-boosted washing 
powder). This specifi c report was rated as interesting and motivating in 
both polarity profi les and focus groups. Focus group sessions revealed that 
it gave viewers new perspectives and made them think about alternatives.

For those consumers who have reached the preparation stage, it is 
important to provide easily accessible information and hands-on service 
guidance in order to reduce transaction costs to a minimum. Moreover, 
consumers at this stage are ready for a more extended information search 
in diff erent media. The three- to eight-minute TV report is limited as an 
information carrier.

A solution was to guide viewers explicitly, via prompts from the show’s 
host, to the website where additional material (for example, on the 
European ‘wash right’ campaign, a voluntary initiative by the large washing 
detergent producers) and service tools (for example a service module that 
computed the optimal amount of detergent when the user entered their 
postcode) were provided. Log fi le analysis showed that about half of the 
online users of the Balance website made use of its off ers of more detailed 
information. About 10 per cent of this group opted for re-viewing the 
Balance Reports of the latest shows, and then actively searched for more 
information on the Welt der Wunder homepage. Also, an analysis of email 
reactions and requests (which were collected by the programme producer 
within two weeks of each report being aired), showed that viewers did 
engage in active information searching, some asking for product-specifi c 
information and distributors.10 Another indicator was the good Internet 
user participation rate (N 5 881) in the ‘sustainability quiz’ designed and 
employed as an online education tool.

In all these interactions, the one-way passive TV information was sup-
plemented by an active and selective information search process with the 
option of two-way communication. This is of the utmost importance. 
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Consumers do not make their decisions in a social vacuum; rather, they 
are part of families and peer groups, colleagues at work, virtual communi-
ties, and neighbourhoods. These groups act as ‘communication buff ers’ in 
commenting on and evaluating information, attitudes and consumption 
decisions of the individual. They can act as facilitators, as sources of (con-
tradictory or supporting) information, and as sources of social pressure. 
Relevant others – people from these communities, or celebrities – can act 
as role models and opinion leaders. These tendencies were also exploited 
in Project Balance by actively involving the (already existing) virtual Welt 
der Wunder community and by trying to stimulate discussions.

In a market reaction analysis carried out with the public relations and/
or marketing departments of companies showcased by Welt der Wunder, 
it was reported that employees of companies in the TV reports had liked 
the presentation of their company as a sustainability leader and appreci-
ated being approached by friends and family who had also watched the 
programme. Such ‘halo-eff ects’ can be expected to have positive motiva-
tional and identity building impacts both internally (for employees) and 
externally (for consumers). Moreover, as we found in the surveys and 
focus groups, viewers often remembered small interesting facts presented 
in the TV reports, which they then passed on as ‘conversation pieces’ and 
status markers to others. This shows some of the possibilities for advanc-
ing sustainability issues in public discourse.

CONCLUSION

Reaching the mass of disinterested consumers who are busy in their every-
day lives of work, family and relationships is a major challenge. There 
appears some good potential for the ‘ecotainment’ approach, at least for 
the early stages of a consumer behavioural change process. The hypothesis 
that stimulating positive emotions can act as a motivator has been sup-
ported, it seems. However, whether emotion works to increase consum-
ers’ interest in and liking of more sustainable consumption alternatives 
seems to depend heavily on whether the target group relates to the themes 
presented, clip design chosen, wording and music used. A credible and 
appealing sender of the sustainability message also proved important. This 
is actually bad news for most governmentally driven consumer informa-
tion on sustainable consumption.

There are also a number of pitfalls associated with the approach for 
serious communication on sustainability issues with the public by com-
panies or government. Sustainability communication is a highly complex 
and even risky activity that needs careful strategic planning and genuine 
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stakeholder input. Research and practice have shown that, if not practiced 
in a sophisticated and culturally adapted manner, consumers might easily 
feel misled (Becker-Olsen et al., 2006). The ‘trendsetting module’ of the 
project could be seen as jeopardizing the serious content of sustainability 
science by summarizing and ‘dumbing down’ the messages. Yet, reaching 
the disinterested masses requires some innovation in communication and 
conception of policy instruments. The ‘ecotainment’ approach should 
then be seen as a possible element in a much broader range of policy tools 
– from price incentives to deliberative participatory processes.

In attempting to address the modern problems of consumerism via 
the means used by corporations, the same problems as identifi ed by 
Galbraith and Kapp seem to recur. That is, marketing and the psychol-
ogy of advertising aim to manipulate the consumer to a behavioural act, 
that is, purchase. An approach like that of Project Balance may then 
be regarded as aiming to manipulate viewers. The fact is that corporate 
behaviour has been challenged in this respect and needs constant review 
by social organizations which have the power and authority to challenge 
them. Repeating a corporate approach that is recognized as problematic is 
something to avoid. For example, even if forms of ‘stealth marketing’ were 
deemed eff ective, they appear inadvisable; such as subliminal messaging 
that relies on the forces of the unconscious. The charge of manipulation is 
substantiated if viewers/consumers are unaware of and fail to realize that 
they are being marketed to and infl uenced, or the visibility of the sender/
company is hidden. In Project Balance the sender was clearly identifi ed 
in the opening credits of the TV show, sometimes also in the teasers and 
moderation, as well as on the website and all other media channels. In 
addition, the aim was to raise active engagement in the issues and debate 
in society, not merely push a product purchase.

While from a utilitarian perspective the end may justify the means, from 
a deontological one there is the need to defi ne clear limits in terms of the 
ethics of communication. Basically, manipulation profoundly counteracts 
the ideas of transparency, trust and authenticity that are fundamental to 
sustainable consumption and its communication. Indeed the ecological 
economics literature on sustainability is concerned with making explicit 
problems of justice and ethical treatment of others as well as exposing the 
role played by dominant institutions in society in creating the economic 
and environmental problems we face.

Explicit reference to ethical conduct is clearly necessary in all public 
policy, whether economic cost–benefi t analysis conducted behind closed 
doors or open public engagement. Manipulation is just as feasible in 
the former (Spash, 2008) as in the later (Spash, 2007b). Both ecological 
and Post Keynesian economists aim beyond a focus on a narrow set of 
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mainstream economic instruments of public policy, but in doing so need 
to pay attention to researching their implications. This requires being 
aware that institutions of public policy are framed within the context of 
our political economy.

The challenge is therefore to design institutions which achieve the multi-
ple goals desired. Yet within the structures of modern society there will by 
defi nition be a struggle for power. If society is to move towards a more sus-
tainable footing which addresses the unsustainable rate of modern mate-
rial throughput and energy use, then the cycle of mass consumerism will 
need to be addressed. That means fi nding democratic means of addressing 
the masses and changing consumption patterns.

NOTES

 1. Kapp’s concern was more clearly with the manipulation of marketing and advertising 
and the waste of resources involved. Galbraith in his ‘revised sequence’ has a broader 
theory of political economy in which corporation and state work together to ensure 
that there is adequate aggregate demand as well as management of specifi c consumer 
demand by the fi rm.

 2. Project Balance was set up as a trendsetting initiative to enforce sustainability com-
munication in the German general public and as an academic research project that 
accompanied this trendsetting initiative and evaluated its outcomes. The name was 
chosen to denote a sustainable lifestyle which aims to balance economic, ecological and 
social goals. The term ‘sustainability’ was rejected as fuzzy and diffi  cult to comprehend. 
Sustainable consumption was intentionally framed as well-being within a balanced 
lifestyle; resembling what is now termed lifestyle of health and sustainability (LOHAS), 
see www.lohas-com. However, LOHAS predominantly targets higher-status socio-
economic and income groups while the ‘balance lifestyle’ also targets lower ones.

 3. Viewing consumers as much more than just the mainstream economists ‘rational’ 
decision-maker has also been supported and strengthened by a variety of research 
relating economics and psychology. Gintis (2000) provides an overview of experimental 
results in this regard. Earl (1990) distinguishes diff erent interactions between the two 
disciplines and explains how ‘psychological economics’ challenges economists seeking 
to limit the use made of ideas from psychology. He sees inputs from psychology as 
enhancing the understanding of, and improving the ability to predict, behaviour nor-
mally viewed as the preserve of economics.

 4. Project Balance was funded by the German Ministry of Research and Education 
(Project No.07BAL01). It ran from 2004 to 2007 with a budget of €1.5 million. Main 
researchers were Clemens Schwender (Jacobs University of Bremen), Lucia Reisch 
(Copenhagen Business School) and Martin Kreeb (Hohenheim University). In order to 
receive ongoing feedback from other stakeholders, a Consultancy Board of Advisors 
was established composed of academic experts from environmental psychology, sus-
tainable development, green marketing, ethics and communications research, as well 
as of practitioners from non-governmental organizations (NGOs), consumer organiza-
tions, the German Council of Sustainable Development, and the leading German media 
research institution Grimme Institut, among others.

 5. Questionnaires, in German only, available from the lead author.
 6. The major source profi ling the ‘average’ German is the biannual survey of 

 environmental awareness, concern and attitude of German consumers (Kuckartz and 
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 Rheingans-Heintze, 2004, 2006). Among other relations it shows the strong correlation 
between awareness level and level of education; it also provides data on the average 
knowledge of the concept of sustainability and other green issues. 

 7. For more detail and statistics, see Reisch and Bietz (2008). As regards the other media 
employed: the Welt der Wunder magazine has been discontinued as was the podcast.

 8. See the show’s website at http://weltderwunder.de.msn.com.
 9. Monitoring and measurement of actual behavioural change – let alone its stabilization 

into a routine – was outside the remit of a design where data could only be derived 
indirectly from company interviews and market response analysis. This more ambitious 
task would require a panel design or a form of ethnographic research, although the later 
stages might be approximated using measurement of behavioural intentions.

10. For instance, one report showcased a new oil fi lter with which car owners can retrofi t 
their cars and save drastically on oil change costs in passenger vehicles. This report 
created about 400 emails within several days and almost 200 direct requests to the pro-
ducer of the oil fi lter.
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10.  Incorporating biophysical 
foundations in a hierarchical 
model of societal metabolism
John Gowdy, Mario Giampietro, 
Jesus Ramos-Martin and Kozo Mayumi

INTRODUCTION1

Economic theory is currently in a state of disarray after the collapse of 
neoclassical welfare economics (NWE) – the organizing framework that 
dominated economic theory and policy for the 50-year period following 
the Second World War (Albert and Hahnel, 1990; Bowles and Gintis, 
2000; Colander et al., 2004; Davis, 2006). Devastating theoretical critiques 
of the Walrasian system have been made for decades. Indeed one could 
argue that the critics have won decisively every major theoretical battle 
(King, 2002). Yet until recently the NWE model continued its dominance 
because its supporters simply ignored the mounting theoretical paradoxes 
and inconsistencies that helped ultimately to undermine the system. The 
overwhelming dominance of neoclassical economists in the most prestig-
ious universities and on editorial boards of the most prominent journals 
also helped to maintain the oligopoly of Walrasian theory throughout the 
later part of the twentieth century (Hodgson and Rothman, 1999).

The NWE model fi nally began to crumble in the face of overwhelming 
empirical evidence that the basic behavioral model, Homo economicus, 
off ered a poor description of actual human behavior (Gintis, 2000; Henrich 
et al., 2001; Sen, 1977) and that it led to erroneous predictions and policy 
disasters (Kahneman, 1994; Stiglitz, 2002). The empirical assault was 
ultimately more successful than the theoretical one because it confronted 
the neoclassical paradigm on its own terms using its own criteria (Gowdy, 
2004). It is fair to say that the majority of top economic theorists today 
reject the core assumptions of the NWE model. Most recent winners of the 
Nobel Prize in Economics were chosen because their work moved beyond 
the simple assumptions of rational economic man and perfect competition 
– two assumptions necessary to hold the NWE system together.
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An important reason for the success of behaviorist criticism was that 
NWE contained a model of human behavior. Even though it was a poor 
representation of actual behavior, Homo economicus did provide a start-
ing point for empirical testing. Production theory provides a much more 
diffi  cult challenge. As many Post Keynesian economists have pointed 
out, there is no neoclassical theory of production. Historically, NWE was 
developed as a description of how consumers allocate limited income to 
get the maximum satisfaction from spending on consumer goods. This 
model of allocation in consumption was simply transferred to production 
to describe how fi rms with limited budgets optimally allocate ‘inputs’ to 
maximize production or profi ts. So although NWE has a rudimentary 
theory of the origin of ‘wants’ (people are greedy, hedonistic, self-centered 
and self-regarding), it contains nothing whatsoever about the origin of 
inputs (factors of production). There is no concept in NWE of production 
as a physical system requiring the transformation of nature, including 
human labor power, into commodities. Developing realistic models of 
economic production, including the role of inputs from nature and the 
infl uence of human institutions, is one of the greatest challenges facing 
economists today. This chapter is a modest step toward the goal of devel-
oping a biophysical approach to the analysis of economic production.

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. The next section 
gives a brief history of production theory documenting the abandonment 
of real production by NWE. The third section presents some existing alter-
natives to neoclassical production theory including the work of Pasinetti, 
Sraff a and Steedman. We then present a new model of production devel-
oped by Giampietro and Mayumi (2000a, 2000b) based on Georgescu-
Roegen’s (1984) fl ow-fund model. The following section uses this model 
to examine the growth of the Chinese economy, 1980–99. The last section 
concludes.

THE ABANDONMENT OF PRODUCTION IN 
ECONOMIC THEORY

For the classical economists – Smith, Ricardo, Malthus, Mill, Marx – pro-
duction was central to economic analysis. Adam Smith provided insights 
into the social and physical reasons for increasing returns to scale, the 
division of productive income among social classes, and the relation-
ship between wages and the subsistence requirements of workers (Smith, 
1937 [1776]). His fi rst major work, The Theory of Moral Sentiments (1976 
[1759]), was in some ways a more ‘modern’ work than The Wealth of 
Nations since its themes of social interaction and cooperation are echoed 
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in contemporary work in behavioral economics. Ricardo wrote extensively 
on the topic of diminishing returns to scarce natural resources (coining the 
term ‘rent’). Malthus’s (1926 [1798]) insights into the relationship between 
population growth and agricultural production are still being debated 
today. Marx (1959 [1878]) made a critical distinction between ‘wealth’ and 
‘value’ and recognized that nature was the ultimate source of all wealth 
(Gowdy, 1988).

After the marginalist revolution, beginning in the 1870s, economists 
all but abandoned questions of physical production and distribution and 
focused on the mathematical representation of the utility of isolated indi-
viduals. In response to the political implications of Marx’s labor theory of 
value, economists such as Böhm-Bawerk and Menger developed a theory 
of commodity value based on marginal utility and an analogous theory of 
distribution based on the value of the marginal product (Campus, 1987).

In the last decades of the nineteenth century Edgeworth, Pareto and 
Walras developed an elaborate mathematical system of value and utility 
optimization based on notions borrowed from mechanics, most notably, 
equilibrium within a fi eld of forces (Mirowski, 1989). To some extent 
Pareto and Walras built on earlier utilitarian notions of human nature, 
drawing on a line of reasoning from Hobbes, Smith and Mill based on the 
idea of ‘natural man’ independent of society.2 Utility theory also had a 
testable model of human behavior embodied in ‘economic man’ (although 
this model is clearly falsifi ed by contemporary behavioral research).

The thermodynamic model of equilibrium in a fi eld of forces was adopted 
by economists in the 1870s and by the 1890s, through the work of Wicksell 
and Wicksteed (Mirowski, 1989). That model was applied to production by 
merely relabeling the contents of the utility model. Instead of consumers 
exchanging a fi xed amount of goods to maximize utility, fi rms exchanged 
a fi xed amount of inputs to maximize production. Rather than building on 
classical theories of production, neoclassical economists discarded the work 
of earlier economists like Smith, Ricardo and Jevons who gave a central 
place to the role of natural resources in economic production. The result 
was not a model of production but rather a model of the effi  cient allocation 
of an existing collection of productive inputs and a predetermined allocation 
of these inputs. Pasinetti (1977, pp. 25–6) writes of the Walrasian model:

The model clearly has nothing to do with the phenomenon of production. The 
problem it deals with is the optimal allocation, through exchange, of a certain 
initial endowment and distribution of resources . . . It became necessary to 
shape a theory of production (which by its very nature is concerned with fl ows) 
in such a way as to meet the requirements of a preexisting theory concerning 
the optimal ‘allocation’ of certain stocks of resources. This feature of marginal 
theory has proved itself to be of crucial importance for subsequent theoretical 
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developments, because it has inevitably contributed to keeping the phenom-
enon of production in a secondary and subordinate position.

The neoclassical theory of production was a clear break with classical 
economics. The fact that production requires physical inputs (natural 
resources and labor) subject to decreasing physical returns was not really 
compatible with the notion of ‘equilibrium within a fi eld of forces’ and 
over the course of the twentieth century the categories ‘land’ and ‘labor’ 
were more or less banished from the theory of production. Every input 
became a kind of capital and the engine of economic growth became ‘tech-
nology’, an amorphous concept more in tune with the abstraction ‘utility’ 
than with the physical reality of production. This is clear in the notion 
of the neoclassical production function. Consider the still widely used 
Cobb–Douglas function: Q 5 AKaL1−a where 1 > a > 0. The parameter A 
is considered to be ‘pure technological change’, independent of productive 
inputs. Technology in the neoclassical system is some sort of amorphous 
force that can increase the productive power of the economy without limit. 
If one assumes that there are no diminishing returns to technology, then 
there is no need to worry about the scarcity of any particular productive 
input. Any particular scarcity can be overcome through substitution and 
by applying more technology. In the core Walrasian model, not only is 
utility independent of society and the biophysical world, but so is pro-
duction. Not only is the agent of consumption a ‘homogeneous globule 
of desire’ (Veblen, 1898); that desire can be satisfi ed by a ‘homogenous 
globule of technology’ independent of time and space.

Neoclassical ‘growth theory’ models merely duplicate the Edgeworth 
Box of exchange by allocating growth rates of inputs, or ratios of growth 
rates, instead of the inputs themselves (see Solow, 1956; Romer, 1986). 
These models do not depict production in any engineering, physical sense. 
They have no notion of time3 as an unfolding historical phenomenon or 
actual physical production processes (Shaikh, 1974). As is often the case 
with neoclassical theory, more is claimed for these models than they can 
actually deliver. For example, Samuelson (1972, p. 174) states:

Until the laws of thermodynamics are repealed, I shall continue to relate outputs 
to inputs – i.e. to believe in production functions. Until factors cease to have 
their rewards determined by bidding in quasi-competitive markets, I shall 
adhere to (generalized) neoclassical approximations in which relative factor 
supplies are important in explaining their market remunerations.

The fact that ‘output’ requires ‘inputs’ does not justify ignoring real time, 
or assuming constant returns to scale and the near perfect substitutabil-
ity that the Walrasian production function requires. Nor does it justify 
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ignoring political power, market power, and social and economic history 
by assuming that competitive markets alone determine factor prices.

When the neoclassical production function is applied to the issues of 
environmental and social sustainability the results are predictably sterile. 
In the Walrasian framework particular problems have nothing to do with 
absolute scarcity (economic production within a fi nite world), but only rela-
tive scarcity (the static allocation of known quantities of productive inputs). 
For example, the standard economic analysis of global climate change 
says nothing about potential social or environmental disruption unless 
it aff ects the output of market goods. Moreover, in neoclassical models 
of sustainability the future time path of technological innovation and its 
eff ect on production is assumed to be known, the social discount rate and 
its time path (usually straight-line discounting) is known, and it is assumed 
that the socially optimal mix of consumption and investment at all future 
time points can be determined and fi xed at a particular point in time (the 
present) (Nordhaus, 2001). Within the NWE framework it is justifi able to 
invest in climate change prevention only if we increase market consumption 
by doing so, that is, investing in climate change prevention increases the 
discounted fl ow of gross domestic product (GDP). Only total GDP matters 
so the importance of any economic activity is measured solely by its per-
centage of GDP. Incredibly, respected economists argue that since the only 
sector likely to be aff ected by climate is agriculture, and since that sector 
only represents 3 percent of GDP, we need not worry about its impact (see 
the quotes by Nordhaus, Beckerman and Schelling in Daly, 2000).

The assumption that only totals matter, one good or one input is as good 
as another, also clouds neoclassical analysis of critical productive inputs 
such as energy and labor. For example, in a classic essay about the role of 
energy in the economy, Manne (1978) argues that energy shortages cannot 
have a large eff ect on the economy since energy costs only represent about 
5 percent of production costs. The production function approach with its 
exclusive focus on allocation and its implicit assumption that everything 
is substitutable has little to say about critical outputs (food) or critical 
inputs (energy and labor). Again, in these models technology is a solution 
to everything. Physical reality plays no important role in the standard pro-
duction function approach.

ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES TO PRODUCTION 
ANALYSIS

During the long heyday of the neoclassical synthesis not all economists 
abandoned insights of classical economics. Piero Sraff a (1960), building on 
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the work of Ricardo, constructed a logically tight and consistent model that 
accomplished two all-important goals: (1) it solved the problem of fi nding 
an invariant measure of value; and (2) it provided a devastating critique of 
neoclassical capital and distribution theory. Sraff a’s work was the inspira-
tion for the ‘Cambridge criticisms’ of neoclassical capital theory developed 
by Joan Robinson and others (for a thorough discussion see Harcourt, 
1972). The Cambridge criticisms were in a sense based on the physical 
nature of capital as inherently heterogeneous and impossible to aggregate 
in any realistic sense. Unlike primary inputs like labor and energy it must 
be measured in monetary units which necessarily depend upon prices and 
distribution. Sraff a’s short book Production of Commodities by Means of 
Commodities (1960) stands as one of the great intellectual achievements of 
the twentieth century and has spawned several ongoing lines of research 
extending classical economic thought (Kurz, 2006; Roncaglia, 1991).

Michał Kalecki’s work also refl ects the classical concern with produc-
tion. One of his major contributions was to develop a cost-of-production 
theory of prices – in contrast to the neoclassical demand-determined theory 
of price. Another major contribution of Kalecki was his emphasis on class 
confl ict and the battle over the proportion of the economic surplus going 
to owners and workers. Relevant to the issues covered here is Steedman’s 
(1992) criticism of Kalecki for ignoring the reality of production processes 
that necessarily involve vertical integration and joint production. Most 
goods produced are neither ‘fi nished goods’ nor ‘raw materials’ but rather 
intermediate commodities. The notion of vertical integration is a central 
feature of modern industrial economies and is critical to understanding the 
importance of primary inputs in economic activity.

Pasinetti’s (1977, 1981) basic model of vertical integration has been 
extended in an input–output framework by Rymes (1983, 1986), Gowdy 
and Miller (1990), Miller and Gowdy, 1998) and others to take full account 
of intermediate production and the reproducibility of capital inputs. 
Indeed, although not normally considered to be a ‘theory’, input–output 
analysis off ers a well-developed alternative to the neoclassical production 
function. Dynamic input–output models may be cast in an equilibrium 
framework but the input–output and ‘computable general equilibrium’ 
approaches are distinctly diff erent. An input–output table can be seen 
as a snapshot of a particular economy at a particular point in time. It 
need not be interpreted as an equilibrium model in the sense of optimiza-
tion, stability or having a tendency to return to equilibrium if disturbed. 
Input–output analysis has been criticized for its fi xed coeffi  cient assump-
tion, but evidence suggests that this is a more accurate representation of 
actual production than the twice-diff erentiable isoquant of Walrasian 
theory. Researchers have found that average variable cost curves exhibit 
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constant returns to scale and that fi rms use the services of capital and 
labor in fi xed proportions even though capital stock is fi xed (Miller, 2000). 
Recent studies by the Federal Reserve Banks and the Bureau of the Census 
document the ubiquity of fi xed proportions in manufacturing (Corrado 
and Mattey, 1997). These studies found that plants typically change pro-
duction levels by increasing or decreasing all inputs together by shutting 
down or reopening entire plants or portions of plants, not by changing the 
number of hours worked.

Ecological economists have used various forms of input–output to 
describe the relationship between economic activity, social institutions 
and environmental features. The extended version of input–output (10) 
analysis, the social accounting matrix (SAM), gives a concise view not 
only of economic fl ows but also of the interconnections between pro-
duction sectors, households and primary inputs. In this way, it becomes 
possible to characterize those complementary aspects of the economic 
process associated with consumption. This is important because in order 
to be able to consume more, a socio-economic system has to invest more 
in the consuming sector in terms of both capital goods and human activity 
(Zipf, 1941). A further extension using natural resource accounts (NRAs) 
provides for a supporting environmental or natural resource base in terms 
of productive inputs required directly from nature and outputs that aff ect 
environmental quality. Economic, social, and environmental transactions 
are captured by IO, SAM and NRAs, respectively. With a quantitative 
description of these fl ows, a SAM–NRA model can be used to analyze 
complex scenarios of economic, social and environmental change.

The expanded IO system is superior to the production function approach 
in depicting a real economy in actual social and environmental context. 
Still missing, however, are several critical features necessary for analyzing 
real-world economic–biosphere interactions. Among these are the scale 
of the human system, vis-à-vis the carrying capacity of the earth’s natural 
systems, and a realistic representation of economic dynamics including 
synergy, innovation and novelty.

One of the most complete representations to date of an economic–
social–biophysical system is Georgescu-Roegen’s (1984) fl ow-fund model. 
His model is essentially an IO–SAM–NRA model but one that takes 
into account time duration and irreversible qualitative change. Briefl y, 
Georgescu-Roegen distinguishes between fl ow coordinates and fund coor-
dinates. Flow coordinates are elements that enter but do not exit the pro-
duction process or, conversely, elements that exit without having entered 
the process (for example, a new product). Flow coordinates include matter 
and energy in situ, controlled matter and energy, and dissipated matter and 
energy. Fund coordinates (capital, people, and Ricardian land) are agents 
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that enter and exit the process, transforming input fl ows into output fl ows. 
Fund coordinates can only be used at a specifi ed rate and must be peri-
odically renewed. Georgescu-Roegen’s model can account for scale and 
time duration and also addresses the question of whether or not a given 
technology is viable. A technology is viable if and only if an economic 
system it represents can operate steadily, as long as environmental fl ows of 
available energy and matter are forthcoming in necessary amounts in rela-
tion to the set of constraints determined by the characteristics of the fund 
elements (for a more complete explanation of Georgescu-Roegen’s model 
see Mayumi, 2001, Chapter 6).

The essence of Georgescu-Roegen’s model is that it recognizes the fi nite-
ness and time dependence of the production process. It recognizes that the 
provision of labor power is a social as well as bioeconomic phenomenon 
and that energy is a critical input in powering industrial society. An empir-
ical model of production that captures these last two insights is briefl y 
described in the next section and applied to the Chinese economy. The 
goal of the third section is to illustrate a particular approach that addresses 
and integrates biophysical and economic aspects across diff erent scales.

MULTI-SCALE INTEGRATED ANALYSIS OF 
SOCIETAL METABOLISM (MSIASM): AN OVERVIEW 
OF THE MODEL

The methodology described here is called the Multi-Scale Integrated 
Analysis of Societal Metabolism (MSIASM). It was formalized by 
Giampietro and Mayumi (2000a, 2000b) and more systematically inves-
tigated by Giampietro (2003). Empirical analyses based on this approach 
are available for several countries including Ecuador (Falconi-Benitez, 
2001), Spain (Ramos-Martin, 2001) and Vietnam (Ramos-Martin and 
Giampietro, 2005). The basic structure of the MSIASM system is shown 
in Figure 10.1.

Like Georgescu-Roegen’s fl ow-fund model, the MSIASM model is a 
bioeconomic model of economic production addressing the biophysical 
constraints imposed by: (1) the characteristics of those economic elements 
for the simultaneous activities of production and consumption; (2) the 
process of capital accumulation; (3) the process of demographic adjust-
ments; and (4) the environmental loading resulting from the metabolism 
of society and the supply and sink capacity of the ecosystem embedding it. 
The MSIASM approach looks at the structure of the human economy in 
terms of two primary inputs: human activity and exosomatic energy.

Human activity has the characteristics of a fund element, requiring 
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investment in reproduction and determining a social and biophysical 
constraint on the supply and demand of labor time. The total budget of 
human activity represents, on the time scale of one year, the given endow-
ment of hours for which the two complementing compartments of produc-
tion and consumption compete. Total human activity (THA) is the total 
time available for the whole population (the size of population times 24 
hours times 365 days).

Exosomatic energy has the characteristics of a fl ow element mapping 
onto the level of economic activity in each economic compartment. 
Exosomatic energy input is measured in joules per year. The total exo-
somatic throughput (TET) represents, again on the time scale of one year, 
the total energy dissipated by a socio-economic system for supporting the 
activities of production and consumption. TET is calculated by the ‘joules 
equivalent’ of a particular type of reference energy source (for example oil 
equivalent) per year used by the economy.

Each of these two primary inputs (THA and TET) defi ned at the level of 
the whole socio-economic system (level n) is disaggregated further – at the 
level n − 1 – into two compartments: (1) production – which is measured 
by the fraction of the total (both of human activity and energy) invested in 
economically productive activity; and (2) consumption – which is measured 

Level n 

FUND ELEMENT FLOW ELEMENT

Total human activity (THA) Total exosomatic throughput (TET)

Level n�1

FUND ELEMENT FLOW ELEMENT

HAPW (paid work)

HAHH (household)

 production ETPW (paid work)

ETHH (household) consumption

Level n�2

Subsectors of HAPW (paid work) Subsectors of ETPW (paid work)

FUND ELEMENT FLOW ELEMENT

HAAG (agriculture)
HAPS (production)
HAGS (government and services)

ETAG (agriculture)
ETPS (production)
ETGS (government and services)

Figure 10.1  The MSIASM system of accounts
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by the fraction of the total (both of human activity and energy) invested in 
household activity. The compartment of productive activity – as defi ned at 
the level n − 1 – is further disaggregated, at the level n − 2, into three broad 
sectors: agriculture, production, and services and government. The same 
disaggregation can be done for the components of consumption.

From these accounts the following relationships between human activ-
ity, energy throughput and economic output can be calculated:

1. The annual average exosomatic metabolic rate: EMRSA 5 TET / THA 
(the amount of energy used per total available human labor time) – at 
the level n.

2. The sectorial exosomatic metabolic rate: ETi / HAi (EMR for each 
sector) – for levels below level n.

3. The saturation index of human labor: SI 5 HAPW / THA (the ratio of 
human labor time used for paid work) – this index characterizes the 
split of human activity between production and consumption. In this 
system of accounting the compartment of consumption includes the 
overhead of human activity, which is required for the reproduction of 
the fund element human activity, which is supplying labor power (that 
is, it determines the dependency ratio in the population).

4. The saturation index of exosomatic energy: ETPW / TET (the ratio of 
exosomatic energy used for paid work) – this index characterizes the 
split of the total exosomatic throughput consumed by the economy 
between production and consumption. In this system of accounting 
the compartment of production includes the overhead of energy, 
which is consumed for the reproduction of the productive sector.

These relationships can be used to characterize the exosomatic energy 
metabolism of a society by linking these variables belonging to diff erent 
hierarchical levels and scales. The term ‘societal metabolism’ indicates 
that this biophysical characterization of the economic process refers to 
the overall pattern of production and consumption. This characterization 
is obtained by mapping a key fl ow element (in this example ‘exosomatic 
energy consumption’) against a key fund element (in this example ‘human 
activity’). Such a mapping is obtained simultaneously on diff erent hierar-
chical levels: (1) at the level n over the whole economy; (2) at the level n − 1 
over the two categories of production and consumption; and (3) at the 
level n − 2 – for the major subsectors of the productive sector. With this 
breakdown the MSIASM approach allows for comparisons between ele-
ments of a given economic system operating at diff erent hierarchical levels. 
One can compare, for example, how the amount of energy used per total 
available human labor time (EMR) of an agricultural sector compares 
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with the average EMR of the whole economy. Comparison can also be 
made between elements belonging to diff erent economic systems, even of 
diff erent sizes, but operating at the same hierarchical level (for example, 
how the EMR of the agricultural sector of China compares with that of 
Mexico). It is also possible to study mutual constraints determined by the 
combined characteristics of the relative funds and fl ow elements at various 
hierarchical levels.

IMPLEMENTING MSIASM: THE CASE OF CHINA: 
1980–99

In the 20-year period analyzed in this study, the Chinese economy has 
seen an increase in both total energy consumption and energy effi  ciency 
(OECD, 2002, 2004). The total primary energy supply rose from 24 767 
PJ in 1980 to 45 493 PJ in 1999 for an average annual growth rate of 3.09 
percent. The energy intensity (EI) (MJ/$), that is, the amount of energy per 
dollar of GDP, decreased from 33.3 MJ/$ in 1980, to 10.4 MJ/$ in 1999 
or by an average of 6 percent per year. This is the fi rst peculiarity in the 
behavior of the Chinese economy.

Even though China is still a developing country having a very low 
level of GDP per capita and other low levels of economic development 
indicators, the energy intensity of its economy has been decreasing. It is 
instructive to look at the eff ects associated with changes in demographic 
variables. The Chinese population increased from 841 million people in 
1980 to 1253 million in 1999 – an increase of almost 410 million or an 
average of 2 percent per year. The exosomatic energy metabolism of the 
society, EMRSA, increased from 2.8 MJ/h in 1980 to 4.1 MJ/h in 1999. 
These values are still much lower than those for world average (7.8 MJ/h) 
and considerably lower than the Organisation for Economic Co-operation 
and Development (OEDC) average of 22.3 MJ/h. The growth rate of 
population is not so high, but since the number 410 million is so huge, a 
tremendous amount of energy is required for such a population increase. 
China represents a case where demographic variables play a decisive role 
in explaining its lagging structural development.

The MSIASM approach makes it possible to see the evolution of the 
distribution of THA between paid work activities and non-paid work 
activities. The allocation of THA to paid work is related to securing the 
proper function and growth of the system in the short term. The allocation 
to non-paid work represents the net dissipative aspect of the economy, 
that we capture in the household sector (HH) that includes non-working 
people (young and elderly) and non-working or non-paid time of the 
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active population (sleeping, leisure, personal care, education, and so on). 
This is an overhead required for the reproduction of the fund element 
human activity, required for the supply of labor power.

The fraction of paid work time in China rose from 14 percent of total 
available time in 1980 to 18.4 percent in 1999. Therefore, not only did 
China experience a huge increase in population in absolute terms, but also 
a growing fraction of its THA was directed to paid work activities. This 
phenomenon implied an additional challenge in terms of capital accumu-
lation of the economy. In fact, the level of capital accumulation of the 
Chinese economy had to keep pace not only with the absolute increase of 
population size, but also with the peculiar demographic trend associated 
with China’s one-child birth control policy, boosting the pace of growth of 
the workforce. A wave of adults entered the workforce in the period soon 
after the policy was implemented. Thus, the degree of increase in the exten-
sive variable HAPW was driven by the combined eff ect of an increase in the 
extensive variable THA from population growth and by the increase in the 
fraction of paid work time (the intensive variable SIHA). More capital was 
required by China not only to deliver more goods, services and infrastruc-
ture to the growing population, but also to maintain the previous level of 
fossil energy input used per hour of paid work (EMRPW) for a growing 
working population.

Another important aspect of our analysis is to explain the existing profi le 
of distribution of this huge increase of working time in the paid work sector 
over the diff erent sectors of China’s economy. Starting from the data we 
can say that the fraction of the population working in industry, energy and 
mining has remained more or less constant, 18 percent of HAPW in 1980 
with a slight decrease to a 17 percent of HAPW in 1999. By contrast, the frac-
tion of human activity allocated in agriculture has dramatically decreased. 
This decrease from 68 percent in 1980 to 47 percent in 1999 implied huge 
side-eff ects for the Chinese economy. Abandoning agriculture goes hand in 
hand with emigration to cities. In turn this requires more infrastructure to 
cope with the needs of an increasing urban population. However, in spite 
of this huge demand for new infrastructure, it was the service sector that 
absorbed this massive shift away from agriculture. In fact, during this time 
period the percentage of time spent in paid work in the service sector went 
from 14 percent in 1980 to 36 percent in 1999. Considering China’s popula-
tion growth in this period, and the dramatic increase in the time per person 
devoted to paid work, this is a phenomenal change.

Why are the industry, energy and mining sectors not absorbing the 
massive fl ow of working time escaping the agricultural sector, at a time 
when more infrastructure and more consumer goods are necessary? This 
would be the typical path of countries undergoing rapid industrialization 
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in the history of developed economies. In order to answer this question we 
have to check both the relative levels of exosomatic energy metabolism of 
the diff erent sectors in the Chinese economy and their evolution over time.

Looking at Table 10.1 we can recognize two points. The three diff erent 
sectors do have very diff erent metabolic rates, as was expected. Therefore, 
the general benchmark value for EMRPW does not provide much infor-
mation about typologies of metabolism of lower-level sectors. Rather, 
such a value is determined by: (1) the characteristic value of EMRi of the 
subsectors; and (2) by the profi le of distribution of the workforce over the 
subsectors.

An increase in EMRPW would imply that the country is accumulating 
capital per worker by increasing the amount of exosomatic devices and 
consumption of energy invested per hour of working time in the produc-
tive sectors over time. Actually, this has not been happening in China. In 
fact, for the economy as a whole EMRPW has dropped from 18 MJ/h in 
1980 to 15.81 MJ/h in 1999. This same tendency is observed in the industry, 
energy and mining sector, where EMRPS moved from 92.9 MJ/h in 1980 
to 80.9 MJ/h, and in the services and government sector, where EMRSG 
moved from 4.6 MJ/h in 1980 to 3 MJ/h in 1999. The only sector that 
showed an increase – even if very slightly – with respect to its exosomatic 
metabolic rate, is the agricultural sector. It moved from an EMRAG of 1 
MJ/h in 1980 to an EMRAG of 1.3 MJ/h in 1999. However, this benchmark 
value remains absolutely low when compared with international standards 
(for example much lower than the metabolism of the household sector in 
developed countries; see for instance Ramos-Martin, 2001). This slight 
increase can easily be explained by the massive reduction of the working 
population within the agriculture sector, whereas the area in production 
and relative input use in agriculture was not reduced proportionally.

How is it possible that China, one of the fastest-growing economies of 
the world, despite the huge increase in energy consumption in the period 
considered, is reducing the level of biophysical capitalization – indicated 
by the level of EMR – of its more strategically important sectors (industry, 

Table 10.1  Exosomatic energy metabolism by sector, 1980 and 1999

1980
(MJ/hour)

1999
(MJ/hour)

EMRPW 18 15.8
EMRPS 92.9 80.9
EMRSG 4.6  3.0
EMRAG 1.0  1.3
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energy and mining; services and government) over time? We gave a partial 
answer to this question earlier, when mentioning the eff ect of demographic 
changes. But there is another important aspect to be considered before 
arriving at a more plausible explanation.

Looking at the relative value of EMR of these three sectors (Table 10.1) 
we can immediately see that moving an hour of human activity from the 
agriculture sector to the industry, energy and mining sector requires a 
dramatic increase of the rate of exosomatic metabolism. Not only does 
this imply a dramatic increase of energy consumption per hour of work, 
but it also requires investing to provide the capital capable of amplifying 
the use of energy per hour of work. This explains why the massive move 
away from agriculture, for the moment, is absorbed by the services and 
government sector. In fact, such a transfer implies ‘only’ an increase in 
EMR of 2.4 times (from 1.3 MJ/hour in the agriculture sector to 3.1 MJ/
hour in the services and government sector), whereas a move from the 
agriculture sector to the industry, energy and mining sector implies an 
increase in EMR of 62.2 times (from 1.3 MJ/hour in EMRAG to 80.9 MJ/
hour EMRPS). Therefore, it is no wonder that China has not had consid-
erable increases in the relative value taken by HAPS. Actually, the slight 
decrease of this sector over time seems to indicate that for the moment it 
is a continuous increase in productive effi  ciency that makes it possible to 
hold such a value constant (the economic investments in this sector are 
associated with better technology reducing the requirement for labor).

At this point we can clearly see a combined eff ect of three factors: (1) 
population growth – an absolute increase in THA; (2) the extraordinary 
growing fraction of working population within the given THA – that in 
China is now almost 60 percent (versus the 50 percent value level found 
in Australia, the United States and Canada, and the 40 percent value level 
of many European countries); (3) the massive switch of working activ-
ity away from the agricultural sector, which has the lowest exosomatic 
metabolic rate, toward the relatively more energy-intensive services and 
government sector. The combination of these three factors generated a 
‘mission impossible syndrome’ for increasing the level of energy metabo-
lized per worker in the two sectors SG – services and government; and PS – 
industry, energy and mining. In spite of the formidable increase in energy 
consumption and the wave of investment in the diff erent sectors which 
occurred in China in the period 1990–1999, the increase in the supply of 
exosomatic devices and input of energy in these two sectors has not been 
able to match the pace of increase in the size of the labor force (HAPS and 
HASG). This is why the characteristic benchmarks of the exosomatic meta-
bolic rate of these two sectors – EMRPS and EMRSG – have been falling, as 
shown in Table 10.1.
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China has been burdened by its large population, resulting in a very 
low return per hour of labor for agricultural activities based on farms of 
less than 1 hectare (Giampietro et al., 1999), and by demographic trends 
induced by the one-child policy aimed at reducing population growth. 
From the above analysis it is clear that China faces a daunting dilemma. 
To become a modern economy, the country has to invest huge amounts 
of money and energy: (1) to build infrastructure for the rapidly growing 
urban population; (2) to develop new industries to increase the level of 
accumulated capital so that the increase in labor productivity can be based 
not only on low-cost labor but also on technological productivity; and (3) 
to increase domestic fi nal consumption in order to improve the material 
standard of its population. From an economic point of view, the latter 
is also necessary for helping build up an internal market large enough to 
make the Chinese economy more robust, stable and resilient to fl uctua-
tions in the US dollar.

In spite of its spectacular rate of economic growth in the period 1980–
1999, China faces an uncertain future. Looming energy shortages and 
terrible environmental degradation threaten to undermine the economic 
progress made so far. Growing social unrest has been kept in check so far 
only by increasingly repressive measures by the government. China’s rapid 
growth in military spending is an increasing source of tension with its 
international trading partners. Tackling this complex set of issues requires 
a characterization of its economic development which must be capable of 
considering diff erent dimensions of analysis based on diff erent typologies 
of constraints and diff erent scales. It is our opinion that empirical models 
which address and integrate biophysical and socio-economic analysis 
across diff erent scales can provide more robust and useful insights and 
indications than models based on conventional economic analysis.

CONCLUSION

A great contribution of Post Keynesian economics has been to provide a 
systematic critique of the Walrasian model of production. Post Keynesians 
and related schools of thought incorporated the classical concepts of com-
modity production, the class confl ict over the annual social surplus, and 
the importance of real physical costs. Theoretically consistent production 
models based on the work of Pasinetti, Rymes, Sraff a and others using 
vertically integrated input–output relationships have proved to be pow-
erful tools in characterizing the structure of modern economies. In this 
chapter we have extended the model of production to the whole pattern 
of production and consumption in addition to capital accumulation 
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characterized on diff erent hierarchical levels, in order to emphasize the 
biophysical nature of human activity. The energy and mineral bonanza of 
the twentieth century put the issue of biophysical limits on the back burner 
for neoclassical and heterodox economists alike. The simple relationships 
between human activity, energy use and economic production derived 
from the MSIASM approach can shed a great deal of light on comparative 
economic systems and the historical development of selected economies. 
The case of China is particularly interesting in terms of both its recent 
rapid development, and its looming challenges in making the transition to 
a sustainable, modern economy. In the coming years it will be interesting 
to see if the predictions of the MSIASM system come to pass.

NOTES

1. Two diff erent versions of our chapter were presented at two conferences: (a) the 
6th International Conference of the European Society for Ecological Economics in 
Lisbon, 14–17 June 2005; and (b) the 15th. International Conference on Input–Output 
Techniques, Renmin University of China, Beijing, China, 27 June–1 July, 2005. Kozo 
Mayumi would like to acknowledge fi nancial support from the Zengin Foundation for 
Studies on Economics and Finance in Japan.

2. ‘[Let us] . . . return again to the state of nature, and consider men as if but even now 
sprung out of the earth, and suddenly (like mushrooms), come to full maturity, without 
any kind of engagement with each other’ (Thomas Hobbes, 1651, quoted in Bowles, 
2004, p. 93).

3. ‘Once the equilibrium has been established in principle, exchange can take place immedi-
ately. Production, however, requires a certain lapse of time. We shall resolve the second 
diffi  culty purely and simply by ignoring the time element at this point’ (Walras, Elements 
of Pure Economics, 1977 [1874], p. 242).
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11.  Theoretical and policy issues in 
complex Post Keynesian ecological 
economics
J. Barkley Rosser, Jr

INTRODUCTION

Post Keynesian economics contains competing approaches (King, 2002). 
One group draws on Keynes (1936) to emphasize the role of fundamental 
uncertainty in economics, that which cannot be characterized by a known 
probability distribution (Davidson, 1982–83, 1994). Another focuses 
more on specifi c models of macroeconomic dynamics, or macrodynamics, 
often relying upon non-linear relations in the economy that can lead to 
complex endogenous fl uctuations. This group often looks to the work of 
Kalecki (1935, 1971) for its inspiration, although such fi gures as Kaldor 
(1940), Goodwin (1951) and even Hicks (1950) played important roles in 
its development.

I (Rosser, 2006) have proposed that the fact that each of these approaches 
draws partly from, or has infl uenced the perspective of complex economic 
dynamics, may provide some degree of unity in the confl icts between these 
schools. Complexity underlies uncertainty, which deeply drives the policy 
issues, which becomes especially clear for the case of the most dramatic of 
ecological economics issues, that of global warming (Spath, 2002).

This chapter extends this argument, with the focus now being more specif-
ically on ecological economic systems and their forms of dynamic complex-
ity. On the one hand foundational ideas of dynamic complexity have arisen 
from the study of ecological systems. On the other, the interlinkages of eco-
logical with economic systems can be seen to be a special source of complex 
dynamics in the combined systems. An example of an idea from ecology that 
directly infl uenced macrodynamic theory is that of the predator–prey model, 
fi rst applied to macroeconomics by Goodwin (1967). Predators overeat 
prey, whose declining population then drives down the predator popula-
tion, which then allows the prey population to recover, which allows the 
predator population to increase, which in turn again pushes down the prey 
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population, in a cyclical dynamic. An example of the latter is the variety of 
complex dynamics that can arise in fi sheries through the interaction of non-
linearities in the biodynamics of fi sh populations with non-linearities in the 
behavior of the fi shers (Hommes and Rosser, 2001), which can also be seen 
ultimately as predator–prey dynamics, with humans the predators.

WHAT ARE COMPLEX DYNAMICS?

The Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) physicist, Seth Lloyd, 
famously collected at least 45 diff erent defi nitions of ‘complexity’ (Horgan, 
1997, p. 303, footnote 11), with many of these involving some form or 
variation of algorithmic or other computationally related defi nitions of 
complexity. Some have long advocated the use of such defi nitions in eco-
nomics (Albin with Foley, 1998), with a recent upsurge of such advocacy 
(Markose, 2005; Velupillai, 2005). While these approaches may involve 
more rigorous defi nitions than other approaches, they are less useful for 
the analysis of ecological economic systems than more explicitly dynamic 
defi nitions. Indeed, some of the critics of dynamic approaches criticize 
them precisely because of their dependence on biological analogies and 
concepts (McCauley, 2004, Chapter 9).

We shall stick with the dynamic defi nition I (Rosser, 1999) adopted 
from Day (1994), given its usefulness for models involving ecology. This 
defi nition is that a system is dynamically complex if it endogenously does 
not converge on a point, a limit cycle, or an explosion or implosion,1 or 
more generally that the system’s endogenous and deterministic dynamics 
exhibit some degree of irregularity such as sudden discontinuities or an 
apparently random pattern that is not really random. A characteristic 
of such dynamically complex systems is that they usually involve some 
non-linearity, although the presence of non-linearity is no guarantee that 
a system will be dynamically complex. This is true for a single equation 
system, although Goodwin (1947) showed that a system of coupled linear 
equations with lags might behave in the manner described here as complex, 
even though the uncoupled, normalized equivalent is non-linear.

I (Rosser, 1999) characterized this defi nition as a ‘broad tent’ one, which 
included within itself the ‘four Cs’:2 cybernetics, catastrophe theory, chaos 
theory and ‘small tent’ complexity, associated with heterogeneous interact-
ing agents models. These four approaches appeared on the scene publicly 
decade after decade, one after the other, even though the mathematical roots 
of each had been developing over much longer periods of time. Arguably, 
the fi rst of these has become folded into the last of these currently, while the 
other two continue to develop on their own separate paths, with numerous 
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applications in pure biology and ecology. Broadly speaking, catastrophe 
theory studies endogenous discontinuities in certain kinds of dynamical 
systems that arise as given control variables change continuously, while 
chaos theory focuses on systems that exhibit sensitive dependence on initial 
conditions, also known as ‘the butterfl y eff ect’. Regarding ‘small tent com-
plexity’, this originated in models from the 1970s (Schelling, 1971; Föllmer, 
1974) in which immediate neighbors aff ect each other without necessarily 
directly aff ecting an entire system, even though these local eff ects can lead 
to broader systemic eff ects through complex emergence.

COMPLEX ECOLOGIC–ECONOMIC DYNAMICS 
AND (POST) KEYNESIAN UNCERTAINTY

The Debate

Paul Davidson (1994) is the acknowledged leader of what he calls the 
‘Keynes Post Keynesian’ school of economic thought, which emphasizes 
particularly the role of fundamental uncertainty from the work of Keynes 
(1921, 1936). A long-running debate between Davidson (1996) and other 
Post Keynesians (Rosser, 2006) has involved the relationship between 
complexity theory and the concept of Keynesian uncertainty. While 
Davidson has rejected complexity theory as not providing an ontological 
foundation for Keynesian uncertainty, which he insists must be accepted 
on axiomatic grounds, others have argued that indeed the ubiquity of 
complex dynamics in economic systems can provide a theoretically and 
empirically valid foundation for the concept. We shall not regurgitate 
the details of this debate here further. Rather, we shall consider some 
ecologic–economic systems that exhibit forms of dynamic complexity 
that this observer at least believes imply a reasonable form of Keynesian 
uncertainty. Indeed, the problem of non-quantifi able uncertainty has been 
one of the biggest issues facing both standard environmental as well as 
more heterodox ecological economists for some time, with many of these 
uncertainties deriving from the limits of our scientifi c knowledge about the 
environment. These uncertainties lie at the heart of the policy issues con-
fronting ecological economics, such as global warming or the preservation 
of species in dynamically complex systems.

Catastrophically Discontinuous Ecologic–Economic Systems

Even without interactions with human beings and their economically 
driven conduct in relation to the natural environment, strictly ecological 
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systems are known to exhibit dynamic discontinuities on their own. Some 
are known to exhibit multiple equilibria with discontinuities appearing as 
systems move from one basin of attraction to another dynamically, even 
without any human input, including the periodic mass suicides of lemmings 
(Elton, 1924), coral reefs (Done, 1992; Hughes, 1994), kelp forests (Estes 
and Duggins, 1995), and potentially eutrophic shallow lakes (Schindler, 
1990). The latter can be exacerbated by human input as well in combined 
systems, as humans can fl ip such a lake from a clear oligotrophic state to 
a murky eutrophic state by loading phosphorus from fertilizers or other 
sources (Carpenter et al., 1999; Brock et al., 2002; Wagener, 2003).

A famous example of a cyclical pattern involving two species interact-
ing in which the explosion of population of one leads to a catastrophic 
collapse of the other is the spruce–budworm cycle of about 40 years in 
Canadian forests (Ludwig et al., 1978). There is a substantial degree of 
predictability in this system, given its roughly periodic nature. However, 
human intervention can aff ect it in various ways. In particular, human 
eff orts to avoid or overcome the cycle can actually lead to greater discon-
tinuities and larger catastrophic collapses, an observation that underlay 
Holling’s (1973) innovation of the concept of a trade-off  between stability 
and resilience in ecosystems. Furthermore, Holling (1986) has argued that 
this system can be substantially impacted by small changes in quite distant 
ecosystems, as for example the draining of wetlands in the mid-US that 
can lead to fewer birds arriving in Canada from Mexico that eat the bud-
worms and help keep their population under control, an example of ‘local 
surprise, global change’.

The dynamics of this system are given as follows, from Ludwig et al. 
(1978). Let B equal the budworm population, rB their natural popula-
tion growth rate, KB the budworm carrying capacity (determined by the 
amount of leaves on the spruce trees), a the predator saturation parameter 
(a proportion of the budworm carrying capacity), b the maximum rate of 
predation on the budworms, and u* the equilibrium leaf volume, then the 
budworm dynamics in their early stages are given by:

 dB/Dt 5 rBB(1 2 B/KB) 2 bB2/(a2 1 B2). (11.1)

Nonzero equililbria are solutions of

 (rBKB/b) 5 u*/[(a/K2) 1 u*2)(1 2 u*)]. (11.2)

The set of solutions implied by this system contains a zone of multiple 
equilibria and associated catastrophic hysteresis loops representing an 
infected forest.3 This system is a variation on a predator–prey system, 
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which we shall discuss further below, but note here that the original 
 predatory–prey models studied by Lotka (1920, 1925 [1945]) and Volterra 
(1926, 1931) showed smooth, interconnected cycles rather than discon-
tinuities, which is somewhat more like what the fi rst empirically studied 
predatory–prey cycle, that of the Arctic hare and lynx, also tends to show, 
albeit with some variations.

A classic system subject to multiple equilibria and sudden, catastrophic 
changes due to human activity is in desert ecosystems, especially in cases 
where cattle grazing of fragile grasslands is involved (Noy-Meir, 1973; 
Ludwig et al., 2002; Rosser, 2005). In such cases, fragile rangelands can 
be overtaken by woody vegetation quite suddenly after an episode of 
overgrazing. Of course, this is linked to the classic problem of open access, 
which refl ects an institutional failure in the face of certain technological 
conditions.

Yet another system in which catastrophic declines of populations can 
happen with this clearly being the result of human activities interacting 
with the ecosystem, is in fi shery dynamics, especially in the famous case 
of an open-access fi shery subject to a backward-bending supply curve 
(Copes, 1970). Collapses of fi sheries are a global problem of enormous 
consequence and importance, with many such happening, including 
among others: Antarctic blue and fi n whales, Hokkaido herring, Peruvian 
anchoveta, Southwest African pilchard, North Sea herring, California sar-
dines, Georges Bank herring (and more recently, cod4 also), and Japanese 
sardine (Clark, 1985, p. 6), with Jones and Walters (1976) specifi cally 
studying the collapse of the Antarctic blue and fi n whales using catastro-
phe theory. A more general approach is provided by Clark (1990), Rosser 
(2001) and Hommes and Rosser (2001), which is summarized below.

Let x 5 fi sh biomass, r 5 intrinsic fi sh growth rate, k 5 ecological car-
rying capacity, t 5 time, h 5 harvest and F(x) 5 dx/dt, the growth rate 
of the fi sh without harvest (but limited by the carrying capacity). Then a 
sustained yield harvest, drawing on Schaefer (1957) is given by:

 h 5 F(x) 5 rx(1 2 x/k). (11.3)

Let E 5 catch eff ort in standardized vessel time, q 5 catch ability per 
vessel per day, c 5 constant marginal cost, p 5 price of fi sh, and d 5 the 
time discount rate. Then the basic harvest yield is:

 h(x) 5 qEx. (11.4)

Hommes and Rosser (2001) show that the supply curve for optimizing 
fi shers is given by:
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 xd(p) 5 k/4{1 1 (c/pqk) 2 (d/r) 1 [(1 1 (c/pqk) 2 (d/r)2 1 (8cd/pqkr)]1/2}. 
(11.5)

This entire system is depicted in Figure 11.1, with the backward-bend-
ing supply curve in the upper right and the yield curve in the lower right. 
The degree of backward bending is linked to the discount rate, and if it is 
less than about 2 percent, there is no backward bend, with the curve simply 
asymptotically approaching the maximum sustained yield of the fi shery as 
the price rises. However, the maximum backward bend occurs when d is 
infi nite, which gives the case equivalent to the open access case studied by 
Gordon (1954).

The basic story of fi shery collapse is depicted also in the upper right 
quadrant, where it is presumed that there is a gradual increase in demand, 
which eventually triggers a sudden increase in price and decrease in the 
steady-state harvest yield as the system passes through a single equilibrium 
zone into a three equilibria zone and fi nally into the single equilibrium 
zone associated with high price and low harvest yield.

Regarding the implications for Post Keynesian uncertainty theory, while 
some of these systems have elements of predictability, such as the approxi-
mately 40-year periodicity of the spruce–budworm cycle, others do not at 
all, such as the sudden collapses of overgrazed grasslands or overfi shed 
fi sheries. The general existence of ecological thresholds is a ubiquitous phe-
nomenon (Muradian, 2001), with the locations of these thresholds gener-
ally unknown. Rosser (2001) proposes using the precautionary principle in 
such cases, and Gunderson et al. (2002) see this as a fundamental problem 
for maintaining the resilience of threatened ecosystems around the world. 
This is not to say that extremal events cannot be modeled or their probabil-
ity come to be known (Embrechts et al., 2003). But a critical threshold of 
global signifi cance that has not been crossed before with the relevant prob-
ability distribution unknown, such as the danger of Greenland or Antarctic 
ice sheets sliding off  suddenly due to global warming, remains subject to 
and reinforces the problem of Keynesian uncertainty, even if Lloyd’s of 
London is writing catastrophic insurance contracts on beachfront housing 
against massive fl ooding. This problem becomes more serious when there 
is irreversibility within the system (Kahn and O’Neill, 1999).

Chaotic and Other Complex Dynamics in Ecologic–Economic Systems

It was actually from the study of population dynamics in ecology that 
the term ‘chaos’ fi rst came to be used for endogenously erratic dynami-
cal systems that exhibit sensitive dependence on initial conditions (May, 
1974). Soon after this, actual chaotic dynamics was observed in laboratory 
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populations of sheep blowfl ies (Hassell et al., 1976). It has since been 
argued that one is less likely to observe actual chaotic dynamics in natural 
populations because of the presence of statistical noise, while at the same 
time such noise is likely to increase the amplitude of fl uctuations that do 
occur (Zimmer, 1999).

The Gordon–Schaefer–Clark fi shery model of Hommes and Rosser 
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Figure 11.1  Gordon–Schaefer–Clark fi shery model
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(2001) described above can also be shown to exhibit chaotic dynamics 
under certain not unreasonable conditions. Letting the demand function 
be linear of the form:

 D(p) 5 A 2 Bpt, (11.6)

then letting agents follow naive expectations of the form that next period’s 
price will be the same as this period’s price leads to cobweb5 adjustment 
dynamics of:

 pt 5 D−1Sd(pt−1) 5 [A 2 Sd(pt−1)]/B. (11.7)

For the case where B 5 0.25 and A is given a value such that consumer 
demand will equal the maximum sustained yield at the minimum pos-
sible price, Hommes and Rosser (2001) show that as d increases past 2 
percent the supply curve will bend backward and the system will gradu-
ally undergo period-doubling bifurcations. Chaotic dynamics will occur 
in a range for d between about 8 percent and 10 percent, with the system 
simply going to the high price, low yield equilibrium for discount rate 
higher than 10 percent.

Hommes and Rosser then follow earlier work of Hommes and Sorger 
(1998), who in turn followed an argument due to Grandmont (1998), 
which shows that in a chaotic environment, agents following a relatively 
simple adjustment rule might be able to ‘learn to believe in chaos’ and 
adjust to follow the underlying chaotic dynamic according to a consistent 
expectations equilibrium.

The possibility of chaotic dynamics in fi sheries has been studied by 
others as well, with Conklin and Kolberg (1994) showing it for reasonable 
parameters in the case of a halibut fi shery when the supply curve is bending 
backwards. Furthermore, Doveri et al. (1993) have shown the possibility 
of chaotic dynamics in a multiple-species aquatic ecosystem.

The fi shery model laid out above and studied by Hommes and Rosser 
(2001) can also be shown to exhibit yet another complex phenomenon 
that increases the diffi  culty of making clear forecasts and of experienc-
ing sudden changes in the dynamic pattern of a system. This is the phe-
nomenon of the coexistence of multiple basins of attraction in which the 
boundaries between these basins may have a fractal shape, leading to a 
complex interpenetration of one basin by another or by several others. 
This phenomenon has been demonstrated for the Hommes–Rosser model 
by Foroni et al. (2003). The possibility of such dynamics in a purely eco-
nomic model was fi rst demonstrated by Lorenz (1992) for a variation of 
the Kaldor (1940) macroeconomic model. With such fractal boundaries, 
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small changes in parameter values can push the system from one basin of 
attraction into another with little predictability.

Finally, we move to a much grander scale perspective to consider the 
possibility of chaotic dynamics involving the combined, global economic–
climatic system. Chen (1997) has shown the possibility of such chaotic 
dynamics at such a level. In his model, he has two sectors, agriculture 
and manufacturing. Global temperature is a linear function of the level 
of manufacturing, but agriculture is a quadratic function of global tem-
perature. With some assumptions regarding price-setting between the 
two sectors, he is able to show the possibility of chaotic dynamics in both 
global temperature as well as the sectoral levels of output and prices.

At this point we need to remind ourselves that chaotic dynamics most 
thoroughly undermine any form of simple forecasting. Slight changes 
in initial points or parameter values can lead to substantial changes in 
dynamic paths. This is one way in which the possibility of complex dynam-
ics provides a conceptual foundation for the concept of fundamental 
Keynesian uncertainty.

ECOLOGICAL FOUNDATIONS OF COMPLEX POST 
KEYNESIAN MACRODYNAMICS

We have already noted the fact that the early Post Keynesian economics 
models involving non-linear relations in investment or other macro rela-
tions were the foundation of realization for economics more broadly of the 
possibility of endogeneity of macro fl uctuations (Rosser, 2006), a develop-
ment initiated by Kalecki (1935). These earlier Post Keynesian models (not 
labeled as such when they fi rst appeared), which contained non-linear ele-
ments, usually in the relevant investment equation, would later be shown 
to imply the possibility of complex dynamics. These later manifestations 
of their inherent complexity came to play an important role in the more 
general recognition that non-linearity can lead to endogenously complex 
dynamics in macroeconomic models.

Among the most important of those involved in these eff orts was Richard 
Goodwin (1947, 1951, 1967), with Strotz et al. (1953) showing the fi rst 
chaotically dynamic economic model, based on Goodwin (1951) with its 
non-linear accelerator, even as they did not understand what they had dis-
covered. His 1967 model more explicitly drew on ecological predecessors 
in the form of the predator–prey model of Lotka (1920, 1925) and Volterra 
(1926, 1931). Ironically for the old Marxist, Goodwin, in his model it is the 
workers with their wage demands who play the role of the ‘predators’, with 
their wage demands bringing about the reversal of the investment-driven 
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capitalist expansion. Goodwin’s (1967) model of business cycles is given 
by the following, where W 5 wages. Y 5 national GDP, with W/Y 5 w, 
the workers’ share, L 5 employed workers, N 5 population of labor force, 
hence L/N 5 the rate of employment, which is given by l, with P(l) being 
a linear Phillips curve relation between the rate of employment and the rate 
of changes of wages, K 5 the capital stock, v 5 K/Y, the accelerator rela-
tion, a is the rate of technological change, and b is the rate of population 
growth. From all of this the Goodwin (1967) model can be given as

 dw/dt 5 w[ P(l) 2 a], (11.8)

 d l/dt 5 l[(1 2 w)/v 2 a 2 b] (11.9)

While Goodwin initially only studied the endogenous limit cycle easily 
implied by these equations, Pohjola (1981) would show that with certain 
parameter values in a discrete form, this model can generate chaotic 
dynamics, extending a version of the model developed by Desai (1973), 
with Goodwin (1990) himself later fully examining these implications.

A similar history has occurred with regard to the predator–prey model 
itself in ecology, one of the most important and widely used models 
of population dynamics among species. The original formulation due 
to Lotka and Volterra only generated simple oscillations, limit cycles. 
Given their regular periodicity, these seemed to fi t available fi eld data, 
for example from the famous Arctic hare and lynx cycle from Canada for 
which the Hudson Bay Company had compiled a several centuries-long 
data set, which showed a cycle of about 10–11 years in length of the two 
interrelated populations, based on pelts sold to the company by Indians 
who hunted the species.

However, a complication is that whereas in the simple theoretical model 
amplitude is constant from period to period, this is not the case in the fi eld 
data. Such fl uctuations of amplitude with a roughly constant period are 
consistent with chaotic or semi-chaotic variation of the predator–prey 
model, which can arise with appropriate lagging or further non-linearities. 
Such non-linearities can enter in through the recognition of the role of 
other species, for example in the hare–lynx model recognizing that when 
the hare population is suffi  ciently low, the lynx will switch to pursuing 
other species. This was the extension that led Schaff er (1984) to be the 
fi rst to propose the possibility of chaotic dynamics within the hare–lynx 
cycle, with Solé and Bascompte (2006, pp. 38–42) providing an overview. 
Shortly, after Schaff er, Brauer and Soudack (1985) showed the possi-
bility of chaotic dynamics in predator–prey fi sheries systems with high 
harvest thresholds. The dynamics of lemmings and Finnish voles have 
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also been seen to be possibly chaotic, or at least semi-chaotic, with periods 
of unstable chaotic dynamics interspersing with periods of convergence 
(Ellner and Turchin, 1995; Turchin, 2003). We note the curiosity here that 
whereas it was from biology that the study of chaotic dynamics entered 
into economics, with regard to predator–prey models, it was economics 
that discovered the possibility of chaotic dynamics prior to the ecologists 
(Pohjola, 1981; Shaff er, 1984).

More recent work has shown the possibility of various other forms of 
complex dynamics arising with predator–prey systems. Thus, the phenom-
enon of fractal basin boundaries between multiple basins of attraction has 
been studied by Gu and Huang (2006) for predator–prey models. Kaneko 
and Tsuda (2001) provide an even broader array of forms of complex 
dynamics that can arise in coupled dynamical systems.

Finally, the discussion of predator–prey dynamics has moved to a 
higher level of macroevolution where chaotically oscillating patterns of 
phenotype and genotype variation occur over the long periods of evo-
lutionary change within a predator–prey context (Solé and Bascompte, 
2006; Sardanyés and Solé, 2007). This pattern in some respects refl ects the 
chaotic long-wave evolutionary dynamics studied by Goodwin (1986).

POLICY IMPLICATIONS

The existence of complex dynamics in ecologic–economic systems com-
plicates policy-making considerably. Rosser (2001) argued that two well-
known principles are more important in the face of the threats of possible 
sudden discontinuities or more erratic dynamic patterns: the precaution-
ary principle and the scale-matching principle. The fi rst is pretty obvious. 
The existence of thresholds beyond which catastrophic outcomes can 
occur should induce considerable caution, especially when irreversibili-
ties are involved. How we deal with discovering where those thresholds 
are and what to do about them remains a problem that veers into that 
of Keynesian uncertainty, even though some do make eff orts to estimate 
probabilities in these situations. In some cases, such as with the various 
reports on global warming, probabilities are estimated, but they are done 
so while ignoring the probabilities of these more disturbing potentially 
catastrophic events.

Scale-matching is another matter that involves making sure that any 
policy action is directed at the appropriate level of the ecological hierarchy. 
Global problems should be dealt with globally; local ones locally. This may 
seem obvious, but it becomes less obvious when decision-making must inter-
act with the assignment or assessment of property rights. These two must 
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align themselves relevantly with the environmental or ecological eff ects of a 
policy or an action (Rosser and Rosser, 2006). It should be kept in mind that 
mere ownership is not suffi  cient, as implied by such analysts of the ‘common 
property resource problem’ as Gordon (1954). Control of access is the key, 
and the assignment of property rights must align itself with the ability to 
control access and achieve environmentally sustainable outcomes.

CONCLUSION

Just as argued by Rosser (2006) that there was an important infl uence 
from Post Keynesian economics on the development of complexity 
theory, so too here we see some elements of infl uence on more specifi cally 
ecological–economic complex systems theory. Indeed, the infl uence has 
been both ways as was seen with the role of predator–prey models in Post 
Keynesian macrodynamics. Many of the deepest themes of the various 
schools of Post Keynesian economics are most clearly seen in the cases 
of complex ecologic dynamics, with these themes manifesting themselves 
most clearly in policy terms in the form of the problem of fundamental 
Keynesian uncertainty.

NOTES

1. Day (2006, p. 63) has since moved toward favoring a more general defi nition of com-
plexity taken from the Oxford English Dictionary: ‘a group of interrelated or entangled 
relationships’. This more general defi nition contains the dynamic one that we focus on 
here, but is perhaps less useful given that the link between Post Keynesian uncertainty 
and ecological economics is clearest in such dynamically complex systems. 

2. This phrase was introduced along with the term ‘chaoplexity’ by Horgan (1997) to ridi-
cule these ideas. 

3. See Rosser (2005) for further discussion of issues related to complex forestry dynamics.
4. See Ruitenback (1996) for a discussion of the collapse of the once great cod fi shery off  

Newfoundland.
5. Chiarella (1988) showed for a wide class of cases that chaotic dynamics can arise with 

cobweb dynamics. Such dynamics are widespread in agriculture, and various cycles in agri-
culture, including cattle and pigs, have been argued to be possibly chaotic. For an overview 
of possible chaotic dynamics in various sub-parts of agriculture, see Sakai (2001).
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12.  Environmental innovation: 
a Post Keynesian interpretation
James Juniper

INTRODUCTION

This chapter draws on Porter and van der Linde’s article, ‘Green and 
 competitive’, which addresses the potential for corporations that are 
 increasingly required to meet stringent environmental regulations to achieve 
sustainable improvements in their competitive advantage. Porter’s argu-
ments are employed to weave together two strands of research. On the one 
hand there is the literature on ‘smart’ or ‘responsive’ regulation that is largely 
derived from a juridical framework. This strand of research posits that we 
are currently witnessing the evolution of a ‘third way’ to both develop and 
implement systems of regulation and corporate governance. On the other 
hand there is the chartalist literature, which places emphasis on the role of 
government in creating net fi nancial assets through defi cit spending, which 
can be applied to the task of achieving full employment through the provi-
sion of largely full-time jobs within the public sector. More recently, on 
chartalist grounds, Mitchell and Juniper (2007) have advocated a ‘spatial 
Keynesian’ form of employment creation to be achieved through a region-
ally implemented job guarantee. This policy intervention has an advantage 
over traditional Keynesian expansionary programmes (without positing 
the necessity for any mutual exclusion), which require large-scale invest-
ment in public infrastructure; insofar as employment opportunities can be 
specifi cally targeted at regions of high unemployment.

The fi rst of these strands is subject to criticism on the basis of an alter-
native theoretical framework developed by William Lazonick and Mary 
O’Sullivan. While their notion of the ‘social conditions of the innovative 
enterprise’ provides a Chandleresque critique of the corporate govern-
ance literature (Chandler, 1977), it also recognizes that macroeconomic 
conditions can exercise a signifi cant infl uence over the choices fi rms make 
between strategies of innovation or adaptation. An articulation of this 
interrelationship from a policy-oriented perspective represents the major 
concern of this chapter.
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To set the scene, the next section of the chapter examines the issues 
raised by Porter and van der Linde’s 1995a Harvard Business Review 
article on competitive advantage and environmental regulation. Although 
the arguments made in this paper are persuasive, it will be argued in the 
third section that Porter and van der Linde do not possess a cogent and 
comprehensive theory that relates corporate governance to innovation in 
general, and environmental innovation in particular. The fourth section of 
the chapter draws on the work of Lazonick and O’Sullivan as an alterna-
tive framework for addressing the infl uence of corporate governance over 
innovation. However, these authors underplay the macroeconomic role 
of government in supporting innovation. These diverse strands of theory 
are woven together in the fi fth section of the chapter, which provides an 
overview of the spatial Keynesian paradigm, and focuses on the macro-
economic constraints over innovation and regional development. Policy 
implications and conclusions are addressed in the seventh and fi nal section 
of the chapter.

THE HARVARD BUSINESS REVIEW ’S 
ENVIRONMENTAL DEBATE

Michael Porter’s analysis of innovation and regional development is 
grounded in his earlier research on industrial organization. Initially 
Porter’s approach was based on a fairly orthodox interpretation of the 
structure–conduct–performance paradigm, which placed emphasis on 
entry barriers, the threat of substitution from rival products and services, 
the bargaining power of buyers, the bargaining power of suppliers, and 
rivalry amongst incumbents.

In contrast, Michael Porter’s key theoretical argument in his 1990 
text on The Competitive Advantage of Nations is that fi rms (and nations) 
create advantages by developing institutional mechanisms (both public 
and private) for creating specialized factors or discovering new ways to 
produce and market goods and services. He suggests that there are systemic 
infl uences behind competitive success arising from interactions between 
factor conditions, demand conditions, clusters of related and supporting 
industries, and individual patterns of fi rm rivalry, structure and strategy. 
Porter cautions that the Ricardian theory of comparative advantage has 
become less relevant in globalized industries where fi rms are increasingly 
decoupled from the factor endowments of host-nations and can gain 
access to internationally traded resources and factors (including capital 
and information). At the same time, he observes that modern technol-
ogy nullifi es the importance of specifi c factors of production. Moreover, 
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many nations with markedly divergent industry and trade compositions 
now have relatively comparable pools of factors (for example skills and 
infrastructure). Finally, he notes that specifi c factor disadvantages within 
a region or nation can act as a spur to the development of compensatory 
mechanisms, which in time come to serve as new and sustainable sources 
of global competitive strength.1

It is within this theoretical context that Porter and van der Linde (1995a, 
p. 120) commence their investigation of environmental innovation, begin-
ning with a discussion of business attitudes towards environmental regu-
lations. While most businesses evince a grudging acceptance of the need 
for regulation, they suggest that this is complemented by a belief in the 
existence of a necessary trade-off  between ecology and related social ben-
efi ts, on the one hand, and economy and related private costs, on the other 
hand. Thus, policy-makers are condemned to oscillate between periods 
of more or less regulation. Porter and van der Linde complain that this 
view refl ects a largely static conception, which holds as if fi xed technology, 
consumer needs, products and processes, so that any regulation would 
automatically increase cost. However, Porter and van der Linde argue the 
contrary position: if properly designed, environmental standards could 
change things by triggering innovation. Costs could be lowered and the 
value of products increased by enhancing ‘resource productivity’ within 
the fi rm or region.

To bolster their claims, Porter and van der Linde (1995a, p. 121) turn 
to a well-used case study: that of the Dutch fl ower industry. In the early 
post-world-war two period this industry was characterized by cultivation 
in small plots, where contamination of soil and groundwater by pesti-
cides was common. Subsequently, a ‘closed-loop’ system was developed 
based on greenhouse technology where plants were grown in a rock wool 
substrate. This technology breakthrough, they argue, led to lower risk of 
infestation, lower variation and, thus, improved quality.

Naturally, Porter and van der Linde (1995a, p. 122) ask whether this 
example represents an exception or a general rule. Deciding in favour of 
the universal, they establish a general principle: Pollution 5 Ineffi  ciency. 
Ineffi  ciencies are manifold, including hidden costs ‘buried’ in the life cycle 
of products and services and overall resource ineffi  ciencies. The former are 
manifest in the form of energy cost, resource wastes and discards, while 
the latter most commonly obtain in the form of incomplete material utili-
zation, poor process control, waste, defects and storage costs.

One reason why these ineffi  ciencies are not detected is that most com-
panies focus on pollution control through better identifi cation, processing 
and disposal. However, as with total quality management (TQM), Porter 
and van der Linde argue that quality-minded companies such as Du Pont 
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can eliminate hazards, hard-to-handle materials and unneeded activities. 
A litany of examples and cases, across a wide variety of industries, are 
presented in support of their contentions – many of them drawn from 
studies conducted in collaboration with the US Management Institute for 
Environment and Business.

This evidence leads Porter and van der Linde (1995a, p. 125) to ask 
an obvious question: if so many opportunities are available to achieve 
environmental solutions, why the need for regulation in the fi rst place? 
Their answer amounts to a rejection of the presumption – one that is 
paradoxically a mainstay of modern fi nance theory – that all competitive 
opportunities are automatically exhausted (that is, there are no $10 bills 
lying on the ground waiting to be picked up). The reason for this rejection 
is the usual one of market failure: fi rms do not have perfect information, 
face adequate incentives or have the ability to exercise appropriate timing. 
In the corporate sector, environmental interventions are in a transi-
tional phase where both companies and consumers lack experience. For 
example, due to apparently free discard many customers are unaware of 
hidden packaging costs. Thus, Porter and van der Linde (1995a, p. 128) 
conclude that regulation is therefore needed to provide pressure for inno-
vation pressure, to promote environmental aspects of process innovation, 
to compensate for lack of customer perception, and to impose a level 
playing fi eld during the period of transition. Once again, they refer to the 
diff usion of TQM methods in Japan, which was supported by government 
promotions such as the Deming Prize.

Porter and van der Linde go on to highlight what they refer to as the 
costs of a ‘static mind set’, which is most obviously expressed in the 
current adversarial climate of wasteful power struggles between regulators 
and industry. Here, they cite a 1992 study by the RAND Institute for Civil 
Justice (Acton and Dixon, 1992), in which it was noted that 88 per cent 
of company costs arose due to litigation, whereas only 12 per cent were 
related directly to site clean-up. Nevertheless, the authors acknowledge 
that legitimate controversy sometimes arises. For example, the social 
benefi ts of removing pollution have often been overstated. In addition, the 
private costs to companies are often unnecessarily high despite the social 
benefi ts of reduction due to poorly designed regulations. Porter and van 
der Linde stress that usually the degree of strictness of regulations is not 
the problem so much as the focus on clean-up rather than prevention. At 
the same time, liability exposure can discourage risk-taking on the part 
of fi rms, while enforcement rigidity remains a problem (for example, a 
95 per cent reduction in pollution impact may still result in the off ending 
company paying the full penalty).

Accordingly, Porter and van der Linde (1995a, p. 124) argue for 
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innovation-friendly regulation where the focus is on outcomes rather than 
technologies, where concern is with stable and predictable interventions 
rather than laxity, with high levels of industry involvement, market incen-
tives, and harmonization of regulations across both fi elds and countries. 
An end-user focus, they suggest, can often promote upstream improve-
ments. Governments should ensure that regulators acquire high levels of 
technical competence so that less time and resources are spent on regula-
tory enforcement and resistance.

Porter and van der Linde (1995a, p. 130) go on to consider the implica-
tions of their analysis for companies. They instance the case of fuel  emission 
standards in the USA in comparison with West Germany and Japan, fi rst 
observing that managers frequently ‘dig their heels in’ to the detriment 
of their own industry competitiveness. They suggest that one reason for 
this resistance is that environmental issues in the USA are still the prov-
ince of consultants rather than specialists internal to the industry (Porter 
and van der Linde, 1995a, p. 131). This organizational feature promotes 
both a legalistic and adversarial approach, and ‘end-of-pipe’ solutions, 
which neglect issues of resource productivity. Porter and van der Linde 
observe that often, these same consultants are vendors for ‘end-of-pipe’ 
equipment. And even when expertise is internalized, those responsible 
often lack line management authority. Porter and van der Linde (1995a, 
p. 132) urge US companies to be more vigilant in measuring and monitor-
ing pollution impact, and highlighting unused inventory and emitted or 
discarded resources. Globalization, they contend, heightens the impor-
tance of resource productivity. They warn managers against ignoring the 
opportunity cost of underutilization and overestimating the requisite risk 
adjustments that should be made to the cost of capital for environmental 
investments. Furthermore, they suggest companies should trace informa-
tion on own- and user-resource usage back to the design stage. At the same 
time, they argue that managers should develop proactive relationships 
with regulators (Porter and van der Linde, 1995a, p. 133).2

A cogent critique of Porter’s competitive advantage framework is 
aff orded by dynamic competency theorists. The grounds for this critique 
are examined in the next section of the chapter, which draws on Teece et 
al. (1997) and Australian research on ‘smart’ regulation.

A CRITIQUE OF PORTER AND VAN DER LINDE’S 
APPROACH

Porter and van der Linde advocate an approach to governance that 
is informed by ‘smart’ regulation. This aspect of regulation has been 
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promoted by an active group of Australian researchers largely working 
within a juridical framework, whose members variously discuss the 
attributes of ‘smart’ (Gunningham and Grabosky, 1998) or ‘responsive’ 
regulation (Ayres and Braithwaite, 1992). This approach can suppos-
edly overcome the limitations associated with both top-down systems of 
‘command-and-control’ regulation and neoliberal processes of voluntary 
self-regulation. Instead, a responsive or ‘smart’ regulation approach is 
advocated because it has the capacity to distinguish between virtuous and 
rational agents, non-virtuous though rational agents and non-virtuous 
and irrational agents, so that regulators can selectively intervene, drawing 
on a variety of carefully designed mechanisms correlated with each class of 
agents, ranging respectively from persuasion, through punitive sanction, 
to ultimate incapacitation.

The EU’s end-of-life vehicle legislation serves as a convincing example 
of responsive regulation that goes beyond dichotomy between command-
and-control (Stalinist) and voluntary self-regulation (Neoliberal) systems 
of governance. Making the car the property of the automotive producer 
at the end of its useful life in the context of highly costly landfi ll and 
toxic waste disposal foists upon the company the urgent necessity to 
reduce environmental costs through design for ease of disassembly and 
design for low pollution impact, including design for recyclables and 
toxic waste reduction. The impetus behind such changes is reinforced by 
requirements for both producers and their major suppliers to be third-
party accredited in the ISO 14001 standard pertaining to environmental 
management systems. The latter requires documentation of life-cycle 
analysis and of resulting strategies that have the aim of eliminating pol-
lution impact. The Australian advocates of responsive regulation turn 
to juridical and psychological research for support. Unfortunately, these 
sources ignore the all-important politico-economic drivers of eff ective 
governance.

As Teece et al. (1997, p. 511) have argued, the orthodox analysis of 
industrial organization regards some industries as more attractive than 
others because they aff ord more opportunities to restrain competitive 
forces. As economic rents are derived from imperfectly competitive 
industry structures, the choices to invest in one rather than another 
sector will therefore depend on opportunities for erecting or preserving 
‘impediments’ to competition. Obstacles to interfi rm rivalry within a 
given sector of industry can be constructed either through the exploi-
tation of ‘reputation’ eff ects, or because incumbent fi rms in these 
industries can openly engage in predatory pricing or, perhaps more 
diplomatically, can signal their intentions to others (warning them off  in 
advance). In the latter case fi rms must ‘second-guess’ the moves of rivals 
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while acting in accordance with the principle, ‘do unto others before 
they do unto you’.

Teece et al. turn to resource-based theory and dynamic competencies 
theory for an alternative explanation of relative performance. In these 
theoretical approaches, emphasis is placed on the development, accu-
mulation, combination and protection of unique skills and capabilities. 
Congruent with changes in the external environment, fi rm competencies 
must not only be deployed, but also coordinated and constantly renewed. 
Teece et al. (1997, p. 516) draw a further distinction between core compe-
tencies (which defi ne a fi rm’s fundamental business and can be enhanced 
through the development or acquisition of complementary assets) and 
dynamic capabilities (the purpose of which is to build, integrate and recon-
fi gure existing competencies to address the rapidly changing environment). 
Accordingly, the key step for strategy is the foundation of distinctive, dif-
fi cult-to-replicate advantage. In this light it is understandable that Teece 
et al. (1997, p. 517) feel obliged to reject the neoclassical notion of the fi rm 
as a nexus of contracts, along with its Coasian counterpart (Coase, 1937), 
which views the fi rm as either a ‘quasi-market’ or an organizational form 
that has entirely displaced the market.

Teece et al. (1997, p. 518) point to the fact that market incentives are 
far from exhaustive and can function in such a manner as eff ectively to 
destroy cooperative activity and learning. Essentially, this is because 
there is no basis on which individual eff ort can be calibrated with joint 
eff ort. Rather, the essence of capabilities is that they cannot be assem-
bled using markets (that is, they are untraded) and, as such, they require 
various forms of decentred rather than unilateral coordination. In sum, 
the balance sheet is not equivalent to the organization, and organiza-
tions entail both hierarchy and integration. Organizational processes, 
they suggest, are remarkably diverse, including internal and external 
mechanisms of coordination, integration, learning and reconfi guration. 
The fi rm must take a position in both traded and untraded assets of a 
technological nature, while investing in complementary assets that can 
be fi nancial, structural, institutional, market-related and reputation-
based (Teece et al., 1997, p. 522). In addition, technological opportuni-
ties draw not only on basic science, but also on aspects of the national, 
regional and industrial innovation system in which fi rms are embedded. 
For all these reasons, history (in the form of path-dependent processes) 
matters.

It would seem that dynamic competencies theory aff ords a robust alter-
native to the strategic analysis of Porter and van der Linde. Although 
Porter (1990) himself draws on work by Teece it seems to be marginal to 
his preferred analytical framework.
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AN ALTERNATIVE PERSPECTIVE ON CORPORATE 
GOVERNANCE

The literature on corporate governance tends to be more narrowly focused 
than its regional development counterparts. To fi nance economists and 
accountants: ‘Corporate Governance deals with the ways in which suppli-
ers of fi nance to corporations assure themselves of getting a return on their 
investment’ (Shleifer and Vishny, 1997, p. 737). Corporate governance is 
the system by which business corporations are directed and controlled. 
The corporate governance structure specifi es the distribution of rights and 
responsibilities among diff erent participants in the corporation, such as 
the board, managers, shareholders and other stakeholders, and spells out 
the rules and procedures for making decisions on corporate aff airs.

During the early 1990s business economists (Porter, 1992; Prowse, 
1990) were fearful that the USA would soon be overtaken by Japan and 
Germany due to the fact that ‘bank-based’ capital markets in these latter 
nations encouraged investors to adopt longer-term or more patient hori-
zons (for UK evidence on the same phenomenon, see Miles, 1995; Satchell 
and Damant, 1995; Cuthbertson et al., 1997). These fears of a US eclipse 
abated during the ‘dot-com’ boom of the later 1990s, only to be reinvigor-
ated after the 2001 crash, in the light of revelations about the illegal prac-
tices on the part of companies such as Sunbeam, Enron and Xerox.

At the height of the ‘dot-com’ boom US researchers started to reassess 
Anglo-American capital markets in a positive light. Neoclassical fi nancial 
economists such as La Porta et al. (2002) focused on transactions costs, 
including imperfect information – which are seen to operate as barriers 
to successful deal-making – from a more juridical perspective. In the cor-
porate sector, a raft of legal rights and obligations were seen to infl uence 
the levels of risk faced by providers of external fi nance. However, these 
orthodox and largely juridical readings of corporate governance have been 
questioned by authors such as William Lazonick and Mary O’Sullivan.

Lazonick (1991, p. 19) complains that orthodox approaches to issues of 
governance, including that of Shleifer and Vishny (1997) and Williamson’s 
(1985) transaction cost theory, do not address the fundamental question of 
how productive resources are developed within an innovating enterprise. 
In viewing strategy solely as a form of predatory behaviour, the enter-
prise can only be conceived as a ‘market imperfection’ impeding free fl ow 
of resources. Moreover, markets are viewed as a cause rather than as a 
consequence of economic development. From this market-based perspec-
tive, fi rms are advised to create ‘high-powered’ incentives with no obliga-
tion for the sharing of returns: instead, salaries merely serve to segment 
and separate remuneration out from productive eff ort. In the work of 
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Coasians such as Oliver Williamson, the role of fi rms is confi ned to that of 
‘working things out’, that is, to optimizing subject to technological (asset 
specifi city), behavioural (guileful opportunism), and cognitive (bounded 
rationality) constraints.

In particular, Lazonick (1991, p. 195) argues that for transaction cost 
theory there is no concept of the dynamics of capitalist development, 
nor of business as a value-creating organization. Instead, the focus is on 
‘adaptive, sequential decision-making’ in the face of ‘disturbances’, which 
economizes on bounded rationality (Lazonick, 1991, p. 209). The core 
presumption is that ‘in the beginning there were markets’, and ‘[o]nly as 
market-mediated contracts break down are the transactions in question 
removed from markets and organized internally’ (Williamson, 1985, p. 
143). In contrast, Lazonick argues that bounded rationality can be trans-
formed into collectivized forms of rationality through organizational 
innovation and learning, while high-powered incentives can transform 
opportunism into collective purpose (Lazonick, 2002, p. 3065). There is 
little or no understanding on the part of transaction cost theorists of the 
role business enterprises play in the innovation process, specifi cally the 
basis on which fi rms allocate resources for innovation. For Lazonick, this 
is fundamentally an issue of organizational rather than market control.

Lazonick even extends this line of complaint to dynamic capabilities 
theory, saying that it has nothing to say about such issues as the location 
of strategic control, the allocation of fi nancial returns, the re-integration 
of learning and strategy, and how to develop a strategic response to new 
competitors and environments when fi rms are confronted with the obso-
lescence of existing asset positions (Lazonick, 2002, p. 3069). No doubt 
this overstates the case (especially in regard to the last point), but it does 
highlight what is cogent and unique about the theoretical framework 
that Lazonick (and his erstwhile collaborator, Mary O’Sullivan) have 
constructed.

In recognition of the value of this theoretical context, Lazonick and 
O’Sullivan were commissioned to advise the EU on a range of matters 
regarding eff ective corporate governance. Lazonick and O’Sullivan (2002) 
outline a theoretical framework, which they call the social conditions of 
the innovative enterprise (SCIE). In their reports to the EU, they describe 
how institutional factors interact with industrial conditions (technology- 
and market-related) and organizational conditions (strategic, cognitive 
and behavioural) to infl uence the SCIE.

Lazonick (1991, pp. 198–206) presents a cogent summary of his theory 
of the innovative organization. He argues that the crucial problem faced 
by business organizations is that of fi xed costs. Because neither produc-
tion nor sale are certain or instantaneous, fi rms must choose between two 
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opposing strategies. On the one hand, they can be innovative, developing 
productive capabilities and resources. On the other hand, they can be 
adaptive, staying with known technical specifi cations and existing capa-
bilities. This choice is made in the context of two forms of uncertainty. 
‘Productive uncertainty’ is concerned with the internal organization of 
fi rm, while ‘competitive uncertainty’ concerns rivalry on the part of other 
fi rms. Both forms of uncertainty obtain over the two sequential stages of 
development and utilization of capabilities.

Lazonick (1991, pp. 203–4) emphasizes the fact that higher levels of 
innovation imply more uncertainty as the fi rm must invest in vertically inte-
grated activities, research and development (R&D), planning and coordi-
nation. These costs are minimized for the adaptive fi rm, which maintains a 
lower level of fi xed commitments. The innovative enterprise must invest in 
management capabilities, the development and coordination of specialized 
skills, coordination mechanisms that increase the speed of throughput, 
and higher levels of backward and forward integration. All these activities 
are associated with the transformation of both variable into fi xed costs, 
and competitive uncertainty into productive uncertainty. Nevertheless, the 
fi rm can exercise more control over the process by trading-off  a higher risk 
of failure against enhanced opportunities for growth (Lazonick, 1991, p. 
201). Moreover, Lazonick cautions that even late movers face some uncer-
tainty over their ability to manage the requisite investments and, more 
often than not, they are exposed to an increased threat of ‘creative destruc-
tion’. Accordingly, oligopolies always confront the dangerous temptation 
of relaxing into regimes of adaptation. At the same time, Lazonick (1991, 
p. 206) notes that eff ort-saving technological change creates opportunities 
for achieving high throughput. However, this imposes the need for exten-
sive backward and forward integration, the conversion of variable into 
fi xed costs, the conversion of competitive into productive uncertainty, and 
the successful exploitation of both scale and scope economies so that fi xed 
costs can be spread over larger production volumes.

Governance issues play an essential role in infl uencing aspects of organi-
zational renewal, processes of technological diff usion and the commercial 
outcomes of innovation-related activity. Lazonick (2003, pp. 35–6) also 
briefl y addresses the issue of how developmental states can infl uence the 
SCIE. However, these interactions are not examined in any detail.3 The 
motivation for the next section of the chapter is the desire to explain the 
nature of these interactions before examining the implications of macro-
economic settings for developments in environmental and other forms of 
innovation. It will be argued that macroeconomic policies that successfully 
achieve full utilization of capacity are highly conducive to innovation at 
the level of the individual enterprise.
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MACROECONOMIC ELEMENTS FOR A NEW 
THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVE

In arguing that the SCIE are a tool for the systematic study of the diver-
sity of institutional and organizational conditions across nations and 
industries, and over time, Lazonick acknowledges the importance of both 
enterprises and nation states in promoting innovation and development 
(Lazonick, 2003, p. 25). He notes in particular that each can adopt diff er-
ent modes of ‘accessing’ foundational fi nance.

Unfortunately, Lazonick does not provide a detailed account of 
how macroeconomic considerations infl uence enterprise innovation. 
Nevertheless, from the preceding analysis it should be obvious that poli-
cies designed to achieve high levels of eff ective demand, capacity utiliza-
tion and full employment will encourage fi rms to adopt innovative rather 
than adaptive strategies. A buoyant economy will support strategies of 
backward and forward integration and high throughput, which results in 
the spreading of fi xed costs over larger volumes.

From the chartalist perspective advocated by economists as diverse 
as Keynes, Schumpeter and Abba Lerner, the demand for currency is 
induced by the necessity of paying taxes that the government imposes on 
the private sector.4 The issue of currency through public spending enables 
the government to gain control over resources, products and services that 
have been produced by the non-government sector (including both the rest 
of the world and the private sector).

Accordingly, given the non-government sector’s desire to net save, 
unemployment may arise when monies withdrawn through taxation are 
greater than those injected into the economy. Defi cit spending is necessary 
to create net fi nancial assets required to meet this desire for net saving 
because net fi nancial assets cannot be created within the non-government 
sector. This is because every asset created on the balance sheet of the non-
government sector is matched by a corresponding liability. The net wealth 
of the non-government sector thus refl ects cumulative defi cit spending on 
the part of the federal government.5

To spend, the government merely credits the exchange settlement 
accounts of the central bank. When taxes are paid, these same accounts 
are debited. The national government then sets the interest rate by absorb-
ing any net liquidity remaining in the banking system through the sale of 
bonds. Thus bond sales are not required to ‘fi nance’ government spend-
ing. Their task is to absorb excess liquidity so that interest rates can be 
determined. As shown in Japan, a chosen interest rate can be selected and 
maintained by the government, irrespective of how large the budget defi cit 
becomes. In this light, the long-term maintenance of government surpluses 
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destroys jobs and leads to a continual reduction in the net wealth of the 
national economy (Mitchell and Juniper, 2007).

From this chartalist perspective governments do not face any budget 
constraint on their spending. The government spends by crediting private 
sector bank accounts at the central bank. Moreover, this process occurs 
independently from the accumulation of revenue by the government. 
What is frequently referred to as a ‘constraint’ is in actual fact an ex post 
accounting identity (Bell and Wray, 2002–03).

In Juniper (2007), the insights gleaned from this ‘spatial Keynesian’ and 
chartalist perspective on macroeconomics are combined with Lazonick and 
O’Sullivan’s conditions of the innovative enterprise framework to arrive at 
a rigorous interdisciplinary framework for the analysis of centrally coordi-
nated regional innovation and regional development policy. In particular, 
it articulates the often-overlooked linkage between (spatially articulated) 
macroeconomic policies of full employment, infrastructure development, 
training, and regional innovation policy, before examining opportunities 
for empirical analysis that are aff orded by this integrative approach.

The fi rst argument is that, in fostering high levels of eff ective demand, 
national governments also promote higher rates of innovation.6 While most 
macroeconomists recognize the existence of a strong causal link between 
aggregate demand and both tangible and intangible forms of investment, 
Lazonick and O’Sullivan’s theoretical framework focuses attention on the 
need for high rates of throughput at the enterprise level both to spread the 
burden of fi xed capital charges and to cushion against the uncertainties 
that are engendered by more innovative rather than adaptive strategies.

The second argument is related to the Post Keynesian principle that 
the provision of a ‘buff er stock’ of secure, public sector jobs that pay an 
appropriate minimum wage for those who would otherwise be unem-
ployed aff ords better protection against infl ation than would be provided 
through the maintenance of unemployment or, for that matter, through 
the increasing prevalence of precarious employment. This is because those 
who are actively employed are work-ready and can readily move into 
the private sector if and when more jobs become available. Nevertheless, 
over and above these anti-infl ationary advantages, the maintenance of an 
employment buff er stock also promotes innovation. This because prospec-
tive employers in the non-government sector must attract buff er stock 
employees through an off er of better pay, improved conditions, career 
paths, better working conditions or more challenging work opportuni-
ties. In contrast, neoliberal strategies based on the promotion of labour 
market fl exibility actively discourage innovation because ineffi  cient fi rms 
can simply force the pecuniary and non-pecuniary forms of remuneration 
down for their unfortunate workforces.
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The third argument is related to the view that governments have an all-
important role in the provision of nominal anchors for both the overall 
level of prices and rates of return.7 The former can be achieved through the 
determination of an appropriate minimum wage for buff er stock employ-
ees, while the latter can be achieved through the government’s ability to 
determine short-term rates of interest. Under neoliberal regimes that privi-
lege monetary policy over fi scal policy, the stability of the latter nominal 
anchor is clearly undermined. However, it should also be acknowledged 
that the achievement of stable nominal anchors determines the base so 
that a mildly escalating sequence of wage relativities in diff erent occupa-
tions and sectors can evolve to refl ect and drive productivity diff erentials. 
This too fosters higher rates of innovation. The implications of these 
insights into the linkages between macroeconomics and innovation will be 
articulated in the concluding section of the chapter.

POLICY IMPLICATIONS AND CONCLUSION

While the literature on ‘smart’ or ‘responsive’ regulation, including the 
work of Porter and van der Linde, has made a valuable contribution to 
our understanding of corporate and environmental legislation and gov-
ernance, the above arguments imply that it must be embedded within 
a broader theoretical framework that draws on both macroeconomic 
insights and a more comprehensive understanding of the institutional 
conditions of the innovative enterprise. To support the development and 
implementation of successful innovation policies – environmental or 
otherwise – will require a blurring of traditional demarcations between 
microeconomic and macroeconomic theory.

From the preceding discussion it should be apparent that end-of-life 
vehicle legislation conforms closely to the defi ning characteristics of 
‘smart’ regulation (Aalders and Wilthagen, 1997, pp. 431–4). For one 
thing, it takes advantage of intermediary structures, such as industry net-
works, in promoting environmental management practices and forms of 
environmental contracting along the supply chain. For another, it actively 
encourages corporate social responsibility through the internalization of 
external goals and values. In part, this is achieved through the requirement 
for fi rms to gain third-party accreditation in the ISO 14001 environmental 
management quality assurance standard. This monitoring by third parties, 
backed by legislative enforcement, compensates for the limited inspector-
ate capacity of government regulators.

When viewed from the Chandlerian perspective of Lazonick and 
O’Sullivan, it is evident that design for disassembly and recyclability will 
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be both costly and fraught with uncertainty for fi rms in the automotive 
sector. No doubt, a range of microeconomic and institutional support 
mechanisms would encourage fi rms to adopt innovative rather than 
merely adaptive strategies. These mechanisms could include the construc-
tion of strong research links between the science sector and industry, 
the provision of patient and dedicated fi nance to encourage less tangible 
forms of environmental investment, the provision of government-funded 
bureau services to advise fi rms about life-cycle analysis (pollution impact 
and frequency, rates of resource usage and energy consumption) and the 
prospective gains that might be achieved through investment in best-
practice technologies (including through recycling), and the establishment 
of educational facilities to train graduates in the requisite environmental 
management techniques and related engineering skills.

However, above and beyond this familiar suite of microeconomic forms 
of intervention, this chapter has emphasized the importance of macro-
economic infl uences over environmental investment and innovation. In 
current economic conditions the automotive industry is caught between 
two pincers. On the one hand, customers are demanding more fuel- effi  cient 
vehicles in the face of rising fuel costs. On the other hand, fi rms are con-
fronting a global situation of excess supply for cars and trucks, aggravated 
by the sub-prime crisis and subsequent economic downturn in world eco-
nomic growth. In this context, national governments are engaging in a war 
of subsidies and rebates with the aim of encouraging domestic automotive 
producers to manufacture within their own national boundaries or at the 
very least, plan, design and coordinate off shore production of the current 
generation of fuel-effi  cient and hybrid vehicles. Similar arguments can be 
applied to other sectors of industry.

On the basis of a detailed analysis of the uneven duration and persist-
ence of regional unemployment, Mitchell and Carlson (2003, p. 12) rec-
ommend what they term a ‘spatial Keynesian’ policy regime combining 
demand expansion to remove the spending gap occasioned by the desire of 
the private sector to net save, spatial distribution of public sector employ-
ment creation, and regionally directed public sector infrastructure and 
industry policy. This spatial Keynesian policy regime has been described 
in more detail in Mitchell and Juniper (2007). At the same time, although 
overarching strategies can be developed and communicated they must be 
supported by eff ective coordination mechanisms linking together both 
centre and periphery, and integrating labour market programmes that 
promote full employment with training, science and technology poli-
cies, and spending on infrastructure and less tangible, innovation-related 
capital works. While all investment activity is exposed to high levels of 
uncertainty and problems of irreversibility, environmental investments are 
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particularly susceptible to these factors, due to both the complexities asso-
ciated with environmental processes, and high levels of uncertainty about 
likely national and international policy responses (Juniper, 2007).

The opportunities aff orded by ‘smart’ regulation will not be adequately 
pursued by fi rms that are confronted with low and volatile levels of eff ec-
tive demand, nor will they be taken up by fi rms characterized by hier-
archical forms of organization.8 Demand-side macroeconomic policies 
and microeconomic corporate governance mechanisms must be brought 
together to privilege innovation over adaptation. Firms can always choose 
to withdraw from undesirable product lines, and may even move off shore 
to avoid environmental controls.

Five main principles of policy development can be extracted from 
the above synthesis of Post Keynesian macroeconomics and theories of 
governance. First, recognition of the complementarity between macro-
economic policies of demand management and microeconomic policies 
promoting innovation (both general and environmental in nature) will 
require a reversal of the orthodox wisdom on the need to construct sound 
microeconomic foundations for macroeconomic analysis. Instead, more 
emphasis must be accorded to macroeconomic infl uences and constraints 
over enterprise-level phenomena. Second, in achieving macroeconomic 
objectives of low infl ation, the arguments presented above suggest that 
the implementation of a spatially coordinated job guarantee would 
aff ord greater advantages than either their non-accelerating infl ation 
rate of unemployment (NAIRU) or precariousness-based counterparts 
in combating infl ation. Third, privilege should be restored to (spatially 
oriented) fi scal rather than monetary policy in promoting the objectives of 
macroeconomic growth and stability. Fourth, monetary policies aimed at 
lowering nominal interest rates and achieving a ‘euthanasia of rentier’ will 
be seen to boost innovation and productivity growth. Fifth, the kinds of 
balance-of-payments or budget-defi cit pessimism evinced by certain tradi-
tions in economics, economic geography and sociology – including regula-
tion theory (see Brenner and Glick, 1991) – should be fi rmly rejected. In 
this regard, the monetary autonomy associated with fl oating exchange 
rates is advantageous for those wishing to embrace programmes of full 
employment. Finally, it is important to realize that a raft of environmen-
tal policies can be directly integrated with those that off er public sector 
employment. This is especially the case for developing countries wishing to 
develop sustainable, low-input but high-yield, agricultural sectors.

In national economies that are characterized by high levels of labour 
force precariousness (such as Australia and the USA) and neoliberal poli-
cies of macroeconomic restraint, innovative activity has been hindered. 
Confronted with declining profi t margins and heightened competitive 
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pressure, companies operating within precarious labour markets fre-
quently responded by transferring plant and equipment to countries where 
the labour force is cheaper though no less docile and environmental con-
trols are weaker. Despite this, the new raft of environmental regulations 
governing automotive production are succeeding in their transformative 
goals largely because they are being implemented within two of the largest 
automotive consumer-markets in the world, namely, the EEU and the 
state of California. However, this chapter has argued that microeconomic 
interventions should be complemented by those of a more macroeconomic 
nature.

NOTES

1. More recently, Porter has become an advocate of cluster-based regional development 
predicated on an earlier recognition (Porter, 1990, p. 120) that the intensity of interac-
tion between fi rms within the ‘competitive diamond’ could be heightened if fi rms are 
geographically localized. For a hard-hitting critique of this regional agenda see Martin 
and Sunley (2003, p. 7).

2. Porter and van der Linde’s article and subsequent papers published in the Journal of 
Economic Perspectives (see Porter and van der Linde, 1995b, 1995c) provoked a series of 
rejoinders, including articles and letters (in particular see Palmer et al., 1995; Portnoy, 
1995).

3. The critique of the ‘new regionalist’ agenda mounted by economic geographers such as 
MacLeod and Jones (1999) also highlights the importance of macroeconomic policies 
coordinated at the national level for regional development.

4. The concept of money described here as ‘chartalism’ was introduced to the world by a 
German economist named Georg Friedrich Knapp. Knapp (1924, p. 32) chose the term 
‘chartalism’ to convey the notion, widespread since the seventeenth century, that money 
is a symbol, rather than a thing. In other words, all means of payment are ‘pay-tokens, 
or tickets used as means of payment’. He argued that money is a creation of the state 
and that whatever it is that the state accepts in payment for the taxes that it levies on the 
non-government sector, determines both the nature of money and its ultimate value. In 
his text A Treatise on Money, John Maynard Keynes (1976, pp. 4–5) endorsed Knapp’s 
chartalist perspective. He was also instrumental in having the work translated into 
English and subsequently published.

5. A formal treatment of these issues is set out in a recent paper by Godley and Lavoie 
(2007) where a stock-fl ow consistent macroeconomic modelling framework is used to 
explain how governments create net-fi nancial assets through defi cit spending.

6. Post Keynesians (Harcourt, 1972; Arestis and Sawyer, 1997) argue that the capital 
debates of the 1930s and 1970s, though rarely discussed in mainstream economics jour-
nals, which undermine the aggregative ‘parables’ of neoclassical economics (that is, the 
marginalist theories of income distribution), also serve to question any faith in the self-
correcting forces of the ‘invisible hand’.

7. This insight is one of the important contributions made by Piero Sraff a during the 
capital controversies. Sraff a demonstrated the impossibility of constructing a Ricardian 
standard commodity that would be invariant both to changes in income distribution and 
to shifts in eff ective demand, in the presence of increasing or decreasing returns to scale 
(see Andrews, 1996). This insight justifi es the chartalist conviction that governments 
must exert control over nominal anchors such as the money rate of interest (to stabilize 
prospective rates of return) and the minimum wage (to stabilize the level of prices). Both 
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of these phenomena relating to the inseparability of real aspects of the economy from 
nominal aspects serve to question the conventional policy division between microeco-
nomic analysis of market failures and macroeconomic problems of infl ation and unem-
ployment, forestalling any formal separation of the real sector of the economy from the 
nominal sector: a process referred to as ‘block recursivity’ in the neoclassical synthesis 
models described by Thomas Sargent (1979).

8. In this regard see O’Sullivan (2000) for detailed commentary on what she calls the prin-
ciples of fi nancial commitment, organizational integration and insider control.
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13.  The sustainable economic 
development of traditional peoples
James Kahn and Alexandre Rivas

INTRODUCTION

There have been many models of economic growth advanced through 
the years, all of which put some degree of emphasis on investment and 
the development of capital stocks. However, in addition to the degree of 
emphasis on investment, an important distinction between Post Keynesian 
and neoclassical models is that neoclassical models assume path-inde-
pendence and Post Keynesian models assert path-dependence. One poten-
tial contribution of ecological economics and discussions of sustainable 
development to the Post Keynesian perspective is that the consideration 
of environmental capital and the potential of irreversible destruction of 
environmental capital during the growth process lend strong support to 
the idea that growth is path-dependent. Neither the lack of policy prescrip-
tions of the neoclassical model nor the conventional policy prescriptions 
of Post Keynesian models will assure the proper preservation of environ-
mental capital. The problem of choosing a growth path becomes even 
more severe when considering growth of the informal sector, particularly 
among traditional peoples. The protection of environmental capital and 
the development of appropriate social capital through policy interventions 
are critically important. This question of the appropriateness of capital 
becomes even more pressing when dealing with traditional populations in 
rural areas. If capital accumulates according to market forces, the capital 
will concentrate in industrial centers and not in the rural communities. 
Unfortunately, traditional Post Keynesian models do not pay much 
attention to the distributional aspects of growth policy, particularly to 
the regions populated by traditional peoples. Under either type of policy, 
the only options available to rural dwellers are to move to the industrial 
centers (which often already have high levels of unemployment) or to 
engage in more intense extraction to supply the urban and industrial areas, 
which may have important consequences for environmental degradation 
and sustainability of these communities.
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However, the spirit of the Post Keynesian approach to economic 
growth is more amenable to addressing these issues, and a blending of 
Post Keynesian and ecological economics can lead to appropriate changes 
to policy recommendations that can steer these communities onto a real-
istic and sustainable growth path through the protection of environmen-
tal capital and the development of other types of capital. This chapter 
develops the theory of sustainable development in remote rural areas and 
develops policies based upon these theories. The discussion is illustrated 
with examples from the state of Amazonas in Brazil, some of which have 
already been implemented and some of which are still in search of funding. 
Our conclusions are that national development plans will often bypass tra-
ditional communities, unless specifi c development plans are implemented 
that are appropriate for these communities. The scale of the projects must 
be appropriate to the size of the communities, but appropriate scale is not 
suffi  cient. The capital investments must be tailored to the unique circum-
stances of these communities in a fashion that is qualitatively diff erent 
than would be the case for national development plans. Conventional 
development projects or unplanned growth can lead to irreversible envi-
ronmental degradation and the loss of ecological services.

Sustainable development is a goal that has been widely adopted 
but remains poorly understood. The typical defi nitions that arise from 
the early Brundtland Report (World Commission on Environment and 
Development, 1987) articulate that sustainable development increases 
the well-being of the current generations without reducing the prospects 
of future generations, but this genre of defi nitions has two fl aws. First, 
it is a conceptual goal with no specifi cation of operational goals where 
one can determine whether one is meeting the constraint of not reducing 
the prospects of future generations. Second, this genre of defi nitions does 
not address the question of the equity of the development pattern within 
the current generation or within a particular future generation. In other 
words, a development path could be considered sustainable even though 
it left certain sectors of the population in perpetual poverty. In particular, 
throughout the world, national development plans bypass traditional 
rural peoples, and often generate environmental, economic and social 
changes that reduce the quality of life of these communities.

This chapter examines these two problems in the context of sustainable 
development of subsistence communities in rural Amazonia. The chapter 
examines whether the typical pattern of market forces and government 
policies focused on the rapid growth of gross domestic product (GDP) 
will improve or impoverish these rainforest communities, in both the short 
run and the long run. The next step is to suggest alternative types of poli-
cies that can improve the quality of life of these communities in both the 
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short run and the long run, and generate truly sustainable development. 
We will show that sustainable development of the rainforest communi-
ties requires policies that augment community social, human-made and 
human capital while preserving environmental capital. Neither neoclassi-
cal economics nor Post Keynesian economics adequately address the role 
of environmental capital and the importance of ecological services that 
environmental capital provides. Ecological economics stresses the role 
of ecological services, which are not generally market goods. Ecological 
economics, like Post Keynesian economics, recognizes the importance 
of non-market forces, but emphasizes the need to generate policies that 
extend past the simple stimulation of the national economy. The incor-
poration of environmental capital into models of growth and develop-
ment is critical in developing guidance for these types of policies. Before 
discussing the theory of sustainable development and our experience in 
Amazonas, we introduce the Rio Negro region of the state of Amazonas, 
Brazil. The third section presents the theory of sustainable development, 
while the fourth section relates these concepts to diff erences between the 
neoclassical and Post Keynesian approach. The fi fth section looks at the 
relationship between the national economy and rainforest communities in 
Amazonas. We then discuss diff erent types of capital shortfalls in sustain-
able development and how these can be rectifi ed with appropriate policies. 
The fi nal section presents our conclusions.

THE RIO NEGRO REGION

Although it is common to begin a chapter such as this with the theoretical 
model, we will begin by describing the region that has motivated both our 
conceptual and our applied work. This will provide a context in which to 
evaluate the applicability of our conceptual model. The geographic area 
in which we base our discussion in this chapter is the Rio Negro drainage 
in the state of Amazonas, Brazil, from the municipality1 of Novo Ayrão 
upstream to the municipality of São Gabriel dos Cachoeira, at the border 
with Venezuela.2 This region is not well integrated into the national eco-
nomic system, but has tremendous potential for sustainable development 
and is important in terms of the overall preservation of the Amazonian 
basin and its biodiversity resources. This region of the Amazon has not 
undergone the disturbances and deforestation of other Amazonian areas. 
In fact, the four municipalities in this region have close to 100 percent of 
their land area in the original forest.

This area of the Rio Negro drainage is immense. The four municipalities 
of Novo Ayrão, Barcelos, Santa Isabella do Rio Negro and São Gabriel 
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dos Cachoeira have a combined area of a little over 332 278 km2 (IBGE, 
2007), 30 percent larger than the whole country of Ecuador, approximately 
the size of Belgium. The area is almost entirely undisturbed rainforest, 
extremely high in biodiversity and increasingly vulnerable to potential 
damage from unsustainable logging, commercial fi shing and illegal mining 
of gold. As the situation worsens in neighboring states and countries in 
terms of the presence of loggers and other unsustainable extractionists (as 
well as drugs), the more likely these activities are to spread into the Rio 
Negro area. Since the area is relatively sparsely populated – 82 053 people 
(IBGE, 2007) with a density of approximately 0.25 of a person per square 
kilometer – it could be extremely vulnerable to intra-Amazonian migra-
tion or immigration from coastal Brazil.

The people in this area are entirely traditional peoples. Traditional 
peoples in the Amazon area are defi ned by the Brazilian government as 
indigenous in lifestyle but not completely indigenous in their genetics. 
These people are known as Caboclos or ribeirinhos.3 They are of mixed 
Portuguese and Indian (and sometimes African) descent. Indigenous 
production technologies and indigenous culture are a part of their lives. 
Hunger tends not to be a problem in the region, as fi sh and fruit are abun-
dant, and manioc is grown sustainably by making small clearings in the 
forest which revert to forest within four or fi ve years. This sustainable type 
of agroforestry has been practiced in the region for thousands of years.

The population is principally literate, although only a small fraction 
of the population has more than four years of schooling. Better access to 
further schooling is often cited as an important factor in improving quality 
of life. Some small communities have health clinics funded by the state or 
municipality, but increased access to health care is also cited as an impor-
tant need (Casey et al., 2008). Some communities have electric generators, 
but only suffi  cient diesel fuel (usually provided by state or municipal gov-
ernment) to run the generators for a few hours per day.

The generation of cash income in this region is extremely diffi  cult because 
of the great distances to the principal markets in Manaus and across the 
borders in Columbia and Venezuela. In addition, obstacles are created 
by the market power of the people who control the middleman activities. 
For example, one of the principal economic activities is the live capture 
of piabas, or ornamental fi sh (fi sh for freshwater aquaria). The piabeiros 
who capture these fi sh only make a fraction of a cent, and refer to them-
selves as slaves to the middlemen who have their headquarters in Barcelos. 
These middlemen send the fi sh to several fi rms in Manaus who export to 
the distributors in Miami and Europe. It is interesting to note that even 
though middlemen are responsible for the extremely low ornamental fi sh 
prices that the producers receive, the fi sh gatherers would not be able to 
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market their fi sh without this distribution service, as they have no way of 
transporting live fi sh to Manaus.

This area of the Amazon is pristine, but currently has only 4.7 percent 
of its area in offi  cially protected conservation units or reserves. The 
sustainable development and environmental preservation of the four 
municipality areas is important because it constitutes a huge gap in the 
protection of the central Amazon. In the southern portion of this area, 
there are many legally (and eff ectively) protected areas, including the 
contiguous system formed by the Mamirauá Sustainable Development 
Reserve, the Amanã Sustainable Development Reserve and the Jaú 
National Park (see Figure 13.1). This comprises the largest contiguous 
protected area in the world. Other protected areas in the southern part of 
the region include the Anavilhanas Biodiversity Reserve, a short distance 
upstream of Manaus. In the northern part of this region are the large 
indigenous reserves and national parks along the borders with Venezuela 
and Columbia.

Although the huge area in the middle of the central part of this region 
is unprotected, sustainable development initiatives can help preserve the 
rainforest by enabling communities more eff ectively to govern resources, 
work with each other cooperatively and exclude outsiders. Voluntary 
resource management agreements, when formally approved by state and 
federal agencies, can be very eff ective conservation tools.

Although this four-municipality tract of the Rio Negro drainage 
is pristine, there are threats to the preservation of the rainforest and 
aquatic resources. Although it is unlikely that major roads, agricultural 
investments or other capital-intensive projects will be implemented 
there, other threats exist. In this area, every subsistence fi sherman is a 
potential clear-cutting farmer, logger, gold miner or commercial fi sher-
man. Although the population of the area is relatively small for such a 
big region, the combined impact of a massive switch from traditional 
activities to commercial extractivism could have terrible consequences. 
An even more likely threat comes from a lack of ability of communities 
to prevent outsiders such as commercial fi shermen and industrial loggers 
from coming to the region. Moreover, there is the great danger that 
migration from other areas could bring unsustainable small-scale farmers 
and gold miners from other parts of Brazil, leading to signifi cant losses 
of this important biodiversity resource. This migration of people and 
destructive economic activity to the region may be diffi  cult to prevent 
because of the lack of ability of the municipal governments and individ-
ual communities to prevent the outsiders from entering. Poor economic 
and social conditions in other regions of Brazil create these pressures to 
enter the region.
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WHAT ARE THE CONDITIONS FOR SUSTAINABLE 
DEVELOPMENT?

There has been considerable discussion in the literature on the condi-
tions that are necessary for sustainable development. Much of the more 
neoclassical literature, such as papers by Pezzey (1989), Pezzey and 
Withagen (1998), Hartwick (1993) and others focus on whether human-
made capital (K) can accumulate quickly enough to off set the loss of what 
they call natural capital (N).4 This type of approach views natural capital 
as exhaustible resources (such as coal, iron or oil) and views GDP to be 
a function of human-made capital and natural resources as in equation 
(13.1):

 GDP 5 f (K, R) , 
0GDP

0K
.  0, 

0GDP
0N

.  0, R 5 2
0N
0t

 (13.1)

Under these conditions, and if human-made capital is a perfect substitute 
for natural capital, then an increase in the stock of human-made capital 
can compensate for depletion in the stock of natural capital and sustain-
able development is possible. This conception of the interplay between 
human and capital formation and natural capital depletion has been at 
the heart of the debate about the consequences of growth and scarcity, 
since Barnett and Morse’s classic study in 1967. However, there has been 
a series of articles on environmental economics, ecological economics and 
Post Keynesian economics that present alternative models of growth5 and 
sustainable development.6 In this version of growth, GDP is recognized 
to be a function of additional types of capital. One aspect of this discus-
sion highlights the importance of human capital and social capital, where 
human capital refl ects the quantity and quality of our human resources, 
and social capital refl ects the status of our social institutions. Another 
aspect of this discussion is the separation of natural capital into two types 
of capital, natural resources and environmental resources.

In this chapter, we defi ne natural capital as those provisions of nature 
from which we extract part of the stock of the resource in our economic 
or social activities. For example, we would remove barrels of oil or tons 
of coal from the ground. In contrast, environmental capital is the collec-
tion of environmental systems from which we obtain a fl ow of ecological 
services. In this process, we do not consume the capital stock in the process 
of utilizing these fl ows. Ecological services would include fl ows such as 
nutrient cycling, maintenance of atmospheric chemistry, protection of 
water resources, fl ood protection, soil formation, and pollination. Note 
that it is possible for an environmental system, such as a forest, to provide 
both natural resources (such as wood) and environmental resources (that 
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provide ecological services such as carbon sequestration and biodiversity). 
Natural resources arising from ecosystems can also be labeled as a ‘provi-
sioning service’ of the ecosystem.

The inclusion of environmental capital in the production function (in 
contrast to focus on undiff erentiated natural capital) as a type of capital 
substantially changes the perspective on resource scarcity and growth. 
The reason for this is that while it is reasonable to assume that human-
made capital is a good substitute for natural capital (for example more 
fuel-effi  cient engines compensate for the increasing scarcity of oil), it 
is simply not realistic to suggest that the same assumption holds with 
respect to environmental capital. Human-made capital simply cannot 
provide ecological services at the same scale as environmental systems 
(Kahn and O’Neill, 1999; Batabyal et al., 2003). Two recent examples 
from the United States demonstrate this very well, with both examples 
related to the Mississippi system. The fi rst example follows the loss of 
the fl ood control services of the wetlands in the upper Mississippi water-
shed. These wetlands were converted into agricultural holdings, and 
society attempted to deal with these losses of fl ood control services by the 
construction of a series of levees and dams along the Mississippi River 
system. However, the massive fl ood of 1993 illustrates the inability of the 
human-made systems to provide the same degree of fl ood protection, as a 
25-year rain (a rain of intensity that is expected once in 25 years) caused 
a 100-year fl ood (a fl ood of intensity that one expects once in every 100 
years). How does a 25-year rain cause a 100-year fl ood? The answer is 
simple: loss of the wetlands that store the rainwater and gradually release 
it into the tributaries and the Mississippi River. Similarly, the storm 
surge generated by Hurricane Katrina was much more devastating than 
it would have been 50 years in the past, because of the loss of coastal 
wetlands to absorb, slow and buff er the storm surge. These examples were 
chosen because fl ood control and storm protection are probably the eco-
logical services for which engineering best replicates nature, and still they 
were inadequate. If we begin to think about the ability of human systems 
to sequester carbon at the same level as the rainforests, preserve biodi-
versity at the same level of coral reefs, or form soil at the same rate as a 
prairie or temperate forest, the importance of preserving environmental 
capital becomes apparent. Franceschi and Kahn (2003) argue that the key 
to sustainable growth lies with accumulating human-made capital, social 
capital and human capital at the same time that stocks of environmental 
capital are protected.

The importance of the role of environmental capital is even more 
pronounced when sustainable development is viewed in the Brundtland 
perspective as an increase in the social welfare of the current generation 
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without reducing the prospects for future generations. An increase in 
social welfare is not generated solely by an increase in GDP. Rather, 
social welfare is a function of many variables, including the health of the 
population, social justice and environmental quality. For example, social 
welfare can be written as a function of GDP, health of the population 
(HPop), environmental quality (EQ) and social justice (SJ) as in equation 
(13.2).

 SW 5 g(GDP, HPop, SJ, EQ)  (13.2)

The implication is that protecting environmental quality is important 
when talking about generating sustainable growth of GDP, but even more 
important when talking about sustainable development of the overall 
quality of life or standard of living. The same argument can be made 
concerning the importance of social capital and human capital. So, as one 
talks about sustainable development in terms of overall quality of life, the 
accumulation of a broad portfolio of capital (while protecting environ-
mental capital) becomes an even more critical condition. Thus, in general 
terms, we view the process of sustainable development to be a process of 
accumulating non-environmental capital while protecting environmental 
capital.

It may seem strange that we are focusing a discussion of capital accu-
mulation and sustainable development on a rural region such as these four 
municipalities in Amazonas state. How can the discussion of the sustain-
able development of a region with less than one-tenth of 1 percent of the 
national population inform the issue of sustainable development or mac-
roeconomic growth? We focus on these rural regions because we feel that 
they are often left behind by economic development policies, particularly 
policies that focus on rapid growth of national GDP. In addition, short-
run maximization of the growth of GDP often leads to environmental 
degradation of rural areas, lowering both quality of life and the ability of 
rural communities to engage in both subsistence and market activities. The 
existence of this phenomenon in the rural areas of Amazonas is discussed 
later in this chapter.

Despite this apparent disconnect between the potential development of 
rural areas and the more urban, formal sectors of the economy, the causal 
relationship between the accumulation of capital and sustainable develop-
ment holds for both sectors of the economy. It is just that in the remote 
rural regions, diff erent types of capital investments are needed.

Two types of social capital are crucial to the focus of our concept for 
the implementation of sustainable development in rural communities. 
The fi rst type of social capital is that which provides better governance of 
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environmental resources. The second type of capital is that which permits 
a greater portion of the value of the fi nal product to accrue to the com-
munity. One aspect of this is the displacement of middlemen who are not 
part of the community. As is often the case with extractive resources, the 
communities who are dependent on these resources receive pennies on the 
dollar, while the middlemen make monopoly profi ts. It should be noted 
that sometimes social capital itself is not enough and that appropriate 
human and human-made capital must be developed to help communities 
fulfi ll this intermediary step between production and the fi nal sale of these 
products. In addition, appropriate human capital, human-made capital 
and social capital must be developed so that a larger proportion of the 
production chain takes place in the communities. The combination of 
adding value, controlling a greater portion of the distribution chain, and 
developing governance which excludes outsiders and prevents intercom-
munity open-access exploitation can go a long way in improving the com-
munity standard of living and protecting the ecosystem. We illustrate this 
with specifi c examples from Amazonas, but the general concepts are appli-
cable to many remote regions that are dependent on ecological resources 
for both subsistence and income.

The discussion above outlines the importance of both social capital and 
environmental capital. The role that these types of capital play in growth 
is not articulated in the traditional neoclassical perspective. Social capital 
may be recognized through discussions of the importance of property 
rights, but this is the extent of the discussion. Although the importance of 
institutions is often stressed in Post Keynesian approaches, environmental 
capital has been largely ignored. However, the consideration of environ-
mental capital and its interaction with social capital supports some of the 
major conclusions of Post Keynesian models, such as the importance of an 
explicit growth policy and the likely path-dependency of growth.

Setterfi eld (2001) contrasts some of the major diff erences in both the 
structure and implications of Post Keynesian and neoclassical growth 
models. He notes that since many of the neoclassical models assume a 
type of Say’s Law, the implication is that a focus on aggregate supply is 
suffi  cient to generate growth and no further growth policy is necessary. 
However, we argue that because of potential irreversibilities and associ-
ated path-dependence, spatially oriented growth policies are essential.

The other contribution of our discussion to the Post Keynesian 
approach is related to the Post Keynesian assertion that growth is likely 
to be path-dependent. Equation (13.1) can be rewritten to include social, 
environmental and human capital as inputs to the production process. 
This revised production function can be used to construct a typical (neo-
classical style7) maximization problem, where the goal is to maximize the 
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sum of the present value of output over some planning horizon. The goal 
would be to maximize:

  3
n

s5 i

3
t1

t50

GDP [K(s, t) , S(s, t) , E(s, g, t) , HC(s, t) , N(s, t) ]e2rtdt (13.3)

where K refers to human-made capital, S to social capital, E to envi-
ronmental capital, HC to human capital, N to natural capital, g (or 
∂E/∂t) is the recovery rate of E, and s the scale of human activity. This 
maximization would be subject to a set of constraints, co-state equa-
tions and state equations. If certain types of environmental degradation 
are irreversible, then g is likely to be quite small and could be negative. 
In other words, there is an upper bound on how quickly environmental 
capital can recover from degradation. This has been demonstrated to be 
the case with many types of ecosystems such as the Amazonian rainfor-
est (Lovejoy, 1986, Lovejoy et al., 1986). Note that 02E / 0s0t is highly 
likely to be negative, implying that g will decline with s, and will eventu-
ally become negative. The inability to regenerate E is likely to generate 
path-dependence, and will generate path-dependence if the neoclassical 
assumption that E and K are perfect substitutes is rejected. This path-
dependence will exist over a wide range of values of g, s and the elasticity 
of substitution between K and E. Franceschi and Kahn (2003), Kahn 
and O’Neill (1999) and Batabyal et al. (2003) discuss the reasons for, 
and the signifi cance of irreversibility, thresholds and non-linearity in the 
relationships between E and GDP (and social welfare) that govern the 
values of the above parameters. The potential irreversibility of losses of 
social capital is also important to consider, especially social capital that 
governs human interaction with environmental resources.

In summary, the implications of our model reinforce several of the 
important Post Keynesian critiques of the neoclassical macroeconomic 
growth models. In particular, growth policy must pay attention to the 
protection of environmental capital, as well as the protection of existing 
social capital and the creation of new social capital. Additionally, policy 
must help to develop human-made capital and human capital that works 
in concert with the environmental and social capital in the region. The 
market, left to its own devices, will not do this. Furthermore, macroeco-
nomic growth policy that focuses on aggregate macroeconomic variables 
cannot do this and is likely to eliminate potentially desirable growth 
paths.
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THE MACROECONOMIC INTERACTION BETWEEN 
THE URBAN AND RURAL AREAS IN AMAZONAS 
STATE

Amazonas state is one of the wealthier states of Brazil, primarily because 
of its extensive manufacturing center. In the 1960s, an assembly industry 
was created by special incentives that allowed the imports of parts without 
the payment of duties. This was followed by other types of economic 
incentives, most importantly reductions in the state and federal corpora-
tive income tax. The assembly industry gradually transformed itself into 
a manufacturing center, with Manaus now being the electronics center 
of Brazil. Leading products include cellular telephones, televisions, other 
electronics and motorcycles.

However, this economic development has not directly impacted the inte-
rior regions of the state. Amazonas state is a large state (equivalent to 20 
percent of the area of the lower 48 United States) and the interior regions 
are quite distant from the capital city of Manaus. With the exception of 
the Urucu oil fi elds 700 km upstream of Manaus on the Rio Solimoes and 
the Pitinga tin mine to the northeast, economic activities in rural areas are 
largely subsistence with very few commercial agricultural activities.

The economic development of the Manaus does not necessarily imply 
improvements for the rural areas for several reasons. First, it can lead to 
migrations from the rural regions to the city, leaving a sparsely populated 
rural region even more sparsely populated. Second, as Manaus grows, 
its need for products from the rural regions increases. For example, the 
demand for fi sh and wood both will increase proportionately to the popu-
lation of the Manaus. At fi rst, it might seem as if increased production 
of wood and fi sh are good for the rural communities, but these activities 
do not generate much income for the residents of the rainforest commu-
nities. The extractive activities are controlled by fi rms operating out of 
Manaus, and laborers are paid trivially low prices for their output. More 
importantly, these commercial activities, particularly the commercial 
harvest of fi sh, are in direct confl ict with subsistence activities. In many 
areas commercial fi shing has depleted fi sh populations to the point where 
rural communities have diffi  culty harvesting suffi  cient fi sh for their own 
consumption, and fi sh are the primary source of protein in this region. 
Other negative environmental impacts are associated with the harvest 
of wood. Thus, the demand for inputs generated by a growing industrial 
sector, or the demand for goods created by a growing urban population 
is unlikely to have a benefi cial impact on ribeirinho communities. ‘Trickle-
down’ simply does not work for the rural sector. In other words, although 
programs to develop the urban and industrial centers obviously create 
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important benefi ts for the urban areas and the nation as a whole, this type 
of development path largely bypasses rural areas, and as mentioned, can 
reduce the quality of life in rural communities through environmental and 
social change.

Large rural development projects have been implemented in many 
regions of the world, but have often proven unsuccessful. One of the chief 
reasons for this lack of success has been the immigration to rural areas 
that these programs generate. Large mining, forestry and agricultural 
projects tend to draw immigrant labor from among the unemployed and 
underemployed in large urban areas. This immigrant population com-
petes with the traditional population for resources, often appropriating 
their land, and generating environmental degradation that reduces the 
quality of life for the traditional populations. Other social problems, such 
as crime, violence, increase in prevalence of diseases associated with envi-
ronmental degradation (malaria, schistomiasis, leshmaniasis, and so on), 
prostitution and increases in incidence of sexually transmitted diseases 
often develop. This pattern of development can be found in many regions 
of the world, and is present in Brazilian states such as Pará, Mato Grosso 
and Rôndonia, in the area of the Brazilian Amazon often called the ‘arc 
of deforestation’. However, this development pattern has not yet appeared 
to a signifi cant extent in the state of Amazonas, and the state retains 96 
percent of its original forest cover.

The problem of path-dependency and irreversibility can be best under-
stood by comparing two income paths, one for sustainable and the other 
for unsustainable activities, as depicted in Figure 13.2. Unsustainable 
activities would include those that result in clear-cutting, causing irrevers-
ible loss of the rainforest, with associated consequences for the productiv-
ity of the land. Examples include small farms cleared by immigrant (from 
coastal Brazil) farmers, industrial agriculture (soy bean, corn and sugar), 
clear-cutting for timber and mining activities.

Both general national development policies and unplanned market 
growth would lead the economic development of the rainforest to the 
unsustainable path, because of the signifi cantly higher income in the short 
run. Unfortunately, irreversibility of destruction of the rainforest implies a 
path-dependency that makes it impossible to change paths and move from 
point A to point B.

For this reason, growth policies need to encourage people to choose 
the sustainable path, or growth will eventually crash due to the loss of 
environmental resources. Appropriate growth policies can shift the sus-
tainable path upwards, raising the plateau of the sustainable curve relative 
to the peak of the unsustainable path. This would also serve to shift the 
intersection between the two paths to the left, reducing the period of time 
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in which unsustainable activities yield higher annual income than sustain-
able activities. Our case studies focus on how investment in human capital, 
social capital and human-made capital, while maintaining environmental 
capital, can shift the sustainable curve upward in our case-study region.

Reiterating, the crucial policy question is: ‘How can sustainable devel-
opment be stimulated among traditional communities?’ The answer is that 
plans need to be created specifi cally for the rural regions, most appropri-
ately focused on small groups of neighboring communities or even at the 
level of the individual community. These types of development projects 
are often overlooked by national governments or by large lending agen-
cies such as the World Bank or International Monetary Fund, because 
they tend not to have a measurable impact on national GDP.8 Plans based 
on increasing national GDP are unlikely to improve the quality of life in 
these regions for the reasons articulated above. In tandem with national 
development policies it is essential to implement community-based pro-
grams. As we will demonstrate in our discussion of the Rio Negro region, 
the successful plans are most likely to be based on the sustainable harvest 
of extractive resources and ecological services. Our preliminary analysis of 
the situation in ribeirinho communities of the Rio Negro suggests that a 
successful development path has the following characteristics:

1. The development of social institutions that allow communities to 
manage the resources in and around their communities.

Unsustainable
activities

Sustainable
activities

Time 

Income 

A

B

Figure 13.2  Alternative income paths
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2. The development of social institutions such as cooperatives that dis-
place exploitive middlemen.

3. The development of appropriate human capital, social capital and 
human-made capital to increase the value-added of products made in 
rainforest communities.

4. The development of new products made from rainforest inputs.
5. The development of new markets for products produced in rainforest 

villages.

SOCIAL INSTITUTIONS FOR BETTER CONTROL 
AND MANAGEMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL 
RESOURCES

The fragility of Amazonian rainforests to large-scale deforestation has 
been well documented in the literature (Lovejoy, 1986, Lovejoy et al., 
1986). However, even in areas with low-density populations of traditional 
peoples, open-access externalities can lead to environmental degradation 
and negative impacts on income, nutrition and quality of life. The confl ict 
among users can take many forms, including confl ict by users from the 
same community, confl ict between similar users from diff erent communi-
ties, and confl icts between community users and outsiders engaging in 
commercial extraction activities.

One of the most important types of confl ict occurs when people from 
outside the region enter the areas surrounding the communities to extract 
resources. This could take the form of industrial activities, such as large-
scale logging or commercial fi shing. It could also take the form of small-
scale activities, including artisanal mining (garimpos), forestry or farming.

Another important type of confl ict arises when traditional residents of 
the community switch from traditional sustainable forms of production 
to non-sustainable extraction activities. Each and every subsistence fi sh-
erman in each and every ribeirinho community is a potential small-scale 
gold miner, logger or clear-cutting farmer. This is one of the reasons why 
it is so crucial to increase the income associated with sustainable activities, 
thereby reducing the economic pressure to pursue unsustainable extrac-
tion activities.

There are many ways to control resource use and mitigate open-access 
confl icts, such as regulation by the state or federal government. However, 
in Brazil, environmental law tends to be written more to control large-scale 
activities and is based on direct controls (Biller, 2003). These types of laws 
do not function well in terms of providing positive incentives for sustain-
able activities and also are not appropriate for resolving confl icts among 
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diff erent types of users, particularly when one of the user groups functions 
at the subsistence level. Moreover, in the vast expanses of Amazonia, 
monitoring and enforcement by a central authority can be quite diffi  cult.

The need for better institutions to manage resources more eff ectively can 
readily be illustrated with fi sheries in the Rio Negro region. For example, 
the confl ict among the fi sheries in Rio Unini9 was quite pronounced, with 
confl icts between all four types of users. The four types of fi sheries include 
sport fi shing for peacock bass (tucunaré), commercial fi shing for catfi sh, 
subsistence fi shing for a wide variety of species, and live capture of piabas 
(ornamental aquarium fi sh).

Some of the confl icts are quite obvious, as the pursuit of the same 
species leads to open-access exploitation and diminution of the stocks. 
Other types of confl ict are less obvious, such as between piabeiros and 
sport fi shermen, who are pursuing entirely diff erent species. In this case, 
the mega-horsepower outboard engines of the bass boats of the sport fi sh-
ermen create wakes that damage and displace the wicker fi sh traps of the 
piabeiros. It should be noted that in this river, most of the potential income 
lies with sport fi shing, where American fi shermen pay $3000 per week to 
participate in the world-class fi shing opportunities there, which many 
regard to be the most productive (in terms of size and quantity of big fi sh) 
peacock bass fi shery in the world.

A project was developed10 that negotiated a voluntary fi shery manage-
ment agreement among the involved parties. The river was divided into 
three sections: the area around the communities was designated for sub-
sistence fi shing only, the upper reaches of the river were designated for 
‘catch and release’ sport fi shing, and the middle stretch of the river was 
designated for commercial fi shing. Subsistence fi shing could also take 
place in the sport and commercial fi shing stretches, but these tended to be 
further from the villages and there was not any signifi cant pressure. Sport 
fi shing was limited to clients of two companies who were signatories to 
the agreement and these fi rms agreed to recruit and train their workforce 
from the local communities (as opposed to Manaus or other larger cities). 
The companies also agreed to provide additional development aid to the 
communities, such as drilling wells.

The voluntary agreement was approved by state and municipal authori-
ties. Non-signatories to the agreement were prohibited from exploiting 
fi shery resources in the region. Monitoring is provided by the sport fi shing 
enterprises, the communities and graduate students conducting research in 
the area. If violations are observed, government authorities are notifi ed for 
enforcement. This arrangement has been suffi  cient to keep non-signatory 
commercial fi shermen and non-signatory sport fi shing enterprises from 
harvesting fi sh from the Rio Unini.
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In the fi rst and second year of the agreement, research was conducted 
to determine the impact of this agreement on communities, how the agree-
ment could be modifi ed in the future to increase further the benefi ts for all 
participants, and how fi sh populations are being aff ected. Although not 
enough data have been collected to test hypotheses concerning the impact 
of the agreement statistically, preliminary indications are that it was suc-
cessful, and that all the user groups support its continuation. Barcelos 
municipality is working with our group to extend the arrangement to other 
tributaries. Unfortunately, the project was forced to end, as the Rio Unini 
became part of an extractive reserve, administered by the federal govern-
ment. The federal government has prohibited all fi shing activities until a 
new management plan is developed. It is unclear whether this successful 
project will be reinitiated in the future. However, the project team is pursu-
ing funds to implement it in tributaries that are not covered by extractive 
reserves and other protected areas.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF SOCIAL INSTITUTIONS TO 
DISPLACE EXPLOITIVE MIDDLEMEN

Rural inhabitants in general, and traditional and indigenous people in 
particular, often receive very little compensation for the resources they 
extract. There are several reasons for this. First, they often do not have 
direct access to fi rms who use the extractive outputs to produce a fi nal 
output. Second, when the resource is sold in markets as harvested, the 
resource extractors do not have access to urban markets, exporters or 
retailers. This function is often appropriated by middlemen whose gateway 
position between extractors and markets allows them to accrue all the 
economic rents associated with the resource. As long as these middlemen 
control the distribution of the resource, the traditional and indigenous 
people earn trivially low incomes from their extractive activities, creating 
pressure to satisfy their income needs by overexploiting the ecosystem.

This problem has been recognized in a number of development situ-
ations. For example, since the mid-1990s, this problem has begun to be 
well addressed for coff ee growers, and ‘fair trade’ coff ee off ers growers a 
greater share of the ultimate retail value of the coff ee.

In the Rio Negro region, this problem manifests itself primarily in fi sh-
eries. Ribeirinhos are often subcontracted by commercial fi shermen, and 
are only paid a few cents per kilogram of fi sh. In contrast, these fi sh retail 
at $2–$10 per kilogram. Ribeirinhos are unable to bring the fi sh to markets 
in Manaus or smaller cities such as Barcelos, because they lack the ice-
making facilities, fuel and proper boats to transport the fi sh hundreds of 
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kilometers to market. A similar type of problem is found in the ornamen-
tals fi shery. We will illustrate this problem with the ornamentals fi shery 
and then talk further about commercial fi shing below.

One of the principal activities of ribeirinhos in this region is the live 
capture of piabas, or ornamental fi sh (fi sh for freshwater aquaria). The 
piabeiros who capture these fi sh only make a few pennies on the dollar, and 
refer to themselves as slaves to the middlemen who have their headquar-
ters in Barcelos. These middlemen send the fi sh to several fi rms in Manaus 
who export to the distributors in Miami and Europe. While it would be 
diffi  cult for the people in the region to take over the whole export chain all 
the way to Miami, cooperatives of piabeiros could displace the middlemen 
in Barcelos, allowing more income to reach the rainforest communities. 
However, these cooperatives do not yet exist and cannot be successful 
without the cooperation of the exporters. Our feeling is that the exporters 
are uncomfortable with the economic exploitation of the piabeiros, and 
would be willing to work with cooperatives of piabeiros in the same way 
that large coff ee distributors have been willing to work with cooperatives 
of small-scale coff ee growers. Thus, one of the central thrusts of the project 
team’s future work in the Rio Negro region will be helping the ribeirinhos 
to develop these cooperatives and creating resource management agree-
ments to support the cooperatives. The development of these cooperatives 
is an example of investment in social capital that fi lls a critical need in the 
sustainable development of these rainforest communities.

INVESTMENT ACTIVITIES TO INCREASE
VALUE-ADDED

The development of institutions to give the communities control over 
resources and bypass middlemen is based on the development of social 
capital. As important as these investments are, taken alone they cannot 
achieve the highest sustainable development path. Additional value-added 
must be created by increasing the amount of processing activity that takes 
place in the villages. This change in the type of economic activity that goes 
on in ribeirinho communities requires investments in human and human-
made capital in addition to social capital. We will illustrate this process 
with fi shery activity and handicrafts in the Rio Negro region.

Fisheries provide the primary source of protein for the people in this 
region, and also a source of income. Unfortunately, the income associ-
ated with selling the catch is extremely low. The primary source of the low 
income is the fact that ribeirinhos, for the most part, do not have good 
access to markets. Although those that live near the municipal capital 
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cities can sell in these markets, most ribeirinhos would have to transport 
their fi sh over 100 km to reach the market. The ribeirinhos do not have fast 
boats or ice-making facilities, and even if they had this infrastructure, the 
market price of whole fi sh may not support the fuel cost of the transpor-
tation and ice-making. The alternative would be to work as subcontrac-
tors to fi rms that have these facilities (and export to Manaus, southern 
Brazil and Europe), but the ribeirinhos have no economic power in these 
subcontract relationships and only earn pennies per kilogram of fi sh 
that they catch. The wholesalers are often in Columbia, and sell the fi sh, 
particularly catfi sh, to the European market. This currently has a higher 
value than regional markets such as Manaus, but the fi shermen can not 
bypass the wholesalers and sell the fi sh directly to Europe. Selling the fi sh 
directly in Manaus does not work because of the lack of ice-making and 
transportation infrastructure. Somehow, a way must be found to bypass 
the wholesalers to Europe with a profi table income to the local fi shermen. 
This is important in another dimension because it is widely believed by 
knowledgeable people that the wholesalers are involved in the laundering 
of money for the Columbian narcotics industry, infl ating the prices they 
say they are receiving and using that as a way to slide drug money into the 
legitimate economy. The less fi sh that wind up in the hands of these whole-
salers, the less drug money they will be able to launder and the greater the 
sustainability of the greater Amazonian region.

The Instituto Piatam11 plans to help the fi shing communities by develop-
ing value-added products that can be sold directly to supermarkets in Manaus 
and large cities in south Brazil. Fishing cooperatives would be developed, 
and voluntary fi shery management agreements for various stretches of the 
rivers and tributaries. As with our previous projects, these agreements would 
be presented to state and federal governments for ratifi cation so that they 
would have the power of law behind them and be more eff ective in excluding 
non-participants. Increasing income potential without limiting access will 
only lead to increased environmental degradation without increasing the 
income of the communities. Outsiders must be excluded through the devel-
opment of these fi shery cooperatives and the fi shery management plans.

In addition, the development of new technologies to generate new 
fi shery products with higher value-added (than simply selling whole fi sh to 
wholesalers) is an important component of the plan. We would help them 
implement packaging and fl ash-freezing facilities to make fi sh fi llets ready 
to go directly onto the freezer (or fresh-thawed) shelves of supermarkets 
in Manaus (and eventually São Paulo, Rio de Janeiro, Miami, and so on). 
The fi llets would be packaged in sauce or spice, including local dishes 
such as fi sh with tucupi sauce, or international dishes such as Cajun or 
Thai. These could be sold by the cooperatives directly to the supermarkets 
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and could obtain a better price for fi shermen then simple whole fi sh. The 
cooperative as a whole would be able to support the fast boats to bring the 
fi sh to Manaus. Alternatively, they could be shipped as airfreight from the 
municipal capital cities to Manaus. We would seek to develop a branding 
mechanism to signify the contribution to forest preservation of these fi sh 
products. In addition to developing an ‘eco-label’ we would also develop 
a ‘fair trade label’ as currently seen in coff ee markets to indicate that these 
products pay a fair price to small-scale primary producers.

Product diversity is also important because a sole reliance on fi sheries 
could lead to either insuffi  cient income or too much pressure on the fi sh 
stocks. In addition, it is important to fi nd sources of income for women, 
who are not as involved in the fi shery industry as men. One way to do this 
is to develop products made from non-timber forest products. A variety 
of possibilities exist, including: frozen juice and smoothie concentrates; 
sweets made from rainforest fruits and nuts; and soaps, lotions and other 
cosmetic items made from nuts, aromatic barks, roots, fruits and non-nut 
oils. The discussion of non-timber forest products will focus on jewelry 
and handicrafts, an area in which we have already begun projects.

Traditional and indigenous communities have always produced jewelry 
and other handicrafts. Seeds, fi bers and shaped pieces of wood can 
make very attractive jewelry, boxes, combs and other handicrafts. The 
traditional residents of these regions have developed very strong skills 
in working with these materials to produce attractive jewelry and handi-
crafts. However, there are several technical and marketing problems that 
prevent these activities from reaching their full income potential.

For example, seeds that become beads for necklaces, bracelets and ear-
rings have a high moisture content and eventually degrade from within 
from bacteria or fungus. When this happens to local women, they simply 
discard the items and fashion new ones. However, when a young woman 
in Manaus, let alone Rio de Janeiro or New York, sees the contamination 
on the beads and it gets on her skin or clothes, she will never buy another 
and will tell her friends not to buy them. These seeds need to be kiln-dried 
at a critical heat to reduce their moisture content, kill existing bacteria 
and fungi, and then be sealed to prevent the reabsorption of moisture. 
Similarly, wood beads, small boxes and other handicrafts tend to have 
a high moisture content due to the natural humidity of the rainforest. 
When moved to a drier environment, such as a temperate location or an 
air- conditioned apartment, they tend to warp. Again, there is a need to 
develop a drying technology and a method for sealing the wood.

Marketing is also an issue. The styles that traditional women make 
for themselves would simply not be acceptable for a 20-something-
year-old woman to wear with high heels and a ‘little black dress’ to an 
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urban nightclub. However, the same rainforest materials, when arranged 
according to a diff erent fashion sense, can be very exciting to that same 
consumer. We are currently working with traditional women to help them 
develop appealing fashions and appropriate technologies.12

An important aspect of the development of markets is the creation of a 
price premium for sustainably produced products that reduce pressure to 
deforest the rainforest. Unfortunately, a credible and well-recognized cer-
tifi cation authority does not exist for these types of products. It is critical 
to develop such certifi cation authority or brand-name recognition of these 
products. One aspect of a sustainable development process for this region 
(and similar regions around the world) would be to develop a marketing 
program that creates the appropriate consumer awareness and increases the 
demand for these products, thereby creating a price premium and greater 
benefi ts to the communities for engaging in these sustainable activities.

CONCLUSION

The economic growth and sustainable development of nations are complex 
processes. In the modeling of these processes, neither neoclassical nor Post-
Keynesian models consider adequately the importance of environmental 
capital, and they do not adequately address the diff erential spatial patterns 
of growth and development. In particular, subsistence-level populations 
in rural areas do not benefi t from the national growth process, and are 
often left worse off  due to environmental degradation associated with the 
growth process.

Our ecological economics model focuses on the preservation of environ-
mental capital, in part by developing social capital to allow communities 
the ability to govern the environmental resources in their region. Examples 
from current and planned projects in the Rio Negro system also empha-
size the importance of developing social capital, human-made capital and 
human capital to reduce the role of exploitive middlemen and to increase 
value-added in the communities.

Our ecological economics approach also reinforces two themes under-
lying the Post Keynesian approach. The fi rst of these focuses on the 
importance of path-dependence. Since ecological services are critically 
important to both economic growth and improvements in social welfare, 
and since destruction of environmental capital may be irreversible, both 
growth and development will be path-dependent. The second theme 
focuses on the importance of policy. In this regard, our ecological eco-
nomics approach goes beyond the need for macroeconomic growth policy, 
and demonstrates the need for environmental policy as well as specifi c 
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policies designed to meet the capital investment needs of the communi-
ties in the informal or subsistence sector. These capital investments needs 
include social capital, human capital and human-made capital. Although 
we illustrate our discussion with case studies from the Rio Negro region of 
Amazonas, Brazil, our approach is applicable to the subsistence sector in 
other regions and in other developing countries.

NOTES

 1. Note that in Brazil, the names of the municipality (the county) and the names of the 
capital city of the municipality are the same. We will diff erentiate between the capital 
city and the municipality when appropriate.

 2. The project team has also been working extensively in Rio Solimões between Coari and 
Manaus, but the ecological economics approach taken in this chapter focuses on Rio 
Negro communities.

 3. Caboclo is a Tupi-Guarani word meaning ‘an Indian who lives in a white man’s house’. 
Ribeirinho is a Portuguese word meaning ‘little river dweller’.

 4. Much of the neoclassical literature does not diff erentiate among the various provisions 
of nature, calling every stock of natural resources ‘environmental capital’. We believe 
it very important to diff erentiate between natural capital and environmental capital. 
Natural capital is what is ordinarily viewed as reserves of extractive resources. Humans 
extract a portion of the stock to satisfy their consumption or production needs. In 
contrast, we defi ne environmental capital as those environmental systems that produce 
ecological services. Humans receive benefi ts from this fl ow of services without diminish-
ing the stocks of environmental capital. Ecological services include fl ows such as nutri-
ent cycling, carbon sequestration, maintenance of the hydrological cycle, soil formation 
and so on. A good discussion of the importance of ecological services to the economic 
process and to the question of development can be found in the Millennium Ecosystem 
Assessment (2005).

 5. We defi ne growth as a unidimensional concept focused on GDP. Development is 
multidimensional focusing on social welfare. Both growth and development can be 
sustainable or unsustainable. Much of the neoclassical literature (see Pezzey (1989) and 
Hartwick(1993)) only focus on growth when examining sustainability and do not deal 
with the more complex dimensions of development.

 6. See Pearce and Warford (1993), Franceschi and Kahn (2003) and Stern (1997) for a 
sample of this literature.

 7. It might seem strange that we are using a strictly neoclassical tool to address our points 
about the importance of a heterodox approach. However, the casting of our arguments 
in the structure of these models highlights the diff erence between a neoclassical and 
ecological economics approach.

 8. This is not to say that these types of development plans are completely absent. In par-
ticular, micro-lending programs have been very successful in community development 
in recent years, and there are many examples of community forestry, ecotourism and 
similar programs that have been successful. However, these types of programs tend not 
to be an integral part of national development strategies. 

 9. The Rio Unini is a tributary of the Rio Negro in Barcelos municipality.
10. Project directors are Professors Alexandre Rivas and Carlos Freitas. Funding was pro-

vided by FAPEAM (Amazonas State Science and Technology Foundation).
11. The Instituto Piatam is a non-governmental research organization comprised of 

researchers from the Amazonian area.
12. Renata Mourão is the principal investigator of this part of the project.
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14.  Optimize versus satisfi ce: two 
approaches to an investment policy 
in sustainable development1

Jerry Courvisanos

INTRODUCTION

There are two broad approaches to sustainable development. The fi rst, 
adopted by both neoclassical and ecological economics, focuses on opti-
mality. The second is the satisfi cing approach, which is based on Post 
Keynesian and institutionalist principles. This chapter argues that there 
is a fundamental weakness in the optimality approach, and that this 
weakness undermines any eff ective investment policy towards sustainable 
development. Because Post Keynesian economists take uncertainty and 
cumulative causation into account, they are in a better position to deal 
with sustainable development and develop appropriate investment policy. 
The satisfi cing approach thus provides an opportunity for Post Keynesian 
economists to make a major contribution in the area of sustainable devel-
opment (Winnett, 2003).

From the neoclassical perspective, environmental concerns are 
resolved through optimal cost–benefi t algorithms. Ecological econom-
ics sees the economy as a subset of the global ecosystem, requiring an 
optimal scale of resource use. From this vantage point, optimality is 
the only policy approach to resolving environmental issues that has 
generally been considered. However, these optimality strategies fail to 
address two problems identifi ed by Post Keynesian economists: funda-
mental instability in economic activity (Kalecki, 1971), and inappropri-
ate use of technology (Lowe, 1976).2 These failures lead to suboptimal 
solutions.

A superior alternative to the optimality approach comes out of a 
dynamic Post Keynesian non-optimal (satisfi cing) framework for sus-
tainable development based on the work of Adolph Lowe and Michał 
Kalecki.
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DEFINING SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

Sustainable development became popular in 1987 after the publication of 
the Brundtland Report (WCED, 1987) and the World Bank (1987) envi-
ronment pamphlet.3 Both defi ne sustainable development as economic 
development that ‘meets the needs of the present without compromising 
the ability of future generations to meet their own needs’ (WCED, 1987, 
p. 8). Many actions can promote sustainable development. Organizations 
(especially businesses) and governments can develop policies for energy 
effi  ciency, recycling, reducing obsolescence and improving public trans-
portation. However, the key element underlying sustainable development 
is the technology in plant and equipment that enables the above actions 
to be eff ective. Such investment is the focus of this chapter. The specifi c 
policy defi nition of sustainable development adopted in this chapter comes 
from Vercelli (1998, p. 268) where he states that economic development 
is ‘considered sustainable only when future generations are guaranteed a 
set of options at least as wide as that possessed by the current generation’. 
Vercelli goes on to specify that:

If the set of available options is too small, their survival could be jeopardized, 
or could be of a very low quality, as is suggested by what happens today in the 
poorest areas of the world. In addition, any reduction in the available set of 
options would imply a reduction in the liberty of choice of future generations. 
(p. 269)

NEOCLASSICAL OPTIMALITY

The standard economic position on optimality has changed considerably 
over the post-World War II period. Until the mid-1970s, Keynesian mac-
roeconomics aimed to stabilize the business cycle (Fusfeld, 1994, p. 155). 
Governments used a combination of fi scal, monetary and incomes policies 
to counter the business cycle and mitigate macroeconomic uncertainty. 
This allows private investment decisions to be based on better information, 
and lowers the amplitude of cyclical peaks and troughs. Countercyclical 
fi scal policy by governments off set fl uctuations in private investment with 
public investment (Kalecki, 1945, pp. 89–90).

Cost–benefi t analyses of environmental market failure at the micro-
economic level operated in tandem with Keynesian macro-stabilization 
policy. Government use of taxes and charges to internalize the social costs 
of production allows optimal private investment decisions to be based on 
full marginal costs when calculating rates of return benefi ts on specifi c 
investment projects (Helm and Pearce, 1991). This leads to the adoption of 
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the most appropriate cost-eff ective indicator in determining outcomes for 
policy decisions aff ecting the environment (Hoehn and Randall, 1987).4

Beginning in the early 1980s, however, as the free market approach 
came to dominate the profession, the orthodox neoclassical position 
shifted away from government control and towards greater market 
control. On this approach, governments only set broad parameters 
within which the private sector operates. At the macroeconomic level, the 
government sets medium-term targets for fi scal (balanced budgets) and 
monetary (minimum infl ation) policy, so that market forces can respond 
fl exibly to market signals. Coupled with this, deregulation fosters a private 
investment strategy that moves away from protected mature industries 
to growth industries with higher value-added. This approach seeks to 
provide investment decision-makers with better market information, while 
removing interventionist public policies that distort market information. 
For environmental protection, this approach recognizes the effi  ciency 
gains from market-based instruments (tradeable resource and pollution 
permits) over direct regulation (Godal and Klaassen, 2006). It allows 
private decision-makers to incorporate environmental costs as a marginal 
adjustment to the scale and form of investment projects, rather than as a 
fi xed regulated cost. However, most applied market-based instruments 
‘have been grafted onto existing regulatory regimes rather than introduced 
as an alternative to such regimes’ (Eckersley, 1995, p. 15).

Free market environmentalism views environmental externalities as 
‘the absence of markets and property rights’ (Eckersley, 1995, p. 15). In 
this context, investment strategy returns to private decision-makers once 
government has converted ‘the commons’ into private property rights. 
Entrepreneurial initiative will respond to rising environmental demands 
by investing in new technologies that internalize external costs (Anderson 
and Leal, 1991). Public investment should only be contemplated when 
transaction costs are extreme, and then only in alliance with the private 
sector (through outsourcing, joint ventures, leasing, and so on).

Both the Keynesian and anti-Keynesian versions of the neoclassical 
approach are based on a static model within which private investment 
decisions are made. Stable private investment results from benchmark 
competitive conditions that are established by the state. These condi-
tions let price signals arise, and let private entrepreneurs respond to these 
prices. Intricate equilibrium modelling of incentives towards strategic 
investment in environmentally based technology is induced by regulatory 
standards and the market signals that emerge.5 The dynamic aspect of this 
orthodox position is the exogenous element of technological innovation 
(capital stock with embodied technical progress). Such technology, it is 
assumed, will come forward under correct market signals and will solve 
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environmental problems. Thus, innovation is seen as arising through 
investment, but with no theory as to how it happens. Empirical evidence 
on technical change comes forth as only a ‘residual’ to all the basic internal 
static economic factors that are explicitly price-responsive, a position that 
has not altered since Denison (1962) identifi ed it.

Benchmarking begins from the premise that human agency responds 
to market signals by tending towards a known (or knowable) stable 
equilibrium. The critical response to this is that technology itself, within 
the context of volatile market signals, generates uncertainty about future 
expectations, and this leads to cumulative short-run instability and cumu-
lative long-run systemic change. Two Post Keynesian analyses, Minsky 
(1982) on fi nancial instability and Crotty (1992) on the growth–safety 
trade-off  in capital goods investment, show the volatility arising from 
market signals to investment (fi nancial in Minsky’s case and physical in 
Crotty’s case). Research on the technology embodied in investment has 
shown strong cumulative cyclical expansions whenever new technologi-
cal systems predominate, followed by cumulative cyclical contractions.6 
Furthermore, Joan Robinson’s notion of historical time allows Post 
Keynesians to identify the capital stock inherited from the past and 
the expectations embodied in the path-dependence of this capital stock 
(Setterfi eld, 1995). This means that past decisions inordinately shape 
future investment decisions. Myopic selection pressures emerge that make 
it impossible for the price mechanism to allow an ecologically sustainable 
technology to come forth (Rip and Kemp, 1998, pp. 372–9).

From this critique, optimal allocation is not an option. The instability 
of investment and the path-dependence of technological innovation limit 
the neoclassical approach to environmental social costs. This is true of 
both the welfare (cost–benefi t) and free market versions of the neoclassi-
cal approach. Both practical and conceptual concerns arise (see Stanfi eld, 
1995, pp. 26–7).

At the practical level, there are the intractable problems of identifying 
and measuring social costs when calculating rates of return for investment 
projects extending into the unknowable future. Market signals do not 
provide the necessary data and do not prevent myopic selection pressures. 
Public investment strategies based on optimality cannot resolve these 
problems, unless public investment dominates the market as in the ‘mili-
tary–industrial complex’, but this leads to a ‘socialization of investment’ 
of the sort advocated by Keynes and Kalecki, a position that is anathema 
to neoclassical economics.

At the conceptual level, ecological market failures are pervasive and 
interdependent in an uncertain world. Technological change embodied in 
new investment alters ‘the extant institutional confi guration’ (Stanfi eld, 
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1995, p. 27), which is taken as given in neoclassical economics. Substantive 
(unbounded) rationality drives market decisions in neoclassical econom-
ics, but this assumes the absence of systemic mistakes and failures ex post. 
Yet in technological embedded investment, an evolutionary focus that is 
endogenous to entrepreneurial investment decisions makes such substan-
tive rationality inoperable. Technical change defi es any static equilibrium 
solution to ecological market failures, and propels it to the centre of the 
endogenous process of instability. Technology cannot be some deus ex 
machina that generates a market solution to the ecological disasters that 
accompany economic growth.

New neoclassical growth theory has taken the work of Kamien and 
Schwartz (1968) on induced innovation by fi rms and then endogenized 
technical change within growth models. Technical change, from research 
and development (R&D) expenditure and human capital accumulation, 
is modelled as a stock variable with positive externalities. This creates a 
divergence between optimal and equilibrium growth. Various environ-
mental factors have been modelled in an eff ort to identify the form of the 
growth–environment dilemma.7 A major achievement of these models is to 
reject the neutrality of money (Aghion and Howitt, 1998, p. 269), thereby 
opening the door for government intervention to improve economic 
welfare. However, the two Stanfi eld concerns remain: an inability to 
measure the size of intervention, and an inability to fi x the existing confi g-
uration of institutional specifi cations (Verspagen, 1992, p. 652). Without 
such measures and fi xes, optimality through intervention is impossible.

The new growth models support the position in this chapter of failure 
arising out of cyclical instability and inappropriate technology. Instability 
implies large cyclical swings in output, which increase uncertainty and 
lead to delays or suspension of investment and R&D (Aghion and Howitt, 
1998, p. 269). This can increase environmental degradation, even in a 
zero economic growth scenario (Byrne, 1997). Ecologically inappropriate 
technology implies additional environmental spillover costs that need to 
be accounted for in the divergence of equilibrium from optimality. Types 
(but not exact size) of incentives for fi rms to do research under diff erent 
scenarios are the minimal policy prescriptions that come out of these 
models (Rip and Kemp, 1998, p. 355). Benhaïm and Schembri (1996, p. 
131) explain that neoclassical optimality prevents new growth models 
from providing any guidance for public or private investment strategies 
despite acknowledging systemic failures. Equilibrium optimality construc-
tions cannot perceive sustainable development ‘other than a state to reach’ 
within very restrictive settings. Evolution of the system through technical 
change in historical time is impossible under optimality conditions. This 
neoclassical optimality approach assumes that today’s economy is merely 
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a scaled-up version of yesterday’s economy;8 it neglects the evolution 
of institutions with diff erent technological trajectories and investment 
dynamics that eff ectively alter the path of economic development.

The overwhelming impression one gets from this overview of neo-
classical environmental economics is one of microeconomic optimality. 
Research concentrates on valuation, types of instruments and resource 
constraints within particular regulatory regimes, allowing market signals 
to provide the appropriate environmental response. Sustainable develop-
ment is assumed in the macro perspective as a future state that the economy 
reaches. As Bortis (1997, p. 15) explains: ‘neoclassical economists interpret 
reality in terms of deviations from these ideal (or hypothetical) states of 
the world’. But sustainable development is a state that is never analysed; 
it is taken as given. Thus, it can only be assumed that the appropriate 
environmental market signals will elicit effi  cient allocative decisions to 
ensure sustainable development. Modelling hypothetical states provides 
the neoclassical research basis to identify both cost–benefi t valuations (for 
example, Considine and Larson, 2006 on cap and trade permits in the Acid 
Rain Program), and various obstructions to the ideal sustainable develop-
ment state (for example, Costello and Ward, 2006 on the reluctance to 
invest in biodiversity protection).

STEADY-STATE OPTIMALITY

Another approach to sustainable development comes from ecological 
economics, based on the seminal work of Herman Daly (1977 [1991]). 
Daly argues that sustainable development can only be achieved through 
optimal ecological resource use, derived from a ‘biophysical equilibrium’. 
This equilibrium determines the optimal scale of production that bal-
ances material and energy throughputs into the economy, and maintains 
fl ows from the ecosystem at a constant and sustainable level. This is the 
optimal steady-state economy (SSE).9 Daly (1977 [1991], p. 17) considers 
innovation as essential for this type of economy to improve the quality 
of society without adding to the stock of human artefacts that would 
distort the biophysical equilibrium. Market-based instruments of the sort 
supported by neoclassical economists are the public policy tools used to 
achieve this steady state. Daly (1996, p. 31) explains that in an SSE: ‘the 
aggregate throughput is constant, though its allocation among compet-
ing uses is free to vary in response to the market’. This incorporates 
private incentives in optimal allocation to achieve collective control at the 
optimal scale of production. Daly’s path-breaking analysis continues to 
dominate ecological economics. For example, Lawn (2007) argues that a 
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transition to a steady-state economy is necessary to achieve sustainable 
development.

Georgescu-Roegen’s application of the entropy law on material and 
energy fl ow to economic growth is the basis of Daly’s steady-state 
economy optimal rule, and is the crucial unifying concept for ecological 
economics (Faber et al., 1996). All versions of sustainable development 
relying on fl ow analysis aim to keep the use of environmental and resource 
stocks constant over time. This can be achieved by keeping all natural 
stocks in their original state (strong sustainability) or only maintain-
ing a constant aggregate sum of all stocks (weak sustainability).10 Two 
constraints are needed to implement such optimal rules: one is the carry-
ing capacity of the environment, and the other is the ability to close the 
economic–ecological system within which the strategy is being developed 
(van den Bergh, 1996, pp. 36–49). Both raise serious concerns regarding 
how the market economy can determine the biophysical equilibrium path 
of development. Sustainable development in ecological economics is thus 
not an assumed future equilibrium state as in neoclassical economics, but 
instead identifi ed as the future macro-optimal equilibrium steady-state 
economy that environmental policy must be assessed against to determine 
their appropriateness (Söderbaum, 2007).

The steady-state economy is a sort of ‘constrained market environ-
mentalism’; the investment process operates the same as in neoclassical 
economics but with the crucial pre-analytic setting of an optimal scale of 
production. The size of investment projects is predetermined, yet there 
exists market-based encouragement to develop ecologically sustainable 
technology. Pearce and Atkinson (1993, p. 104) begin their discussion 
with: ‘To do this we adopt a neoclassical stance and assume the possibility 
of substitution between “natural” and “man-made” capital”.’ This ana-
lytical device assumes overriding steady-state optimality and is adopted 
by ecological economists. The approach reaches its nadir with Sim (2006), 
where the neoclassical ‘IS-LM’ model is extended to include an ‘EE’ envi-
ronmental equilibrium constraint that represents all interest rate–output 
combinations such that the economy’s use of environmental services is 
exactly equal to the ability of the natural environment to supply them. Sim 
(2006, p. 401) admits that ‘the model imposes a strong assumption that the 
policymaker has perfect knowledge of what the environment constraint 
is’, but more puzzling is the implication that standard macroeconomic 
policy can induce supply of the natural environment. Varying the inter-
est rate is a blunt and ineffi  cient macroeconomic policy for the economy, 
so it is improbable that such rate variations can also induce appropriate 
environmental outcomes.

A citation analysis of published articles in Ecological Economics supports 
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this market-based view of ecological economics. It notes that: ‘due to the 
large number of citations to mainstream economics journals, neoclassical 
economics is clearly an important component of ecological economics’ 
(Ma and Stern, 2006, p. 505).11 Thus optimality, if redefi ned as a steady 
state, is the ‘holy grail’ that ties ecological economists to neoclassical envi-
ronmental economists.12

Galbraith, coming from an alternative perspective, rejects this steady-
state optimality. ‘I have never quite agreed with the advocates of zero 
growth’, for it would add to social tension as lower income groups would 
be severely disadvantaged (Galbraith and Salinger, 1981, p. 155).

A steady-state economy based on environmental market constraints 
reduces the infl uence of exogenous factors on investment cycle susceptibil-
ity, making these cycles more strongly endogenous. The crucial variables 
in Kalecki’s investment cycle analyses are aggregate demand, profi tability, 
debt levels and excess capacity (Courvisanos, 1996); they all continue to 
vary endogenously in a market-based, steady-state economy, except that 
the trend growth rate over the business cycle would be targeted at zero. 
The instability of investment then creates the endogenous uncertainty-
based problems that were raised above with neoclassical economics. 
Vercelli (1998) argues that these uncertainty problems make any optimiza-
tion algorithm based on substantive rationality impossible to express with 
operational signifi cance. The irreversibility and complexity that arise over 
historical time require an adaptive procedure, or bounded rationality. This 
means that the objective of sustainable development can only be achieved 
in a cumulative process of learning-by-doing and acquiring knowledge 
through adaptive (non-optimal) conventions and rules.13

In a steady-state economy there is market-based investment instability 
and technical change. These are processes of cumulative change through 
time, not some stable equilibrium set by the market. Free market environ-
mentalism does not have the analytics to deal with cumulative change in 
the ecological domain. As Stanfi eld (1995, p. 19) points out, discontinui-
ties of threshold levels exist in the environment so that ‘there is no smooth 
curve of residuals disposal and environmental deterioration’. Ecology 
mutates as it grows out of qualitative change. Optimal scale is undefi ned 
in the context of the two systemic failures of unstable business cycles and 
inappropriate technology. Instability leads to uncertainty as is experienced 
in speculative fi nancial markets (for example, the sub-prime crisis), while 
inappropriate technology leads to technology lock-in (for example, the use 
of the automobile).

Some ecological economists have attempted to incorporate an evolu-
tionary view of technical change and sustainable development. Carrillo-
Hermosilla (2006, p. 731–2) proposes an agent-based model to consider 
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the problem of technology lock-in as only ‘potentially signifi cant’ and 
then explores a precautionary approach that is ‘complementary to con-
ventional equilibrium oriented environmental polices’. But this approach 
is a non sequitur due to the inoperability of conventional equilibrium as 
a concept.

A corporate investment strategy suited to innovation needs a stable 
business environment (Kay, 1993). A stable but adaptive evolutionary 
and incremental approach to investment is necessary for innovation that 
is ecologically supportive. However, static corporate and public policies 
in a steady-state optimal ecological framework cannot accommodate fun-
damental uncertainty. Ecological economics begins with Krutilla (1967) 
where he has an opening quote from Pigou stating that there is a case for 
some ‘artifi cial encouragement to investment’ by competent governments 
since returns appear well into the future, but this stance by Krutilla is 
made without acknowledging fundamental uncertainty. This has resulted 
in ecological investment strategies that maintain existing technological 
competence with ‘end of pipe’ add-on environmental solutions (Yarime, 
2003) or technology that limits natural resource exploitation on a ‘profi t-
maximizing sustained-yield basis’ (Costanza and Daly, 1992, p. 44). 
Neither will deliver sustainable development unless market uncertainty 
can be ameliorated through public investment strategies that create a 
predictable but strategic focus to induce innovation that is cumulatively 
changing towards an ecologically sustainable investment programme.14

Ecological economics, unlike neoclassical economics, is made up of 
diverse and often incompatible approaches that are connected by the issue 
of sustainable development. Despite the links of steady-state economics to 
neoclassical market analysis as described above, the general recognition of 
uncertainty, evolution and ‘open systems far from equilibrium’ (Faber et 
al., 1996, p. 108) allows more ‘room to move’ in relation to how ecological 
economics can address sustainable development and investment policy. 
Further, technical progress is seen as permitting humankind to survive the 
movement to higher entropy more effi  ciently, and as such should be part 
of a conceptual framework towards sustainable development (Faber et 
al., 1996, pp. 127–34). There is a need to link all this together in an open 
system and sustainable development framework that incorporates insights 
from the physical and social sciences, as well as the broad heterodox eco-
nomics community. Although writers in the fi eld of ecological economics 
have argued for such a transdisciplinary approach to research, the theo-
retical framework has not been developed (see Hirsch Hadorn et al., 2006), 
and from an empirical investigation, the journal Ecological Economics 
seems to be ‘less genuinely interdisciplinary than it would appear from the 
crude journal level data’ (Ma and Stern, 2006, p. 505). Of greater concern, 
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given the open systems approach these writers profess, is that heterodox 
economics journals are rarely cited (Ma and Stern, 2006, p. 497).

POST KEYNESIAN SATISFICING FRAMEWORK15

Holt (2005) argues cogently that the Post Keynesian worldview is com-
patible with the concerns of ecological economists and sustainable devel-
opment. Further, Dunn and Pressman (2006–07) explicate how Post 
Keynesian economics, building on the work of Galbraith, has the poten-
tial to integrate with institutional economics, especially on environmental 
degradation.16 The following is presented as a policy framework in the 
area of investment and innovation to a sustainable development future 
divorced of the optimality chimera, but compatible with the concerns of 
ecological economists and the procedural principles of institutionalists.

Post Keynesian economics can contribute in two signifi cant ways to 
sustainable development, and in the process complement the fi eld of 
ecological economics with a policy framework for investment and tech-
nical progress that eschews neoclassical market environmentalism and 
optimality scenarios.17 First, it provides a bounded rationality (or satisfi c-
ing) approach to the ecosystem and its links to the economy, yielding an 
iterative process towards sustainable development. Second, it contains a 
policy approach based on establishing sustainable development customs 
and norms, and the need for growth in demand.

The policy framework is aimed to operate in a Post Keynesian world 
of fundamental uncertainty (see Davidson, 1991) and cumulative change 
(see Kaldor, 1966) within the context of an innovative and sustainable 
environment. With policy action, the framework has satisfi cing (rather 
than optimizing) objectives as fi rst espoused by Simon (1976) and then 
adopted in Post Keynesian behavioural analyses (Earl, 1989). Vercelli 
(1998, p. 273) has argued that satisfi cing is required for effi  ciency and 
ethical reasons due to fundamental uncertainty, irreversible processes and 
strategic learning. He concludes with the need for a ‘designing rationality’ 
that is ‘aimed at designing a project of harmonious interaction between 
economic development and the natural environment and able to specify 
a strategy for its implementation’. The Post Keynesian satisfi cing frame-
work outlined below is based on this designing rationality. It is broadly 
rational in economic terms and also ecologically sustainable in handling 
ecosystem dilemmas.

As a policy framework, the political economy of the environment and 
investment needs to deliver an innovation strategy within a long-run 
sustainable development framework. The satisfi cing approach needs to 
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be cumulative and iterative in the short run, developing a strong market 
share and eff ective demand for sustainable development-based innova-
tions.18 As more information and knowledge are acquired, the policy 
can be re calibrated towards a more sustainable long-run outcome. The 
 framework sets up guiding principles for the transition to sustainable 
development.19 Transition to a new path of economic development is 
known as a ‘traverse’ and requires adopting: (1) leading-edge knowledge; 
(2) new practices; and (3) diff erent social organizations.20

The procedural framework begins with identifi able goals and then 
develops a strategy of public intervention to meet Vercelli’s defi nition of 
sustainable development specifi ed at the start of this chapter.21 Vercelli 
(1998, p. 274) explains why long-run goals have to be established:

One of the main reasons for the deterioration of environmental problems may 
be ascribed precisely to the myopia of economic agents increasingly obsessed 
by very short-run objectives. Short-run rationality produces a profound irra-
tionality in the longer run. Only a broader long-run rationality may produce a 
process of sustainable development avoiding deep regrets.

The framework is based on the work of Lowe and Kalecki on traverse 
economics, which defi nes the movement of an economy outside equilib-
rium,22 and aims at overcoming myopic selection pressure. These princi-
ples provide a major shift in policy away from the standard optimizing 
approach. Lowe’s supply-side instrumental analysis shows how to use 
instruments to achieve agreed goals. Lowe (1976) establishes an analyti-
cal framework enabling rules of formal logic to be applied to economic 
cause-and-eff ect sequences over historical time. This framework is aimed 
at using such cause-and-eff ect principles to set up structural adjustment 
policies that can deliver a sustainable, equitable and ecologically support-
ive economic environment. It requires a paradigm shift away from existing 
technological solutions. Lowe (1976, pp. 11–12)23 calls this: ‘the search 
for the economic means suitable for the attainment of any stipulated end. 
To this procedure I have assigned the label of instrumental analysis.’ 
Forstater (1999) refers to this as ‘retroduction’, a search procedure that 
works backwards from ends (in this case sustainable development) to 
means (in this case planning).

Lowe argues that instrumental policy analysis must concentrate on 
investment, which is the central element of any growth path. Thus, any 
path to sustainable development must concentrate on the type of capital 
stock that, via eff ective demand, will carry the economy forward. Analysis 
and evidence show that uncertainty causes investment instability and 
undermines any smooth path to economic growth (Courvisanos, 1996, pp. 
190–92).24 Further, Lowe explains that in market-based regions, or nations 
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lacking supportive physical and social infrastructure, there is insuffi  cient 
order and coherence to impel the creation of innovative ecologically sus-
tainable investment projects by the private sector. A structural adjustment 
policy with appropriate infrastructure spending is needed to underpin the 
path to sustainable development.

Second is the demand-side perspective planning of Kalecki (1986). This 
generates an investment strategy where there is motivation and voluntary 
conformity toward ecologically appropriate goals. A path of dynamic dif-
fusion of new technology systems needs to be set up that is conducive to 
innovation in investment for sustainability. This requires a long-run invest-
ment strategy as well as an approach to adjust planning according to altered 
perspectives. To achieve this it is necessary to specify practical short-run 
targets that induce, through eff ective demand, innovation in investment 
that will lead to the specifi ed long-run goals. Targets need to be monitored 
and plans must be assessed at regular points to see if it is necessary to revise 
the goals and the strategy for reaching the long-run sustainable vision. A 
perspective plan with these goals is set up to form a specifi c investment 
programme in consort with agreed ecological rules that deliver the type of 
ecological sustainability determined by the instrumental analysis.

Kalecki (1963) identifi es two resource-saving parameters that provide 
ecological-effi  cient criteria for rules formulation. One is the coeffi  cient 
of real depreciation. The goal here is to reduce this coeffi  cient by proper 
maintenance and repair systems to equipment and infrastructure. The 
other is the coeffi  cient of better utilization of existing productive capacity. 
Kalecki (1963, p. 16) points out: ‘Greater output may be obtained from 
existing plant due to improvements in the organization of labour, more 
economical use of raw materials, elimination of faulty products, etc.’ thus 
reducing the coeffi  cient’s value. Together these resource-saving coeffi  cients 
provide a sound basis for ecological rules in a sustainable investment 
strategy.

Barbier (1989) developed some ecologically sustainable rules that could 
form the basis of any Lowe–Kalecki planning approach. These rules deal 
with rates of both exploitation of natural resources and generation of wastes 
that ecosystems can assimilate for long-run ‘carrying capacity’ sustainabil-
ity. The problem is that diff erent stakeholders (or interest groups) in the 
economy use alternative load-carrying capacity measures in relation to the 
ecosystem. Within the context of tourism, Hoff mann (1998) identifi es three 
carrying capacity measures that can be applied to the ecosystem in general:

1. physical capacity as the absolute limit that a resource can cope with;
2. ecological or real carrying capacity as the level beyond which there are 

unacceptable ecological impacts for ecologists;
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3. social or eff ective carrying capacity as the level beyond which unac-
ceptable change occurs in the production of the good or service in 
terms of overcrowding and altering social behaviour.

Large businesses tend to support (1). Small and local businesses, public 
environmental bureaucracies and ecologists tend to support (2). The direct 
service providers ‘on the ground’ (for example, national park rangers, 
local environment groups, low-impact ecosystem-based services) tend to 
support (3). Kalecki’s resource-saving coeffi  cients can be applied to all 
three capacity measures.

The perspective planning approach fi rst needs to set up a dialogue 
among all stakeholders on how to achieve a deeper ecosystem-sensitive 
market in any region or country using structural adjustment policies that 
plan to alter the economic base of that area. The aim is investment, not 
in ‘end of pipe’ solutions to the ecosystem, but in an innovative proactive 
strategy that signifi cantly alters the operation of the economy using new 
information and communication technology (ICT) tools. This requires an 
understanding of the possible means to develop the economy with ICT 
investment, and an appreciation of the value of all three carrying capac-
ity indicators as rules for monitoring, evaluating and developing each 
stage in the plan. Networking among all stakeholders over the goals and 
means must be rapid and continuous. Then processes need to be arranged 
where constructive dialogue concentrates on the means of achieving the 
goals based on the data available and rules used to assess this data. Once 
an investment plan is developed, there must be continual re-evaluation 
of these rules over time so that they are not static, but refl ect the latest 
innovative technological changes. This ensures a fl exible and adaptive 
investment strategy.

When setting up rules within either the planning process (for example, 
low-emission public transport system), or regulating the market (for 
example, emissions trading scheme), Hodge (1995, p. 56) explains that 
to maintain confi dence in these rules: ‘any prescriptions will have to 
embrace a wide range of capital assets and precautionary rather than 
optimising approaches’. This supports the satisfi cing rather than the opti-
mizing approach to sustainable development. A satisfi cing framework 
can provide suffi  cient confi dence so that rules can be adhered to. Such 
confi dence induces innovation in investment, leading to revisions both 
in carrying capacities and economic growth for future re-evaluations of 
the perspective plan through the social learning process. This complexity-
based cumulative and feedback process can establish precautionary rules 
to meet the goal of sustaining the ecosystem, while regularly evaluating 
and revising the rules for getting there.25
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Since it is impossible to defi ne with any certainty what sustainability 
requires, a risk-averse investment strategy not based on a static optimizing 
scale of production needs to be initially introduced. This points to eff ec-
tive carrying capacity rate as the critical measure. Over time, sustainability 
requires a ‘shifting target’ that depends on new information and technology 
becoming available, and on changing attitudes and expectations adopted 
by the generation that has democratic public control (Hodge, 1995, p. 56). 
Democratic control implies grassroots input from people who understand 
and operate within the fragile ecosystem, together with ability to infl u-
ence directly the goals and means used to develop the ecologically sensitive 
economy. This approach rejects the bland superfi cial notion of democracy as 
some occasional voting for representative leaders, and embraces a more par-
ticipatory process that requires signifi cant appreciation of the life support 
systems that need to be taken into account (see Hirsch Hadorn et al., 2006).

In achieving sustainability, Hoff mann (1998) argues for strategic alli-
ances and innovation networks among stakeholders. There are vast 
ideological and economic diff erences among all stakeholders, especially 
with regards to their support for diff erent carrying capacity rules. So alli-
ances and networks will be tenuous, if not impossible. Democratic control 
requires networking across all parties with specifi c details of the stipulated 
sustainable ends, but then decisions on the plans and implementation 
must be arrived at by majority support. The minority, even if more eco-
nomically powerful, must accept the need to act within the bounds of the 
 majority-based plan and policies.

Borrowing from the cumulative causation literature (Ricoy, 1987), the 
Lowe–Kalecki ecological framework provides for demand-led growth 
based on sustainability rules that establish certainty within which innova-
tive investment by the private sector can fl ourish. Continual re- evaluation 
of the investment plan encourages further innovation, leading to more 
acceptable and internationally competitive sustainability rules. This 
creates a ‘self-reinforcing internal dynamics’ that induces strong interna-
tional competitiveness, growth and employment.

In summary, this framework has three crucial elements consistent with 
Post Keynesian principles:

1. Cumulative eff ective demand that establishes a strong market share 
(demand-oriented stimulation).

2. Ecological rules that ensure capital investment is resource-saving with 
long-run carrying capacities which are sustainable (conventions under 
fundamental uncertainty).

3. Iterative, fl exible and risk-averse investment strategy with democratic 
control (investment planning and management).
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THE FUTURE

The future of our planet depends on meeting the ecological challenge. There 
are massive costs of inaction (Ackerman and Stanton, 2006). Ecological 
problems face our world from advanced economies, which have been 
at the forefront of ecological damage, and also from rapidly developing 
economies like China and India, which are currently driving very strong 
economic growth. Only a satisfi cing approach has the ability to mount this 
twin challenge and achieve genuine sustainable development.

This chapter has critiqued the optimality approaches of both neoclas-
sical and ecological economics by exposing their inability to meet the 
ecological challenges of the future. Both approaches have something to 
contribute. Neoclassical economics has eff ective microeconomic tools to 
evaluate environmental projects and their impact on micro-ecological 
systems. Ecological economics has expertise in pollution controls and green 
accounting. But these schools cannot identify future system goals so that an 
eff ective investment regime with sustainable development and technologi-
cal innovation can traverse to a long-run sustainable world. A traverse to 
such a new world requires that ecological economists abandon optimality 
and adopt the Post Keynesian satisfi cing framework. Planning is necessary 
for public investment infrastructure and private investment to dovetail into 
eff ective demand for capital stock that will deliver sustainable development. 
This chapter has taken on the challenge by using Galbraith (1973)’s notion 
of public and private planning for the public purpose in order to set up the 
Lowe–Kalecki sustainable development investment framework.

This is a satisfi cing framework that guides and supports broad eco-
nomic–ecological institutional settings. Clear long-run ecological goals 
are a prerequisite.26 These goals will be diff erent for diff erent regions, 
countries and cultures. Decisions need to be made on what sort of sustain-
able economy should exist 50 to 100 years from now. These goals then act 
as the focus of public and private investment planning decisions, ‘working 
backwards’ to the present. It is easier to start from where you want to be 
and work backwards than to hit a target goal from where you are cur-
rently. It also removes the tendency to favour the myopic status quo when 
one starts from the current situation.27

Courvisanos (2005) provides some examples of how the satisfi cing 
approach has been used in advanced economies. Each country needs to 
address its future goals in terms of investment towards solar-thermal, 
geothermal, wind power or nuclear technologies, in order to have these 
technologies ‘proved up’ (innovation) for future planned investment. 
Goals towards sustainable development are no longer an option, they are 
a necessity for survival. The science of global warming (or climate change) 
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has become clear: ‘The body of evidence and the growing quantitative 
assessment of risks are now suffi  cient to give clear and strong guidance to 
economists and policy-makers in shaping a response’ (Stern, 2006, p. 1).28

The science is clear, and the economics of sustainable development has 
developed clear methodologies and guidelines. Goals can be set that are 
not mathematically accurate, but provide satisfi cing targets to aim for. 
Sustainable development technologies exist, albeit not fully proven on 
a mass scale. Demand for sustainable development on all levels, from 
recycling to wind power, has developed to a sophisticated level. The time 
has arrived to set up Post Keynesian investment planning, and accompa-
nying infrastructure spending, for sustainable development that can be 
monitored, evaluated and adjusted based on agreed long-run goals that 
can themselves be altered as we get further into the unknowable future. 
For our planet to survive and provide options for our grandchildren, the 
challenge of meeting the future via the Post Keynesian approach outlined 
above must begin immediately.

NOTES

 1. Research and writing of this chapter was largely undertaken in early 2007 while on 
professional development leave as Visiting Fellow at the Centre for Strategic Economic 
Studies (CSES), Victoria University, Melbourne, Australia. The facilities and staff  of 
CSES were most helpful during the development and writing of this chapter. Special 
thanks to Ainsley Jolley from CSES for his great wisdom and experience in the econom-
ics and technology of sustainable development. Also, thanks to Ric Holt and Steven 
Pressman for insightful comments and strong editing.

 2. Schumacher (1974) located inappropriate technology in the context of underdeveloped 
economies using advanced technology that was expensive, complex to operate by the 
poor, and destructive of the environment. Lowe (1976) located inappropriate technol-
ogy in the context of advanced economies suff ering structural disproportionalities due 
to production lags and excess capacities that emerge with investment decisions in capital 
goods. Schumacher worked with Kalecki in the Oxford University Institute of Statistics 
during the Second World War, co-writing a journal article on the organization of the 
post-war international fi nancial system (Kalecki and Schumacher, 1943), and both 
writing a chapter each in a volume on The Economics of Full Employment (Burchardt, 
1944). Lowe sees Kalecki as supporting his concerns on the instability of capitalist 
investment in the functioning of economic growth (see Courvisanos, 1996, p. 52). Thus, 
all three writers can be seen to refl ect the particular Robinsonian perspective of Post 
Keynesian economics as identifi ed in Harcourt (1981 [1985]) and Bortis (1997, p. 10).

 3. For a short account of the genealogy of the term, see Vercelli (1998, pp. 267–8).
 4. For an explanation of why the contingent valuation approach in neoclassical environ-

mental economics is invalid, see the Marc Lavoie chapter in this volume (Chapter 7).
 5. See, for example, Hart (2004), Greaker (2006), Puller (2006).
 6. Courvisanos (1996) has combined the Minsky and Crotty analyses to develop a 

‘susceptibility cycle’ of investment at the agency behavioural level involving tech-
nological innovation. Empirical studies have provided support for the clustering of 
innovation and consequent bunching of investment; see Freeman and Perez (1988) and 
Courvisanos and Verspagen (2004).
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 7. See the Appendix in Gastaldo and Ragot (1996, p. 84) for a tabulation of such studies 
and their results.

 8. ‘As was noted by Aghion and Howitt about endogenous growth: “the economy is 
always a scaled down version of what it was years ago” (1992:29)’ (Benhaïm and 
Schembri, 1996, pp. 131–2).

 9. Towards the end of a more recent book, Daly (1996, p. 223) clearly recognizes the opti-
mality of his steady-state economy version of sustainable development: ‘The optimal 
scale, following our basic ethic, would be the one that maximizes lives ever lived over 
time at a suffi  cient level of per capita resource use for a good life.’

10. For details on issues related to policy implementation of such optimal rules, see Costanza 
(1994), van den Bergh (1996, pp. 53–79), and Parts II and III of Faucheux et al. (1998).

11. Ma and Stern (2006, p. 492) explain that the journal Ecological Economics provides a 
representative sample of work within the fi eld of ecological economics.

12. This strong tie between ecological economics and neoclassical environmental economics is 
supported by reference to the strongly neoclassical Pearce and Atkinson (1993) piece which 
is reported by Ma and Stern (2006) as the sixth-most-cited article in Ecological Economics 
(EE) articles from 1994 to 2003. It has always been cited in favourable terms. Yet, Pearce 
and Atkinson does not appear in the Top 30 cited articles in the neoclassical Journal of 
Environmental Economics and Management (JEEM). Its macro sustainable development 
perspective made it appropriate for EE but not JEEM (as argued in the previous section).

13. This procedural rationality has been recently adopted in resource management litera-
ture under the title ‘social learning’. ‘Social learning is an iterative and ongoing process 
that comprises several loops and enhances the fl exibility of the socio-ecological system 
and its ability to respond to change’ (Pahl-Wostl and Hare, 2004, p. 195). This process 
‘is not a search for the optimal solution to one problem but an ongoing learning and 
negotiation process where a high priority is given to questions of communication, 
perspective sharing and development of adaptive group strategies for problem solving’ 
(Pahl-Wostl and Hare, 2004, pp. 193–4).

14. In fact Costanza and Daly (1992, p. 45) acknowledge that: ‘Uncertainty itself is one of the 
critical factors that must be addressed in designing sustainable policies’, suggesting that 
a natural capital depletion tax with some form of refundable assurance scheme to handle 
uncertainty. The problem is that this type of scheme will be subject to the same speculative 
pressures arising from capitalist uncertainty that occurs with any market-based approach.

15. This section is a revised and extended version of Section 3 of Courvisanos (2005) 
under the title ‘eco-sustainable framework’. Both this chapter and Courvisanos (2005) 
are the outcome of a much larger research project presented in an embryonic form in 
Courvisanos (2000).

16. Galbraith recognized environmental degradation in terms of loss of public amenities 
in Galbraith (1958). He then argued for cleaning up and regulating this degradation 
through public planning in Galbraith (1973). Galbraith identifi ed infrastructure and 
technology as possible elements in this degradation, but had no concept of public and 
private investment in sustainable development.

17. Winnett (2003) identifi es integration of resource extraction and environmental assets in 
a monetary production economy with uncertainty in future stocks as a fertile area for 
Post Keynesian environmental economics, as none currently exists.

18. The hybrid car is a recent example of how demand ensures growing market share for 
an innovation. The problem is that this demand has come belatedly out of large petrol 
price rises (market signals). The technology has been around for a long time, but there 
has not been any sustainable development planning process to introduce it earlier into 
the capitalist economies. Up until the 2009 Great Recession, advanced capitalist econo-
mies’ support for neoliberal laissez-faire economic policies prevented consideration of 
any such sustainable development planning procedures advocated in this chapter. With 
the recession has come a re-orientation towards more regulatory economic policies, and 
thus greater ‘room to move’ in relation to ‘satisfi cing’ environmental objectives.

19. See Kemp and Rotmans (2004) on the concept of transition to sustainability.
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20. Examples of past transitions are: sailing to steam ships (1850–1914), gas to electric 
power (1878–1900), high to low death rates (1850-1900), residential coal to natural gas 
(1960-75), typewriters to computers (1970–90). The fi rst three in the list co-evolved; see 
Geels (2005) for more details.

21. Goals, and targets, are crucial in any sustainable development planning project. 
Appreciation of the current systems that need to be transformed to achieve the appro-
priate sustainable development goals is a basic approach in all ecological economics 
towards sustainability (see Hirsch Hadorn et al., 2006).

22. See Kriesler (2003) on the traverse, which defi nes the movement of an economy outside 
equilibrium.

23. See the excellent exposition of Lowe in Oakley (1987).
24. See Richardson (1960) for details on lack of coordination in markets for investment 

and the systemic failures that this creates. Richardson explains how investment coor-
dination through information agreements and industrial concentration can assist in 
developing micro-goals in policy-oriented strategies.

25. For details on Post Keynesian complexity analysis and its relationship to ecological 
economics, see the Barkley Rosser, Jr chapter in this volume (Chapter 11). 

26. Goals can be either specifi c target reductions of pollution or greenhouse emitting (as in 
the Kyoto Protocol), or can be broad aims to introduce specifi c forms of new ecologi-
cally effi  cient technologies by a particular date.

27. Australia is a large coal and other commodities exporter, and also one of the largest 
per capita greenhouse emitting countries in the world. As an example of how diffi  cult 
it is for political leaders to grasp the need for signifi cant shift towards goals related to 
sustainable development rather than fi ddle with fi ne-tuning the myopic status quo, 
Australia’s Prime Minister from 1996 to 2007, Mr John Howard, said in a February 
2007 TV interview: ‘I think to start working backwards from a mathematically precise 
scenario 94 years from now, or 93 years from now, is a bit unrealistic and I don’t think 
it’s of any benefi t to you or your viewers and I don’t know that it gets us anywhere. I 
think what does get us somewhere is to say, “What can we do now, in a sensible way, 
that doesn’t hurt us, to reduce carbon emissions?”’ (ABC, 2007).

  The election in December 2007 of the slightly left-leaning Australian Labor Party, on 
an electoral promise to ratify Kyoto, has ended this unyielding position.

28. IPCC (2007) is a report from the leading world scientists on global warming which 
further adds support to the Stern (2006) statement.
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